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ABSTRACT

In a world of technological and cultural change and multicultural
contexts, the Primary School is challenged constantly to provide
learning experiences as foundations for students' acquisition of lifelong
learning strategies. Consequently, classrooms need to provide learning
experiences related to the real world via television and the internet
and opportunities for sharing ideas/information. Effective sharing of
ideas/information entails empowering students to acquire skills that
enable them to evaluate ideas/information and critically validate
information sources. In these contexts, questions arise in relation to
the nature of group learning and its effectiveness for learning across
knowledge domains of the curriculum.
Research on group learning in both primary and secondary schools has
indicated that, compared with whole class teaching/learning, group
learning provides enhanced opportunities for social development
through student-student interaction that leads to improved learning
outcomes. However, there is little research which has focused on a
detailed analysis of how group interaction might be understood and
enhanced. This study has accepted this implicit challenge by probing
the linguistic and cognitive processes generated in collaborative,
heterogeneous group contexts across three knowledge domains of the
primary school curriculum (science, social studies and language arts).
In examining group processes, this research analyses the dimensions
of group interaction at both global and individual levels. Research
paradigms are examined to identify and develop an appropriate
methodology, in this case ethnology of communication.
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Prior to implementation, the instrument developed for the research
was trialled in terms of effectiveness for tapping the students'
perceptions of the group learning process. A systematic trialling
process was also undertaken to develop a data analysis system which
encompassed at once (a) the language created by the participants, (b)
the cognitive processes engaged in by participants, (c) the contexts
constructed by individuals and (d) extra/nonverbal dimensions of the
group interaction.
The research site selected for the study was a large State Primary
School with students from mixed social and cultural backgrounds and
the selected participants consisted of five Year Six students (two
females and three males) of mixed ability.
Analysis of the data at both global and micro levels generated the
following pathways to effective, collaborative, heterogeneous group
learning in the knowledge domains of the Primary School curriculum.
(1) The research model provides a learning paradigm considered an
effective adjunct to whole class teaching/learning. This paradigm is
characterised by communicative contexts with potential for interactive
learning via sustained dialogue and appropriate teacher roles to
ensure symmetry of learning.
(2) The group interaction spontaneously generates a range of linguistic
forms, accompanied by body language, and cognitive processes,
including core linguistic forms and cognitive processes, to structure a
semantic field of relevant content.
(3) Participants structure the group learning by adopting roles through
which they collaboratively establish contextual frames and interaction
VI

segments by initiating and responding to ideas/information drawn
from their individual knowledge structures.
(4) In the context of ongoing teaching/learning, students indicate that
they have acquired (a) perceptions of purposes for learning the
knowledge domains and (b) preferred, knowledge-domain-specific
learning strategies.
This research has implications for further research on the impact of
cultural and gender differences on the generation of linguistic and
cognitive processes in other group structures as well as collaborative,
heterogeneous group contexts. In the classroom context, it has
implications for an effective teaching/learning paradigm for laying
foundations for lifelong literacy for learning the knowledge domains of
the curriculum and strengthening fundamental pillars of education in a
world of rapid technological change. It also has implications for both
Preservice and Inservice programs providing the necessary
understandings for teachers to implement and develop collaborative,
heterogeneous group learning as an effective supplement to whole
class teaching/learning in the instructional program.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: COMMUNICATION AS CLASSROOM
FUNDAMENTAL

1.1 COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

Communication is fundamental to learning and language
development. Fundamental, communicative needs should form the
basis for classroom planning by the teacher to ensure that effective
language development and learning occur in the classroom. During
the preschool years, the young child spends a great deal of time
exploring the environment and engaging in a range of experiences
which form a basis for learning. As the learning proceeds, the child
acquires language, and consequently extends the learning process
through the use of language as he/she uses l::tnguage for a range of
functions while playing and engaging in a variety of activities. During
many of these activities, the child interacts with peers and adults,
and, through these interactions, acquires the ability to communicate
over a range of contexts.
As teachers and students interact during the school day, they engage
in communication within a series of instructional contexts which
include teachers assigning tasks to students and students responding
to the teachers' instructions and directions. Teaching and learning in
tandem are thus perceived as a communicative process (Puro and
Bloome, 1987). During these interactions, both teacher and student
display communicative competence which is tba.t aspect of our

competence tiJa.t enables us to convey and interpret 1nessa.ges aad to
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negodate 1neaning i.oterpersonaJJy within speci/Jc contexts (Brown,
!98719.9)

The concept of communication is expanded by Tartter, ( 19&6) who
states:
Our analysis thus far suggests that tile bare rudiments of'
comJJUJnication include eJTecting a behaviour change in
a1Jotlle1: toward a comn1011 goa._£ with feedbacJ: from tile otller
causing a change in tile transmitter_ In other words,.

com1nunication Jnllst be tT-vo-way (p267)
Within the classroom interactions, messages are transmitted and
interpreted during which account is taken of the interactional
contexts which are constructed by the teacher and the students (Puro
and Bloome, 19&7). Nonverbal communication through the use of
body language, eye contact and gesture also forms part of the
classroom communicative system which can be affected by the
similarity of the participants' experiential backgrounds, the degree of
similarity in the way the participants structure their experiences,
purposes of the communication, and the relationships established in
the communicative act by the participants (Emmitt and Pollock,
1991) as well as the context in which the communication occurs.

Communication may be established through interaction which
incorporates exchanges of ideas and opinions. Exchanges amongst
interactors may occur through the use of verbal and nonverbal
language codes which include oral, graphic and gestural modes.
Ciassroom interactions that utilise oral language may be generated
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through teacher-led, class discussions and student discussions which
are forms of interaction.
Alvermann, Dillon and O'Brien ( 1987) indicated that discussion is
important as a communication skilL and must satisfy the following
three criteria:

JJiscussaJJts should put forth multiple poiats of v1ew and stand
J"eady to change their minds about tile matter under discussion,·
students should interact witil one another as well as witil tile
teacher,: and tile interaction should exceed tile typical two or
tllree word phrase units coJnJnon to recitation lessons.

(p.7)

Cintorino ( 199 3) links the discussants' talk with social skills and
indicates that discussion is an exchange of ideas, opinions, questions,
responses and explanations, during which the course of the
discussion is determined. Green and Wallat, ( 1981) reinforce the
social and creative dimensions of verbal exchanges of ideas, opinions,
observations and sentiments and refer to them as conversations
within the framework of teaching as a conversational process.

Student discussions provide opportunities for students to ask and
respond to questions and respond to each other's ideas. They also
have the potential for providing opportunities for students to (a)
clarify and expand their interpretations of text-based material, (b)
evaluate texts and peers' interpretations, (c) reflect on their own
thinking, (d) review and master subject matter, (e) work together to
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develop interpersonal skills and construct meaning and (f) heighten
their sense of accountability (Kletzien and Baloche, 1994 ).
1.2 COMMUNICATNECONTEXTS

Shuy (1981) emphasises the importance of context and function for
language development and communicative competence, and Adams
(1984) indicates that the major aims of language education are
related to the students' acquiring linguistic repertoires for as many
different contexts as possible. Puro and Bloome ( 1987) also indicate
that classroom communication is influenced by both implicit and
explicit communication. For Puro and Bloome (1987) the teacher
asking students a question and the students responding are an
example of explicit communication while the teacher requesting the
students to do something and their complying with the request is an
example of implicit communication. The former portrays the
communication as language interaction, and the latter portrays
communication as a request followed by an action.
Students operate within the broad contexts of home and school and
use language for a number of functions within these contexts, but
these contexts are made up of a range of focused contexts in which
learning takes place. Social contexts that consist of people, activities,
talk and feelings are established in the classroom (Genishi, 1984),
and learning becomes a social process through interaction during
which knowledge is transmitted and structured as the individuals
interact with other individuals in the learning context.

Teachers are thus challenged to create communicative contexts for
learning that ensure students engage in quality interaction in which
they are sensitive to the contextual differences imposed by the
learning tasks and the individuals engaged in the learning tasks.
contextual features are significant determinants of language
outcomes and, consequently, it is vital for students to understand the
context of language for effective communication and learning.

1.3 COMMUNICATING CONTENT
As students engage in the learning process, they engage in
communication and use language for learning. In this learning
process the language used is determined partly by the nature of the
learning task which may or may not include opportunities for the
students to explore meaning and elaborate ideas. If the students
have opportunities to use language to make meaning, they are able
to construct frames of knowledge (Berry, 198.5) and reconstruct
frames of reference as learning proceeds. Learning in the disciplines
of the curriculum that incorporates interaction allows opportunities
for students to interpret and develop concepts based on prior
knowledge and experience, and develop the language of the
discipline.

In the context of learning mathematics the process of making
meaning through a language of numbers and relationships, involves
oral and written communication, gesture, drawings, and diagrams
{Marks and Mousley, 1990). Texts of mathematics learning thus go
beyond language and include other meaning systems. In
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mathematics there are structural forms to make meaning within the
social contexts of learning, and appropriate texts and generic forms
are generated for communicating mathematical concepts. Learning
mathematics also entails the students using language to express their
mathematical ideas in forming and developing mathematical
concepts, so it is important for students to learn the language of
mathematics and use language in mathematics to develop and
communicate their understandings (Marks and Mousley, 1990).

Particular disciplines influence the contexts of learning and generate
texts that are appropriate for that discipline, therefore, it is
important to take account of the texts generated as part of the
learning process. Learning within the disciplines thus takes account
of the discourse of the discipline and the communicative systems
that operate within that discourse.

1.4 COMMUNICATIVE CLASSROOMS
It is important for classroom teachers to ensure that communicative

competence is enhanced in the classroom as it aids expression and
understanding within the framework of effectiveness and
appropriateness. Rubin and Kantor (1984 ) analysed communicative
competence in the classroom in terms of the four principles of
sensitivity, flexibility, performance, and feedback.

Communicative competence entails a sensitivity to the situational
features of the medium of communication, audience, function of the
communication, the setting of the communication, the topic, and the
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discourse process of the communication_ Communicatively competent
people are JlexibfeF adapt to the situation in which the
communication is occurring, and select appropriately from their
repertoires of communicative styles. Communicatively competent
people also need to perform effectively within a range of situations,
and, as communication involves feedback, it is important for the
communicator to use effectively the feedback that occurs in the
communicative act.

These principles of communicative competence emphasise the need
for students to be able to understand the modes and functions of
language so that they can communicate effectively through language
for a universe of purposes over a range of contexts which provide
opportunities for language development and communication to occur.
According to Savage, Flynn, Ohlmus, and Christie ( 1981 ), classrooms
are filled

with language. They also indicate that good

teaching/learning situations draw on the students' knowledge,
experience and language. It is also important for students to be
aware that speech is context-dependent and that writing is contextindependent so that they can take account of these factors in their
communications through oral and written language.

Classrooms in which meaningful communication is encouraged may
be perceived as learning classrooms in which communicative
contexts generate the learning through interaction that occcurs
between teacher and student, and between student and student.
Learning thus occurs within social contexts that take account of the
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language of the participants and important factors that affect the
communication that occurs within those contexts. Communication,
language and learning are then enhanced within meaningful social
contexts.
1.5 ALTERNATNES TO DIRECT INSTRUCTION
In direct teaching the transmission of knowledge is often achieved
by the initiate-response-evaluate (IRE) format (Cazden, 1988). More
generally this format is perceived as the elicitation-responsefeedback (ERF) format (Heap, 1985). This mode of teacher-centred
instruction is still a common form of practice (Cazden, 1988; Heap,
1985; Swain, 1988) so it is important for teachers to explore a range
of other instructional strategies that enhance the interactional mode
of learning more to allow more student participation in the learning
process. If more participation occurs, we can view classroom
discourse as a process of teacher and students producing knowledge
(Heap, 1985) rather than a process of the teacher imparting
knowledge. However, interactional learning that involves high
student participation must take account of students' communicative
competence hence the study of classroom discourse becomes a study
of classroom communication (Cazden, 1986).
Classrooms are complex social settings in which a series of
relationships are established during the learning process. Teacherstudent relationships and student-student relationships are
established over a variety of learning episodes during the school day.
Interactions occur between teacher and student and between student
8

and student, and these interactions entail a great deal of talk for a
variety of purposes which include the teacher giving directions, the
student asking for assistance/guidance, and students talking about a
task or problem. However, classroom talk can often be controlled
predominantly by the teacher who spends a great deal of time in
direct teaching of the whole class during which he/she asks
questions and the students answer. Teachers are thus instrumental
in controlling the classroom context through a variety of classroom
organizational patterns to enhance meaningful learning within the
disciplines. Given this control, teachers may encourage more
discussion in the classroom, and allow students to engage in more
language-centred learning which provides opportunities for both
language development and learning to occur together_

Swain ( 19&&) drew attention to the distrust of the whole class
context for learning, and derives the following principles:
teachers must avoid inhibiting cluldren s language that i.~
used to explorer analyse and ilypotile:,1'se
whole dass discussions do not perm1t ail children to have
tile opportun1ty to talk
c!Jifdren Jearn to use language for ;z range o[[unctions
including talking tileir way to understandi11g
teacher-led discussions produce discourse asymmetry;
a1ising from the asymmetry o[J:nowledge betw-een tile adult
teaciler and tile child learner
ch1ldren hav-e Jots to say and they need guidance to
elaborate and diversi[y tile codes in wilicil they say things
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adults are authority figures who exercise their right to
sanction

meaning~

negotiate and detern1ine n1eanings for

children, silence and dJ:<;mJ:<;s children (p.6J)

Yet, Swain (1988) does indicate that whole class discussion has value
as a teaching context if the teacher assumes

!t

participatory role

which allows for free-flowing discussion rather than a supervisory
role. Contexts in which free-flowing discussion occurs in learning in
the disciplines allow the students to do most of the talking thus
overcoming the problem of knowledge asymmetry where the teacher
controls the learning.
Wells and Wells ( 1984) studied children's language at home and
school and concluded that compared ~lith home interactions children
at school initiated fewer interactions, asked fewer questions, and
generally interacted less. They also found that the children's
utterances at school had simpler syntactic structures and portrayed a
narrower range of content, and recommended that learning and
teaching in the school context be collaborative during which all
participants contribute to the interaction on an equal footing. They
thus expressed another important challenge for teachers to go
beyond teacher-led initiations of learning in whole class instructional
contexts to learning contexts that generate language and learning
through collaboration and discussion.
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1.6 CREATING LANGUAGE CONTEXTS FOR LEARNING
Learning/instruction in the classroom includes acquisition of and
instruction in a body of knowledge perceived as the curriculum. The
teacher's role includes organizing the classroom for meaningful
learning so that knowledge, skills, and attitudes are acquired, and
used appropriately by the students. This organization needs to take
account of the way knowledge acquisition is achieved as well as the
knowledge itself to ensure that the students are active participants
in the learning process because active participation by the students
in the learning process, helps avoid both discourse and learning
asymmetry which occur in teacher controlled learning.
If teachers are to avoid learning asymmetry and too much whole
class teaching, they need to experiment with ways to create learning
contexts that ensure students have opportunities to use language in
the learning process during which they learn the language of the
disciplines that they are studying. These contexts may provide
opportunities for students to use language, learn language, and learn
about language (Savage, Flynn, Ohlmus, and Christie, 1981 ). These
contexts may also provide opportunities for the students to use
language to hypothesise, analyse, synthesise, and explore and
elaborate meaning. The challenge, therefore, is for teachers to
structure meaningful learning contexts in the disciplines in which
students participate and contribute to the learning through shared
interactions, and build on their individual knowledge during those
interactions.
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Classroom discourse then becomes a complex pattern of interactions
that generate communicative contexts for learning in which the
teacher and students take on roles in the learning process. The
communication and learning that are generated are shaped by these
roles as well as the school curriculum. Social relations that involve
the teacher and students as they pursue curriculum tasks are
derived from the communicative contexts of learning, and the
curriculum is contextualised in the classroom (Puro and Bloome,
1987).
Researchers also have an interest in the learning process, the
language process and their relationships. If classrooms are to become
places in which communication and learning are enhanced through
language interaction, then the research process needs to inform
teachers. If theory and practice are to work in the interest of
improved language development and learning for the students, then
there is need for a conscious, self-reflective examination of language
and language learning by both researchers and teachers (Harste,
1982).
Research and theory have raised important issues related to
dassroom interaction and learning (Wells and Wells,1984; Heap,
1985; Cazden,1986;1988; Puro and Bloome,1987; Swain,l988; Marks
and Mousley,1990) and the issues have highlighted the importance
of discussion in enhancing communication and learning, and the
significance of context for classroom learning through interaction. In
the search for effective interaction to enhance learning, this research

project focuses on group learning as a context which can provide
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the project is concerned with the nature of group learning and its
effectiveness for language development and learning.

1.7 STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The research reviewed has highlighted the need for teachers to
during the learning process to develop appropriate language and
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understanding the disciplines. The literature reviewed has also
revealed the significance of group learning as an effective context
that allows individuals to participate in discussion and cooperative
learning. However, there is no clear evidence to support a
methodology to elicit elaboration of discussion and learning in the

This study focuses on ways to organise group learning in the
classroom

linguistic and cognitive skills within

communicative contexts. \Vithin these contexts the effectiveness of
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curriculum disciplines is examined. This examination will provide
insights into the ways students structure their learning in the
different disciplines and the teacher's role in effective group learning
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the basis for guidelines to guide teachers in their endeavours to
overcome some of the learning problems that have been raised in the
foregoing theory and research, which include learning asymmetry
and too much whole-ciass teaching, and to help them enhance
language development and learning in the disciplines through group
discussion.

T.llerefor~

tlle probfe;n addressed in t.llis researc.111:~ an examination

of tlle linguistic and cognitive processes oflearJ11iJg t.lle disciplines in
col/aborativ~

lleterogeneous group contexts.

The organisaton of classrooms into groups allows teachers to
structure contexts similar to real life situations where individuals
meet and share ideas and information. Children have encountered
group conversations in family interactions and other social contexts
such as play groups and interest groups and, as they have
participated in group discussions, they have b uiit on their present
knowledge and acquired the language of discussion through
interaction. Classroom teachers may build on these abilities and
develop

students~

ability to learn through discussion.

In group settings individuals listen and talk, organize meanings in
terms of their own ft·ames, and learn to be sensitive to the context in
which they operate. Group participation and learning may thus
become a dynamic event in which individuals have an opportunity to
pursue and achieve individual goals, share and negotiate meanings,
and respect the point of view of others as learning proceeds (Pinnell,
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1984). Group learning contrasted with whole class learning allows
more student interaction which in turn allows students to structure
their learning based on their own knowledge rather than the teacher
structuring the learning. Group learning also allows more
participation by individuals in discussion which provides more
opportunities for individuals to acquire and develop communication
skills in context.
1.8 AIMS OF THE STUDY

The achievement of the following aims of the study will provide
insights into ways students structure learning in group contexts in
the classroom.
The main aim of the study is to provide insights into the ways
students interact in groups by creating language and engaging in
cognitive processes to learn and develop concepts in learning the
disciplines in collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts in the
Primary School.

A second aim of the study is to examine the roles adopted by
students and the ways students structure their learning in group
con texts in the disciplines of the curriculum.

A third aim of the study is to tap the students' perceptions of
learning strategies and the group process for learning the disciplines
of the curriculum.

A Jourtll ain1 of tile study is to formulate guidelines for teachers to

structure eil'ective group learning in the classroom,
The implementation of the study will provide research outcomes on
the nature of group learning, and provide instructional guidelines to
assist teachers to implement effective learning in group contexts. The
study will thus contribute to research on group learning by adding
new knowledge in this field, and relate the research outcomes to
classroom practice.

1.9 ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY
In order to complete the study, account will be taken of the

follo~ring

organizational preced ures.

Firstly, the importance of oracy and literacy will be examined then
the preliminary literature survey that has been carried out \'Vill be
extended to gain detailed insights into theory and research relevant
to the study. Basically, the literature survey will focus on two areas
of theory and research. Part one wilt consist of an overview of
selected studies on the concept of literacy and learning theory that
have influenced Australian teaching over three decades. This
overview will include examination of the main inftuences on literacy
development in Australian schools and will take account of context
and the role of the student in mediating and structuring knowledge
as enhancement of literacy and learning. Part two will focus on
studies relevant to group learning contexts in the school system. The
review will provide a basis on which to build a conceptual
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rrame\Y~ork

for the articulation of the research questions that will be

examined in the study.

secondly, the research questions will be articulated and the
methodology for the study determined. The research questions will
be determined from the conceptual framework derived from the
literature surveyed and the research problem. The methodology
adopted for the study will allow for examination of group interaction
in practice, and include instructional material which \viii be prepared
and used as a stimulus for group learning in selected disciplines of
the curriculum which is the focus of the study.

Thirdly, the school population will be selected and the research
sample will be drawn from that school.

Fourthly, the study will be implemented within the selected school
context and primary data, which wiii consist of video tapes of group
interaction and student responses to a questionnaire, ·will be
gathered for analysis.

Fifthly, the data will be organized, analysed, research findings
examined, and conclusions drawn from the research findings for the
final writing up of the research which will include instructional
guidelines for learning the disciplines in group contexts.
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CHAPTER 2
ORACY, LITERACY AND LEARNING

2.1 ORACY AND LEARNING

In the early years of their lives children use oral language
extensively in their games and in their communications with their
peers and parents. Oral language is used in situations in which the
children perform rituals, act out roles, and engage in experiences
which enable them to build an oral language foundation which
becomes the foundation for reading and writing. Children learn to
express and comprehend ideas, feelings, understandings and
concepts through oral language experiences, and. they bring this
language ability and the ability to learn to the reading and writing
tasks in school that take: account of, and expand on, this literacybase (Goodman, 1987).

Recent studies (Staab, 1991) have examined the need for students to
have time to talk in the learning process which means teachers have
to talk less to allow students to take more control of their own
learning. Collaborative talk amongst students allows them to achieve
individual goals, and collaborative talk between student and teacher
allows the teacher to increase his/her understanding of the student's
purposes and current level of learning (Gen Ling Chang and \Xle11s,
1988). The measure of the student's level of cognitive processing can
be determined to some extent by examination of his/her ability to
PUt a point across, produce supporting facts, and sustain an argument
(Staab, 1991 ).
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Staab's study ( 1991) entailed detailed observations of year three and
year six classrooms, and generated important information on ways
classroom teachers structure their classrooms to permit student talk.
Although the study showed that there were differences amongst
teachers and the type of learning engaged in by the students, it
showed most of the school day was spent in quiet work or the
teacher talking. It was noted that most of the student-student talk
was on occasions when students were talking informally and helping
each other.

If teachers are to plan for talk to develop oral communication skills
and learning, classroom structure needs to provide opportunities for
students to develop productive talk in learning contexts. Therefore,
ways to enhance peer interaction need to be examined and
implemented by teachers so that students have opportunities to
rm·mulate opinions and clarify ideas within classroom structures that
encourage active learning by providing opportunities for classroom
talk (Barnes, 1976; Barnes and Todd, 1977).

Barnes ( 1988) discusses oracy in the curriculum and indicates that
we should examine oral language in relation to the topics and
contexts in which it is used. He also points out the need for teachers
to be able to intervene in the learning/teaching of oracy and to
understand the significance of that intervention for instruction. He
suggests we intuitively operate a set of choices when we speak and
offers these levels, which follow, as a guide for teacher intervention.
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A Gontext:

I A wa.reness o[ situation and .reh'ltionsflips
2 Purpose(:(;/

B ~/llfessage:

I ConstitueJJts of the message (gist YJJits ')

2 .Role choices (011 which style_ polite for111 ..~
etc., depe11d)
C.Speeclz act: I Elicit commm1ct state_ etc.

2 Organizatio11 ofinl'o1·11Jation witlzi11 tlze
utteraJJce
lJ FornJsi-

I 5)1Jtax

2 lntoJJation
]_ (]Joice of' rvords

E Formsl 1: 5ound productio11 (delivery piloJJology etc.)
(Barnes_ 1.988:46)

With the foregoing levels of intervention in mind, and the need to
develop oracy skills in context, teachers may enhance oracy in the
classroom and make the whole curriculum the content of oracy.
Spoken language can then be developed through enquiry and
learning in context. Gracy then becomes a tool for discussion, and a
means of engagement in a range of activities to increase the student's
understanding of the world through active learning (Barnes, 198.8 ).
Oral communication contexts then provide opportunities for (a)
enhancing cognitive skills, (b) enhancing literacy and (c) learning
within the knowledge domains of the curriculum_
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2.7 ORACY AND LITERACY

Gen Ling Chang and Wells ( 1988) considered the thinking processes
engaged in by students in collaborative talk sessions and concluded
that linguistic attributes such as explicitness, connectivity,
justification, and relevance are attributes of thinking processes in
both oral interaction and literate thinking. They argue that becoming
literate can take place potentially through speech as well as through
engagement with written language, and reinforce this perspective by
arguing that it is not the mode of language that defines literate
thinking but the manner in which language is employed. Thus a
literate person exploits the symbolic potential of language to
empower his or her thinking individually and socially across many
domains of knowledge and experience (Gen Ling Chang and Wells,
1988 ).

In the past, reading and writing have often been viewed mainly as
intrapersonal processes between reader and writer or reader and
text. Bloome and Theodorou ( 1985) indicate that reading and writing
are also interpersonal processes that involve students, teachers and
multiple texts. In the classroom context, what count as reading and
writing are established by teachers and students as they interact
with one another and with the reading text. Reading and writing take
place within social contexts and these contexts may influence the
ways texts are interpreted and constructed. For example, the
teacher's expectations of the reading and writing may influence the
way the students interpret the text. Competition and collaborative
learning may also influence the reading and writing processes
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because competitive reading and writing and collaborative reading
and writing could generate different learning outcomes within
different contexts. In these situations, students not only require
ability to read and write but also need the communicative
competence to understand what is required during reading and
writing sessions.

Communicative competence may be enhanced in the pursuit of
literacy. The Australian Government's Language and Literacy Policy
takes account of important issues related to literacy and defines
literacy in English as:
Literacy is the ability to read and use written information
and to write appropriately: in a range ofco11texts. It is used
to dtrvelop £.-now-Jedge and understanding to achieve personal
growth and to Junction elTectiVely in our soaety Literacy
also includes the recognition ofnumbers and basic
JllathenJatical signs and sy11Jbofs wit/Jin text

Literacy invvlves tiie integration of spectA"in& Jf._.;tening and
critical tiiinA"ing witii reading and tvTiting. Effective
literacy is intrinsically purposell.Ji Jlexible and dyna111ic
and cont1i1ues to develop tiirougbout an individuals Jil'etime.
(Dawkins, !991;8)

This view of literacy goes beyond the traditional viev,r of literacy as
reading and writing and presents a broader view of literacy that
incorporates oral language and cognitive development.
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Students who participate in classroom reading and writing events
may come from different cultural backgrounds which may influence
the way they interpret meaning and perceive the reading and
writing processes. Becoming literate thu"S includes engaging in a
socio-cultural process of meaning making \Vhich draws on linguistic,
cognitive and communicative skills within learning contexts which
utilise both oral and \Vritten texts. Consequently, instruction for
literacy needs to take account of the social and interpersonal contexts
structured for reading and writing events, and the cognitive,
linguistic and communicative skills utilised in the learning process.

Mikulecky ( 1990) suggests the following positive directions in his
discussion of literacy instruction. Firstly, students need to encounter
a wide

t~ange

of contexts at1d uses for literacy. Secondly, families and

other institutions need to be encouraged to play a larger role in
literacy instruction. Thirdly, attention needs to be given to the use of
literacy within socialnet\vorks which includes the solution of group
problems. Fourthly, literacy instruction can occur almost naturally in
functional learning contexts.

With the foregoing suggestions and definition in mind, teachers may
take accvunt of language development within the learning contexts
which they structure in the clas srDo m, and include oral
communication and reading and writing in learning across the
curriculum. Classrooms may then become communities of learning
withi1t which the teacher plays an important role in the
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establishment of an environment that encourages interactions that
enhance or ai

~..ommunication,

reading and writi11g which are learned

·within social contexts that shape the meanings that are generated
through social interaction. The scenario for effective learning then
becomes the individual constructing meaning within planned social
contexts for learning.

23 CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING
Bennett's ( 1987) review of teaching-learning processes considered
the theoretical and empirical underpinnings of teaching-learning
}-aucesses, teaching styles, opportunities to learn and classsroom
tasks. He draws attention to the importance of the role of the student
in mediating and structuring knowledge, and indicates that teachers
need a repertoire of teaching styles whose effectiveness can be
judged agai11st the appropriateness of the task for the students!
capabilities, the degree to which students are motivated, the quality
ui student understanding and the adequacy of teacher diagnosis and
explanation.

From a cognitive view of constructivist learning the learner takes an
active role in the learning with the focus on relating new knowledge
to what is already lcnown. In a constructivist learning context, the
learner reshapes his/her knowledge base by constructing and
restructuring knowledge through engagement \'\lith the learning task.

From a social constructivist view of learning, emphasis is placed on
the social context of learning and the way the social context
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influences the learner's construction of knnwledge. The social
constructivist view implies that teachers need to consider the
contexts in which learning occurs and what counts as learning in
different contexts. This view has implications for teacher-student
and student-student relatio1lships.

Marshall ( 1990) portrays classrooms as learning contexts which have
implications for teachers, curriculum development and the
socialization of students. In the implications, Marshall indicates that
teachers need a firm knowledge of ho\v students construct
knowledge within the dynamic social context of the classroom, and a
knowledge of general and specific strategies to structure the
environment for purposeful learning. Teachers also need to plan
authentic, problem situations that are meaningful to the students and
allow them to express concepts in varying ways. Students are thus
viewed as learners in settings that emphasise linguistic, cognitive
and social development through collaboration.

To ensure meaningful and effective learning is to take place, the
classroom teacher needs to plan learning activities that are
meaningful to the students within contexts that take account of the
communicative, cognitive, social and linguistic processes that operate
during the learning; and the implementation of these activities needs
to take account of the classroom organization to cater for the
developmental levels and interests of the students. Teachers also
need to ensure that students have opportunities to enhance their
language skills

w~ithin

tile knowledge domains of the curriculum as
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they engage with oral and written texts relevant to these knowledge
domains. If communication through interaction is encouraged and
carefully planned as a basis for learning, students will acquire the
social and linguistic skills of interaction, structure their learning
based on past experiences and express concepts in their own way.
Learning and language are thus developed_ through the interplay of
overlapping processes of language development and learning in

context.
Enhancement of oral communication, reading and "'%rriting perceived
as fundamental in the learning process has implications for Primary
School teachers who have opportunities for laying the foundations

for effective, meaningful learning. Davis ( 1996) contemplates
Century 21 and draws attention to the importance of developing a
t·ange of educational pathways for students. She considers Australia's
graduates and states:
(iraduates were found to be

tfl~anting in

terms ol' L"l.Jmm tl!Iication

sl:ills _ their listening and speafcing skiffs and their re;zding and
Wliting sl(1/L-t

~vere neither su111cientJ:v boned nor re:,ponsive

to

the applications required of thenL They w-ere also criticisedfor
inadequate probfern solving capadt_y~ for Jack ofiYexJbifity_ and
for underdeveloped tea111 skills. (DavJ~-t 199~ 27)

With these findings in mind, primary school teachers may lay the
foundations for the development of communication skills and take
account of oral language as fundamental to this development.
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In their search for appropriate classroom structures and effective
methodologies for language development and learning, teachers may
critically examine past educat.ionat inftuences that have shaped
Australian education. A range of events over the iast three decades
have influenced the construction of state syllabuses that have given
direction to instruction in Australian Schoois and formed the
foundations for education in the nineties.
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CHAPTER 3
ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXTS FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING:
A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Following is a global perspective of important educational events,
important theorists and their theories, and emergent concepts that
influenced English teaching in North America, Great Britain and
Australia over three decades of educational change. This
perspective is achieved by an examination of: traditional
classroom contexts; moves to break with traditional classroom
contexts; and challenges and solutions for English teachers and
teachers of language arts in Australia.

3.2 TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM CONTEXTS: THE SIXTIES AND
SEVENTIES
The sixties and the beginning of the seventies were times of
rebellion, times for hippies, times for drugs, and times for vivid
fashions. In Australia, education was influenced by "the cultural
cringe" which referred to Australia's deference to ideas and
movements from overseas, particularly from Britain and the USA
(Davis and Watson, 1990), and they were times during which
traditional, educational perspectives were examined and new
perspectives suggested.

3.2.1 The American Context
In the sixties and seventies, the goal of the American English
curriculum was to prepare students to communicate more
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effectively and to respond more perceptively to language and
literature ( Muller, 1967; Bennett, 1973). The content of the
English curruculum was composed of the three major studies of
language, literature, and composition. (Delves, 1972; Bennett,
1973; DeBoer, 1973). Language study was mainly concerned with
the study of grammar, spelling, punctuation, word usage, and
varieties of language; literature study was mainly concerned with
the study of a range of forms of literature; and composition study
was mainly concerned with the effective use of oral and written
language. In order to achieve the goals of the curriculum, teachers
emphasised the acquisition and development of skills, and
learning objectives for English reflected the skills approach to
instruction.
A survey of the teaching of English of the best high schools
determined by outstanding students who won English prizes
(Squire and Applebee, 1968) showed that about half the time was
spent on literary studies with very little time devoted to
discussion of the text. Much of the writing was superficial and
little time was devoted to improving students' writing ability, and
language programs were confusing. There was also heavy reliance
on text books in the classroom, and most reading instruction
utilised packaged reading systems (Dixon, 1991). Thus a great deal
of English instruction entailed teachers following a rigid
instructional program that emphasised skill learning.
In the seventies, teachers and educators began to ask important
questions about the content and instruction of English. Muller
( 196 7) had indicated that English had no content as there are no

facts to transmit. These questions on content and instruction led to
changes in the English curriculum. The study of literature was
expanded to include the study of science fiction, women's studies,
film studies and studies of adolescent literature (Dixon, 1991). The
triad theory of literature, language and composition was perceived
as limiting by some curriculum theorists (DeBoer, 1973) who
made efforts to reduce the fragmentation of the English
curriculum by examining the content of English instruction, and
suggesting that the study of English is related to the study of
other discipline areas of the curriculum. Teachers then began to
perceive the importance of communication through oral and
written language which included communication within the
disciplines of the curriculum as well as the study of literature.
Although the role of grammar in the English curriculum was
questioned (Muller, 1967; Elley, 1971), teachers still taught formal
grammar, and taught language skills rather than leading students
to an awarenes of language in use. Moffett's ongoing criticism of
skill teaching (1982) indicated that teachers at this time were
teaching mechanistically by breaking instruction down to the
teaching of small, sequenced skills rather than developing
communication through discourse analysis. However, changes that
affected teachers' perceptions of language instruction did occur
and the emphasis on communication led teachers to view language
from a different perspective.
Interest in the development of communication ability shifted
attention from the study of the structure and form of language to
the study of language as a means of communication. Syllabus
committees and teachers were influenced by Halliday (1973) who

examined the child's learning of the functions of language and
drew attention to the importance of social context for language
learning. Wilkinson's visit to North America ( 1973), and Moffett's
ongoing perspective on language learning (1982) emphasised the
importance of oral language as a form of communication and as a
dimension

of

social

and cognitive development. Oral

communication was thus viewed as an important dimension in the
child's cognitive and social development, and this view was
accompanied by an awarenes of the significance of context for
language development and learning, the ways school contexts
affect the cognitive and social development of the students, and
the teachers' role in classroom learning and instruction (Martin,
1983).

In America, the focus on the concept of "language across the
curriculum" (Bullock, 1975; Martin, 1976) emphasised the
importance of oral and \VTitten language in learning the disciplines
of the curriculum. Language was recognised as instrumental in
both language development and concept learning (Healy and Barr,
1991 ). This focus acknowledged the importance of the prior
experiences of the learners, and emphasised language as a process
and means of learning rather than a product.

In the sixties and seventies in America, changes in the perceptions
of language and its role in the English curricuiu m did occur.
Importantly, language was viewed as a means of communication
and learning which shifted the focus of language study from a
study of language structure to a study of its role in communicating
and learning. With the changed view came a changed emphasis in
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the curriculum which affected teachers' perception of language
instruction in the teaching of English. These changes were
reflected in a growing emphasis on the importance of
communication, a growing awareness of the role of oral language
in the communicative process and the establishment of links
between instruction in English and the other disciplines. However,
the American emphasis on evaluation in the school context slowed
up full acceptance of the significance of language and learning for
the individual's literacy development (Healy and Barr, 1991) as
the study of aspects of language was not fully integrated in the
instructional process.

3.2.2 The British Context
During the sixties and seventies in England, English was perceived
as consisting of the three facets of literature, composition and
language; and instruction focused on the skills of those facets.
Britton ( 1970) significantly drew attention to the centrality of
experience in language learning and relationships between
language and experience. Derived from this relationship, reception
of language was perceived as listening and reading, and

production of language was perceived as consisting of speaking
and writing. Oracy embraced listening and speaking, and literacy
embraced reading and writing, and the task of the teacher was to
create contexts in which students participated in activities from
which language was a natural outcome (Wilkinson, 1973). Like the
Americans the English perceived the importance of context and
began to tap the potential of context for creating purposeful
language development and learning.
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Perceptions of language changed from "an end in learning" to "a
means of learning" that took on new forms as the learning tasks
demanded them (Britton, 1969). Syllabus committees and teachers
began to make a distinction between the use of language and the
study of language, and made efforts to shift the emphasis to the
use of language based on Britton's model of language which
consisted of three principal functions derived from the participant
and spectator roles of the language user. His influential model of
language use consisting of three functions of language
(TRANSACTIONAL-EXPRESSIVE-POETIC) was perceived by him as
a means of synthesising the studies of literature, composition and
language (Britton, 1969; 1970; 1972 ).

Within Britton's theory of language, the "expressive" function of
language covered a wide range of uses of language and was
central to the model (Britton, 1969; Britton, 1970 ). The Model
portrayed Expressive Speech as language used in face to face
conversations of speakers in shared contexts, and was the speech
of personal exploration and the shaping of individual experiences.
Britton ( 1970) emphasised the need for learners to use language
in meaningful situations, and encouraged teachers to explore the
interrelatedness of listening, speaking, reading and writing for
instruction. This meant teachers were to examine the relationships
between oral and written language, and focus on the process of
language learning through experimentation and individual
interpretation by students. As a result of these examinations,
teachers became interested in the language processes, and applied
Britton's ( 1970) model to the writing process which resulted in
concern for the application of function to the writing process.
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TrmJsactioJJaf JVritiJJg described writing to inform, instruct or

persuade; expressive writing described writing that was close to
speech; and poetic writing described writing as an art form.

Informed by Britton's model of language, English teachers began
to examine their role as language teachers and promoted the use
of language in learning which included the development of oral
language, reading, and writing in the discipline areas of the
curriculum. As teachers examined the language processes and the
language functions, they began to focus attention on the language
learner and his/her role in the learning process.

Classrooms create complex social contexts in which roles are
established for students and teachers, and interactions are
generated amongst teachers, students and tasks. The Plowden
Report ( 1976) espoused child-centred instruction in which
children are active learners during which they interact \Vith the
teacher and with each other. From their review and analysis of
the research generated by the Plowden Report, Bennett ( 1987)
and Galton ( 1987a) concluded that the teacher's role included
accurate diagnosis of student learning, and appropriate instruction
to ensure meaningful learning; in addition, the students' role
included mediating and structuring knowledge. They stressed the
need for teacher competence in subject matter and curriculum
knowledge, and drew attention to the importance of classroom
organization for creating contexts that allow for individualization
in the learning process. They also concluded that, although the
Plowden Report described the importance of group learning
contexts, whole-class teaching was still widely used for all
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subjects except reading. This conclusion indicated that changes in
classroom organisational patterns were occurring slowly.

In Great Britain, the concept of "language across the curriculum"
(Bullock, 1975; Martin, 1976) focused on the relationship of
language and learning rather than the acquisition of a range of
language skills, and significant features that emerged from this
focus included: how a learner saw himself; the writer's sense of
audience; the role of everyday language in learning; and
conditions needed for good transactional writing (Martin, 1976).

Important changes in the ways language was, viewed in Britain
reflected an emphasis on the learner and his/her creativity, and
the role of language in the individual's everyday interactions.
Relationships between language and experience were emphasised
and the significance of context in language learning was
acknowledged. Teachers began to adopt the notion of purposeful
learning which was assisted through sensitivity to context and the
need to develop language across the curriculum. These were
important changes that were instrumental in the noticeable move
away from an emphasis on skill teaching to teaching language in
context.

Language across the curriculum movements in both America and
England emphasised the links between language and thought, and
considered the notion of the students' prior experience as
important in the learning process. Thus an important shift from
language as a product to language as an accompaniment to
learning had occurred in both countries (Healy and Barr, 1991)
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and this shift impacted upon the Australian, educational context
during these times.

3.2.3 The Australian Context
English education in Australia in the sixties and seventies was
influenced by changes that occurred in both America and Great
Britain (Davis and Watson, 1990) but at this time, was influenced
more by changes that had occurred in England (Watson, 1981). In

1965 Tile AustraiiaJJ Association for the TeacbiiJg ofEngiisb \Vas
established and its journal included ideas from overseas and,
particularly, ideas from England which emphasised student selfdiscovery, creativity and personal growth (Watson, 1981). These
ideas influenced educational planning in Australia which consists
of a number of states each with its own state education
department and unique educational perspectives. Syllabus
committees and teachers at the workface, both of whom take
account of overseas, educational changes, began to examine the
ideas from overseas and incorporated them into changes in
English instruction in Australia.

In N.S.W., the main three basic assumptions underlying the
construction of both the primary and secondary syllabuses at this
time were:
I Engli..<th is a humane and civili..<ting study; not merely a
utilitarian one.
2 Il7lule English is prescribed_ it can or should be only very
broadly prescribed
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3.

Eng1J~<;f1

is concerned witil personal growth and response,

and tile developJnent of ab1litie~ rather tilan systen1atic
knowledge about subje,:t 1natter. (Little_ 1971: 19)

The high point of English education occurred in N.S.W. in 1973-74
during which there was a general belief that language
development would occur when students were involved in
meaningful learning tasks. Teachers believed that they could
integrate the facets of English instruction through a thematic
approach to instruction, and through this approach could provide
a wide range of listening, speaking, reading and writing
experiences. Teachers also believed that speaking had been
undervalued and students should be given opportunities to
develop proficiency in speaking as well as writing, and small
group methods of instruction were widely used in classrooms
(Watson, 1981 ). This was a positive move in the direction of
accepting the importance of oral language and integrating
listening, speaking, reading and writing in the instructional
program.

At this time, Tasmania had rural, area schools as well as
preschools, primary schools and secondary schools. The area
schools had preschool, primary and secondary sections, offered
trade courses for boys and girls, and incorporated a school farm.
Although this state referred to English as language and literature,
it also considered that speaking, reading, writing and appreciation
of literature were complementary. Oral language was supported
by a speech education centre which had operated in that state for
many years, and the study of film, T V, newspapers and
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advertising

were

included

in the English curriculum

(Horner, 1970 ). Tasmania is the smallest of the Australian states
and, because of this smallness, has enjoyed a high level of
communication within the state, but because it is separated from
the mainland, does experience some overall isolation.

In Queensland, the syllabus was divided into the four main
sections of language work, composition, comprehension and
literature. The syllabus committee of this state expressed
awareness of the importance of spoken English, and teachers were
encouraged to give attention to developing skill in speaking,
reading and listening to English, and participation in discussion
(Hamilton, !971 ). However, the teaching of English was extensively
influenced by the public examination system that was in place,
and there appeared to be no significant moves towards making
clear links between the study of English and the study of the
disciplines.

In South Australia, the syllabus committee focused attention on
the three related areas of composition, comprehension and
literature. "Liberal" teaching was encouraged, and emphasis was
placed on clarity of thought and clear expression of ideas.
(Goodenough and O'Brien, 1971). This emphasis on thought and
expression was a move in the direction of relating language and
learning but it did not go far enough in the direction of making
clear links between language and its role in the learning process.

In Victoria in 196 7, schools had freedom in determining their
courses in the first four years of the secondary school, and public
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examinations were confined to the last t\vo years of the secondary
schooL English consisted of the study of literature and expression.
The emphasis in the expression course at the sixth year (Higher
School Certificate) was on comprehension, precise writing,
exercises to develop clear and critical thinking and reading with
understanding (Fowler, 1971 ). The Higher School Certificate was
an important achievement for students in Victoria so a great deal
of emphasis was placed on English instruction that assisted
students to pass this examination so teachers experienced some
lack of freedom in curriculum interpretation at this level of the
school system.

In Western Australia emphasis was also on literature and
expression but syllabus committees emphasised, (a) awareness of
the importance of English as a communicative technique, (b) the
role of oral English, and (c) the importance of the needs of the
students (Bennett and Hay, 1971 ). The final examination in the
secondary school in Western Australia at this time was the
Leaving Certificate which acted as a tertiary entrance examination
so schools were influenced by the need to ensure students passed
the examination which constrained the literary and language
experiences of the students to some extent.

The concept of "language across the curriculum" movement
(Bullock, 1975; Martin, 1976) in Australia affected educators'
perceptions of English as a subject in the curriculum and its
relationship to discipline studies in the curriculum. Encouraged by
this concept, teachers of English and teachers of the disciplines
began to work together to create policies to enhance language
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development and learning across the curriculum. However, English
teachers were still mainly concerned with their role in the
development of literacy and the content of English, and were slow
to make meaningful links between language and learning beyond
the English syllabus.
During these years, there was an influential flow of ideas
generated within the states and across the states but acceptance
and implementation of the ideas were often constrained by
examination expectations within the states. However, syllabus
committees and teachers began to examine the content of the
curriculum more critically and included a closer examination of
the content of English.
3.2.4 English: Context or Content?
In the sixties and seventies, changing views of English and its
content had emerged and affected instruction of English in the
classroom (Muller, 196 7). Traditionally, for many Australian
teachers of English, the study of English was perceived as a study
of literature, and the study of language which included the study
of grammar. However, other teachers began to make noticeable
moves to link the study of literature and language by focusing
attention on the child and his/her responses to literature rather
than instruction in rules to enhance language development. For
these teachers, instruction in English included reading literature
and responding to it through talking and writing, and using
language as part of the literary experience of the individual
(Delves, 1966). Although content for English instruction was
perceived, at first, as literature and skills of grammar, reading and
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writing (Kitzhaber,1973), ideas changed as many teachers began
to perceive English instruction as enhancement of language and
learning with content drawn from literature and all the disciplines
of the curriculum (DeBoer, 1973; Martin, 1976; Healy and Barr,
1991). Content of the English curriculum thus included literature
as an important element but also included the students' language
development which included the development of listening,
speaking, reading and writing in the study of the disciplines.
Following the lead of America, and in the context of the primary
school, Australia expressed the skills of listening, speaking,
reading and writing as "language arts". The assumption existed
that personal development of the child was an important aim of
the primary school, and that language skills were central to this
development. Unfortunately at this time, the concept of language
arts in the primary school reinforced the skills approach to
instruction at this level rather than solve the content problem of
the English curriculum (Kitzhaber,1973 ). Language arts in the
primary school were thus perceived as a foundation for English in
the secondary school.
Influenced by changes that had occurred in North America and
Great Britain, syllabus committees and teachers reviewed their
knowledge of language learning and its role in the language arts
and English curricula. At this time, an important focus of the
primary school language arts was the development of literacy
through instruction in reading and writing but there were signs of
change emerging. The Department of Education Queensland's
Language Arts Curriculum Guide for Primary Schools ( 197 4)

located literature in the centre of the language arts model and
showed links amongst language experience, social communication
and self expression. The Guide expressed the need for teachers to
emphasise the interdependence and integration of listening,
speaking, reading and writing but portrayed a skills model of
instruction. Although the Guide directed a focus on broad
developmental levels of the primary school and acknowledged the
significance of individual differences, it did not include specific
content links with discipline areas of the curriculum. However, in
the Seventies, important events that focused attention on
language learning did occur, and these events provided occasions
for the examination of the content of English and the language
arts, and instruction in language arts and English in Australia.
3.3 MOVES TO BREAK WITH TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM
PARADIGMS
3.3.1 Voices From Dartmouth
The Dartmouth Seminar held in the U.S.A. in 1966 had
representatives from the United Kingdom and the United states
and one representative from Canada. The convenors believed that
an exchange of experiences and opinions by the participants
would (a) assist in overcoming the problems associated with
English as a school subject and (b) the participants would suggest
ways for future international collaboration (Dixon, 1969). In his
report on the Seminar, Dixon ( 1969) discussed the skills model,
the cultural heritage model and the personal growth model of
English which were considered during the Seminar. He related the
three models through the introduction of a metaphoric map to plot
their relationships.

During their considerations of the models and their discussions,
participants attempted to define English, and considered a model
of English based on experience and language in operation (Dixon,
1969 ). These discussions thus raised the question whether
literature or language was the centrality of English instruction.

Allen (1980) was critical of Dixon's (1969) interpretation of
aspects of the Seminar and indicated that literature was part of
language which generated response and discussion. Allen (1980)
also criticised the effectiveness of themes which were adopted
extensively in the late sixties following Dartmouth to integrate
language studies. Thematic studies were

presented as

opportunities for imaginative responses by students and
illustrated the search by teachers for ways to make teaching
relevant (Davis and Watson, 1990). However, they often resulted
in distortion of the study of the topic and reflected the teachers'
values rather than offering choices from students (Allen, 1980).

Although different perceptions of teaching English existed
between the Americans and the British at the Seminar, each group
wanted to learn from the experiences of the other so important
issues which included (a) values in literature, (b) the importance
of oral language, (c) the content of English, (d) English and the
disciplines, (e) drama and (f) creativity were discussed, and both
groups reached agreement on some issues (Muller, 1967). Even
though the British emphasised personal growth, individual
development and creativity, and the Americans emphasised a
skills approach to instruction, as the Seminar continued, ideas
from America and Britain came together. However, it was the
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British view that prevailed and influenced English instruction in
Australia (Watson, 1981).
"Voices" from the Seminar thus created a challenge for teachers of
English in Australia as well as English teachers in America and
Great Britain. This challenge for teachers entailed movement from
traditional views of English instruction to a personal growth model
of English instruction based on (a) the individual's experience, (b)
the individual's involvement in the learning process, and (c) the
use of language in the learning process (Muller, 196 7; Delves,
1972; Watson, 1981; Britton, 1982; Davis and Watson, 1990).
These challenges and problems as well as emerging challenges and
problems for English teachers and teachers of language arts were
later considered at an important conference held in Australia.
3.3.2 The Australian UNESCO Seminar
Problems associated with the content of the English curriculum
and how to teach English faced by curriculum designers and
teachers in Australia led to the UNESCO Seminar on the Teaching
of English. The preparation for the UNESCO Seminar which was
held in Sydney in 1972 included position papers by education
departments in each state, and a survey of English curricula
through the Australian Council for Educational Research by Davis
of Monash University ( 1972). Professor james Britton and
Professor Roger Shuy presented principal papers at the seminar,
and professor Davis reported on research in the teaching of
English and presented perspectives on the seminar (UNESCO
Seminar on the Teaching of English, 1972).
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Working Groups' Reports at the Seminar included: (a) parents,
teachers, administrators, students and academic experts should be
involved in curriculum development; (b) it is important to have
continuity of teaching between primary and early secondary
teaching; (c) drama is of special importance and there was need
for better in service of drama teachers; and (d) the school should
be seen as a language community (UNESCO Seminar on the
Teaching of English, 1972).

At the secondary level, participants at the Seminar agreed :
Tilat tile priJnary responsibility of tile seco11dary E11glisil
teac.!Jer 1:<t t.!Je overall development of' t.!Je students'
language, including t.!Je n1odes ofspeec.b, writing and
reading and t.!Je relationships between t.!Jem_
(l!N.ESY..V 5eJninar on t.!Je Teacili11g ofEngli:<t.IJ, 1972-57/

Participants also agreed that special attention should be given to
the study of literature of the expressive-poetic kind of language.

At the primary school level, participants agreed (a) that language
learning could be facilitated through integration and the use of
language in a variety of situations, (b) that reading should be
taught through a variety of methods, and (c) teachers should be
given support at both preservice and inservice levels (UNESCO
Seminar on the Teaching of English, 1972).

The final resolution of the seminar was:
T.!J1:<t se1ninar recommends tilat a broadly-based national
c"'mmittee for Engli<t.IJ teaching be created to gat.!Jer and
disse1ninate inl'ormation and to promote research and
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experiment at ail JeveL.,-r particular empila:·,-is being given to
iJJvoiving teachers 1i1 ti11:.,. activity. (l!NRSt-V .Se1ninar 011 tile
Teaching ofEngi.J:t;fl, 1972:6tJ)

In her perspectives on the Seminar, Davis ( 1972) indicated that
there was lack of knowledge of language acquisition at the
secondary and tertiary levels of instruction, with primary
teachers being more concerned with the acquisition of mechanical
skills rather than the use of language in the wider sense. She
added that there was a need for teachers to learn the theoretical
and practical implications of language acquisition in inservice and
preservice courses and to become involved in research in the
teaching of English. Later, the role of the teacher in the research
process was emphasised again by Davis ( 197 4) who indicated that
teachers can initiate and become involved in research that is
relevant for the classroom teacher.

Goodenough ( 1972) commented on the seminar and indicated that
the seminar was planned to consider the child's language
acquisition and, in his comments, included the following insights
from the seminar: (a) language acquisition was an ongoing process
and the teacher must respect both the child and his/her language;
(b) in the school context, classrooms often inhibited learning
rather than facilitated it; and (c) there was need for teachers to
change and initiate new approaches to instruction. He indicated
that the teacher's function was to create learning situations and
real experiences to enhance language development, that the
grammar based studies were irrelevant, and teachers needed to
allow students to talk more as a talking situation was perceived as
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intrinsically a learning situation. He also placed importance on the
role of the primary school teacher in the determination of the
child's stage of language development and ways to build on the
child's language (Goodenough, 1972 ).

The Conference thus created another important forum for the
exchange of ideas and focused attention on important issues
related to language development and the need for research on
language acquisition and development that involved teachers. This
research was needed to give teachers a better knowledge of the
language learning process to guide them in the instructional
process.

The delegates focused attention on the importance of oral
language development and drama as well as development in
reading and writing in the English and language arts curricula.
They also focused attention on the need for teachers to integrate
language studies to enhance language growth within the
classroom. Thus more balanced curricula for language arts and
English were conceptualised by the delegates who were beginning
to see the significance of "language in use". A few years later
( 1975), the Bullock Report, which had further implications for
instruction in language arts and English in Australia, was
published in Great Britain.

3.3.3 The Bullock Report
The formation of the Bullock Committee and the publication of the
Bullock Report ( 1975) arose out of the problem of reading
standards in Great Britain (Bullock, 1975; Moyle, 1975; Rosen,
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1975). The Committee visited schools, colleges of education and
language centres in England; visited the United States; and
received reports from Scotland and Canada. In its examination of
language and literacy, it considered: attitudes to the teaching of
English; standards of reading at all levels of instruction; language
and learning; oral language in the classroom; the study of
literature; continuity of learning; and teacher education (Bullock,
1975). The Bullock Report ( 1975) was published during a time
characterised by the growth of science and linguistics in which
language was perceived as the great interdisciplinary study
(Rosen, 1975), and was made available to Australian teachers
during an important conference in Australian literacy events
during which the Report was considered by the delegates at the
conference.

This first National Australian Reading Conference included
delegates from America, Britain, New Zealand and all Australian
states so an international forum was established to consider the
implications of the Bullock Report for aspects of reading and
literacy. The theme of the Conference was " a focus on the future"
and important questions on the acquisition of literacy were raised
for teachers to consider.

This was the First Australian Reading Conference and it was held
in August 1975 in Adelaide. Donald Moyie, who had prepared
submissions for the Bullock Report, attended the Conference, and
in his discussion of the implications of the Report for Australia,
which he presented to the Conference, he included the following
points. Schools do not produce enough students who have a love
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for literature and good attitudes towards reading, and it is
important for schools to ensure students understand the
significance of reading in their lives. Students can learn to extend
their ability to think and make judgments, and preserve their
individuality through the use of print media. School staffs should
get together to work out coordinated language and reading
policies across age ranges. There is no room for formal language
teaching but there is room for extending the students' language
experiences by providing opportunities for them to engage in
meaningful discussions, by extending their writing and by
developing their word power. Reading must be developmental
throughout the school system, and English teachers in the
secondary schools should help their colleagues to plan for reading
in the disciplines. Reading should be viewed from the point of
view of its purpose and meaning rather than perceived as a set of
skills because reading is best developed through purposeful
learning (Moyle, 1975).

In addition to the foregoing points expressed by Moyle ( 1975) the
Report also included the following information on teacher training.
All teachers should have a course in Language in Education
(Moyle, 1975; Saunders, 1976) which should take account of
linguistic theory, the pattern of language acquisition, the
importance of communication and the form of language. The
Report portrayed the teacher as a significant person in the
development of the students' language, and suggested that every
school should have a language specialist as a resource person who
would support the classroom teacher in planning integrated
learning in the classroom (Moyle, 1975).
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The Bullock Report ( 1975) acknowledged that "talk" had an
important role in learning, and Dixon ( 1975) reflected on the
Report's notion of discussion as a means of enlarging one's world
and modifying it to take account of other people's worlds, and
suggested that discussion in a sociaHy relaxed atmosphere in the
classroom provides opportunities for students to explore ideas and
construct meaning. The Report also raised discussion on the need
for providing appropriate learning situations and materials for
instructing "at risk" children for improving language standards
(Crystal, 1979 ).

The Bullock Report included consideration of teacher education,
school organisation, literacy at ali levels, "language across the
curriculum" and reading and language difficulties but, as indicated
by Rosen ( 1975), did not devote enough time to the study of
cultural factors and their relationship to language and education.
Medway and Frew ( 1975) criticised the Report for not paying
enough attention to the content of language and suggested that it
is important to consider both the process and content in
instruction to achieve purposeful learning and language
development. Therefore, an important analysis of literacy and
language instruction in Great Britain at the time was presented for
consideration and as a guide for change of approach and
redirection in language education (Bullock, 1975).

Although the Report focused on literacy, it covered all aspects of
language development. As a result of its coverage, it v..ras a
detailed report that generated considerable interest at the time
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and became a point of reference for considering language
development and instruction in both primary and secondary
schools in Australia. It reflected Great Britain's theory of language
development which (a) emphasised reading and writing for
practical purposes as literacy, (b) located the study of literature
into meaningful contexts, (c) acknowledged the importance of oral
language for individual development and (d) related language
study to context and purpose.

The Report considered implications for instruction for language
development and enhancement of literacy by attention to stages
of development of the learner, the learning processes, roles of
parents, aides and teachers, teaching methods and school and
classroom organisation. These considerations drew attention to the
wide-ranging opportunities for language development that
occurred in the students' daily experiences which emphasised
"language in use" rather than formal exercises to achieve language
growth and enhancement of literacy.

Like the UNESCO Conference (1972) the publication of the Bullock
Report ( 1975) was a significant event that generated renewed
thinking about the nature of the English and language arts
curricula and language instruction in Australia at that time. In
addition, interest was generated in language acquisition theories
language differences, and the important theorists who were
influencing teachers.

At that time in England, Bernstein was an influential theorist who
influenced the thinking behind language, family interactions and
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social environment (Bullock, 1975). However, other linguistic
theorists were also having an impact on language education as
their theories were examined closely by teachers to provide
insights into language acquisition and language learning to form a
sound theoretical basis for language instruction in the classroom.
3.3.4 Theoretical Underpinnings: Language and Linguistics
Teachers need an indepth knowledge of language acquisition and
development so that they can plan and implement classroom
activities that enhance language development and learning, and
take account of students' language differences. The indepth
knowledge will also help teachers to understand the power of
language in the social and cognitive development of the students,
and will help them to make informed decisions to cater for the
language needs of students. This knowledge may be based on an
understanding of the perspectives from which language may be
viewed and an understanding of important linguistic theories that
have influenced our knowledge of language acquisition and
development.
Language may be considered from a range of perspectives which
include the study of language: in sociocultural contexts; from the
developmental perspective; from the perspectives of form and
function; from the perspectives of process and product; and from
the perspectives of register and dialect. Torbe, ( 1979) considered
language from the two points of view of communication and
learning during which individuals may use language for learning
and may use language to communicate what they have learned.
However, his emphasis was not on the distinction between

learning and communication but on their interaction as there is
interaction between language to learn and language to
communicate. Individuals may use language to access information
thus using language for learning, and they may use language to
communicate what they have learned. The interaction between
language to communicate and language to learn occurs in contexts
in which students

may formulate

ideas through

the

communication process and build on past experiences to structure
their own knowledge. Examination of language for learning and
communicating then shifts the emphasis of learning about
language through teaching grammar in the traditional sense to
learning language and learning through language (Savage, Flynn,
Ohlmus, and Christie, 1981) by engaging in meaningful
experiences. This shift of emphasis to meaningful learning that
entails language development must also take account of linguistic
theory that informs the instructional process to ensure that
teachers base teaching/learning processes on sound theoretical
knowledge. Following are significant language theories that have
challenged English teachers and teachers of language arts in their
pursuit of good teaching/learning in the classroom.

The behaviourist approach to language learning was based on the
association between a stimulus and a response (Skinner, 1957)
and did explain some aspects of language learning. This theory
was very significant in the sixties and the teaching of reading was
based extensively on that theory. Reading instruction that was
based in behaviourism utilised a bottom-up model of the reading
process that entailed extensive skill learning with emphasis on
letter and word recognition rather than looking at reading from
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the aspects of comprehension and purpose. Language learning was
perceived basically as a linear processing to achieve acceptable
syntactic structuring, and reading thus entailed a linear processing
of print.

The behaviourist theory of language learning was rejected by
Chomsky ( 1965) who explained the capacity of human beings to
understand and produce an infinite number of sentences through
the individual's innate, creative language acquisition device (LAD)
which enables him/her to generate language he/she has not
heard. Within his theory, Chomsky ( 1965) distinguished between
language competent.¥! which referred to the individual's capacity
to generate language and performant.--e which referred to the
actual language used by the individuaL His theory also included a
detailed explanation of syntactic structures in language, explained
the generation of particular syntactic forms by the language
learner and resulted in teachers giving attention to sentence study
in the classroom and a moving away from the letter by letter and
word by word study of language.

Chomsky's ( 1965) theory of language challenged teachers to
structure learning experiences during which students had
opportunities to generate "natural" language. This challenge was
accepted by many teachers which included drama teachers who
provided opportunities for role play to sensitise students to a
range of language registers and responses (Bullock, 1975). Thus
language was perceived as a systematic process of development
and an unlimited resource that the individual brought to the
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learning task to inform, to clarify ideas and to respond
individually to experiences.

Bernstein ( 1970) brought a sociological perspective to the study of
language. He believed that there was a relationship between
language and social class, and considered the elaborated code and
the restricted code of language to be related to the individual's
interactions within the family. For Bernstein, the individual's
language was determined extensively by the relationships the
individual had with those with whom he/she communicated. He
argued that Chomsky's ( 1965) distinction between performance
and competence did not take account of the social factors that
affect the contexts in which language is used, and added that
context shapes the language performance of the individual. He
also argued that the forms of socialisation which the child
undergoes orient the child towards a particular language code. At
this time, schools perceived the language of the middle class more
favourably than the language of the lower class who were
considered as disadvantaged, and Bernstein's theory influenced
teachers in the way they perceived the individual and his/her
language (Bullock, 1975 ).

Labov ( 1969) challenged the significance of sociolinguistic context
in his study of the speech used by black children with white
teachers in America. He concluded that there was no evidence to
support the theory that the speech of the black children was less
suited for intellectual discussion than the speech of the white
children. He also concluded that the language of some white
children was too verbose and lacked depth of understanding. The
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perception of the superiority of an elaborated code (Bernstein,
1970) was questioned by Labov who indicated that this
perception was based on middle class values, and considered the
language of the lower class as an effective language.

The implication for teachers arising from these theories was the
need for teachers to accept the individual student's language
(Bullock, 1975) and build on that language in the instructional
process. However, the individual's relationship with peers and the
teacher within interactions still remained as an important variable
in the communication/learning processes that had to be
considered in an analysis of the language learning process.

If teachers are to plan and implement meaningful learning and
language development, attention needs to be given to
relationships between language development and cognitive
development to ensure students engage in language interactions
that enhance concept development. Considerations of relationships
between language and cognitive development and language and
thought have drawn a range of conclusions from theorists for
teachers to consider in structuring teaching/learning contexts that
enhance concept development and language development. Three
significant theories are those derived from the studies of Piaget,
Bruner and Vygotsky.

Piaget's theory (Cited Watson, 19 81) indicated that the child's
overall development was the result of his/her interaction with the
environment, that the child's intellectual growth fell into clear
stages (sensori-motor phase, pre-operational stage, concrete
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operations stage and formal operations stage), and the child's
language learning was determined by his/her interaction with the
environment during these stages. Piaget emphasised the
importance of language more in the later stages of development
than he did in the early stages by indicating that in the early
stages of development language reflects rather than determines
cognitive development whereas language is used to expand on
ideas in the later stages of development (Watson, 1981}.

Bruner (Cited Watson, 1981) described three stages of cognitive
growth (the enactive, the iconic and the symbolic) that differed
from Piaget's stages, but agreed with Piaget that cognitive growth
and linguistic growth interacted. Bruner acknowledged the
significance of the individual's interaction with the environment
but emphasised the power of language in this interaction more
than Piaget (Watson, 1981 ).

Vygotsky ( 1962) saw a more powerful relationship between
language and thought than Piaget and Bruner. For Vygotsky
thought came into existence through the use of language, and
thought and language intersected to create verbal thought
(Watson, 1981 ). Vygotsky's theory indicates that language is
internalised by the individual and becomes the stucture of the
individual's thinking. Vygotsky also emphasised the importance of
the adult's language in the child's development as the child and
adult interacted. In his theory of learning written language he
drew attention to the need to make reading and writing relevent
for the learners (Bullock, 1975).
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Although the three theorists drew different conclusions from the
relationships between language and cognition, they agreed that
language development and cognitive development were closely
related (Watson, 1981 ). Implications derived from their theories
indicate the need for teachers to be aware of (a) relationships
between language and cognitive growth, (b) the students' stages of
development, (c) the need to make language instruction relevant
to the learner and (d) reading and writing as thinking processes
within the students· overall experiences.

The relationship between language and cognitive growth
expressed by theorists had an important message for syllabus
designers, English teachers and teachers of language arts who
endeavoured to relate cognitive growth and language growth in
the teaching/learning process. Acceptance of the naturalistic
approach of language learning and concern for relationships
between language and cognition also influenced perceptions of the
reading process by teachers who had previously perceived the
reading and writing processes as derived from the acquisition of
oral language. Teachers began to examine a top-down processing
model of the reading process \Vhich emphased the construction of
meaning by the individual based on his/her individual
experiences and knowledge of whole language rather than the
acquisition of a series of skills. That is, processing entailed the
construction of whole meaning by participants in the reading and
writing processes during which letters, words and sentences were
learnt as they were needed in their construction of meaning of
discourse. This was an important move in the direction of vie·wing
language as a whole rather than isolated skills and personal
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response to print based on individual experiences in the
comprehension process.

Linguistic theories thus provided important insights into language
learning, language differences and relationships between language
and cognitive development. These insights together ·with
knowledge derived from both the UNESCO Seminar ( 1973) and the
Bullock Report ( 1975) helped teachers realise that students came
from different language backgrounds and that language
differences and background experiences needed to be considered
in planning for classroom instruction thus creating important
challenges for the future.

3.4 CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS: THE AUSTRALIAN SCENE IN
THE EIGHTIES AND NINETIES
3.4.1 The Context-Text Model of Language Development
The eighties were times of racial unrest, and times of concern
about the environment and nuclear waste. In education, Britton
( 1982) indicated that the eighties were the decade of the teacher.
In Australia, the nineties are times of unemployment, and, in
education, they are times of accountability in language and
literacy for employment, and times that challenge both syllabus
committees and classroom teachers respectively to plan for and
implement language programs to achieve that accountability. It is
particularly a challenging time for classroom teachers who are
confronted with new insights into language learning derived from
theory and research which are communicated to teachers through
the professional journals, language consultants and inservice
programs. One challenge for teachers is to articulate the new
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insights into classroom practices that work within the school
language policy that operates within their school.

An important outcome. of the 1973 UNESCO Seminar was the
establishment of the National Committee on English Teaching out
of which came the Language Development Project (LDP) which
was chaired by Professor M.A.K. Halliday (Davis and Watson,
199 0 ). One important outcome of the Project was the
opportunities for consultants and teachers to participate in the
syllabus development process. States undertook tasks set by the
Project, and through their participation, acquired and circulated
information on language learning and development (Davis and
Watson, 1990).

This process of syllabus development was utilised by the
Department of Education in Queensland who produced a discussion
document Using Language Learni11g Language (Bond, 1983 ). The
document was made available to teachers and administrators for
comment and provided a language framework for consideration at
that time which acted as a bridging to a new syllabus.

The document incorporated concepts from Halliday's ( 1975) model
of language development which takes account of the contextual
factors that affect language use, the appropriate language mode
for communication in that context and the interpersonal
relationships of the participants within the learning context. This
model includes consideration of the social context which is an
important determinant of the language which is generated, and
includes attention to fielct tenor and mode as aspects of context.
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Field refers to the activity of the participants and the subject
matter or the topic considered in a particular context, and affects
the concepts raised, vocabulary used, personal responses, and
events of the discourse in which the participants engage. The texts
that are generated on the topic thus take on a particular form of
language associated \\lith the topic that is examined and include
reference to concepts associated with the topic.

The tenor relates to the interpersonal relationships that exist in
the context and the way the individuals relate to each other in
that context. The relationships that exist in particular contexts
affect the style of the interaction used by individuals, and the
language that is used by individuals to relate to each other in
those particular contexts. In a classroom, these relationships
mostly entail teacher-student relationships and student-student
relationships where teacher-student relationships are often
displayed as superior-subordinate relationships. However,
learning contexts in the classroom can be structured so that the
teacher is not included as a participant in the interactions which
emphasise the student-student relationships.

The mode refers to the channel of communication adopted which
includes the oral channel, the written channel and the use of
gesture to communicate meaning. Choice of channel may be
affected by the purpose of the interaction and the distance among
the communicators for example, writing may be used to
communicate over time and distance and oral language used to
discuss a particular topic at a particular time. Mode also refers to
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the particular genre of the text that is generated in a particular
context, which in turn affects the structure of the text and the
way cohesion is achieved in the text.

This model focuses attention on important contextual factors that
affect language use and the communicative process. Attention is
given to the relationship between social factors that operate
within learning contexts and the ways those factors affect the
linguistic features of the texts that are generated to express the
meanings to be communicated. Teachers who adopt this model
focus their attention on the interactive nature of language and
learning and, in their instruction of English and language arts, take
account of: the relationship between language and

learning~

text

and its content; mode; genre; and the communicative procedures
of the participants in the interactions.

One important challenge for the teacher is to create learning
contexts in which oral and written language are used to fulfil
genuine, meaningful purposes. In these situations, students have
opportunities to generate the appropriate language over a range
of contexts and learn the functions of language through social
interaction. This means that a language learning model is required
by teachers to form a theoretical framework that takes account of
the contextual factors that affect language use, the appropriate
language mode for communication for the context and the
interpersonal relationships of the participants within the learning
context. Conceptualisation of Halliday's ( 1975) model of language
learning and its articulation within instruction provided a
challenge for teachers of English and language arts throughout
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Australia in their search for an appropriate language model on
which

to

base

their

instruction.

The

joint

syllabus

committee/teacher collaborative effort in Queensland allowed
teachers to examine Halliday's model in their ongoing efforts to
relate language development and learning.

An inservice package built around Halliday's model was used in
Queensland to introduce teachers to {1..-;ing Language, Learning
Language in which attention was given to: beliefs about language

and the child; planning tile language program; and implementing
the program (Bond, 1983), thus giving teachers the opportunity to
examine aspects of a context-text model and its effectiveness for
instruction.

Although the inservice caused some teachers some anxiety
because many teachers were not familiar with the context-text
model of language development, it did provide an opportunity for
teachers to examine their language programs and, to some extent,
prepared them for new ideas that were to be incorporated in the
planned, new syllabus for Queensland schools. Therefore, this
inservice provided bridging between the syllabus that operated at
the time and the planned, new syllabus for the nineties.

Thus the context-text model has provided a significant input into
the challenges and solutions for English teachers and teachers of
language arts in Australia in the eighties. Another significant
challenge for these teachers has been their search for an
understanding of the ways individuals learn language, the
conditions that are conducive to language learning, and
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interpretation of whole language instruction as opposed to
instruction in language skills ..
3.4.2 Whole Language: A Natural Approach to Learning
If teachers are to implement the context-text model of language
development successfully, it is important for them to consider the
relationships amongst the modes of language to ensure students
develop proficiency in the use of the modes over a range of
contexts. It is also important for teachers to have an
understanding of the conditions that are needed for effective
language development as appropriate conditions can assist to
create situations conducive to learning and the enhancement of
literacy ( Holdaway, 1979; Smith, 1983; Cambourne, 1988) and
can allow students to explore language and share ideas in the
learning contexts created by the teacher.
Smith ( 1983) argued that the categories of the language arts were
arbitrary

and artificial and the four categories (listening,

speaking, reading and writing) did not require different levels of
cognitive development. He also argued that language should make
sense to the learner, and language learning should be related to
other learning (Smith, 1983).
Cam bourne ( 1985) discussed the conflict about the nature of
language and its relationship to literacy. He indicated that the
dichotomy between the fragmented view of literacy and the
wholistic view of literacy would affect the way teachers planned
for language development and enhancement of literacy in the
classroom. He argued that the close relationships amongst

listening, speaking, reading and writing required a re-evaluation
of the notion of naturalism in language learning He considered the
conditions of immersionF

responsib.tlity

us~

demonstrationT

approximationT

expectationF

and response

to be

important for the four forms of language development
(Cambourne, 1985).

Within these conditions, learners are immersed in a range of texts
and receive demonstrations of how particular texts are
constructed for particular purposes. Contexts are created in which
the learners expect to succeed and, during the successful learning,
make decisions on what they will learn and how the learning is to
be accomplished. Opportunities are given for the learners to use
their new learnings in appropriate and meaningful contexts to
consolidate this learning.

As the

learning takes place,

approximations by the learners are accepted within the process of
learning, and feedback may be given by parents, the teacher or
the learners' peers (Cambourne, 1988).

Although Cambourne was criticised for his lack of attention to
social and cultural differences that affect language learning, (Luke,
Baty and Stebhans, 1989 ), his conditions of learning have been
accepted by many Australian teachers in their search for
naturalistic learning environments for language development.
Syllabus committees and teachers have been influenced by
Cambourne's conditions for learning and Tasmania used the
conditions of learning as a basis for

its evaluation of ongoing

language development (Revie, 1989). Cambourne's (1988)
conditions of learning also reinforced the interest in whole
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language as opposed to fragmentation of language learning in the
classroom.
Whole language development emphasises the importance of the
four modes of language development, the ways the modes are
related (Stubbs, 1986) and the need for students to learn language
in meaningful contexts (Watson, 1983; Rich, 1985). Whole
language focuses on meaning and, during the learning process,
learners are encouraged to take risks as they engage in meaninful
learning (Shuy, 1981; Weaver,1982; Goodman,1986) within
contexts that provide conditions that facilitate whole language
development.
Acceptance of the conditions of learning (Cam bourne, 1988) by
teachers has focused their attention on the need for them to
create meaningful learning contexts in which the learners could
generate their own language during the learning process. These
conditions generate expectations of language differences
determined by the students' background and the need by them
for feedback as they experiment with language, draw attention
to the links between language learning in the home and the school
through the feedback mechanisms, and orient teachers towards a
particular role in the language learning process determined by
their acceptance of the conditions of learning. This role entails
teachers structuring learning contexts that allow for whole
language development rather than instruction in skills.
The "whole language" movement and Cambourne's (1988)
conditions of learning resulted in more focus on the individual

learner and the ways he/she used language over a range of
contexts. Although the four modes of language were still
considered important, there was more emphasis on their
relationships and the ways language was used for particular
purposes.

Whole language classrooms did not have identical programs, but
they reflected an acknowledgement by teachers of the students'
intrinsic motivation to learn (Rich, 19 85), and instruction
emphasised the connections amongst listening, speaking, reading
and writing. Skills were still taught but their instruction was
linked more to the contexts in which they were used, and teachers
provided for reading and writing workshops during which
students were able to discuss texts (Pig don and Woolley, 1989) as
they engaged in reading and writing activities which provided
opportunities for the students to analyse texts and their meaning.

3.4.3 The Writing Process
Speaking and writing are forms of language and together
constitute a means of functioning within a range of contexts.
Writing may be used (a) to communicate, (b) to provide a
permanent record of events, thoughts and information, and (c) as
an art form (Smith, 1982a). Thus writing is a necessary mode of
language with which individuals in a literate society communicate
and participate within their culture.

Boomer (1980) addressed the challenge of the role of writing in
the context of literacy for teachers and listed the basic conditions
for reading and writing in which he emphasised purposeful
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learning, experimentation by the writer and feedback by the
teacher. He suggested that schools should take a workshop
approach to writing instruction in which the teachers' role is to
show, guide, criticise and help the student.
Walshe ( 1979) expressed the following five basic qualities of
teachers of successful writing instruction:
1. The teacher values writing.

2. The teacher values the learner-writer.
3. The teacher encourages pleasure in reading.
4. The teacher makes use of insights into how writing
happens.

5. The teacher fosters self-editing.
(Walshe, 1979 :40-44)

Hence, teachers began to examine the importance of writing in the
curriculum, writing instruction, and their role in the instructional
process.
The eighties were described as the "decade of Process Writing"
(Nolan, 1988). During this time, there was a shift of emphasis from
the writing product to the writing process and the need for
students to take control of their own writing (Walshe, 1981;
Graves, 1982; 1983; Calkins, 1983; Butler and Turbill, 1984 ).
Writing received more attention in the curriculum and students
became more interested in writing as teachers and students wrote
together and shared writing experiences. The process writing
movement brought many opportunities for students to engage in
the writing process and.to become interested in writing as a form
of learning and communicating. Students learnt to organise their

6S

experiences and communicate ideas with a sense of audience. The
changes in emphases from the traditional means of writing
instruction to process writing occurred so quickly that, like other
educational changes of the time, they were incorporated into
classroom language programs before syllabuses were rewritten so
new perspectives on writing were communicated by means of
curriculum updates and teacher inservice.

In 1988, New South Wales implemented the curriculum document
Writing K-12 which expressed writing as a "process of composing
meaning" and provided a guide for teachers in teaching process
writing (Walshe, 1989). The Western Australian Ministry of
Education has adopted a continuum of writing development to
monitor the students' writing. This document provides descriptors
for teachers to enable them to evaluate the students' writing and
modify instruction to enhance further development (Rivilland,
1991 ). The document also encourages teachers to be sensitive to
the students' writing needs and to provide appropriate wTiting
models through the study of texts to assist students in their
writing development.

To cater for the interest in ·writing in Queensland, the Education
Department provided funding for inservice workshops for
teachers to engage in writing experiences to develop an
understanding of the writing process, and appointed writing
consultants to help teachers implement writing programs. The
process writing movement challenged teachers to examine the
writing process more carefully and to rethink their roles in the
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writing instructional process as the success of the writing program
in the classroom is determined extensively by the teacher.

Process writing was perceived as a naturalistic approach to
writing that entailed the selection of a topic, drafting,
conferencing, proofreading, editing and publishing (Wilson 1986),
and students engaged in these processes to create a piece of
writing for publication. This approach to writing instruction has
been criticised because teachers often lost sight of the
instructional/learning dimension of writing by following the
processes without paying enough attention to the students'
learning how to write (Wilson, 1986). Nolan ( 1988) indicated that
the emphasis on process writing has now faded as teachers
grapple with the complexity of the writing process and begin to
pay attention to instructional processes. However, Nolan's view is
not shared by Walshe ( 1989) who indicates that process writing is
still very much alive and is an important learning dimension of
the curriculum during which teachers guide their students
towards individual, flexible writing (Walshe, 1989 ).

Teachers can enhance students' critical thinking by helping them
to become successful readers and writers through the construction
of meaning which is achieved by viewing process and product as
equally important (Rivilland, 1989 ). It is also important for
students to have opportunities to engage in dialogue as they
respond to text (Rivilland 19 8 9) as meanings are negotiated
during classroom reading and writing. Thus it is a matter of
teachers: developing the students' reading and writing over a
range of contexts for them to see the purposes for reading and
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writing; giving students opportunities to examine the reading and
writing processes as they engage in purposeful writing for real
audiences; and providing the students with the necessary
scaffolding to enhance their control of the reading and writing
processes.

The process writing movement stimulated interest in the writing
process and created opportunities for students to analyse written
text through conferences during which they studied their own
writing and the writing of their peers. The conferences provided
the students with feedback from their peers and the teacher
through examination of meaning and the language used to
construct meaning to communicate to an audience. Although
aspects of text were considered during the conferences, emphasis
was on the creation of whole language through the construction of
cohesive written text.

The teachers' role in writing instruction includes ensuring
quantity and quality are provided for in the writing program, and
being able to put product and process into perspective to guide
students in the craft of writing which includes allowing them
opportunities to explore the range of writing genres used in their
study of the disciplines. Writing is then viewed as one important
aspect of literacy which is enhanced through the study of texts.
This means that teachers need to develop an understanding of the
language learning processes and provide opportunities for
students to explore relationships amongst the language modes as
they examine texts. These roles include the adoption and
incorporation of an appropriate reading model that allows for
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reading development in conjunction with overall language
development.
3.4.4 The Reading Process: An Interaction Model
In their pursuit of literacy, teachers in Australia have been
influenced by the research and theoretical perspectives on the
reading process, reading instruction, and relationships among the
language arts (Bullock, 1975; Downing, and Leong, 1982; Heath,
1982; Smith, 1982b; Harste and Mikulecky, 1984; Goodman, 1985;
Stubbs, 1980). They have also been influenced by advocates of
whole language development (Shuy, 1981; Calkins, 1983; Graves,
1983; Goodman, 1986) who have drawn attention to the
importance of learning whole language through integration within
purposeful learning contexts rather than breaking language
learning down into a series of skills. The move towards whole
language instruction and awareness of the conditions conducive to
language learning (Cambourne, 1988) have resulted in teachers
examining students' language use and language learning over a
range of contexts (Goodman, 1982) which provide more realistic
evaluation of language learning in the classroom.
Emphasis on whole language development, examination of the
relationships between the reading and writing processes, and the
pursuit of literacy have resulted in teachers critically analysing
reading instructional models that allow for the students'
interaction with text to construct meaning. Adoption of these
models in classrooms has placed the teacher in the role of
facilitator who makes it possible for students to learn to read
rather than being taught to read (Smith, 1985). From a whole

language perspective, reading and writing instruction emphasises
the construction of meaning based on the individual's prior
knowledge and the use of whole language rather than individual
skill acquisition. In these contexts students explore language and
share ideas derived from their interaction with print.

Teachers may create classroom contexts that focus on product in
reading and writing instruction or they may create contexts that
focus on process during which students construct ideas based on
their past experiences and the texts that they examine. That is
constructivist learning is concerned with process and occurs in
social contexts in which the efforts of the students are encouraged
and used as a basis for learning (Marshall, 1990 ).

Teachers who have considered social context to be a significant
factor in reading instruction have adopted the social constructivist
theory of learning based on the following three assumptions:

I knowledge is constructed tilrougil tile indiVJduaJ:<t
interaction witil tile sociocultural envJi·onment,·
2 iligiler mental functions_ including reading and writing
are social and cultural in nature;

3 knowledgeable members of a culture can ileip otilers
Jearn. (A1cCartiley and l?ap.fJael, 1992·7)
These assumptions provide opportunities for students to interact
with their peers in the learning process and work towards a
concensus of knowledge. Opportunities are provided for students
to engage in dialogue with their peers and the teacher, as they
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negotiate meanings within social contexts and move towards
independence in reading (McCarthey and Raphael, 1992).

The constructivist learning model locates reading instruction
within the social context of the classroom and promotes active
learning through participation by the individual learners. Reading
is developed through a whole language approach that focuses on
meaning and written text thus linking the reading and writing
processes.

Teachers who adopt constructivist learning in reading and writing
instruction in the classroom may provide opportunities for
discussion to be an important aspect of the comprehension of
texts. This approach to the reading task allows individuals to bring
their unique cultural perspectives to the learning task to share
with others in the construction of meaning. Reading is then
viewed as an interactive process, and reading instruction in the
classroom allows for personal response to text and enhancement
of meaning through discussion. Teachers may then structure
learning contexts in which students generate oral texts through
discussion of written texts thus linking oral and written language.
Literacy development then occurs as students engage in the
meaningful use of whole language to respond to a range of written
genres in their study of texts.

3.4.5 Discourse, Genre and Text
A classroom that provides opportunities for students to construct
their own learning takes account of the social and cultural
differences of the students who bring their individual
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perspectives to the learning task. The social context is created by
the learning task, the teacher and the learners, and provides a
context for interaction to occur amongst the learners. That is, in
the process of learning, the students engage in discussion and
create oral texts within the classroom discourse to structure
meaning and their individual learning.

Classroom discourse is one dimension of discourse which refers to
both oral and written language within social contexts. It provides
a structure for learning within a particular area and provides the
language and rules for that area of study (Kress, 1985). When
students are engaged in learning mathematical concepts, and use
the language of mathematics,they are engaged in the discourse of
mathematics. They may study mathematics through drawing and
dramatisation (Bickmore-Brand, 1990) but will need to acquire
the language of mathematics to communicate ideas. During the
learning process, the students' acquisition of the language of
mathematics may be facilitated by the teacher's modelling the
language for learning mathematics which includes: procedural
language; the language of reasoning; the language of explanation;
and the language of prediction (Gawned, 1990). In acquiring the
appropriate language for mathematical discourse students are also
required to read and write in their study of mathematics. That is,
they have to learn to read mathematical texts and express
mathematical ideas in appropriate written genres (MacGregor,
1990) within the discourse of mathematics.

Genre refers to the particular structure of oral and written texts
and includes the structure of written texts that the students write.
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Particular genres may apply to particular areas of the curriculum
and some genres may apply to all areas of the curriculum and
include narratives, recounts descriptions and reports. However,
the notion of genre also includes the structuring of oral texts for
particular purposes, and applies to the text or language that is
generated during discussion as it takes on a particular structure.
Importantly, genres evolve as individuals negotiate meaning in
everyday events (Martin, Christie and Rothery, 1987).
The nature of genre and the role of genre study in the curriculum
has received a great deal of attention in the eighties and nineties
(Kress,1985; Christie, 1987; Dixon,1987; Green, 1987; Martin,
Christie and Rothery, 1987; Christie and Rothery,1990; Elliott and
McGregor, 1990; Walton, 1990). Attention on genre has created a
debate between teachers and syllabus committes committed to
the process approach to language learning and teachers and
syllabus committees who are committed to the genre approach to
language learning (Green,1987; Walton, 1990). However, a balance
of emphasis may be achieved between process and genre by a
focus on literacy which entails the development of listening,
speaking, reading and writing and takes account of the need for
students to learn to handle and manipulate the genres in the
study of the disciplines (Rivilland, 1989; Christie and Rothery,
1990). This focus has been highlighted by the Australian Federal
Government's concern for literacy.
3.4.6 The Pursuit of Literacy: A National Approach
During the eighties, the Commonwealth Government resolved to
develop a co-ordinated language policy that would address goals

for language competence for adults in the twenty-first century,
and provided for input from the national language associations
(Davis, 19 89 ). In her discussion of a National Policy on Language,
Davis ( 1989) indicated the need for more attention to be given to
listening and speaking as important modes of language and the
need for students to have the opportunity to learn a second
language. Inputs that eventuated from the Government's
resolution focused attention on important language issues and
contributed to the eventual formulation of a national language
policy for Australia during the next decade.

In the nineties, Australia has made a united effort in the pursuit
of solutions for literacy learning. The leading professional bodies
involved in the pursuit of literacy (Australian Association for the
Teaching of English, Australian Council of TESOL Associations,
Primary English Teaching Association, Australian Council for Adult
Literacy, Australian Reading Association) formed the Australian
Literacy Federation in 1990 to establish and maintain a national
network to provide information and support in the pursuit of
excellence in theory, research and instruction in the teaching of
English. The Federation was able to respond to issues raised by
the Federal Government's policy on Australia's language (Dawkins,
1992) by offering constructive advice to the Government on the
formulation of an Australian language policy which has influenced
language policy and instruction in Australia in the nineties.
Responses from the Federation and individual members of the
Federation provided forums during which important issues were
discussed to formulate

their responses thus providing

opportunities for these associations to participate in the decision
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making processes associated with the formulation of a revised
language policy which reflected national concerns.

The publication of Allstralia ~t; Language

(Dawkins, 1992} has

focused attention on Australian language and literacy needs in the
nineties, and articulates an Australian Language and Literacy
Policy (ALLP} which includes the following goals:
AJJ A lJstralian residents should develop and maintain a level
of spoken and written English which is appropriate for a
range of contexts, with the support o[education and
training programs addressing the1i· diverse learning need~-

The learnillg oflaJJgllages ot.!Jer t1Ja11 .E11glis/J JJJust be
substantially expanded and Jinproved to enhance
educational outcomes and coJJllJJunication within bot/J t/Je
Australian and the interna.tkwa.l community
(IJawkiJJ.~

1992: x1ii)

The policy makers emphasise their ongoing commitment to
language development and the importance of second language
learning in the educational outcomes of instruction. The Policy also
draws attention to the importance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Island languages as an important aspect of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Island identity, self -management and social and cultural
development (Dawkins, 1992).

The Policy defines language as;
Language i11 its broad sense (as llsed i11 t/Je title of t/Je ALLP
for example} 1:~ t/Je prlinary mea11s of/Juma11
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coJnJnunication, 1nanil'est generally in syste1natic ways
t.brough the communication skills of speaking listening
reading and writing_ Language in terms sucb as language
and literacy proficieJJcy'is an inclusive term, coveri11g both
EngJJ:<;.b and ot.ber languages_ (.Dawkins, 1992: l?)

General reference to language instruction thus includes reference
to languages other than English and Australian English refers to a
variety of English which has evolved from the Australian physical,
social and cultural environment (Dawkins, 1992). Therefore,
language development in both primary and secondary classrooms
may incorporate the development of Australian English and the
development of languages other than English. The focus on
languages other than English has drawn attention to Asian
languages and the Government's commitment to Asian studies
which incorporates the study of Asian languages. This is an
important step forward that provides for intellectual and cultural
growth through language study and takes account of the
multicultural nature of Australian society and the importance of
language studies for communication across cultures both within
and beyond Australia.

Through the consultative processes, the Australian Commonwealth
has assumed the role of promoter of national cooperation and
collaboration in addressing educational priorities. An example of
this was the establishment of the Language Development Project
which exemplified cooperation between the Australian states and
the Commmonwealth in English language teaching (Piper, 1992). A
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feature of the cooperative process has been allowance for input by
classroom teachers.

Although each Australian state is responsible for its own
educational policies, the significant role

played by the

Commonwealth Government has created a series of opportunities
for state representatives to exchange ideas to improve educational
efficiency throughout Australia (Dawkins,

1992). These

opportunities have sho\vn that there are educational issues such
as enhancement of literacy which are of importance for all states,
and states may learn from each other through the exchange of
ideas.

Dawkins' ( 1992) language policy has resulted in analysis of
language teaching in Australian classrooms and discussion of
important issues associated with language teaching. Hornibrook
(1992) has noted the folluwing as key precepts related to the
interaction between language and learning in the School Language
and Literacy Program which has evolved from the Australian
Language and Literacy Policy (Dawkins, 1991) :
<It J...:; belpJul for teachers to bave a conceptual
understanding of tile structure oflanguage, and an
appre(.,"iation oftbe nature ofstudents'language and
learning development.
.Sialls of wrJting, reading, speaking and listening are
interdependent elements ofla.nguage skill
Skills related to learning a11d tbougilt (.<;ucil as JJJaking
judgJnents, classi(ying, abstracting, bypotilesi...:;ing) are
entwined witb and dependent on language skills.
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The la11guage and learning co1npeten"--e ofi11dividuals 011
any occaskm is dependent on the t.xmtext, con ten" audience
and purpose of an activit,..v,. as well as the grasp they have of
literacy conventions
As with any other areas of teaching there 1:<r more than one
way to teach language and learning objectives- there is no
one true way' that works for all teacher~ for all students,
or in all contexts
There are several highly developed schools of theoretk"ill
thought explaining language development, which are often
seen as con;peting paradigms. Each has prov1ded useful
insights for teachers aiming at practical improvements_
Promulgation of one school of thought to the exclusion of
others is not likely to prove useful in professional
developJnent activities (Hornibrookrl9.92 ;10)

The Literacy and Learning National Element that was based on the
White Paper, Australia's Language (Dawkins, 1991) and focused
on literacy and learning in the early years of schooling has
supported a range of activities for developing literacy
(Hornibrook, 1992). These illustrate the national effort that is
going into the formulation and implementation of educational
policies in language education and include the following which are
examples of these initiatives (Hornibrook, 1992).

The Natio11al Staten1e11t 011 E11glish i11 A ustrali1111 Schools which
JdentJlYes commo.11 grou.11d for the English curriculum in all 5"'tates
1111d Territories, 1111d The }latio11al EaglJ:<rh Profile which describes
six levels of achievement for Eng!J:<rh for students K-10.
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• The NatioJJai PJ·oject on the (Juality of Teaching a11d LeaPJJing
whk'll addPesses teachers' career pathS; teacher mobility teacher
education and exploration of a nationally

cons1~~tent

teaching

profession.
. The Early Literacy hJservice Course fo tea'-Y1ers involved ia early
literacy
, The ilnpleJnentaticw of the Readi11g Recovery progra111
{Hornibrook, 1992: 2-6)

The Literacy and learning National Element also acknowledges the
challenge for teachers to plan learning experiences that integrate
learning across the disciplines of the curriculum and accepts the
notion that a fundamental understanding of the nature of
language is its relationship with learning in the curriculum
(Hornibrook, 199 2 ).

The pursuit and implementation of a national language policy has
also raised challenges for curriculum committees and teachers. An
example of a challenge in the nineties is the introduction of the
Mayer Report ( 1992) which proposes a set of seven key
competencies, which includes the ability to communicate ideas
and information needed by students for effective participation in
the work force and the schools' role in ensuring students'
achievement of the competencies. Consideration of the
competencies also reflects the close links established between
education and employment in Australia.

Discussion and acceptance by curriculum committes of important
issues raised through the formulation of an Australian language
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policy and the distribution of curriculum guides to teachers by
curriculum committees have provided teachers of language arts
and English with important guidelines to assist them to base their
instruction on a sound theoretical basis. Teachers have also
participated in the discussion of important educational changes
and instructional issues. The issues include emphases on (a) the
relatedness of language learning and learning the disciplines, (b)
the need for teachers to take account of the contextual factors in
planning for language development and learning in the classroom,
(c) developmental expectations of language competency and (d)
enhancement of communicative competence.

3.4.7 English Language Arts: A Queensland Solution
Queensland's Department of Education's (1991) Years 1-10 English
Language Arts: Syllabus and Guidelines reflects the incorporation
of important theoretical underpinnings of the eighties and nineties
into guidelines for teachers of language arts and English. The same
guidelines are addressed to both primary and secondary school
teachers (preschool to year ten) which reflects the ongoing
importance of language development at both levels of schooling
and articulates language arts and English within one curriculum
guide.

The following goals and objectives are derived from recent
language theory and are stated in the Curriculum Guide ( 1991) :
Tile goal of.E11glisiJ language arts in years 1 to 1 (J is to
develop children:-, ability to ,;vmpose and comprehend
spoken and r-vritten Englisil -fluently; appropriately and
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eJTectively -for a wide range ofpersonal and social
purposes.
At each Fear Jevei participation in English language arts
progran1s should develop students' use o[Englisil in a wide
range o[Jiterary and nonliterary genres.
At each Fear level_ participation in English language arts
programs should develop students' use ol'Englisil in a wide
range of social contexts. 5ocial contexts will vary
according to:
. subject matter refe1red to
. roles and relationships o[people involved
. mode and medium oft-vmmunication.
To assJ~~t students' use ofEnglJ:~il, progra1ns will
progressively develop and refine their underlying attitude~
tilinJ;:ing processe~ s.k:ills and knowledge within tile context
oflanguage use.
Students need to use English con[idently and with
enjoymen~·

to respect tile language, culture and experience

ofotiler people,· and to appreciate language in its many
forn1s.
5£udents need to think imaginatively and logically as they
use and Jearn language.
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.)[udents need to deploy and interpret textual features in
way..<t appropriate to tile genre and tile social context, and to
use appropriate procedures WilJJe composing and
comprehending

Students need to understand key concepts related to
language in use and to their own language and learning

{JJepartoJeJJt of£ducatio11 (JueeJJslaJJct Years 1 to 10 EnglJ:<til
Language Arts;' Curriculu1n Guide, 1991:21)

The theoretical basis from which the Guide was derived reflects
the state of knowledge of language arts and English instruction in
Australia in the nineties. This means, that its successful
implementation needs to take account of the Queensland teachers'
knowledge of language learning and language development in
Australia in the nineties. In order to achieve this, inservice that
takes account of knowledge of language learning and effective
strategies for language development has been planned by the
Department of Education Queensland.

The Guide reflects the significance of social and cultural contexts
for language development and learning and is informed by a
Context-Text model of language development, a Language
Learning Model that reflects language in use and a Content Model
that takes account of genres, social context and thinking processes
(Years 1-10 English Language Arts:, Handbook, 1991 ). The Guide
reflects the importance of cultural differences in comprehending
and composing, and focuses on a range of texts and genres within
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classroom organisation that provide for effective implementation
of the new syllabus.

The implementation of the new syllabus has taken place in the
context of ongoing change in Queensland education derived from
the Department of Education's Corporate Plan (1992) whose
Corporate Mission is: TiJe 1nissio11 of our 1Jepart1nent is to pro'V-.Jde
quality education appropriate to tiJe needs of our students and of
our society (fJepartJnenl of Educatio11 (Jueenslanct 1.9.92:4)

Included in the Corporate Plan are the following Studies Priorities
for 1993: Literacy,· J'v'l11neracy; La11guages Otiler Than
5~enior

Schooling,·

EnglJ~<;iJ;

and Supportive School Environments.

(fJepartJnent ofEducation (JueenslaJJct 19.925)

The (JueeJJslaJld .Syllabus and Guidelli1es ( 1991} reflected the
importance of literacy and language development as ongoing
processes, and incorporated a theoretical base derived from recent
research and theory. The syllabus committee planned the
Guidelines after extensive consultation and trialling which
included feedback from teachers from all levels which included
university teachers.

In 1994 final drafts of the new syllabus were implemented
throughout Queensland as EJJglL<;iJ in Years 1- ltJ. This syllabus
incorporated a number of guides which included: A (iuide to
Genres in Eagfi<;iJ,· A Gu1de to AnalysiJJg Text 1i1 EngJJ:<;iJ,· A tilJJde to
Ciassroom Practice in EnglisiJ,· A

(iuide to Using

...S~tudent

Performance Standards 1i1 English,· A &uide to Using Syllabus
.!Vfaterials.
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This syllabus provides a framework for effective language
instruction in the nineties and lays sound foundations for
language instruction in the twenty-first century as teachers
explore ways of organising classrooms, that are sensitive to the
learners needs, for effective teaching/learning.
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CHAPTER 4
GROUP LEARNING STRATEGIES: THEORY AND RESEARCH
4.1 CLASSROOM CONTEXTS FOR ENHANCING LITERACY AND
LEARNING
4.1.1 The Importance of Context
The importance of context as a dimension of learning was examined
and literature related to group learning in classroom contexts was
reviewed
Within the study of pragmatics in which behaviours, tasks and
systems of meaning are studied, context is a key consideration
(Giron, 1989). judgments of relevance and importance are made with
reference to context, and context is important in the examination of
classroom learning. In education, context has been considered from a
range of perspectives (Dixon, 1975; Halliday, 1977; Martin, 1983) and
is perceived as an important variable in classroom discourse and oral
communication because of its role in structuring meaning.Logically
then, teachers need to take account of contextual variables when
planning, implementing and assessing language and learning in the
classroom.

According to McKenzie ( 1987) context includes: the environment of
the school and classroom; the subject being studied; materials being
used; ongoing activities; and the participants in the learning.
Stephens and Harste ( 1985) examined context in reading and
considered the linguistic context of the reading material, the physical
context in which reading takes place, the larger social context within
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the cultural context of interpretation, and the learner's history of
literary experiences. They argued that all aspects of context are
dynamic and combine to create a new entity, and also that teachers
can establish environments which are potentially supportive for the
learner. Garner ( 1990) emphasised the significance of context in
learning within a theory of setting, and indicated that context can
affect the learner's use of strategies and cognitive processes.
Mercer, Edwards and Ivlaybin ( 1988) examined context in their study
of oral communication. For them, context entailed everything a
participant in a conversation knows and understands, including
personal and culturally derived information which has its origins in
talk, events and experiences. The physical correlates of the setting in
which the talk takes place are invoked in the discourse of the
classroom. Importantly, context was perceived by them as mental
rather than physical thus linking discourse and knowledge. Analysis
of classroom learning which entails oral communication must,
therefore, take account of the context in which the talk is embedded
because context affects the mode and genre of the discourse and the
meanings generated from the discourse.
Whole-class teaching contexts have been examined with reference to
classroom interaction(Hertz-Lazarowitz, Baird, Webb, and Lazarowitz,
1984; Cazden,1986;1988; Galton,1987; Bennett and Dunne,1991).
Cazden ( 1986; 1988) indicates that the IRE (Initiate-RespondEvaluate) pattern of classroom interaction is the most common
pattern of instruction used in the classroom, and suggests that
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teachers need to take more account of student differences in order to
overcome inequalities of learning in the classroom. She adds that
students need opportunities to ask questions as well as respond to
them, and that this can be achieved by teachers structuring contexts
which allow students to interact with their peers, a phenomenon
which does not occur as a matter of course in whole-class teaching.
There is a need for teachers to organise classrooms for effective
discussion and to avoid discourse asymmetry so that teachers and
students have opportunities to engage in classroom discussion and
share ideas (Perrot, t9S"S; Swain,l-988). Swain (1-988) described the
whole-class teaching model of initiate-respond-feedback (iRF) as the
transmission model of instruction, and suggests the adoption by
teachers of alternate models of instruction to enhance classroom talk
and learning.
In reviewing research on questioning in classrooms, Carlson (1991)
considered a sociolinguistic paradigm for the study of questions, and
emphasised the role of social conte:x't in the interpretation of spoken
language. He considered Cazdents ( 1986) two meanings of context
which view the situation at the beginning of the discussion and the
conversational situation as it is modified by the speaker as a basis
for emphasising the

conversationalists-~

roles in the construction of

context. Thus, for him, context includes the description of the
speakers and their relationships with one another as well as the
ways in which utterances fit together in discourse.
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Viewed from a sociolinguistic perspective, context 7 therefore,

becomes an important factor in oral communication because of the
way it affects the interaction. Halliday ( 1977) drew attention to the
importance of contextual variables in his model of language
development and emphasised the need for teachers to take account
of the significance of context when planning for language
development in the classroom. Consequently, teachers need to
consider contextual variables when organising classrooms for
effective learning because of their impact on learning, and to
enhance continuously the students' awareness of the significance of
context in structuring meaning in oral communication. Students also
need to become sensitive to the way context is established in written
language to enhance communication. Language and communication
are thus best developed and examined within the contexts in which
they occur.
4.1.2 Student Talk and the Role of Student Talk in Learning
Application of the transmission model of classroom instruction
(Swain, 1988) means that the teacher does most of the talking during
the instructional process and does not allow the students
opportunities to express opinions or structure their own learning
through interaction with their peers. As oral communication has been
perceived as an important aspect of language development and
learning (Britton, 1970; Wilkinson, 1973; Bullock, 1975; Barnes, 1976;
l\tloffett, 1982; Adams, 1984; Berry, 1985; Gen Ling Chang and Wells,
1988; Dixon, 1988; Davis, 1996), it is important for teachers to
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include opportunities for students to engage in discussion as part of
the learning process.
Spoken language is fundamental to the individual's personal and
social development and develops as he/ she communicates in a range
of contexts in which oral language is a natural outcome
(Wilkinson,1973 ). Indeed, oral language and thinking processes are
considered to be the basic skills of language development and the
underlying skills of the individuars total experience (Moffett, 1982).
In oral language contexts, students are able to apply their individual
knowledge to the learning task and, through discussion, are able to
negotiate meanings through which they, consequently, acquire the
language and develop the concepts related to the learning task.
Therefore, it is important for teachers to provide opportunities for
students to expand their oral language through listening and
speaking in contexts in which discussion is used as a means of
learning (Barnes, 1976; Tough, 1979; Berry, 1985 ).
Contexts in which discussion takes place bring language users face to
face in the creation of oral texts. As the participants in the discussion
interact, they generate language that is dynamic and context
determined; thus text is constructed jointly by the participants
(Hammond, 1990). When teachers structure contexts that allow for
discussion over a range of disciplines, they provide opportunities for
students to generate texts that are appropriate for those disciplines
in those contexts. That is, opportunities are provided for students to
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participate in the generation of appropriate texts to express the
concepts and understandings of a range of disciplines.

Class discussions which are not dominated by the teacher allow
students to participate in the generation of texts but opportunities
for interaction are limited by the number of students taking part in
the discussion. It is argued, if teachers incorporate small group
learning into the instructional program, they will thus provide
opportunities for more effective participation by the individuals who
contribute to the discussion and respond to the discussion generated
by other participants. These small group contexts thus provide
opportunities for students to structure their own meanings based on
their individual background knowledge as well as the outcomes of
the discussion.

Research and theory on group learning contexts have provided a
sound knowledge base upon which teachers can draw in their
incorporation of group learning strategies for effective classroom
instruction. Teachers have implemented group learning strategies
successfully in their instruction and records of their outcomes
provide insights into the ways teachers group students for learning
in the classroom.

4.2 DIMENSIONS OF GROUP LEARNING

The follo\ving bases for grouping, and group processes provide
insights into the implementation of successful group learning
strategies in the classroom.
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4.2.1 Bases for Grouping
Ability grouping of students refers to grouping students on the basis
of achievement in order to reduce the heterogeneity of the group.
Slavin ( 1987a) described ability grouping in the primary school in
detail by referring to the following forms of ability-based, classroom
grouping: ( 1) ability-grouped class assignments where students are
assigned on ability to one self-contained class; (2) regrouping for
reading or mathematics where students are assigned to ability levels
for maths and/or reading within the class. Students may be grouped
across the grades which is referred to as the joplin Plan; (3)
nongraded plans refer to placing students in flexible groups
according to their performance rather than placing them in
traditional grade levels; ( 4) special classes for high achievers where
gifted or talented students are assigned to special classes for part or
all of the school day; ( 5) special classes for low achievers where
students with learning problems are assigned to remedial classes; (6)
within-class ability grouping where students are assigned to small
groups within the class (usually for reading) based on ability (Slavin,
1987a).

Drawing from his review of the research, Slavin ( 1987a) indicated
that ability grouping created classes of low achievers and served to
increase divisions along class, race, and ethnic group lines. He also
concluded that:
Because no ac!Jieve;neJJt benefits ofability-grooped class
assign;nents have been ident;JJed, and because 111ore
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eJTective groupi11g ;netbods exist, use of t.be strategy silould
be avoided (51avi11, 1987a.325)

In his review of research on ability grouping in Secondary Schools
Slavin ( 1990) indicated that the type of ability grouping in
Secondary Schools is mainly on the basis of between class groupings
and drew attention to the practice of assigning students to academic,
general and vocational tracks in these schools. He also drew attention
to research that considered achievement gains of students in groups
compared with ungrouped students, and achievement gains by
students in high-ability groups compared with those in low-ability
groups. From his analysis of the literature, he concluded that ability
grouping has little or no impact on overall student achievement in
Elementary and Secondary Schools (Slavin, 1990).

Although he acknowledged limitations to the review ( 1990 ), he drew
the following conclusions:
1. LoJJJpreilensive betwee11-class ability groupi.11g pla11s ilave
little or 110 eJTect 011 tile acilieve;nent ofseco11da1:v student.~
at least as ;neasured by standardized tests. Till._.:; co11clusion
i~.:;

;nost stro11gly supported ill tirade

liJJJited evide11ce til at does

exi~.:;t Jbr

7--~

but tl1e ;nore

studies ill (ira des (J- 12

also fails to support any eJTect of ability groupi1lg
2 J)i1Tere11t forJJJS ofabilitygroupingare equally ineJTective.

3- Ability grouping i~.:; equally ineJTective in all subject.~
except tilat tilere 111a_,v be a 1le._t;ative eJTect of ability
groupi1lg in social studies.
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4 A ssig11ing stude11ts to di/Tere11t levels of tile same course
has 110 coJ1sis'te11t positive or 11egative eJTects on stude11ts of
iligil, average, or low ability (51avin, 199!1-4.94)

Slavin's ( 1990) review of research at the Secondary School level
reinforces awareness of the ineffectiveness of ability grouping and
the need for teachers to explore other forms of grouping practices. He
suggests that an alternative to ability grouping is the use of
cooperative learning methods which have a positive effect on selfesteem, race relations, acceptance of mainstreamed academically
handicapped students, and ability to work cooperatively (Slavin,
1990 ).

Although Slavin's ( 19 9 0) research review refers mainly to class
groups, his analyses and conclusions draw attention to the need for
teachers to explore other classroom grouping practices besides ability
grouping. Teachers have generally associated grouping in the
classroom, particularly for instruction in reading and mathematics,
with ability grouping. However, this is only one form of grouping.
Indeed, teachers may use a model of flexible grouping based on
three sets of interacting variables to cater for student needs. These
variables are: (a/ choosing tJ1e n1ost appropriate basJ~'> for grouping,
(b) ciloosiag tile n1ost effective foroJat, a11d (c) c1Joosi11g tile JJJost

appropriate oJater.ials. (Flood, Lapp, Flood and Nagel, 1991:61 0). If

teachers consider these variables when choosing a model and thus
adopt a model of group instruction in their classrooms, they will
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include a range of grouping practices rather than one practice based
on ability.

Teachers may provide opportunities for students to express their
knowledge and cultural perspectives through discussion by providing
a range of grouping practices in the instructional program which
include: the whole class to develop the whole class learning
community; groups of three or four to interact through a common
interest; pairs to provide one-to-one discussion; and working as
individuals (Berghoff and Egawa, 1991 ). Application of these
grouping practices has provided for student-controlled learning,
increased students language experiences and provided opportunities
for students to support each other in the learning process (Berghoff
and Egawa, 1991).

In their examination of ways to organise classrooms for effective
learning of topics in the disciplines, Pardo and Raphael ( 1991) used
flexible grouping to assist students to organise and synthesise
information in the development of concepts. To ensure effective
group learning, teachers need to consider the matching of a
particular grouping pattern with a particular purpose, and to
consider the strategies students need in order to operate successfully
in group contexts (Bennett, 1985; Pardo and Raphael, 1991 ). Dalton
( 1987) discussed effective management of small groups and
suggested guidelines for teachers to ensure that students are moved
effectively from whole class to small group discussion.
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Particular group patterns have been applied to particular fields of
study in the school curriculum. Application of heterogeneous groups
of seven to eight children to the study of literature in year four
resulted in students becoming more involved in their reading,
making connections between reading and writing, extending their
thinking, and laying foundations for lifelong reading (Keegan and
Shrake, 1991 ). To incorporate small group activities into the study of
literature, Smagorinsky ( 1989) organised groups into four types/ (1)
i11troductory activities; (2) studyil;g sy;nbofic episode~~-

C?J

sy;;t.besisiJJg ideas wit.IJJiJ a literary u11Jt,· a11d f1J wea11i11g studeJJts
fro111 teac.ber depe;;de11ce. (~SiJJagoriJJsky, 19S~·67) .land perceived

the small group format as an intermediate stage between direct
instruction and independent learning (Smagorinsky, 198 9 ).

Response groups of four to six students utilized as a strategy within
the writing program of first year high school students encouraged
productive wide-ranging discussion by individuals and reflection on
their writing (Dixon, 1985). Collaborative writing provides
opportunities for writing processes to be developed (Burns and
Housego, 19 96 ). Reading to children from kindergarten and year one
in small groups compared with reading to them in a one-to-one
situation resulted in improved reading scores for small group
members (Morrow and Smith, 1990).

Rowland ( 1985) observed a group of students' spontaneous
interactions and harnessed the group's interests to the study of
mathematics. From his instruction and observations he drew
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attention to the need for teachers to allow students time to construct
their own knowledge through manipulation of material and
discussion, and the need for teachers to take account of the
importance of material used to stimulate interpretation and learning
(Rowland, 1985).
Okebukola (1985) examined cooperative and competitive learning in
science and suggested that the best learning may take place through
a combination of competition and cooperation. Hertz-Lazarowitz,
Baird, Webb and Lazarowitz ( 1984) examined classroom interaction
in learning science, and drew attention to social interactions and
learning-related interactions, and the high percentage of "off-task"
interactions during the learning.

Children's views on learning together and collaborative learning have
been examined and have shown that they perceived the group as (a)
an opportunity to learn and help each other, (b) an opportunity to
get individual help from their colleagues, (c) an opportunity to work
out the task with their friends, (d) an opportunity to make new
friends, and (e) an opportunity for them to plan together and
organise their work together (Cullingford, 1988; Crouse and Davey,
1989).
Galton and Williamson (1992) examined the data collected during the
ORACLE Project (Observational Research and Classroom Learning)
which took place at the University of Leicester from 1975 to 1980
IOO

and focused on the problems associated with interaction between
students and teachers, and indicated that a major finding was that
the preferred organisational arrangement was students working in
groups involving common tasks but individual assignments (Galton
and Williamson, 1992). This research also showed that students
spent nearly eighty percent of their time on individual tasks and
approximately twelve percent of their time on collaborative tasks
which resulted in asymmetry of classroom interaction between
teacher and students. They concluded from the research that group
work was neglected in the Primary School (Galton and Williamson,
1992 ).

Based on the Leverhulme Primary Project which was located at
Exeter University, Dunne and Bennett ( 199 0) provided guidelines to
help teachers change the practice of having students working 1i1
groups to having students working as groups. These guidelines drew
attention to the need for students to work on cooperative tasks in
groups rather than working on individual tasks in group settings.
They justified cooperative grouping on the following grounds:
I /t 1~-; 11ecessary to Jlleet particular attaJilllleJJt tai-gets 1i1
t.!Je Natio11al CurriculuJJJ.

2 /t can prov1de t.!Je tillle t.!Jat teachers so critically 11eed for
assess1i1g a11d recording 1i1 t.!Je classrooJJJ.

3, Current grouping practices Jllay be illlproved by t.IJJ~<;
JlleaJJS.
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4 Tile researc.b evide11ce snows tile likelihood of clear
JJJJproveJJJelJts i11 pupils' social a11d i11tellectual developJJJelJI.
(DlllJne and Be1111ett_ 19.9tJ:7)

These selected studies and applications illustrate the importance of
interaction in the learning process and the attention given to
grouping practices which are applied to classroom organisation to
enhance learning. They also draw attention to the need for teachers
to ensure appropriate grouping for desired learning outcomes; this
entails a knowledge of the group processes in which students may
engage as effective learners.

4.2.2 Group Processes
During their daily lives individuals normally participate in group
interactions within and beyond the family. These may be members
of social and sporting organisations in which they have opportunities
to acquire knowledge and language associated with the groups'
discourses and to participate as group members. Within these special
interest groups, individuals have opportunities to acquire individual
perspectives on the world by participating in discussions and
assuming roles within the groups to ensure they participate as group
members.

johnson and johnson ( 1987) analysed definitions of groups and
concluded that:
A group

1~~

eac.b aware

two or n1ore lJJdividuals i11 face-to-face interaction,
ofi11~~

or .ber JJJeJJJbers.bip 111 tile group eac.b aware
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of others wilo belo11g to tile group, a11d eacil aware of their
positive i1Jterdepe1Jde11ce as tiley strive to achieve JJJutual
goals. (joil11S011 a11djoiJJJSOJ1, 19li7:S)

This definition emphasises the need for the individual to be aware
that he/she is a member of the group and to take account of other
members of the group in the pursuit of mutual goals.

johnson and johnson ( 1987) also considered important dimensions
for effective groups and summarised them as follows:
{ioaJ...-; are cla11fied a11d cila11ged so tilat tile best possible
111atcil betwee11 i11dividual goal...-; a11d tile group:.-; goal...-; 111ay
be acilievec{goa/..<; are cooperatively structured
CoJJ1111U11icatk)JJ is two way, a11d tile ope11 a11d accurate
expressio11 ofbotil ideas a11d feeli11gs i~<;

eJJJpilasi~<;ed

Participatio11 a11d leadership are di:<;tJYbuted aJJJOJJg all group
1J1e111bers; goal accoJllpli~<;iJJJJeJJt, i11ter1Jal JJJaiJlteJJaJJC~ a11d
developJJJe11tal cila11ge are u11derscored
Abllity a11d iJJforJJJatioJJ deterJJJiJJe iallueJJce a11d powe;:·
co11tracts are built to 111ake sure i1Jdiv1duaJ...-; 'goal...-; a11d 11eeds
are ful11Jled;· power f..-;

equali~.-;ed a11d shared

JJecJ..-;io11-JJJa..kiJJg procedures are 111atcJJed witil tile situatio11,·
dilTereJJt 111etilods are used at di!Tere11t
sought for ii11porta11t

tJi11e.~-

deCJ:.-;JoJl.~· iJlvolveJJJeJJt

coJJce11sus i~.-;

a11d group

dJ..-;cussioJJS are e11couraged
Lo11troversy a11d coJJJlict are see11 as a positive J:-ey to
111e111bers 'iiJvolveJ11e11t, tile quality a11d origi11ality of
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dec.i.:~ioll.~

a11d tl1e colltilluaJlce of tile group in good worki11g

COJlditiOJL
fllterper...<mJla£ group, a11d intergroup beilaviours are
stressed,· coilesio11 .i.<; adva11ced tilrougil iligil levels of
i11clusioll, a!Tectio11, accepta11ce, support, a11d trust.
hldividuality .i.<; e11dorsed
ProbleJn-solvillg adequacy J~<; iligil.
.!1fe1nbers evaluate tl1e eJTective11ess of tile group a11d deCJde
ilow to improve its fu11ctioJ1ing· goal accoJnplJ~<;ilJneJlt,
inter11al JJJaJnteJlaJlce, a11d developJJJeJlt are all co11sJdered
importa11t.
lllterperso11al eJTective11es.~

self-actualJ~<;atJoll,

a11d JilllovatioJl

are e11couraged (/oilJlSOJl aJldjoilJlSOll, 198~-J 1)

These dimensions of effective groups portray groups as a means of
achieving both group and individual goals through processes of
cooperation, communication and participation. Such processes allow
individuals to: (a) work ·within social contexts that enhance social
growth with sensitivity towards other members of the group; (b)
learn through discussion; (c) analyse and solve problems; and (d)
evaluate the learning processes of the group. Consequently, groups
become learning units that take on the character of their members
and generate learning processes determined by their members and
the learning task thus becoming powerful learning units within the
classrooom context.
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Research, theory and insights from classroom teachers have shown
the importance of providing opportunities for discussion and oral
language development in classroom learning rather than having
teacher dominated interaction resulting in asymmetry of learning
(Britton, 1970; Wilkinson, 1973; Bullock, 1975; Barnes, 1976; Barnes
and Todd, 1977; Tough, 1979; Moffett, 1982; Adams, 1984; Berry,
1985; Cazden,1986, 1988; Chang and Wells, 1988; Dixon. 1988;
Perrot, 1988; Swain, 1988). The body of knowledge derived from
these insights has clearly pointed the way towards group learning as
a means of providing opportunities for students to interact with each
other, learn from each other and construct knowledge based on these
interactions. Insights into effective group learning have been
expressed (Hertz-Lazarowitz, Baird, and Lazarowitz, 1984; Bennett,
1985; Dixon, 1985; Okebukola, 1985; Rowland, 1985; Dalton, 1987;
Cullingford, 1988; Crouse and Davey, 1989; Morrow and Smith, 1990;
Berghoff and Egawa, 1991; Flood, Lapp, Flood and Nagel, 1991; Keegan
and Shrake, 1991; Pardo and Raphael,1991; Galton and Williamson,
1992) but there is need to go beyond ability grouping for effective
group learning (Slavin, 1990).
An alternative form of learning is through heterogeneous grouping
and collaborative learning which provide opportunities for group
members to interact with each other to enhance sociocultural and
cognitive skills and enhance learning by working together towards a
common goal. Therefore, the research on collaborative group learning
in the school is examined to provide a sound conceptual framework
for research on group learning to contribute to the construction of a

defensible theoretical basis from which teachers may derive
appropriate instructional principles for effective group learning in
the classroom.

4.3 GROUP LEARNING IN THE CLASSROOM: A RESEARCH FOCUS
4.3.1 A Research Summary
Important research on heterogeneous grouping and collaborative
group learning in the classroom is summarised in Table 3.1. This
research is drawn from group learning in educational contexts and
focuses on group learning in Primary and Secondary classrooms.
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ResearcherI
Date

Site

Nature of
Satnple

Deutsch,M.
1949

USA

50 volunteer
psychology
students

Lawlor, M.
1955

Britain 9 females
aged 20-30

To examine the effects of Changes in opinion depend on the
group discussion on opinions emotional tone of the group.
and preferences

Deutsch,M.
1960a

USA

To examine the effects of
co-op., camp. and individ.
motivational orientations on
behaviour

Adult college
students

Research Purpose

Main Conclusions

To examine the effects of Co-op. individuals are more intercooperation and competition dependent and helpful than camp.
on the group process
individuals.

Co-op. orientation leads to
trusting; camp. orientation leads to
suspicion; individ. orientation
depends on the conditions.

•
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Deutsch,M.
1960b

USA

50 volunteer,
adult, psych.
students

To sketch a theory of the
effects of co-op. and co1np.
on face-to-face group
functioning

Larson, C.E.
1971

USA

Speech
students

To review research in speech Group discussion leads to
journals up to 1969
in1proved problem solving
accuracy. Students trained in
group processes exhibit shifts
towards open-mindedness.

107 male
and female
grade 7
students

To evaluate the effects of
student teams and instructional games on cross-sex
and cross-race interaction

DeVries, D.L. I USA
Edwards, K.J.
1974

Individ. coop. perceive themselves
to be more promotively independent than individ. camp. Individ.
co-op. exhibit more helpfulness
and individ. camp. exhibit 1nore
obstructiveness.

I

Administering team rewards to
heterogeneous groups reduces
race and sex barriers inhibiting
student learning.

!Barnes,
D.
I

Britain! Secondary
students
12-13 years

To explore the relationship
between communication and
learning in unstructured
conversations

Speech provides opportunities
students to reflect on thought
processes and strategies in
solving problems.

Barnes, D.
and Todd, F.

Britain! 56 average
ability
secondary
students

To examine group talk in
tasks set by teachers in
curriculum disciplines

Group talk provides opportunities
for students to clarify their
understanding of the topic and
construct knowledge jointly.

.1976

1977
109

johnson, D.W.I USA
Ahlgren, A.
1976

!
L

2400 students To examine student attitudes Co-op. is positively related to

from grades towards coop/comp, motiv2-12
ation relationships with
students and school
personnel, behaviour,
personal worth and involvement in learning.

motivation, listening to other
students, to expression of ideas
and felt personal worth. Comp. is
related to fears of not being able
to communicate, to wanting rules
and wanting teachers to
con1municate clear goals.

J

johnson, D.W., I USA
johnson,R.T.,
JJohnson,J.,
IAnderson, D.
1976

To explore the relative
working-class effects of co-op. and individ.
students in
goal structures on learning
grade 5
prosocial behaviour and
achievement

!Wik
1
1976

Low income
students in
grades S-6

To examine ways of increas- Trained student-led conditions
ing student participation in provided a more adequate setting
classromn discussion
for problem solving and
participation in small groups.

6 high achieving students
and 5 low
achieving
students

To explore the effects of
Individuals' concept of themselves
status within a group on the as readers reflect classroon1 status
formation of children's
as readers not actual
attitude towards reading
reading ability.

USA

30 white
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Kibby, M.W. I USA
1977

Co-op. compared to individ.
learning shows more altruism,
more positive attitude to
classroom life and higher
achievement.

~

-'~,~~~~~"~~~~~~'

Vries, D.L. I USA
avin, R.E
11978

I!

Review of 10
studies of
grades 3,7-9,
10-12

To evaluate research on the
effects of Teams Games
Tournament (TGT) on
learning over a range of
content areas

TGT has consistent effects on
academic achievement, mutual
concern, race relations and peer
norms. Results on attitude to
school were inconsistent.

I
i
I
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DeVries, D.L.
Edwards, K.J.
Slavin, R.E
1978

USA

Students from
grades 7-12
in 4 content
areas

To review four studies that
represent a wide-ranging
test of the impact of TGT on
inter-racial attraction

TGT is an effective means of
increasing cross-racial friendships in integrated classes.

Slavin, R.E.
1978

USA

205 students
in grade 7
Eng. classes

To investigate the effects of
level of reward and com parison of student quiz scores
on student achievetnent and
attitude

Positive effects of team reward
were partially supported.
Participation in teams increased
time on task but did not increase
achievement.

r USA

Peterson, P.L. I USA
Janicki, T.C.
1979

100 mixed
ability
students in
grades 4-6

To determine the relative
value of group goal
structures v individ.
structures, coop. v intergroup camp. and individ. v
interpersonal camp.
To investigate aptitudetreatment interactions (ATI)
on students' learning in large
and small groups

I Israel
Sharan, S.
Ackerman, Z.
Hertz-Lazarowitz, R.
1979-80

217 students
in disadvantaged schools
grades 2-6

To compare the academic
achievement of students in
coop. groups with students
in traditional classes

243 students
frotn 9 classrooms
grades 3-7

To exatnine the extent of
transfer of co-op. learning
in small groups to other
situations

Garibaldi,

92 M/F, AfroAmerican,
students, in
grades10-12

A.M.
1979

112

Hert-Lazarowitz, R.
Sharan, S.
Steinberg, R.
1980

Israel

1

Coop. groups performed better.
Coop. group n1embers indicated
positive ratings towards their
team members. Students who
work in groups express n1ore
certainty about their answers.
High-ability students did better
and were n1ore positive in small
groups; low-ability students did
better and were n1ore positive in
large groups.
Sn1all group learning in coop.
groups compared with traditional
classes leads to superior learning
in higher-order thinking but not in
lower-order thinking.
Co-op. learning transferred to nonacademic behaviour and group
members were n1ore co-op. on
judgmental and behavioural
measures than whole class
metnbers.

!johnson, D.W. I USA
Skon,L.
johnson,R.
1980

Sharan, S.
1980

Israel

Webb, N.M.
1980

USA

45 mixed1 To con1pare the relative
ability grade1 effects of co-op., comp. and
individ. conditions on probstudents
lem solving performance and
to examine the influence of
strategy, interaction and incentive on problem solving
Primary and To review research on five
secondary
methods of small group
learning (Jigsaw, TGT, STAD,
students
coop. learning approach and
small group teaching)

Students in the co-op. condition
outperfonned students in the
co1np. and individ. conditions.
Students in the co-op. condition
used strategies superior to those
used by students in the comp. and
individual conditions.
_
Students in groups cornpared with
other students helped each other
more, succeeded more on higherlevel questions, expressed
themselves more freely and
engaged in 1nore positive interethnic interaction.

5 groups of 4
mixed ability
students in
grade 11

High-ability students did best in
individ. contexts, low-ability
students did best in groups and
medium-ability students did well
in both. Group interaction was
related to achievement.

113

To analyse group interaction
and achievement related to
new and previously learned
maths

Co-op. structures created conditions in which students evaluated
their partner in the same way
they evaluated themselves. Comp.
created a situation of strong
differences in interpersonal
perception.
Co-op learning intervention
increased cross-race friendships of
students of different sexes, races
and achievement levels.

Ames, C.
1981

USA

42 male and ,~To compare the effects of
42 female
co-op. v comp. reward
students from contingencies on students'
cognitive-attributions and
grades 5-6
feelings of deservedness and
satisfaction

Hansell, S.
Slavin, R.E.
1981

USA

245 white and
157 black
students in
grade 8

To investigate the structure
of new cross-race friendships caused by a co-op.
learning intervention

Johnson, R.T USA
Johnson, D.W.
1981a

21 males and
19 females
grade 3 _
8 with learning problems

To extend and corroborate
research on frequency and
quality of cross-handicap
interaction, relationships
between handicapped and
nonhandicapped and the
generalisability to free time.

There was more interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped in the coop. than in
the individ. condition. Emphasis in
the co-op. groups was on including
the handicapped in the groups.

Johnson, D.W. I USA
Johnson, R.T.
198lb

51 grade 4
students ineluding black,
Ind. and I--Iisp.

To extend and corroborate
research on the impact of
co-op. experiences on interethnic relations

Co-op. experiences compared with
individ. ones promote more crossethnic interaction in both
instructional and free tilne
activities.

114

I

I
,

I

115

To apply n1eta-analysis to
122 studies to compare the
effects of co-op., co-op. with
intergroup comp., interpersonal comp. and individ. goal
structures in promoting
achievetnen t

Co-op is superior to comp. ai1a
individ. efforts in promoting
achievement and productivity.
Co-op without intergroup comp.
protnotes higher achievement and
productivity than co-op with
intergroup comp.

To investigate ability X
treatment interaction
effects on learning in large
and small group oriented
teaching approaches
Mixed ability A case study of Student
students
Team Learning to translate
priln. and sec. basic research into practical
application

High and low ability students
did best in the small group
oriented approach and benefted
from peer tutoring processes in
small groups.
Systematic change in classrooms
is achieved by putting strong
theory, field evaluation, program
development and publication of
information together.

johnson, D.W. I USA
Maruyama, G.
johnson,R.
Nelson, D.
Skon, L.
1981

Primary and
secondary
students

Peterson, P.L.I USA
Janicki, T.C.
Swing, S.R.
1981

93 students
grades 4-5

Slavin, R.E.
1981

I USA

Slavin, R.E. I USA
Karweit, N.L.
1981

456 students
grades 4-5

To determine whether or not
STAD, TGT, and jigsaw team
learning could be used as a
primary instructional mode

Intensive use of student team
learning is feasible and produces
positive outcomes on student
friendships, liking school, selfesteem and reading and language
achieve1nen t.

Slavin, R.E.
Oickle, E.
1981

USA

78 black and
152 white
students
grades 6-8

To investigate treatment X
race interactions on team
learning in English classes

Coop. learning groups gained more
in academic achievement than non
-team classes. There were outstanding gains by black students.

Owens, L
Barnes, J
1982

A us.

2 79

students
grades 7-11

Swing, S.R.
Peterson, P.
1982

USA

43 grade 5
students

To examine the connections Senior secondary school students
express greater preference for cobetween co-op., comp., and
individ. learning preferences op. and cotnp. social contact than
first year sec. students.
Small group work was more beneTo examine student ability
and student behaviour ficial for high and low ability
during
small
group students than for medium ability
students.
interaction

116

Tatnmivaara, J.S.
1982

USA

144 males
grades 5-6

Webb,N.M.
1982a

USA

77 above
To investigate the relationaverage mathsl ships among grop.p and
students
individ. characteristics,
grades 7-8
interaction and achievement
in n1ixed and uniform ability
groups

Achievement and interaction in
groups were related to group
composition, sex, ability and
personality. Boys achieved higher
than girls.

Webb,N.M.
1982b

USA

96 average
and above
average maths
students
grades7-9

Asking a question and not receiving a response was related
negatively to achievetnent. Group
interaction was predicted by
group composition and student
personality.

117

To exan1ine how task
structures affect the distribution of initiation and
influence in small groups.

To investigate the relationship between interaction and
achievement in mixed and
uniform ability groups

Supported the theory that information regarding ability is
generalised to novel situations
unless the irrelevance of the prior
information is acknowledged.

Webb, N.M.
1982c

USA

Wikinson,L.C. USA
Calculator, S.
1982
118

Slavin R.E.
1983

USA

Webb, N.M.
Cullian, L.K.
1983

USA

Primary and
secondmy
students

30 grade 1
students

To review research with a
focus on interaction and
achievement, cognitive
process socio-emotional
mechanisms, and group
characteristics

To investigate grade 1
students' use of requests and
responses in homogeneous reading groups.
Primary andl Reviews research onj
Secondary
achievement effects of
cooperative
1earning
instructional methods and
cooperative, competitive and
individ, reward structures
105 av. and
To investigate relationships among student and
above av.
group characteristics, group
maths
interaction, achievement in
students
grades 7-9
small groups and stability of
relationships over time.

An individual's role in group
interaction has an important
influence on learning. Interaction
is best predicted from the
characteristics of the individ., the
group and the setting.
Students in low-ability groups
were less likely to have their requests responded to than those in
high-ability groups.
Co-op learning using group
rewards and ind. accountability
incr,eases sruden t achievement.
Co-op learning using group study
but not group rewards does not
consistently increase achievement.
There was a strong link between
interaction and achievement; inter
-action was predicted by the
group; interaction in the group did
not relate to student ability.

Hertz-LazUSA
arowitz, R.
Baird, H.J.
Webb,C.D.
Lazarowi tz ,R.
1984
Slavin, R.E.
USA
Leavey, M.B.
Madden, N.A.
1984
119
Slavin, R.E.
Katweit, N.L.
1984

USA

Webb,N.M.
1984a

USA

36 science
classes in
6 junior
high schools

To describe student interactive and noninteractive
behaviour and to observe
S-S-I in naturalistic
classrooms

There was a high percentage of
S-S-I in the classroom. Only onethird of the interaction was on
task. Co-op. was most frequent in
labs, and help was most frequent
in labs and individ. work.
The T.A.I. approach had positive
504 students To evaluate a new indivi.
instructructional.approach
effects on maths achievement,
grades 3-5
in tnaths, that used co-op. behavioural ratings and, to some
and 375 in
learning tean1s T.A. I. (teams extent, on student attitudes.
grades 4-6
assisted individualisation) in
two studies
588 students To investigate separate and Classes that used tean1s achieved higher scores. Group paced
combined effects of the
in 16 high
principal components of
mastery learning was not
schools
mastery learning and team supported but team rewards were
supported.
learning in maths
77 aboveaverage n1aths
students in
grades7-8

To examine sex differences
in interactional variables
beneficial or detrimental to
achievement

Females and males showed equal
achievement and similar interactional patterns in groups. In
majority female groups the
females tended to direct requests
for explanations to males.

Webb, N.M

USA

110 average

1984b.

students in
junior high
school

johnson, D.W.I USA
johnson,R.

72 grade 6

students

1985

120

Lambert, ].C.
1985

USA

185 boys and
170 grade 4

students

Giving explanatioris-waspositive
-ly related to achievement and
receiving no explanations was
negatively related to achievement.
Group behaviour tended to be
unstable over time.
To investigate the effects of Interpersonal attraction between
controversy and debate
academically handicapped and non
compared with individ. -handicapped students was
study
strongest in the controversy
condition. Controversy promotes
the higher level of acade1nic
esteem.
To investigate interaction as
predictor of achievement,
stability of interactionachievement over time and
stability of individ. roles

To investigate the effects of
prewriting activities of class
discussion and one-toone interaction

Participation in structured oral
language prewri ting activities
may have a differential effect on
boys' and girls' willingness to
write. Engaging girls in group
discussion seems to have a
negative effect on willingness to
write.

I

I

Okebukola, P. Nigeria 319 boys and
1985
311 girls in
grade 8
Webb, N.M.

I USA IPrimary and
secondary
students

1985

121

USA
Yager, S.
johnson, D.W.
ljohnson,R.T.
1985

Granstom,
1986

K.l

Swed.

38 male and

3 7 female
students in
grade 2

I10 male
leaders
14-16 years

To examine the relative
effectiveness of co-op., coop-con1p. and camp. learning
in science
To examine the theme that
the benefit of small groups
for learning depends on the
verbal interaction that takes
place within them
To investigate the effects of
coop., individ. learning, and
benefits to high, medium
and low ability students
To observe the interaction
within 10 informal teenage
groups with a leader

It is suggested that TGT and STAD
are superior n1eans of promoting
learning in science compared with
other techniques.
Students can expect to benefit
from peer-directed small group
learning when they give and
receive explanations. Teachers can
promote group, verbal interaction.
Students in coop. groups achieve
better than students working
individ. Oral explanations, and
listening pron1oted mastery and
understanding.
The leaders dominated the physical and psychological space.
Leaders more frequently finish a
cotnmunication sequence and
followers more frequently initiate
communication.

122

johnson, R.T. I USA
johnson, D.W.
Stanne, M.B.
1986

75 grade 8
students

To compare the efficacy of
com.pu ter-assisted co-op.,
camp. and individ. learning

Co-op. learning promoted higher
quantity and quality of achievement, accuracy of recognition of
factual information, more success
in problem solving and greater
success in operating a con1puter
program. Co-op. and camp.
students performed higher than
students in the individ. conditions.

USA
Lew, M.
Mesch, D.
johnson, D.W.
johnson,R.
1986

2M and 2 F
socially
isolated
grade 6
students

USA

30 students
aged 11-14

To examine the effects of
opportunity to interact,
positive goal interdependence, and goal and reward
interdependence with the
use of co-op. skills
To explore planning and
debugging approaches and
group processes related to
learning BASIC

Socially withdrawn and isolated
students learned collaborative
skills required to work effectively with their classmates and
developed self-confidence to use
the skills spontaneously.
There were significant relationships between verbal interaction
and achievetnent outcomes.
Students showed no evidence of
advanced or heirarchical planning.

Webb,N.M.
Ender, P.
Lewis, S.
1986

Zahn,G.
Kagan,S.
Widaman,

864 students
grades 2-6

To cmnpare STAD and TGT
with traditional classes on
classroom climate

Britain 116 grade 3
and 16 grade
6 students

To observe group problen1
solving techniques

USA

K.F.

1986
Crozier, S.
Kleinberg, S.
1987

Galton,M.
1987
123

Slavin, R.E.
1987a

Co-op. techniques generally produced a slightly more favourable
climate n1easured on social
relations and school work.

The sessions were saturated with
talk. Statements were accon1panied by nonverbal gestures and
proposals rarely challenged.
Britain I junior classes To describe research in the There was asymmetric interaction
with students ORACLE Project (Observation of teachers and students. Students
7-11 years of Research and Classroom were generally required to fit in
age
Learning Evaluation)
with the teacher's organisation.
University of Leicester
Discussion was often dmninated by
a single student. Students
expected the teacher to take over
when he/she joined the group.

USA

Primary
students

To review 14 studies on the
effects of between and
within class ability grouping
on achievement

Overall evidence does not support
ability grouping. Regrouping
students across grades for reading
increases reading ability. Ability
grouping is effective for maths.

Slavin, R.E
1987b
1

Widaman,

USA

USA

K.F.

Kagan,S.
1987

124

Primary and Literature review of
Secondary
achievement effects of
practical application of group
-based master learnin
864 students To investigate spelling
in grades 2-6 achievement in STAD, TGT
and traditional whole class
and students' interaction
with the learning methods

Burden, M.
Emsley, M.
Constable, H.
1988

Britain I 6 year old
infant
students

Burns,D.E.
1990

USA

515 students

in grades 3-8

No evidence to support the
effectiveness of group- based
mastery learning.
.
Coop.-con1p. social orientation and
ethnic status interact with
classroon1 structure to determine
achievement. Student gender was
significantly related to spelling
performance.
Some infant students can work
To identify what helped
cooperatively without preparation.
groups to work and the
consequences for teachers
Students were able to take turns,
organise themselves and keep the
activity going. Teachers can help
students to be aware of the
learning in groups.
To exatnine the effects of
Grade level, gender, affective
training to focus, manage traits and prior out-of-school
and plan on students' involvement in creative productdecisions to initiate
ivity account for variance in
creative investigation
students' decisions to begin
creative investigations.

Morrow, L.M. I USA
Sn1ith, ].K.
1990

125

2 7 students in To investigate cotnprehenkindergarten sion and verbal interaction
and grade 1
in story book reading in
groups.

Ross, ].A.
Raphael, D.
1990

Canada I 51 grade 4
students

Slavin, R.E.
1990

USA

Bennett, N.
Dunne, E.

Britain Primary
students
4-11 years
of age

1991

Secondary
school
students

Students' comprehension was
greater when stories were read in
small group settings. Students
tended to ask more questions in
one-to-one settings than in small
group settings.
To determine whether what There were strong correlations
students talk about in coop. between achievement and
groups is related to learning communication in groups.
complex cognitive tasks
Differences in task stucture affect
cmnmunication patterns.
Cotnprehensive between-class
To review 6 randomized
ability grouping has little effect on
experiments, 9 matched
achievement. Assigning
experiments and 14 corr.
experiments to compare
students to different levels of the
ability grouping with
same course has no consistent
positive or negative effects on low,
heterogeneous plans
average or high ability students.
Task related talk is high. Nature
To exan1ine the nature and
quality of talk in coop. and modes of talk vary according
to task demand. Action talk
groups and its variation in
predominates in all curriculum
relation to content, task,
curriculum area and type of areas. Abstract talk is more
group
difficult to generate.

Gordon, D.
1991

Mevarech,
Z.R

1991

126

Slavin, R.E.
1991

A us.

To observe a learning model Advantages of integrated learning
that integrates co-op., comp. were: co-op behaviour was strong;
there was improvement in the
and individ. learning
quality of the learning; and
students took individ. responsibility forperforiDing tasks.
To examine effects of coop.
Giving and receiving help were
Israel 1117 n1aths
tnastery learning ( CML), related to achievement. Students
students in
who did not receive responses to
relative contributions of
grade 3
mastery v co-op. learning requests for help did not achieve.
and student interactions in High achievers were more
involved in giving help and low
CML
achievers were involved in
receiving help.
Primary and Synthesis of research on Coopertive learning increases
Usa
Secondary
cooperative learning and student self-esteem; greater
coo pe ra ti v e
learning achievement in co-op v control
methods
classes; acceptance of academically
handicapped students.
20 students
in grades 3-4

I

Cintorino,
M.A.
1993

~USA

I
I
I
1

Nystrand, M.
Gamoran,A.
Ileck, M.J.
1993

12.7

Horbury, A.
Pears, H.
1994

.

!Tenth grade jTo examine the teacher's
1
college
! role in monitoring and
!students
!initiating group discussion
I
Jvia action research
I

I USA

Ninth grade
literature
classes

Britain One
class

infant

Mulryan, C.M. Ireland Five six grade
1994
classes and
one
fifth
grade class
(maths)

Ewing, J.M. Britain Seven 11 year
Kennedy,E.M.
old
mixed
1995
ability
! Primary

_L

I

!Teachers can guide students in
,. effective group discussion by
. taking account of purpose and
jcontext and allowing students to
1
Imake meaning for themselves.
To examine patterns of Effective small group work
interaction between teachers requires coherent activities. Small
and students to determine groupjnstruction should draw on
effective forms of small the potential for cooperation and
group work in literature
collaboration.
To detennine whether young Children are able to function
children can handle the effectively in a group, manage the
social
aspects
of social dimensions and approach a
collaborative group work
task cooperatively.
To examine a range of High achievers manifest more time
factors and teachers' and on task and more quality
students' perceptions related involvement. Low achievers
to
involvement and appear to have a less complex
participation in cooperative understanding of co-op learning.
small groups
Teachers and students generally
agree on factors.
To examine students' Confidence in communication grew
improvement in personal and listening became ilnportant.
and social attitudes and Members showed growth in
building and maintaining trust.
, relationships with teachers

Healy, I.
Pozzi, S.
Hoyles, S
1995

128

Britain Eight groups To identify factors associated Positive learning gains were
of six children with learning tnaths with achieved with no differences
9-12 (3M 3F) computers in groups
across gender or ability. The
pattern of interaction was likely to
influence group success.
ZhiningQj.n
USA
46 studies Comparison of the impact of Members of cooperative teams
johnson,D.W.
between 1929 cooperative and competitive outperformed individuals competand 1993
efforts on problem solving , ing with each other on four types
johnson, R.T.
of problem solving. Superiority of
1995
cooperation was greater on
nonlinguistic problems than
linguistic problems.
Burns, C.
Britain Tertiary
To understand the nature of Children are given time and help
Housego,E.
students
collaborative writing and its for relationships and processes,
1996
benefits
that contribute to learning about
language and life, to develop.
johnson,D.W., Canada 117-Sth grade !Investigated issues of Students in co-op. conditions
johnson,R.T.
students
effectiveness of conflict learned and retained integrative
Real, D.
rtesolution, contact on negotiation procedures more
1996
effectiveness of training and effectively than students in inimpact of training on di vi ualis tic conditions. The
academic achievement
feasibility of integrating resolution
training into an academic unit
validated.

McManus,
S.M.
Gettinger,- M.
1996

129

USA

26 third grade
teachers 38
third grade
students

To determine teachers' use
and evaluation of cooperative learning and students'
reactions to working in
cooperative groups

Both teachers and students
attributed both social and
academic gains to working in
groups. Teachers noted growth in
students' self esteem.

4.3.2 Research Foci
The research relating to the demonstrated effectiveness of group
discussion for learning and language development in the disciplines
of the curriculum in TABLE 4.1 was examined to determine the
dominant directions and foci of group learning research across the
period under review. This analysis revealed four broad foci:
(a) Focus One: Comparative analyses of group learning contexts;
(b) Focus Two: Analyses of the compositional structure of groups;
(c) Focus Three: Intragroup analyses of member characteristics and
achievement;
(d) Focus Four: Correlational analyses pertaining to forms of group
interaction.

Analyses of the foci showed that each centre of interest contributed
to the emergence of a broad pattern of research that incorporated a
range of methodological issues and conceptual advances in group
learning in classroom contexts across the seventies, eighties and into
the nineties.

Focus One analyses (e.g., Deutsch, 1949: 1960a; 1960b; johnson and
Ahlgren, 1976; johnson, johnson, johnson and Anderson 1976;
johnson, Skon and johnson, 1980; Sharan, 1980; Yager, johnson and
johnson, 1985; johnson, johnson and Stanne, 1986; Soyiba, 1991)
have concentrated on styles of learning within groups which
emphasised cooperative, competitive and individualistic learning.
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Early studies with this focus (Deutsch, 1949; 1960a; 1960b) dre\v
attention to relationships amongst learners in groups, and the
significance of groups in the learning process, and indicated that
competition appeared to disrupt intercommunication of ideas,
coordination of efforts and group harmony. These studies explored a
theory of cooperation and competition and the effects of cooperation
and competition on face-to-face interaction. thus laying foundations
for later research on cooperative, competitive, individualistic
learning and related orientations. Although group learning research
was not applied extensively to school contexts in the sixties, a range
of classroom research on the group learning process emerged in the
seventies and escalated during the eighties towards an examination
of the theory of collaborative and competitive learning across a range
of classroom contexts.

This research (johnson and Ahlgren, 1976; johnson, Skon and
johnson, 1980; johnson, Maruyama, johnson, Nelson and Skon, 1981)
focused primarily on the challenges of effective classroom
organisation and learning and demonstrated effects of cooperation,
competition and individualistic learning on (a) achievement, (b)
group learning as a means of improving student-student and
student-school relationships and (c) enhancing positive self -attitudes
and motivation amongst learners. Research in the eighties and the
nineties has tended to support hypotheses that students in
cooperative groups develop a positive desire to learn and outperform
students in competitive and individualistic conditions leading up to
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the conclusion that cooperative learning leads to better quality
learning outcomes.

Hence research with a primary focus on cooperative v competitive v
individualistic learning in the classroom over twenty years has
yielded evidence for (a) the effectiveness of cooperation in enhancing
the quality of learning; (b) improved relationships amongst learners;
and (c) improved quality of learning resulting from cooperative
group learning compared with competitive and individualistic
orientations to learning.

Focus Two analyses (e.g. DeVries and Ed'i.vards, 1974; DeVries,
Edwards and Slavin, 1978; Sharan, 1980; Ames, 1981; Hansell and
Slavin, 1 981; johnson and johnson, 1981 b; Zahn, Kagan and
Widaman, 1986; Widaman and Kagan, 1987) have been primarily
concerned with cross-race friendships, social orientation, ethnic
status and rev..rards in group learning.

Such research indicates the following: (a) administering team
re"\vards reduces race and gender barriers; (b) group learning
increases cross-race friendships; (c) socially withdrawn students
develop self-confidence and work more effectively during group
learning; (d) group learning contexts promote positive inter-ethnic
relations; and (d) the status of minority-group chidren is enhanced in
group contexts.
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While not as extensive as the research on cooperative v competitive
v individualistic learning, nevertheless research on social and crosscultural relationships has added a dimension of importance to the
understanding of group learning. Researchers (Sharan, 1980; Hansell
and Slavin, 1 981; johnson and johnson, 19 81 b) drew attention to
social and cultural dimensions of group learning and clearly showed
that group learning can influence relationships amongst learners as
well as the level of achievement in group learning contexts. Such
studies show that group learning contexts provide opportunities for
teachers to enhance social and cultural relationships as an important
dimension of the instructional/learning processes.

Focus Three analyses (e.g., DeVries and Slavin, 1978; Sharan,
Ackerman and Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1979-80; Sharan, 1980; Webb,
1980; Slavin and Oikle, 1981; Slavin and Karweit, 1984; Okebukola,
1985; and Slavin, 1987; 1990) examined relationships between
student ability and achievement across the period 1978-1990.

This includes extensive research incorporating Teams-GamesTournament

(TGT),

Jigsaw

learning

and

Student-Teams-

Achievement-Divisions (ST AD) which included consideration of
student ability, discussion, synthesising information and group
enquiry. Related research indicates consistent positive effects on
achievement, with high-ability students achieving better results in
small groups compared with large groups. Research from Israel
(Sharan, Ackerman and Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1979-80; HertzLazarowitz, Sharan and Steinberg, 1980) showed that small-group
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learning compared with traditional classrooms led firstly to superior
learning in higher-order thinking and, secondly, to greater
cooperation amongst members. Okebukola ( 1985) in Nigeria
examined ST AD and TGT for science learning and found them to be
superior means of learning science.

The research on Teams Games learning which closely examined
heterogeneous grouping and ability reinforces findings on research
that focused on social and cultural relations and cooperative v
competitive v individualistic learning. However, it extends these
insights by indicating the significance of the ability variable in group
learning, the importance of Teams Games for improving student
friendships and the importance of group learning for ethnic
integration in the classroom.

Focus Four analyses (e.g., Larson, 1971; Barnes, 1976; Wilkinson and
Calculator, 1982; Webb, 1982a; 1982b; 1982c; 1985; Slavin and
Karweit, 1984; Slavin, Leavey and Madden, 1984; Crozier and
Kleinberg, 1987; Ross and Raphael, 1990; Bennett and Dunne, 1991)
draw attention to the significance of interaction in group contexts.
While early research (Larson, 1971; Barnes, 1976;) drew attention to
the importance of student roles and discussion in effective group
interaction, most of the research that has provided insights into
group interaction and achievement was initiated in the eighties.

At that time, extensive research on group learning processes
included examination of (a) relationships between interaction and
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achievement in mixed and uniform -ability groups; (b) relationships
between group characteristics and interaction; (c) relationships
amongst gender differences, interaction and achievement; (d) the
importance of verbal interaction in groups; and (e) group processes
related to learning the computer. The significance of asking questions
and receiving responses in group interaction was highlighted in
research focusing on upper Primary and Secondary maths students
of differing abilities.

The concept of interaction was also examined in a range of contexts
including class discussion, one-to-one interaction, interaction in
informal teenage groups and interaction associated with problem
solving thus developing the concept of group interaction as a means
of effective language development and learning.

In the nineties, research on group learning processes has attracted
attention in Canada (Ross and Raphael, 1990; Johnson, Johnson and
Real, 1996), Great Britain (Bennett and Dunne, 1991; Horbury and
Pears, 1994; Mulryan, 1994; Ewing and Kennedy, 1995; Healy, Pozzi
and Hoyles,1995; Burns and Housego, 1996) and Israel (Mevarech,
199 1) as well as the USA (Zhining Qin, Johnson, and Johnson, 19 9 5;
McManus and Gettinger, 1996).. The Canadian research provided
insights into student talk and conflict resolution in groups and
indicated

strong

correlations

between

achievement

and

communication in groups. In Great Britain, the nature of student talk
was examined within a framework derived from Vygotsky's ( 19 62)
theory of language development. Conclusions from the Great Britain
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research indicated that confidence in communication grew, a high
proportion of talk in cooperative groups is task related and,
importantly, the curriculum area affects the mode of talk thus
pointing to the importance of the learning task in the group process.

Research on group interaction indicates that the quality of the
interaction is improved through students ability to ask questions
and receive explanations during ongoing discussion; it is also affected
by relationships established between student and student and
between student and teacher as well as by the interface between the
demands of the task and the orientation of the discussion. The
research thus indicates that, by taking account of factors that
influence the interaction in groups, teachers may use group learning
to improve relationships amongst the learners and promote verbal
interaction to assist students to structure knowledge in the
enhancement of individual achievement in learning the disciplines of
the curriculum.

Research on group interaction has also emphasised the role of oral
language in creating a pattern of communication for learning in
group contexts in \Vhich the teacher and students assume particular
roles to ensure that effective learning takes place. Discussion
provides opportunities for students to articulate their thoughts,
communicate their ideas to other students and establish a forum for
listening to the ideas of other students in the group. The research on
achievement and group interaction has extended knowledge of the
nature of group interaction and its effects on learning as well as
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drawing attention to important factors that affect student interaction
in groups.

4.3.3 Methodological Issues Across Focus Areas
Much of the research has had a skill or process-product emphasis
(e.g., reading, learning facts, problem-solving and mastery learning)
rather than an emphasisis on induction into a particular discipline.
These skills and processes were mostly located within the study of
mathematics although other disciplines (e.g., science, language arts
and social studies) received some attention. The research often had a
combined focus of relationships amongst the learners and particular
learning processes thus giving insights into how students operated
within particular group contexts.

Such studies sampled subjects over a range of school levels. Although
every school level has been considered at some time, and some
research examined mutiple year levels, years 4-7 have dominated
while years 1-2 and 12 have been relatively neglected.

Studies that focused on cooperative learning and social relations
utilised mainly large groups although small group study was
included (Kibby, 1977; Ames, 1981; Lew, Mesch, johnson, and
johnson, 1986). Studies that focused on relationships between ability
and achievement and group interaction, included groups constituted
by two to six members with emphasis on four or five member
groups.
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Homogeneous, cooperative, competitive and heterogeneous groups
were utilised across the range of studies with an emphasis on
collaborative or cooperative groups and heterogeneous groups. In
most of these studies, heterogeneous groups were constituted by
members of different ability and sex.

Examination of the research on group learning over three decades
reveals that group learning is one important means of providing
opportunities for collaborative learning in the overall pattern of
classroom organisation. However, for group learning to be effective,
thought must be given to the quality of interaction hence the need
for close examination of the interaction in which students engage
during the learning process in group contexts, and the instructional
methods used by teachers to ensure that the students engage in
appropriate, quality interaction in that learning process. Group
learning also needs to provide opportunities for students to work in a
range of disciplines, so that their learning goes beyond skill
development to overall structuring of knowledge based on their
experiences. This need for research on group interaction in which
students engage during the learning process to provide insights into
what constitutes appropriate and quality interaction for effective
group learning over a range of disciplines is addressed in this
research project.
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CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH DESIGN AND .METHODOLOGY
5.1 THE RESEARCH CONTEXT
5.1.1 Interrogating the Research Base
A global examination of perspectives on classroom contexts for
language development and challenges and solutions for literacy
development over three decades (CHAPTER 3) reveal the importance
of the child-centred curriculum (Plowden, 1976) and the need for
teachers to take account of relationships between language
development and the content of language learning (Britton, 1970;
Martin 1983). Solutions for literacy instruction also include taking
account of the importance of oral language development for the
individual's social and cognitive development (Halliday, 1973;
\Vilkinson, 1973; Barnes, 1976; Moffett, 1982; Davis and Watson,
1990).

A detailed examination of research on the group learning process
(CHAPTER 4) reveals that much of the research on group learning
was conducted in the eighties and was mainly concerned with
learning processes, skill development and student relationships
within group learning contexts. This research was conducted at a
time when there was considerable interest in input-output models of
teaching and particular segments of the overall learning process.

However, changes of direction in research have been occurring with
interest in classroom conversations and meaning from context within
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classroom social systems (Green and Wallet, 1981 ). V\Tittrock ( 1991)
draws attention to the need to go beyond the products of learning
and to take account of the roles of teachers and students in the
construction of meaning. McCarthey and Raphael ( 1992) reviewed
alternative research perspectives on information processing theories,
naturalistic theories and social-constructivist theories of learning and
considered implications of these theories for the role of the teacher,
the role of the student, and the learning context. These theories have
generated research that provides insights into reading and writing
processes and, importantly, draws attention to the significance of the
learning environment and the need to examine learning within the
context of social interaction and the learners' construction of
knowledge through interaction.

There is extensive research which exam1nes a range of group
relationships including gender and ethnic relationships. Research on
team learning has highlighted particular group organisational
patterns However, while the research on asking questions and
receiving explanations for enhancing achievement is enlightening,
research related to stu dents roles in group contexts is limited. That
is, the research has provided extensive insights into a range of
problems related to group learning, but it has not yet provided clear
insights into the group communication patterns that constitute
effective group learning where group learning refers to individuals
operating within group contexts to achieve a group task.
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Some consideration has been given to group learning in the
disciplines (maths, social studies, science, language arts), but no
research has explained the nature of the communication generated
by a range of disciplines. Although the nature of group interaction
has been examined to some extent, (Webb, 1982a; 1982b; 1982c;
1983; 1984a; 1984b; Webb, Ender and Lewis, 1986; Bennett and
Dunne, 1991) that interaction has been mainly related to specific
group skills and processes. Consequently, an important area for
research lies in an examination of the particular communication
patterns that are triggered by particular group learning tasks. These
learning tasks may be discipline-specific and it may be pertinent to
determine whether there are particular relationships between
discipline-related learning and group communication patterns and, if
so, to inspect the nature of those relationships.
Research on the group process may also need to give consideration to
an instructional component to provide a detailed picture of the group
process which may be perceived, basically, as including the two
essential components of communicating and learning.
5.1.2 Towards a Specific Research Focus
The linguistic/ conceptual basis underpinning this research project is
shaped by Vygotsky's (1962) theory of learning considered in 3.3.4
which emphasises the interactive nature of learning which is
dependent upon communication amongst individuals. The theory,
which includes the concept of "the zone of proximal development",
argues for learning through collaboration. Individuals thus construct
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kno\vledge as they engage in social and cultural activities which
include discussion with peers and adults. This theory stresses the
construction of knowledge through social interaction, and emphasises
the sharing of knowledge by individuals and the importance of oral
language in the sharing process. The significance of oral language has
been pointed out over the decades that have been considered
(Halliday, 1973; Wilkinson, 1973; Barnes, 1976; Moffett, 1 982; Davis
and Watson, 1990) and the importance of context for determining
meaning of conversations (Green and Wallat, 1981) has been
considered. However, in spite of the importance of oral language, it
appears that teachers have not recognised its importance for social
and cognitive development of students.

Nevertheless, oral language and group learning have received
renewed attention in the nineties in the search for key competencies
that are essential for preparing students for the workforce (Mayer,
1992 ). Included in these competencies are;
The capaCJty to co1n1nunicate eJTectively JVith others usi11g
t.be range of spoken, written, graphic a11d other non-verbal
111eans of expressio11.
The capacity to 1i1teract eJTectively with other people both
011 a 011e-to-one basi.:; a11d 111 group.~ JiJciudJiJg
u11derstandJiJg and responding to tile needs of a client a11d
wor.l.1i1g eJTectively as a ;ne;nber of a tean1 to achieve a
shared goal

(IJ!!ayeJ: .923/
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Appropriate and effective group interaction embraces quality
discussion which includes the students' utilisation of communicative
systems and background knowledge to engage in discussion relevant
to the learning task. In addition, quality discussion is perceived as
discussion that generates thinking processes to engage effectively in
the learning task (CHAPTER 1 ). This means, discussion can shape the
interaction by allowing students to analyse ideas and issues, examine
relationships amongst ideas, embellish ideas, make inferences,
synthesise ideas and evaluate ideas. Language then becomes a
vehicle of thinking within the communicative process directed by the
learning task while collaborative, group learning becomes a
sociolinguistic and cognitive learning experience during which
students share ideas in fulfilling the set learning task. Discussion
contexts thus provide opportunities for student growth in (a) social
interaction; (b) communicative development; (c) language
development; (d) cognitive development; and (e) mastery of content
and skills appropriate for the learning task.

Consequently, it is hypothesised: (ifoup co11texts prov'lde
opportu11ities for stude11ts to participate i11 group lear11il1g by (a)
engaging i11 oral dJ~~cussio11 duri11g w./Jic./J t./Jey ./Jave opportu11ities to
express and evaluate their ideas and t.be ideas of group JnenJbers
t.broug.b group feedback (iJ) iJJterar.-t:JiJg TvitiJ oral a11d wr.!ite11 texts to
structure n;ea11i1Jg a11d exte11d co11ceptual developJnent and (c)
worlai;g coJJaboratively to achieve t./Je lear11ing outcon;es of tiJe
group learni11g task. Thus

./Jeteroge11eou~

group learJJJiJg co11texts

n1ay provide opportu11ities fo1· collaborative lea111ing to e1111a1JCe
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literacy, (which includes communicating ideas and information
through oral and written language), learning the disciplines of the
curriculum and social development of the learners. Learning the
disciplines in heterogeneous group con texts provides opportunities
for learners to structure individual knowledge derived from group
interaction.

The conceptual framework derived from Vygotsky's ( 1962) theory
and renewed emphasis on oral language development for literacy
development form a foundation to fultll a need in the research by
examining group interaction processes. Consequently, the research
focuses on an examination of the communication patterns in which
students engage in heterogeneous groups for learning the disciplines
of the curriculum, and includes a consideration of instructional
guidelines to assist teachers in establishing strategies for enhancing
effective group learning practices.

5.1.3 The Research Questions
In order to achieve the aims of the research, (seel.8 AIMS OF THE
STUDY) an examination will be made of the communicative patterns
established during the flow of discussion in heterogeneous group
contexts. Careful analysis will be made of the linguistic dimensions
and the body language of the communicative processes and
inferences drawn in respect to the cognitive processes in which
students engage. In this context, the patterns of communication are
considered at both individual and group levels which include
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1978; Kress, 1985); (b) roles adopted by individuals in the group; (c)
nonverbal behaviours; (d) how to ask for and give information; (e)
how to offer assistance (Saville-Troike, 1982); and (f) students'
willingness to listen to other students and evaluate problems as they
arise. The communicative patterns thus embrace linguistic
interaction with accompanied body language, roles adopted by the
individuals as they interact and cognitive processes and content
generated by the learning.

The following research questions

are drawn from

these

considerations to provide insights into the communicative patterns of
collaborative, hetrogeneous group learning.

I

II?JJat JiJ;guistic forn;s do participants use 111 t.be group Jear11ing

process 1i1 collaborative, .beterogeneous group co11texts?

2 Wllat evideBce does participants' use of language provide of t.be
use of cognitive processes 1i1 collaborative,

.beterogeneou.~

group

co11textsl

3. Illbat are t.be roles ofinteractitHJ segn1e11ts a.11d co11textual fra1nes
i11 tile articulati011 of co11te11t by participants 1i1 coJJaborative,
.!Jeteroge11eous group coBtexts?

4.(i/) Wllat roles do participa11ts adopt 1i1 Jear11i11g t.be dJ~o;cipJJiJes 1i1

collaborative, .!Jeteroge11eous group coB texts?
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(b) f/7/Jat are tbe functio.11s of roles adopted by participa.11ts ill

collaborative, !Jeterogeneous group contexts?

5. (a} f/7llat is tl1e evide.11ce for tl1e pa.rticipa.11ts' use of extra and
no1JVe1i1aJ strategies i11 tbe coJ11JJJU1JicatJ(:?1J process i11 collaborative,
l;eterogenous group co11texts?
(b) U?l1at body lm1guage do participa11ts use i11 the cooJDJU.JJication

process 1i1 collaborative, .!Jeteroge11eous group co11texts?

6 (a) U?'llat ki11ds ofrespo11ses

cl1aracteri~--e

1i1structio11 TV.!JJJe Jear.11ing t.!Je
.!Jeteroge11eou.~

stude11ts' utili..~atio11 of

dJ~.;cipliJ1es

iJJ collaborative,

group contexts?

(b) .!J1 collaborative, l1eteroge11eous group contexts,. to wi1at exte11t
and in w.!Jat ways do participants

d.J~.;pJay

evide11ce of t.!Je use of

JiJstructionaJ gu1des 1i1 t.!Je group interaction?

5.2 TOWARDS A RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
5.2.1 Working Within the Classroom Culture
Ongoing learning/ instruction in the classroom generates a range of
communicative encounters as the teacher and students interact and
participate in the learning/ instructional process. It follows then that
classrooms may be broadly regarded as social systems designed for
maximal stimulation of personal development and learning within
which discussion may be generated as a fundamental for establishing
communicative contexts.
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The current exploratory study, \Vhich is grounded in a socialconstructivist view of learning based on Vygotsky's ( 1962) theory of
learning, views the interaction of individuals as a collaborative
process whereby knowledge is constructed. The study thus raises a
complex research design question because the complex issue of social
interaction (McCarthey and Raphael, 1992) impinges on the process.
Therefore, the adoption of an appropriate research methodology
must fulfil specific criteria to ensure sensitivity to an exploratory
study that examines a paricular form of communicative learning
encounter within the classroom social system.

Buchmann and Floden ( 1989) raise the question of the grounds on
which a researcher chooses a research tradition or paradigm while
Collins ( 1992) draws attention to the importance of relating the
research tradition to the research question and the purpose of the
research. Hence articulation and application of criteria to potential
methodological paradigms in selecting a methodology for this study
represent an essential stage in appropriate collection and analysis of
data to answer the research questions and achieve the research aims.
In this instance, an appropriate methodology needs to fit a
constructivist view of learning and be responsive to the
communicative encounters that will be examined.

Consequently, the following criteria are considered central to the
choice of an

appropriate methodology to answer the research

questions and achieve the aims of the present study.
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1. Manageability within ongoing instruction in the classroom to
ensure the continuance of normal classroom conditions occur and to
allow for interpretation of social and cultural patterns of behaviour
within a naturalistic setting.
2. Sensitivity to small group analyses which interrogate the group
process.
3. Responsiveness to face-to-face encounters amongst the
participants to yield both verbal and nonverbal evidence of
communicative processes. As the research focus is on communicative
patterns established during student interaction, research procedures
need to be able to capture the communication that occurs amongst
the participants in the group process.
4. Flexibility of access to include sensitivity to contexts that are
constructed by student interaction during ongoing discussion and
learning.

In order to select an appropriate methodology which meets as many
of these criteria as possible, both quantitative and qualitative
paradigms are considered.

5.2.2 Quantitative Paradigms
Empirical research paradigms concerned with systematic collection,
analysis and interpretation of data operate essentially from a
quantitative data base. Quantitative designs are used to examine
samples representative of, or randomly selected from, wider
populations thereby allowing for generalisations of results across
contexts. These designs include articulating and testing hypotheses,
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examining relationships amongst variables and exploring causeeffect relationships. Measurements are applied to data and
conclusions are drawn from the measurement outcomes. Such
paradigms include examination of variation under particular
conditions and employ statistical analyses in interpretation of the
research data.

Research on group learning (TABLE 4.1: Collaborative Group Learning
in the Classroom) has made extensive use of quantitative
methodology including factorial analyses, correlational studies and
regression analyses to test hypotheses related to students' learning
outcomes.

Since the focus of the current study is on detailed analyses of small
group interaction, it does not meet the criterion of large group data
normally important to the application of statistical analysis.
Additionally, strictly numerical data collection techniques are not
appropriate for probing linguistic and cognitive nuances which are
central to a study of small group communicative patterns. Although
quantitative measures may be applied to some aspects of classroom
behaviour, statistical analysis is not appropriate for examining the
nature of context generated by student discussion within small,
group learning. Clearly, then a quantitative paradigm does not meet
essential criteria detailed in 5.2.1 (Working Within the Classroom
Culture) and thus does not offer an appropriate methodology.
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5.2.3 Qualitative Paradigms
In her comparative analysis of qualitative research traditions, jacob
( 1987) argued that such paradigms have rich potential for informing
understanding of educational issues particularly in relation to
probing naturally occurring learning behaviours.

Qualitative researchers do not always decide precisely in advance
what aspects of events they will examine. This approach provides
opportunities to discover new aspects of the processes under
examination. Consequently exploratory studies may well use
qualitative methodology to discover new features. (Stotsky and Mall,
1991).

Ethnography is concerned with the exploration of the cultural
patterns of events that occur during a day's events and the ways in
which individuals and groups participate in those events. It allows
for careful observation of interactions and their consequences for
individuals and groups; consequently, it provides insights into the
social processes of a particular culture (Zaharlick and Green, 199 1 ).
Thus the strengths of qualitative research may be utilised to stress
tile iJJJportaJJce of description, settiJJg co11text, a11d subjects 'f.n1111e of
refere11ce (kfarsilaii a11d RossJnaJJ, 198.9:46). Ethnology thus provides

research paradigms that are appropriate for examining important
aspects of any culture and associated processes.

Consequently, language education may draw from major qualitative
research designs which provide possible research models from the
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disciplines of psychology, sociology and anthropology. These include
ecological psychology, holistic ethnography, cognitive anthropology,
ethnography of communication and symbolic interactionism (Jacob,
1987).

A focus of ecological psychology is answering descriptive questions
on patterns of behaviour of individuals within particular settings and
the ways particular environments shape behaviour. Methodological
goals include construction of a specimen record of the stages of an
individual's behaviour over a period of time (Jacob, 1987).

A focus of holistic ethnology is exploration of a particular culture
through description and analysis of particular groups within the
culture (Zaharlick and Green, 1991 ). Cognitive anthropologists focus
on descriptions of cognitive systems with a methodological goal of
describing the organisation of cultural knowledge (jacob, 1987).
Central to both of these paradigms is the study of particular cultures.

The focus of symbolic interactionism is concern for an individual's
covert behaviour and the significance of interpretation in the
individual's point of view. Interaction between the individual and
the social group is included in the methodology which allows for a
study of an individual's interpretation of objects, events and people
(Jacob, 1987).

Ethnography of communication is derived from sociolinguistics and
focuses on particular scenes \Vithin institutions for example,
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classrooms within a school setting. Ethnographers of communication
view context and social interaction as important dimensions of social
behaviour and are interested in the processes of face-to-face
interaction and their relationships to issues of culture. Ethnology of
communication is concerned with both exploration of new events and
specific hypotheses. It includes the collection of data through audiovisual means which are preserved and used for detailed analysis and
provides an approach appropriate for studying the social interaction
of groups (Jacob, 1987; Zaharlick and Green, 1991 ).

Although the current study incorporates some aspects of ecological
psychology, holistic ethnology and symbolic interactionism, these
models do not fully fit the criteria used for selection of the research
model. However, all important aspects of the study are included in
ethnology of communication.

Within the qualitative research paradigms examined, it is judged
appropriate to select ethnology of communication because it offers
the best fit given to criteria identified in 5.2.1 (Working Within the
Classroom Culture). In sum mary, within a naturalistic classroom
setting, it provides for collection of data for examining (a) face-toface interaction including nonverbal communication, (b) contexts in
which focused discussions take place and (c) the range of roles
adopted by the group members. The selection is reinforced by this
methodology's potential for making inferences regarding the ways in
which the group members structure knowledge through the group
process.
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5.2.4 The Research Design
Ethnology of communication provides an appropriate methodology
for a range of group interaction studies within the disciplines of the
curriculum. Such studies could include (a) comparison of interaction
within or between groups in learning a particular discipline, (b)
comparison of learning outcomes and aspects of interaction within
and between groups in a particular discipline, (c) examination of
group interaction and the use of structured learning material in a
particular discipline, or (d) examination of interaction during group
writing conferences for a particular genre in a discipline.

The suggested comparative (a) and (b) studies entail examination of
groups that normally operate simultaneously within the whole class
structure where observation could only be at the macrolevel of
analysis. In these contexts suggested above, group learning
constitutes significant organisational elements of whole class
learning/instruction. Stu dies (c) and (d) have potential for
microanalysis of group interaction in focusing on, and providing
insights into, group interaction at the microlevel of analysis where
each group structure has a particular learning focus. Each of these
studies could be extended across discipline areas thus providing
extended insights into group interaction and learning the disciplines
in ongoing classroom instruction.

The research design of the current study accommodates five research
que·stions expressed in 5.1.3 (The Research Questions) which are
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applied to a selected group's interaction within each of three
discipline areas of the curriculum. This design provides for
microanalyses of group interaction of three knowledge domains of
the curriculum. In order to achieve such analyses, the research
questions focus on the linguistic and cognitive processes within the
interaction. The design thus incorporates methodology entailing
exploratory observation and interpretation of focused, group
processes within a range of discipline contexts.

The overall problem of group interaction is derived from the concept
of social interaction and is explored through research strategies
which take account of variables that may potentially affect group
interaction. The variables of ability and gender are acknowledged as
important influences on the group interaction by being used as key
factors in the selection of the sample group.

School system and school level variables will also be acknowledged
in the selection process to allow for detailed examination of group
interaction at a particular stage of group learning.

Interest and achievement of learning in the knowledge domains are
recognised as variables with potential for influencing group
interaction. These varables are acknowledged through the selection
of three key areas of the.curriculum to provide for a range of
interests and achievement levels.
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The research design includes instruction in the development of group
learning to focus student attention on strategies for enhancing the
quality of group interaction thus providing support systems for
enhancing the quality of group interaction.

The design creates a context for students to express their perceptions
of learning the disciplines to provide insights into the ways they
view the learning process. These perceptions are tapped by the
application of a questionnaire related to their experiences in learning
the three disciplines selected for the study.

To ensure opportunity for systematic analysis of group interaction,
the data will be derived from videotapes of group learning sessions.
The videotapes will preserve ongoing interaction generated during
the learning sessions and allow for focused examination of particular
events. Importantly, the videotapes will provide opportunities for
data to be retrieved for repeated and detailed examination. The
videotapes will then be transcribed and an analysis system
developed to examine the linguistic and cognitive dimensions of the
group learning sessions.

Analysis of the group interaction will be achieved through the
application of a data analysis system to answer the research
questions. Gumperz ( 1981) discussed conversational analysis and
indicated the importance of social differences in conversational
sequences. Green and Wallat ( 1981) included an examination of
social organisation and social context in their examination of
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classroom conversations. Gen Ling Chang and Wells ( 198 8) illustrated
group conversations through transcripts of the sequential
contributions of the participants followed by an analysis of the
conversation. Mercer, Edwards and Maybin ( 1988) examined
classroom conversations and the sharing of knowledge with a focus
on context. In their analysis, they considered discourse sequence and
the physical context in which it occurred. In an examination of
classroom talk, Perrot ( 1988) examined classroom interaction \Vith
the aid of transcripts of the sequential, teacher-pupil interaction
followed by an analysis of this interaction. These perspective of
classroom interaction are examples of interaction analyses that go
beyond IRF (Initiate- Respond- Feedback) models of classroom
interaction. They are also sensitive to social interaction and the
sharing of ideas in the classroom.

Frederiksen ( 1981) has drawn attention to the importance of the
cognitive dimensions of communication in his consideration of
sc.beJJJa-based theories and text-based t.beories of comprehension.

The current study emphasises the process of communication by the
expression of propositional information within the language
structures generated during the social interaction. Therefore,
cognitive dimension of the interaction will be examined through
consideration of the sources of information and knowledge structures
used by the participants in the communication process.

A structural map of the discourse will be derived to represent the
sequential input by individuals during the group interaction. The
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knowledge structures will be examined by analysis of the group
interaction for the generation of cognitive strategies adopted by
participants to sustain group interaction in the group discussion.
Examination of the linguistic dimensions of the group interaction will
be achieved by focusing on the form and function of the language
used by the participants.

Therefore, the current study will include the application of a data
analysis system to group learning contexts derived from classroom
interaction studies that reflect sequential input by the participants.
Each participant's input will be examined for cognitive strategies,
knowledge structures and linguistic forms and functions used by
them during ongoing group learning.

This design thus requires the selection of a research site, sample and
discipline foci, and application of research tasks to provide data for
examination of group interaction processes at a particular level of the
school.

5.3 THE RESEARCH SITE AND SAMPLE
5.3.1 Year Level and School Selection
Patterns of communication of group learning may be examined in
either Primary or Secondary School to extend knowledge of the
group process at either or both of these levels. Both levels have
attracted significant research on group learning as illustrated in
CHAPTER 4 ( 4.3.4 Methodological Issues Across the Areas). As the
current research will be conducted in Queensland, the context of
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Years 1-10 Language Arts in this state discussed in CHAPTER 2 (2.4.7
English Language Arts: A Queensland Solution), is relevant to both
primary and secondary levels.
The aims of Years 1-10 English language arts include the promotion
of the students' capacity to:
. establish and maintain relationships with others;
. organise their thoughts and learn about the world;
. reflect upon their experiences, thoughts and feelings and share
these with others;
. obtain information, direction and advice, and inform, direct and
advise others;
. make decisions and solve problems involving themselves and
others. (English Language Arts Syllabus and Guidelines, 91:3)

Implementation of this syllabus thus provides a context in which
group learning may be used for the achievement of effective and
efficient language development at both primary and secondary levels
of learning/instruction. Hence research on the group process may
inform the implementation process by providing a research
foundation for curriculum delivery.
Both state and independent schools potentially offer suitable sites for
the research. General similarities and differences related to
philosophy and instructional organisation of non-state and state
schools are shown in TABLE 5 .1.
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TABLE 5.1
Non-State and State Schools: A Comparative Analysis

'I

Non-State Schools
Students pay fees.

1

Teachers are selected.

State Schools
Students do not pay fees.
Teachers are appointed by the
Department of Education.

The school may have a specific

The school includes all children.

religious focus.
The school may have boarders.

The school has no boarders.
l

The school may be single sex or The school has both males and
co-educational.

females.

The school often offers p-12

Most schools are either primary

education.

or secondary.

The school operates from state

The school operates from state

syllabuses.

syllabuses.

Transition from primary to

Transition from primary to

secondary is often within the

secondary is typically to

same school.

another school.

The school encourages parental The school encourages parental
participation through parent

participation through school

groups.

councils.

Teachers and students from

Teachers and students from

primary and secondary may primary and secondary have
have frequent opportunities to

few opportunities to interact.

interact.
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TABLE 5.1 (Non-State and State Schools: A Comparative Analysis)
indicates both state and non-state systems provide curriculum
studies that have potential for group learning. The two systems also
provide sites for comparative studies between state and non-state
systems. Some independent schools also provide opportunities to
study the same students making the transition from Primary to
Secondary studies in the same school environment. However,
independent schools may be restrictive for some research because
they may only have males or females in attendance and, if
expensive, may have a school population selected only from families
that can afford that particular school's education. However, the state
system represents the larger school population that includes children
from both sexes and mixed socio-economic and cultural backgrounds
thus representing a broadly based population. As the current study
is not a comparative study and is concerned with the broader school
population, it is judged appropriate to conduct it in the state school
system in which the researcher has had extensive experience.

Research on group learning has been conducted at both Primary and
Secondary levels with extensive research in years 4-8 (TABLE 4.1
Collaborative Group Learning in the Classroom). This research
includes examination of group interaction which include particular
forms of interaction for example, giving help, receiving help and not
receiving help. Discussion has also been examined to some extent in
the Secondary School but research with a focus on discussion as a
form of interaction within particular disciplines in the Primary
School is noticeably limited. The Primary School offers education
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from P-7 where important foundations, which include good group
learning practices, are laid for future learning, thus forming an ideal
site for group interaction analyses which include a focus on
discussion. Therefore, a range of factors points to the choice of a state
Primary School in which important criteria will be the particular
school's interest in group learning and its willingness to participate in
the research.

Primary Schools in this state are obliged to write individual school
programs within the context of state syllabuses to cater for the needs
of students in their schools. This flexibility in curriculum delivery,
which includes teaching practices, has been ackno\vledged in the
JJ?iltsilire .Report, 51Japi.llg t!Je Futul'e ( 1994). TABLE 5.2 (Curriculum

and Group Emphases in the Primary School) uses the overarching
principles outlined in the Wiltshire Report ( 1994) to tease out stages
in curriculum and group learning emphases at the Primary School
level. Assumptions expressed in TABLE 5.2 provide a framework for
teachers for innovative planning for group learning for curriculum
delivery appropriate for all levels of the Primary School. In addition,
TABLE 5.2 also provides a framework for selection of school levels
and appropriate research on group learning.

From TABLE 5.2 (Curriculum and Group Emphases in the Primary
School) research could appropriately reflect a range of emphases for
each level of group orientation. Students in the Lower Primary School
need to be introduced to group learning through strategies that
ensure they engage effectively in group learning. At this level, the
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TABLE 5.2

Curriculum and Group Emphases in the Primary School
,,------------;.-----------;r---------,

School Level

Lower Primary
Years 1-3
Foundations Stage

Curriculum
Emphases
*Social roles and
social structures are
introduced in the
school context.
*Foundations of
1i teracy are
emphasised.
*Knowledge domains
are introduced.

*Foundations of
1iteracy are
extended.
*Key learnings
within knowledge
domains are
extended.
*Ways of learning
and knowing are
extended.
Upper Primary
*Literacy is develop
Years 6-7
-ed in conjunction
Consolidation and with learning within
Development Stage knowledge domains.
* A wide range of
knowledge sources
is utilised

Middle Primary
Years 4-5
Extension Stage
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Group Emphases
Play groups are extended by the
introduction of
structured,
collaborative,
learning groups.

ICollaborative group
learning is used to
extend individual
knowledge bases
and introduce new
dimensions of
knowledge domains.

Cognitive processes
are
developed
within collaborative
group
learning
contexts to develop
students' understandingof
knowledge domains
by
structuring
individual
knowledge.

foundation for group learning practices is established during which
students learn group organisation and social skills to ensure that
they work collaboratively within group contexts while acquiring
foundation literacy. Research needs to reflect these aspects of group
learning and the students' engagement with curriculum at the
appropriate level of group

emphases~

However, to ensure manageable data is generated for analysis to
achieve the aims of the current study and consider the research
questions, only one year level of the Primary School will be selected.
Accordingly consideration is given to orientation of group learning
within the State Primary School system to aid the selection of an
appropriate year level.

Similarly, students in the Middle School may engage in group tasks
\Vhich provide opportunities for extending the literacy base and
knowledge domains acquired in the lower year levels. They may
learn new ways to select and organise information and to evaluate
that information through the application of more advanced literacy
and reasoning skills. These abilities may then lead to the
development of broader knowledge bases through group learning
that incorporates more complex reasoning skills to solve group
problems related to real life situations. Similar to the Lower School,
research at the Middle School level needs to reflect the students'
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level of engagement with the curriculum and group experiences at an
appropriate level.

At the Upper Primary School level, group learning is more
appropriately designed to build on the students knowledge bases to
develop cognitive abilities to extend their individual learning bases.
Emphases may be on the individual's learning within instructional
contexts that provide opportunities for students to become
responsible, individual learners. Here, cognitive development occurs
along with the development of critical thinking and scientific
processes while evaluating issues and solving problems related to
real life. Learning at this level provides opportunities for conceptual
development by means of analysis and synthesis of ideas through
the creation of discourses of particular knowledge domains thus
developing reasoning and knowledge-domain-specific language.
Research at the upper primary level needs to reflect the
development of literacy and knowledge within learning domains to
guide teachers in the generation of appropriate strategies to ensure
students acquire the ability to develop and use reasoning and
cognitive skills in solving problems.

Students in the Upper School have developed maturity of learning
over the Primary School years which allows them to dra\V from a
range of past experiences in the generation of discussion to enhance
literacy and structure learning based on ·those experiences. This
study which includes examination of these processes in the group
context is appropriate for this level of the Primary School which may
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provide rich sources of knowledge of student interaction and
cognitive processes while developing understanding of knowledge
domains in group contexts.

In this state, Year Seven is the final year of State Primary Schools
after which students normally make the transition to Secondary
School; thus it does not afford opportunities for follow-up
observation of students in similar contexts. Although research on
group interaction could well be conducted at both levels of the upper
primary school, Year Six offers an opportunity to examine ways
students at this level work collaboratively in small group contexts
within a range of curriculum areas and, additionally, provides
opportunities for observation of students when they move into Year
Seven of the Primary School. Hence Year Six is considered the more
flexible level for this exploratory research for these reasons and will
be used in the current study.

The subjects will be drawn from a Year Six classroom in a State
Primary School in a North Queensland city of approximately 130 000
which provides a range of State Primary Schools from which one may
be selected. From the selected school the teacher will be chosen
based on his/her interest in group learning and willingness to
participate in the research.

5.3'.2 Group Composition and Size
In her analysis of group composition and group interaction Webb
( 1985) has indicated that heterogeneous groups include groups ·with:
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high, medium and low ability students; high and medium ability
students; and medium and low ability students. She also indicates
gender of group members is another important variable in group
composition. From her analyses, she has concluded that (a) teachers
have a range of options for forming groups, (b) short term and long
term groups may serve different purposes, (c) maintaining an equal
number of boys and girls may be advantageous and (d) the group
composition can influence the interaction outcomes. Research on
small groups ( 4.3.4 Methodological Issues Across Focus Areas)
indicates that small groups have consisted mainly of four-five
members.

Slavin ( 1987a) suggests that an alternative to ability grouping, which
is a form of homogeneous grouping, in classrooms could well be
replaced by the formation of cooperative learning, small, mixed
ability groups \Vhich entail student diversity as a resource for
learning. Slavin's research ( 1987a) clearly indicates that improved
learning results from the use of small, heterogeneous groups.

In the classroom, teachers need to be flexible in their choice of group
formats to ensure groups serve the purposes for which they are
chosen. These choices need to be made from knowledge of the group
process to avoid overuse of ability grouping. Compared with ability
grouping heterogeneous grouping has more potential for students to
break down social barriers and bring a range of perspectives derived
from individual interpretations to the learning task. Learning tasks
may then be explored more fully through a sharing of ideas derived
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from the learners' diverse background of experiences. Additionally, a
heterogeneous group provides a context that allows brighter students
to help other students thus sharpening their own knowledge bases
while engaged in the group task. Heterogeneous grouping thus
provides a context for social interaction and collaborative learning
through the sharing of ideas both of which are important aspects of
the conceptual framework on which this research is based.

In order to examine heterogeneous group interaction in detail, it is
necessary to have a manageable data base for analysis. Therefore,
guided by research on group learning which indicates the
effectiveness of heterogeneous grouping in the classsroom and the
need to ensure a manageable data collection, a small heterogeneous
group will be selected. The selected group will then constitute a
sample for detailed study of heterogeneous group interaction in the
Upper Primary School.

In order to provide opportunities for group interaction a group of
five, Year Six children composed of three males and two females will
be chosen thus ensuring representation of both genders. To ensure
heterogeneity of ability in the group two, average-ability students,
two, above-average ability students, and one, below-average ability
student will be chosen. Five is chosen to ensure there is (a) ample
opportunity for members in the group to participate and bring a
range of perspectives to the task and (b) to allow for agreement to be
reached, when appropriate, while engaged in the collaborative, group
learning task.
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The group will then be a heterogeneous group consisting of one,
average and one, above-average female, one, average and one,
above-average male and one below-average male or female. The
selected group will thus be representative of one form of
heterogeneous grouping that teachers can organise within the whole
class context.

As the current study is to be conducted under naturalistic school
conditions, the classroom teacher and researcher will consult in the
selection of group members. In order to derive the required
heterogeneous group, the teacher will be requested to rate the
children in his/her classroom as below-average, average and aboveaverage based on his/her observation of the students' potential for
learning and performance in learning across the knowledge domains
of the curriculum. Normally, the classroom teacher is able to
designate the composition of the group in his/her classroom based on
the purpose of the group learning and the type of group required. In
this case, the teacher will be informed of the purpose of the group
activities and the group will be chosen by the teacher and the
researcher based on the main criterion of hetrogeneity to constitute
the group required for the research, again maintaining naturalistic,
classroom learning conditions.

5.3.3 Discipline Foci
Although all discipline areas of the curriculum provide opportunities
for group learning practices, the current study has a particular focus
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on the development of cognitive processes through discussion and
problem solving. Therefore, disciplines most appropriate for
examination of these process will be chosen.

Disciplines selected for this study need to provide opportunities for
(a) teachers to use group tasks appropriately during ongoing
instruction, (b) collaborative learning, (c) student interaction through
meaningful activities, (d) students to bring a range of knowledge and
skills to the learning task so that they may contribute to tqe
discussion and learning, (e) students to engage cognitive skills
through language in solving group problems, and (f) satisfying a
range of students' interests.

Aspects of interaction in learning mathematics have been examined
in a range of contexts ( 4.3.4 Methodological Issues Across Focus
Areas). Generally, physical education emphasises the development of
physical skills and games, music emphasises appreciative listening
and performance, and art emphasises knowledge of colour and
design and creative expression of the individual. Although these
disciplines may incorporate group learning that includes discussion,
these disciplines offer fewer potential opportunities for students to
engage in discussion for enhancement of thinking skills and problem
solving. However, language arts, science and social studies do provide
rich potential for engagement of cognitive skills through discussion to
examine everyday, scientific problems
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and~

social issues.

Language arts, science and social studies provide opportunities for
students to use reasoning skills in the generation of texts for each
discourse with its particular concepts and vocabulary thus providing
opportunities for conceptual development through discussion over a
range of knowledge domains. These three disciplines also provide a
range of opportunities for students' to draw on individual interests
and knowledge bases to generate discussion to contribute to the
learning task.
5.4 PLANNING THE STUDY: RESEARCH TASKS
5 .4.1 Planning the Research
The planning stages in conducting the study are shown in FIGURE 5.1.
(a) Access to the school
Negotiating the choice of the school, classroom teacher and subjects
(b) Research Instruments and Strategies
Designing a student questionnaire
Trialling the questionnaire
Planning group learning segments
Planning group learning sessions
(c) Organising the Data Collection
Organising access to the data collection
Planning a data analysis system
Pilot testing a data analysis system
(d) Managing the research
FIGURE 5.1 Planning the Research Strategies
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5.4.2 Access to the School
Although the research will be conducted in a city with a wide
selection of State Primary Schools, it is possible that all schools may
not be equally interested in participating in the research. Pri111a faCJe
interest in group learning and the research questions will be
established through preliminary contact with Principals in the
district to gauge the level of interest in this research. Based on
interest in the research expressed by the Principal, the sample school
will be a P-7, State Primary School with children from heterogeneous
socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds as argued in (5 .3 .1 Year
Level and School Selection). The aims of the research and what it
entails for the school will be discussed \Vith the Principal of the
school to facilitate approval and access to the school during the
study. The Principal will be requested to introduce the research to
the Year Six teachers and gauge individual teacher interest in
participating in the study. The role of the researcher, at this stage,
will be to discuss what participation would entail with the teachers
indicating a willingness to participate in the study. If more than one
teacher wishes to participate in the research, one teacher will be
selected by the researcher and teachers by joint agreement during
discussion. It is anticipated that only two or three Year Six teachers
will be involved as most schools in this district have one, two or
three drafts of Year Six students. Once school and teacher have
indicated willingness to participate, Department of Education and
University permission to conduct the research will be sought.
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Locating groups in a withdrawal room is an organisational technique
that may be adopted by classroom teachers to facilitate group
learning and provide an opportunity for groups to learn to work
independently on group tasks. This technique is adopted in this
research to allow the group to work independently and to facilitate
the videotaping of the group interaction. Therefore, part of the
commitment process by the teacher will be his/her willingness to
organise time slots for conducting the research and locating the
research group in a withdrawal room.

The researcher will discuss the classroom teacher's assessment
procedures with him/her for each student's learning potential and
achievement across all subjects, and request the compilation of a list
of the students ranked high ability, medium ability and low ability
on this general ability. The objectives of the group tasks will be
discussed with the teacher and the heterogeneous group, considered
in 5.3.2 (Group Composition and Size), will be chosen jointly by the
teacher and researcher on the basis of data indicative of the range of
student general ability and sex.

From each of the high ability and medium ability groups one male
and one female will be randomly selected. From the low ability group
one student will be randomly selected. These students will then
constitute the sample group of five members for this study.

In order to examine the nature of interaction amongst the students
of different abilities in each of the disciplines examined, a more
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detailed knowledge of each student's potential and achievement in
each discipline will be developed. This knowledge will provide
potential for comments to be made on relationships between each
student's participation and ability in each specific knowledge domain
examined.

To develop the required detailed knowledge of each student's
potential and achievement, the classroom teacher will be requested
to rank each student's level of performance in each of the disciplines
examined in the research. This ranking \Vill be based on the teacher's
observation of the students' classroom performance in these
disciplines. Guided by the classroom teacher, the researcher will then
develop the following profile for each group member..

Name:
Age:
Sex:
General ability level :
Class performance level in :
language arts :
social studies :
science.

After the group is chosen, permission for the group members to
participate in the research will be sought from their parents or
guardians. This will be achieved by sending a letter to the parents or
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guardians explaining the research reqirements and advantages. This
will be accompanied by a consent form for them to sign.

Prior to implementing the research in the classroom, the researcher
will meet the subjects, discuss the research and explain the role they
will have in the research. During the discussion, the researcher will
inform them that they will be participating in university research
during which they will be completing a questionnaire and working as
a group to perform tasks in social studies, science and language arts.
The discussion session will prepare them for the research by
allowing them to ask questions about the research, and provide them
with information which will enable them to discuss their
participation in the research with their parents/guardians if
requested.
5.4.3 Preparing for the Research
An overview of the implementation of the research to be negotiated
with the classroom teacher is shown in FIGURE 5.2.
The current study provides a context for sampling student
perspectives on, and stimulating student thinking about, the learning
process, class discussion and the group process. Information from
students on the following will be elicited by the application of a
questionnaire to provide data for examining these perspectives:
(a) why it is important to learn social studies, science and language
arts;
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1Day1

(a) Meet the group members to discuss their role in the
research with them.
(b) Introduce the group to the video operators.
(c) Allow operators to test video equipment in the room.
(d) Implement all parts of the student questionnaire.
Day/

Implement guided group learning segment 1 followed by group
learning task 1.
Day3

Implement guided group learning segment 2 followed by group
learning task 2.
Day4

Implement guided group learning segment 3 followed by group
task 3
Implement PartE (follow-up) of the student questionnaire.
FIGURE 5.2 Planned Implementation of Research Tasks
(b) the learning experiences in which they have engaged in learning
social studies, science and language arts;
(c) their rating of these experiences;
(d) the best way to learn science, social studies and language arts;
(e) the best way to have class discussion to learn science, social
studies and language arts;
(f) the effectiveness of discussion for learning in small groups;

(g) the ,effectiveness of listening for learning in small groups;
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(h) the effectiveness of asking and answering questions for learning
in small groups.

This information from students will be elicited by requesting them to
respond to a series of structured questions on the learning process.
In order to acquire these responses each individual could be
interviewed to gauge his/her spontaneous, oral responses to the
questions. Alternatively, each student could be requested to respond
to written questions by writing responses to them.

The interview between the researcher and individual student would
be a face-to-face form of communication during which the researcher
would elicit student responses to the prepared questions. One
advantage of this form of communication is that it allows the
researcher to explain the questions. A second advantage is it allows
the researcher to provide feedback to the student by being able to
answer questions. A third advantage is it provides an opportunity for
the student to express his/her thoughts without the influence of
other students.

A disadvantage of the student interview is the student may not feel
at ease with the interview situation because the researcher is not
well known to him/her. Additionally, the student may not be
familiar with the interview situation through lack of experience in
this genre. Consequently, the student may not feel at ease with the
situation enough to express his/her opinions freely.
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Presentation of a written questionnaire which requires written
responses, would engage students in the task of writing. As in the
interview situation, the questions could be explained to them before
they answer them. One advantage of the written task is it allows the
student time to think about each question before responding to it
compared with the interview situation. A second advantage is each
student would have an opportunity to look over what he/she had
written and make alterations to the responses if desired. A third
advantage is the writing task is a familiar task for the student. A
disadvantage of the written questions is that the student may not
have the writing skills necessary to articulate clear responses that
reflects his/her thinking. A second disadvantage is that the student
may not enjoy writing and consequently, may not put much effort
into the task.

An important factor that could influence the effectiveness of both
interview and written response is each individual's preference for
talking about something or writing about something. The form of the
questionnaire and the information required also impinge upon the
effectiveness of acquiring information, for example, yes/ no
responses may be best dealt with in written form to allow the
student time to think about the question before responding.
However, both the interview and written questionnaire have
advantages and disadvantages in achieving the desired outcomes of
the questionnaire and both could be used effectively to elicit student
ideas on the learning process.
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The questionnaire, shown in APPENDIX A, will be trialled before
implementation. It has been developed collaboratively with a Year
Six teacher and has been structured to allow students to express
their perspectives on the learning process. This questionnaire will
include both interview and written response forms considered
appropriate for each part of the questionnaire. Opportunities will be
provided at both these levels for students to discuss the questions
with the researcher to ensure each question is understood.

5.4.4 Student Questionnaire

All parts of the student questionnaire will be administered at the
beginning of the research (see APPENDIX A) and Part E will be
administered as follow-up questions at the end of the research. The
questionnaire will provide students' insights into learning in a range
of knowledge domains and the group process, and provide base data
for examining students' perceptions of learning in these domains.
Comparison of the pregroup learning and the postgroup learning
(Part E) will provide an opportunity to examine any changes in the
students' perceptions of group learning and the nature of those
changes after participation in the group learning experiences.

The written questions will be prepared and presented to each
student together with paper and biro for responses. They will be
asked to read through the questions and encouraged to ask questions
about them before they start writing and also during the writing
process to make sure they understand them. After they have
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answered all the questions, their responses will be collected for
analysis.

After they have completed the written parts of the questionnaire,
each group member will be interviewed by the researcher. Each
student will be asked the interview questions expressed in
APPENDIX A (Part D) and the whole interview will be recorded on
audio tape for later examination of responses.

5.4.5 Pilot Testing: The Questionnaire
The questionnare was trialled in a large suburban school with a
mixed socioeconomic population. The school was developing a school
language arts policy which entailed presentation of questionnaires to
teachers and parents and collecting writing samples from children.
The researcher explained the purpose of the research questionnaire
to the Principal and gave him a copy of it to consider. After
considering the questionnaire and discussing it with a Year Six
teacher, he gave per mission to trial the questionnaire in the school. It
was agreed to give him a copy of the results of the questionnaire.

The children were chosen by the classroom teacher on the basis of
general ability determined by her observation of classroom
performance and

potential across

school disciplines.

The

questionnaire was applied to the following trial sample comprising
the range of abilities planned for the current research:
Tariah, female, above average;
Ben, male, above average;
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Anthony, male, average;
Rebecca, female, average;
K.ylie, female, below average.

The researcher and trial stu dents met in a withdrawal room of the
classroom

during

ongoing

instruction.

After

preliminary

introductions, the researcher explained the pur pose of the
questionnaire and handed each student a copy of (Parts A, B, C and E)
for completion. Each section of the questionnaire was explained to
the students who were encouraged to ask questions about it. While
the students were completing the written questionnaire, the
researcher was on hand to answer questions from individual
students.

Individual student responses to Parts A, B and C are shown in TABLE

5.3. In this table, initials are used for each student, the numeral
indicates the ranking by the student for that method and a dash
indicates the student did not rank that strategy.

TABLE 5.3
Trial Questionnaire: Student Ratings of Learning Strategies

Part A Science
1

doing experiments

2

class discussion

T

-

B

A

R

K.

-

1

1

1

1

1

4

6

7

7

4

3

group discussion

-

5

6

-

-

4

observing a life cycle

-

-

-

-

-
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5

doing projects

6

I

5

-

5

2

-

reading about science

7

-

-

6

5

7

writing about science

7

3

4

4

3

8

drawing diagrams

3

4

2

3

2

9

researching in the library

-

-

8

5

-

10

watching television

-

-

3

-

-

11

making experiments

2

-

-

-

-

11

observing water cycle

-

2

-

-

-

Part B Social Studies
1

going on excursions

-

-

-

-

-

2

watching television

2

1

1

2

-

3

class discussion

3

I3

2

-

3

4

group discussion

-

4

4

6

-

5

listening to guest speakers

-

-

-

-

-

6

reading about social studies

7

-

7

5

4

7

writing about social studies

4

6

3

4

2

8

drawing maps

1

5

-

7

1

9

researching in the library

-

-

6

3

-

10

doing projects

6

2

5

1

-

11

having tests

5

-

-

-

-

I2
I

3

3

-

1

-

-

4

-

-

Language Arts
1

class discusson

2

group discussion

3

watching television

3

-

1

-

-

4

reading

1

1

7

4

5

5

writing

4

2

2

3

3

6

using the computer

-

-

3

-

-
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i

7

researching in the library

8

7

-

-

5

4

doing drama

-

-

-

1

-

9

delivering lecturettes

-

-

-

-

-

10

doing projects

6

-

5

2

2

11

having tests

5

-

-

6

-

The following observations are derived from student responses to
Parts A, B, and C of the questionnaire.

TABLE 5.3 shows a wide range of first, second and third rankings for
learning strategies although all students ranked "doing experiments"
as number one in science. ''Watching television" received a high
ranking for learning social studies, and ''writing, reading and class
discussion'' were highly ranked for language arts.

No students included ''observing a life cycle" (science), ..listening to
guest speakers'' (social studies) and ''delivering lecturettes" (language
arts) as forms of learning in which they had engaged. New strategies
added to the list by students were: "making experiments", ''observing
water cycle (science)''; and "having tests (social studies and language
arts''.

Results from Parts A, B and C of the written questionnaire suggest
that there is not one highly preferred strategy by these students for
learning science, social studies and language arts. However, results
indicate that "doing experiments" is the most preferred way of
learning science.
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Student responses to Section E of the written questions are shown in
APPENDIX B (Student Responses to Written Questions). Following are
sample responses from these which illustrate the main, student
perceptions of whole class and group learning drawn from these
responses.

(Juestio11 1 i11 wllat ways;:<; Jearni11g ia a SJJJall group d;JTere11t J)·o;n
JearJJiJJg in tlle whole class? You can learn faster and noise doesn't

get so high. In a whole class you get more questions and answers
than in a small group so you learn a bit more. It is easier to get a
message across in a small group and there is more listening involved
in a whole class.

(Juestio11 2 To wllat exte11t does aski.11g questio11s of otl1er studeJJts
llelp you to Jearn i11 a soJall group? To find out something for your

own knowledge. It helps me more in small groups because I know
the people I· m asking. It is good to ask questions to find out
information.

(Juestio11

3 To

wl1~1t

exte11t does answeri11g otller stude11ts 'questio11s

llelp you to Jear11 i11 sJnaJJ groups? To help them learn what they're

asking about and to see if you know it as well. You get to think about
their questions and see it in a different way. It helps other people
and me to cooperate.
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()uestio.11 4 To wilat exte.11t does discussioB .belp you to Jear11 i11 s1naJJ
groups? To help solve the problem. You get to talk and ask questions

and it helps me to learn. I like to learn in small groups because
things get done quicker. Discussion in small groups helps in sharing
ideas. You get to tell everyone how you feel.

From this albeit small sample of responses it is inferred that these
students are aware of:
(a) some differences between ·whole class and small group contexts;
(b) the potential of group learning for cooperating and sharing ideas
with other students;
(c) their roles in group learning;
(d) the roles of listening and asking questions in the group learning
process.

Sample interviews (Part D of the questionnaire) with each student
are shown in APPENDIX C (Sample Teacher-Student Intervie·ws). The
main hypotheses derived from these interviews are:
(a) students relate the role of learning in science, social studies and
language arts to future needs in the workforce;
(b) doing experiments and projects are popular forms of learning.
(c) students enjoy doing projects and conducting experiments.

The following general hypotheses are derived from overall responses
to the questionnaire.
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( 1) Students tend to relate the relevance of learning science, social
studies and language arts to future needs and their importance in
getting a job.
(2) "Doing experiments" and ~·projects" and "watching television" are
popular forms of learning science and social studies, and "reading"
and "writing" are popular forms of language arts learning. "Class
discussion" is popular for social studies and language arts learning
but not so popular for science learning.

The data also show that no student in the sample had observed a
life cycle in science, delivered a lecturette in language arts or
listened to a guest speal<er in social studies.

Although the students expressed a basic knowledge of differences
between whole class discussion and group discussion, they did not
relate differences to particular knowledge domains of the curriculum.
That is, they did not indicate that some things may be learnt best in
whole class discussions and some things may be learnt best through
group discussion.

In this context, some thought could be given to introducing guest
speakers into the classroom to discuss their experiences with the
students and motivate learning in knowledge domains of the
curriculum. More awareness of the knowlege domain processes could
also be developed, for example, instruction in science could
incorporate more emphasis on the scientific process during
experiments.
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The questionnaire was successfully implemented within a positive
context by allowing students to ask questions about it at any stage of
its implementation. In this context, it has been demonstrated that the
questionnaire (a) provided an opportunity for students to express
their perceptions of learning in three knowledge domains of the
curriculum and (b) focused student attention on aspects of group
learning and its effectiveness for learning in these knowledge
domains. Consequently, the questionnaire was accepted as suitable
for providing student perspectives on the learning process and
potential for detailed analysis in the current research.

5.4.6 Planning Group Learning Segments
Implementation of group learning 1n classrooms provides
opportunities for a range of structuring options for teachers. These
options include:
(a) direct introduction of the task to the group by the teacher with
minimal structuring which requires students to organise their own
learning by planning and choosing particular tasks;
(b) group learning during which the group members have allocated
tasks and roles;
(c) group learning during which students appoint a leader and work
under the direction of that leader.

The structuring option chosen by the teacher needs to take account
both of the nature of the learning task and the experience of the
learners. This means matching a learning task \Vith a structuring
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option that ensures effective completion of the task and learning
associated with that task. \Vithin the context of group learning, it is
also important to take account of the appropriateness of the task for
the learners to ensure that they appreciate the purpose of the task.
Thus group learning needs to take account of the form of scaffolding
provided by the teacher to ensure effective learning.

Scaffolding is perceived as a range of support systems established by
the teacher to assist the learner in the learning task. The support
systems are appropriate for the learning task, help to enhance the
student's learning and help the learner to take control of his/her own
learning (Spaulding, 1992). In the context of group learning, the
group task is planned so that students understand the task and have
adequate support provided through teacher guidance. This guidance
may be articulated through clear directions for accomplishing the set
task. The need for group guidance expressed in 5.2.4 (The Research
Design) includes instruction on effective group processes, and
practice in operating within a range of group structures to ensure
effective group learning.

The group structure adopted in the current study is designed to
provide sufficient teacher guidance to establish an appropriate
scaffold for effective learning. This guidance is provided by the
teacher introducing and explaining the learning tasks and being
present to answer students' questions on problems they cannot
resolve as a group. This form of support allows the students to
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formulate methods of achieving the tasks based on their own ideas
and their own plan.

Given that the teacher is present to act as guide and facilitator, this
form of structuring requires minimal training of group members. and
is thus appropriate for the current study which utilises a newly
formed group without training.

The guided group learning segments in the research which precede
the group learning sessions will take the form of teacher-led
discussion and act as a readiness stage for the group learning
sessions that follow. The general shape of these segments is shown in
APPENDIX, D (Group Learning Segments) In essence they will (a) act
as an introduction to the structured group learning tasks and (b)
stimulate thinking about the group process before the students
engage in the group task. Hence the group learning experiences are
designed to provide sufficient structuring to give direction to the
learning while allowing for student initiatives within the group task.

Each guided group learning segment provides opportunities for
students to discuss what they perceive as important aspects of group
learning for enhancing the quality of group interaction. These inputs
will be initiated through teacher questions followed by opportunities
for students to discuss the inputs. During each segment, the teacher
will also introduce guidelines formulated from Benson's ( 1987)
processes of group learning shown in APPENDIX E (Guidelines for
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Enhancing Quality Group Learning) thus providing the focus of the
discussion.

5.4.7 Planning Group Learning Sessions
In order to observe group interaction, the selected group will be
presented with three group tasks. Over the course of one week, the
discipline-specific group sessions (science, social stu dies, language
arts) will be conducted concurrently with ongoing classroom
instruction. Each group task shown in APPENDIX F (Group Learning
Sessions) will be in the form of a group problem planned to initiate
group interaction and learning in \Vhich students have opportunities
to discuss a discipline-related task and share ideas towards its
completion. Thus each task will provide opportunities for students to
participate in a group task and engage linguistic and cognitive
processes through discussion to solve the group problem
collaboratively.

These tasks were constructed in collaboration with two Year Six
teachers not participating in the research. The tasks are drawn from
Primary Social Studies Sourcebook Year 6, Primary Science
Sourcebook Year 6 and the English Language Arts Curriculum Guide.
The use of these source books ensures appropriateness of the tasks
for Year Six level studies. The tasks for science and social studies
have been structured around problems associated with everyday
events in which group members take on the role of planning
committees. The task for language arts introduces an unseen story to
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relate the task to a real life situation in which group members take
on the role of an evaluation committee.

5.4.8 Planning the Data Collection
Detailed examination of the data requires careful analysis of, and
reflection on, ongoing events at the point of occurrence. Therefore,
the group learning in the study will be videotaped as argued in
(5.2.4) to allow for repeated viewing and transcription, ·where
necessary, to ensure opportunity for detailed analysis of and
reflection on the recorded data.

A video operator experienced in classroom videotaping will be hired
to organise the videotaping of the group learning sessions and to plan
for the the most effective utilisation of two video cameras during the
sessions. A fixed camera will be focused on all the group interactions
to record the flow of ongoing events. The video operator will move
around the group with the other camera and videotape sample
"close-ups" of members. These "close-ups" will assist in the
transcription and interpretation of the oral utterances at a later time.
Close-up shots of direction of gaze and body movements during the
discussion will provide an opportunity to examine the way or ways
that each individual uses body language to reinforce and/or express
meaning.

Before the commencement of the group learning sessions, a trial run
with group members is planned to take place in the withdrawal room
where the videotaping is to take place in order to check that the
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videotaping equipment is installed appropriately and provision is
made for adequate light and sound. This will also provide an
opportunity for the students to meet the video operator, see where
they will be working, and thus gain familiarity with the videotaping
process.

5.4.9 Planning a Data Analysis System
In order to analyse the videotaped data considered in 5.2.4, a system
will be derived to transcribe these data and map the communication
events that occur during group discussion. Such a mapping system
will need to be sensitive to: (a) the language created via the group
discussion, (b) each participant's contribution to the discussion; and
(c) the interaction that occurs during the course of the discussion and
thus to represent the sequential development of the interaction via
the communication events that occur during the interaction.

In order to produce a structural map of the communication, it is
necessary firstly, to transcribe the oral utterances and secondly, to
segment the discourse that occurs during the group interaction in
order to provide a basis for closer analysis. This transcription process
entails (a) development of a transcription process to transform oral
utterances into written language and (b) interpretation of oral
utterances. The resultant transcription can then be segmented to
maximize the descriptive possibilities of the overall discussion and
each participant's contribution to the discussion.
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The transcription process is designed to transform the oral
utterances of each individual into written language forms in context
to ensure utterances are clearly transferred from the oral language
mode to the written language mode. During this process, both the
videotape that recorded ongoing events and the videotape that
recorded closeups will be examined to ensure the transcription
clearly reflects the discussion. This will be achieved by examining
each participant's contribution to the discussion in context and
transcribing it from the videotape of ongoing events. The other
videotape with selected closeups will be used, when needed, to
clarify unclear utterances or body language. The oral utterances will
thus be transformed into written language which will constitute
another level of data which may be analysed in conjunction with the
videotape data.

Segmentation entails processing the flow of oral utterances into units
that provide a basis of analysis. Several models for segmentation
exist in the literature. For example, segmentation could be based on
units of meaning which would provide a syntactic/semantic
orientation to the analysis. In this orientation a sentence is perceived
as a unit of meaning examined in context and contributing to the
overall meaning of the discourse. In this context, another model is to
focus language development via syntactic structure.

In his studies of language development Lob an ( 1963; 1976)
overcame the critical problem of segmentation by segmenting oral
language into connJJunicatioJJ u11its and 111azes. as measures of
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syntactic complexity. The communication unit was defined as an
independent clause and its modifiers. The maze referred to
unattached words that could not be classified as a communication
unit. That is, the communication unit and the maze together
accounted for all syntactic structures of the oral utterances. In his
examination of elaboration of language Lob an ( 196 3) examined
syntactic strategies used by subjects to elaborate communication
units. Indices of elaboration used by subjects included modification
through the use of words, phrases and clauses.

Following Loban (1963) Hunt (1965) proposed the T-oBit as a
measure of written language development based on syntactic
complexity in his study of language maturity. T-units were defined
as minimal, terminable units consisting of one main clause and any
subordinate clause, or structure attached to the main clause.
Application ofT -units thus allowed full segmentation of written text.
In their studies of language development, Hunt ( 1965) and O'Donnell
( 1976) considered T-unit length, clause length and the number of
clauses per T-unit as indices of syntactic maturity.

Other studies have also utilised syntactic structure as a measure of
language development. O'Hare ( 1971) examined syntactic maturity
through the application of T -units in a sentence combining system,
Davis ( 1973) adopted syntactic maturity as one measure of language
sophistication and, in a later study, Durkin ( 1980) adopted the T-unit
to examine syntactic fluency.
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In his critique of indices of syntactic maturity, O'Donnell ( 1973)
concluded that the T-unit was a useful index of syntactic
development. In a later study, Witte and Davis (1980) examined
syntactic complexity and concluded that the T-unit was a useful
measure of syntactic maturity.
The T-unit and the communication unit, respectively used to segment
written and oral text (Loban, 1963; 1976; Hunt, 1965; O'Hare, 1971;
Davis, 1973;

O'Donnell, 1976; Durkin, 1980) have received

widespread acceptance as useful indices of language development in
both cross-cultural and longitudinal studies of language behaviour.
In the current study, the T-unit was utilised in the first instance as a
means of segmentation to see if it would also be sensitive to group
interaction patterning. It was applied to a small sample of group
interaction between two members of a Year Seven group discussing a
reading comprehension question. The sample, which is segmented
into T-units, is exemplified in TABLE 5.4 (Utterance Segmentation: T
-Units).
As is clear from the examples provided in TABLE 5.4 such a
segmentation of each student's contribution to the interaction can be
examined for the number ofT-units used, and the number of clauses
perT-unit. The

x number of words used in each unit could also be

considered in a sustained segment of interaction that would yield the
mean number of words perT-unit for each participant.
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TABLE 5.4
Utterance Segmentation:T-Units
Source

Tim

Language Input

They could walk through the

Number Number

xwords

of

of

per

T-units

Clauses

T-unit

1

1

7

3

2

7

walked over./ I mean they

2

6

go over water./ They can't

1

4

bush but.

Jan

It says

here that they

II

walk./
However, such an analysis permits only a comparative statement
about the syntactic complexity of each participant's contribution to
the discussion. This kind of analysis does produce data on some
important linguistic dimensions of the interaction but does not
produce data that is sensitive to the cognitive strategies and the
sources of information used by participants during the interaction.
Although segmentation into T-units includes the sequential input to
the interaction by each participant, it can provide only limited
information on each participant's contribution to the global
interaction. It does not thus provide sufficient information potential
for discussing the communication events that occur to constitute a
detailed structural map of ongoing group interaction.
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However, recent studies of classroom interaction (see 5.2.4) include
examination of processes that do provide insights into classroom
communication events enabling the present study to draw from
these processes to derive a structural map of group interaction. At
this stage, it was decided to draw from these processes to derive an
alternative data analysis system to produce an appropriate structural
map with relevant data. In order to achieve this, a number of
systems, which incorporated these processes, were applied to group
contexts and trialled to test their validity vis-a' -vis sensitivity to the
linguistic and cognitive dimensions of the group interaction process.
5.4.10 Deriving and Testing the Data Analysis System
Trial System One was applied to a segment of group interaction taken
from ongoing research on group interaction. The segment had been
videotaped during research that examined the effects of discussion
on students! written responses to inferential reading comprehension
questions. Four students of average and above-average ability (two
boys and two girls) from Year Six discussed their responses to two
inferential reading comprehension questions on content reading
material. The segment of interaction used in the trial occurred after
the students had responded to the question How did killing the
kangaroo help Australian Aborigines to stay alive?

A sample of the segmented utterances from this interaction is
exemplified in TABLE 5.5. Column One contains the name of the
participant, Column Two contains the transcribed utterances and
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Column Three contains comments on interaction events that occurred
during the discussion.
TABLE 5.5
Trial System 1 Group Interaction Sample
Name

Utterance

1 Ch.

Aborigines stay alive by The student reads out

Comments

the kangaroo that gave what he has written to the
them food and they could group.
use the fur for a coat. Often He describes uses of parts

I

they could use the bones of of the kangaroo.
the kangaroo to build
something.
2Dan.

My turn. Urn it helped the Student laughs and the
Aborigines to stay alive rest of the group laugh.
because they used the Reads her response to the
kangaroo for meat and group.
clothes and blankets and Lists new uses of the
shelter.

kangaroo and cues the

Your turn Robbyn.

next speaker into the
discussion.

Examination of TABLE 5.5 shows each participant's input to the
discussion segmented as an utterance thus providing some potential
for analysing each individual's contribution to the global discussion.
However, segmentation is confined to sentences structured within
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analytical descriptions of the interaction events that occurred e.g.,
"Student laughs and the rest of the group laugh." This event could be
analytically described e.g., "Student laughs and controls the group's
response for that moment as evidenced by their laughter in
response". Consequently, there does not appear to be capacity to
generate more detailed data.

In order to overcome these limitations of Trial System One by
providing analytical descriptions of the communicative events that
occurred during the discussion rather than basic observations, a
more detailed analysis was attempted in Trial System Two by adding
analytical descriptions of linguistic and cognitive dimensions of the
interaction and the roles adopted by participants during the
discussion. A sample of group interaction from the same segment as
Trial System One is exemplified in TABLE 5.6.

Compared with Trial System One this system provides for more
detailed examination of the group interaction because it includes
LiJJguJ~'>tJc FuJJctioJJ,

..Social Role, Cog1111Ive Level and Body La11guage

and CoJJtext respectively shown in Columns Three to Six in TABLE

5.6. In this system, linguistic function refers to the functions of
sentences e.g., statements, questions, commands. A social dimension
has been added to the analysis process to determine the iJJJ!iatioJJ
and followi11g roles of the participants. A body language dimension
and context dimension have been added to portray respectively (a)
the participants' use of body language to reinforce and extend
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meaning expressed via verbal language and (b) the contexts
generated through the interaction.

TABLE 5.6

Trial System 2 Group Interaction Sample
Name
lCh

2
Dan

3
Ch

Linguistic
Function
The head of the tribe Statement
could use the head of
the kangaroo and the
coat and put the hat
on the head.
Statement
Decorations

Cognitive
Level
Ch initiates Inferential
this segment
the
of
discussion.
Interruption
Follows

Elaboration

And the coat would Statement
be going down.

Follows

Inferential

Utterance

Body Language
and Context
Charan infers
from an idea
by
used
Canadian
Indians.
Danielle adds an
idea to what
Char an
has
stated.

Social Role

Charan
continues his
description.
'

Application of this system to the interaction (exemplified in TABLE
5.6) revealed the following.
Firstly, although the system provides for analysis into cognitive and
linguistic dimensions, e.g., "cognitive level" and "linguistic function", it
does not articulate the relationships between these with any clarity.
That is, the data do not contain sufficient pathways to show links
between the sequential input by participants and the linguistic and
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.I

cognitive processes they use in the construction of these inputs to
express information/ideas.
The cognitive level dimension lacks analytical descriptions of
individuals' input because it is constrained by reference only to level
of thinking and cognitive strategy engaged in by participants. In this
system, the cognitive dimension could be strengthened by inclusion
of reference to context rather than reference to it in Column Five e.g.,
1 Ch, Column Four, (TABLE 5.6) "Inferential" could be replaced by
"From knowledge of Indian culture Ch. infers a use for the kangaroo's
head and skin."
Secondly, a more detailed analysis of the linguistic dimension would
be achieved by describing how form and function interact to express
ideas/information within sentences. Although linguistic function is
identified it is not examined in conjunction with linguistic structure
to show how particular functions may be achieved via a range of
sentence forms e.g., a question may be expressed via a simple
sentence or a complex sentence. Analysis of the interaction between
form and function of the language would indicate how participants
use language to express ideas/information and elicit responses from
group members in context.
Thirdly, the social role dimension is considered in this system to
provide insights into the global interaction by identifying who
initiates ideas and who follows in the discussion. However, in this
example, statements on this dimension are mainly descriptive rather
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than analytical e.g., "Ch initiates this segment of the discussion". It
may be that analysis of the social role dimension has potential for
providing insights into each participant's role in the interaction by
indicating his/her willingness to initiate ideas and respond to ideas
expressed by others in context.
Fourthly, statements on body language and context in this system
provide descriptive data on interaction events but little detailed
analysis. Analysis of body language has potential for indicating
interdependence between verbal and body language for
communicating ideas/information. Analysis of context has potential
for indicating how participants construct meaning by identifying the
sources of information from which they draw to structure
ideas/information. Consequently, examination of these dimensions
has potential for indicating participants' profile of use in the
communication process.
Although Trial System Two did generate more detail than Trial
System One, at this stage of the trialling, it was concluded that a
more analytical system was needed. In order to achieve this, Trial
System Three focused more on analysis of cognitive and linguistic
dimensions and the use of context in the interaction process.
One particular student dominated the discussion in the segment of
interaction used for Trial System One and Trial System Two. Because
the focus of the study is on interaction dimensions in group contexts,
this dominance by one participant was perceived as a potential
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problem for trialling systems generating data useful for examining
each participant's contribution to the global interaction. Hence in
order to provide more extensive data for trialling subsequent
systems, a different segment of group interaction was used for Trial
System Three and subsequent trials. In summary, the interaction
segment was changed in order to (a) trial the system on a more
extensive sample, (b) trial the system during ongoing classroom
instruction which created a different context from trials one and two
and (c) develop a suitible transcription process in the new context.
A Year Seven inferential Reading Comprehension lesson provided the
context for Trial System Three. The segment was videotaped during
research on implementing whole language into a Year Seven
classroom in a large suburban school. One group was videotaped
while the whole class was working in groups selected by the teacher.
Group members were asked to answer written questions on a
passage on the convict settlement at Port Arthur and then discuss
their responses with the group. The sample used in the trials was a
segment of interaction generated by one group discussing the
question How were the convicts transported overland from Hobart
Town to Port Arthur?

Although the physical configuration of group members during
discussion as part of group context was not part of the trialling
process, it is helpful to note the location of the students around a
table during the discussion, particularly in terms of their physical
proximity (see FIGURE 5.3).
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Ray

jill

jan

Beth

j

Ann_ Tim
FIGURE 5.3 Year Seven Trial Group

Similar to Trial System Two, Trial System Three retained the
integrity of each participant's contribution to the discussion. Each
participant's discrete contribution to the discussion was termed a
conversation unit. rather than an utterance. Each conversation unit

contained at least one n1essage element and segmentation into
message elements occurred for each conversation unit. Linguistic
dimensions of the interaction were examined by analysing each
message element for linguistic form and function and extra-verbal
input. Cognitive dimensions of the interaction were examined by

analysing the discourse for cognitive strategies which included
initiating new ideas and following which referred to the participant

joining in the discussion after it had been initiated.
In this system, analysis of the global interaction included
segmentation of the discourse into conversation units _ a
conversation unit is defined as the basic unit comprising each
individual's total sequential input into the conversation at any one
point in time.
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Embedded message elements are defined as components of meaning
contextually embedded in conversation units. They are determined
from context and represent minimum, meaningful elements of
conversation units. Each message element has a source, a linguistic
form, a function and an informational/ideational or content structure.
In this trial, the examination of ideas/information or content in
context was extended by inclusion of descriptions of contextual
frames. Contextual frames are defined as the propositional or

ideational structure of a message During discussion, participants may
draw from past experiences and textual information in order to
structure information/ideas to establish contextual frames at the
literal and/or inferential levels of thinking.
In this system the focus of the linguistic dimensions was on the
linguistic forms and functions of the sentences used by the
participants. That is, the discourse was examined at two linguistic
levels. The functional level was examined by analysing the discourse
for the participants' use of statements, exclamations, questions and
imperatives. The form level was examined by analysing the
discourse in terms of the participants' use of simple sentences,
complex sentences, compound sentences, combination sentences,
truncated sentences and sentence fragments. Extra/nonverbal input
was included in the system in order to examine conversation units
for discrete descriptions of the participants' use of body language

and other behaviours that modified communication during the group
discussion.
A sample of the group interaction derived from this system is
exemplified in TABLE 5.7. This table exemplifies the projection of
utterances into written mode and their segmentation into message
elements for analysis in column two. Columns Three to Six contain
analytical descriptions of cognitive and linguistic dimensions of the
interaction thus creating a structural map derived from application
of Trial System Three.

:1.05

TABLE 5.7
Trial Systen1 3 Group Interaction San1ple
Source I Conversation Units

1 Tim

Cognitive

Contextual

Linguistic

and Embedded

Strategies and

Fran1es

Forms and

Message Elements

Cognitive

Linguistic

Functions

Functions

They

w a 1 ked Hypothesising

2 ]an

No/

Sin1ple S.

question

Inferential !contact with Ray.

providing an

and

statement

answer to Q 1.

inference

of fact

Non acceptance

Written

Truncated S Points to the relevant

But they can't walk Disagrees

with I text

plus

overland/

Tim's hypothesis.

ComplexS.

because it says here

Supports

Statements

that they
travel by sea.

had

Input

Ql, Ray's

overland in bare feet. Answers Ray by
2()6

1Extra-Verbal

to argutnent

by

reference to the
text.

of
refutation

Establishes

eye

section of the text.

Evaluation of the structural map (exemplified in TABLE 5.7) derived
from this system revealed the following.
Firstly, the segmentation of conversation units into message elem.ents
provides discrete and manageable elements ·with potential for
examining the cognitive processes utilised by participants in their
contributions to the discussion. As chunks of meaning embedded
within a linguistic structure they represent significant elements for
analysis in terms of cognitive strategies and cognitive functions
described in Column Three of the structural map (exemplified in
TABLE 5.7). That is, message elements embedded within
conversation units are examined in context and inferences made on
the cognitive processes engaged in by participants during the
interaction. The resultant analytical descriptions e.g., "Hypothesisingn
and "Answers Ray by providing an answer to Ql" (1 Tim, TABLE 5,7)
have potential for examining the cognitive processes inherent in the
conversation units structured by participants to initiate and follow
ideas.
Secondly, inclusion of contextual frames provides potential for
further examination of the cognitive dimensions of the interaction.
This is achieved through discrete descriptions of (a) the sources of
information from which the participants draw, (b) whether they are
operating at the literal or inferential level of processing
information/ideas and (c) the contexts they create through the
expression of ideas/information during ongoing discussion.
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Thirdly, in order to examine the linguistic dimensions of the
interaction, linguistic form and function were included to provide
descriptions of the participants' use of language for structuring
message content. This is achieved by analysing each conversation
unit in terms of sentences and sentence fragments resulting from the
transcription of the discussion into written language.

At this stage, the description of linguistic form and function was
considered a \Veakness of the system because it was constrained by
its focus on sentence structure. Examination of sentence structure is
appropriate for writing but not necessarily appropriate for
examination of oral utterances which do not always conform to
sentence patterns expected in the formal writing context. During
discussion, participants create language to embed ideas or
information which can affect the quality of the individual's
contribution to the discussion. Clear, well structured utterances have
potential for communicating the information embedded in them by
the speaker thus enhancing the quality of the communication. They
also have potential for (a) acquiring information via well structured
questions, (b) showing disagreement via negative statements and (c)
achieving a response via an order. During group discussion however,
these functions are manifested through oral utterances in context
rather than necessarily conforming to the sentence patterns of
written language.

Therefore, it was concluded that (a) the transcription process
required scrutiny in order to ensure that the transcription clearly
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reflected the oral structures of the discourse,.(b) the structures
needed to be examined in context mainly for linguistic function
because of the varied structures of oral utterances and (c)
descriptions of the linguistic structures of message elements needed
to be related to function to describe how participants structured
ideas/information linguistically.

Fourthly, inclusion of descriptions of Extra- Verbal f11put provided
potential for analysing the participants' use of body language and
other behaviours that influenced the communication process.

Overall, the structural map derived from this system was more
detailed than those derived from earlier systems This system
provided ways of generating data in the form of analytical
descriptions of communicative events that occurred during the
interaction. Consequently, it provided a more comprehensive way of
classifying the processes engaged in by the participants and the
global communication that occurred during the interaction. Trial
System Three thus provided the framework for developing Trial
System Four for deriving a more detailed structural map with more
analytical data on the linguistic and cognitive dimensions of the
interaction.

At this stage, it was decided that a conceptual model of group
interaction was needed to assist in the illustration of relationships
across the interaction dimensions considered in the study. This
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model, which demonstrates relations between linguistic and cognitive
dimensions of group interaction, is shown in FIGURE 5.4.
~------------------------------------------------~-

Group Contexts

The Cognitive
Dimension

Functions
and
Strategies

The Linguistic
Dimension

Dimension

Forms and

Body Language

Functions

The Conte.x:t

Contextual Frames
and Sources
of Information

Participant Roles

FIGURE 5.4 Cognitive and Linguistic Dimensions of Group Interaction:
A Conceptual Model
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The model exemplifies the variety of input to interaction by
participants in group contexts. It also provides a conceptual
framework from which to examine the ways in which participants
utilize cognitive and linguistic processes in the interaction process
during group discussion in Trial System Four.

The major changes bet\veen Trial System Three and Trial System
Four were related to the segmentation process and the linguistic
dimension of the interaction both of which had implications for
generation of data.
In Trial System Four the segmentation of each individual's input into
conversation units and message elements \Vas developed by the
inclusion of iJJteractioJJ sego1ents into the system. An interaction
segment is defined as a segment of interaction that occurs between
two or more participants on a particular theme/topic during
discussion. In this study, interaction segments consist of conversation
units and message elements each of which has two basic functions.
The first is the proactive function characterised by participants
''initiating'\ discussion and participants '1follo\ving'' by joining in the
discussion. Initiating may take a variety of forms for example, asking
a question and introducing a topic. Following may also take a variety
of forms such as responding to a question and elaborating on
ideas/information presented. In some cases, discussion may progress
with JJJinimaJ iJJteraction for example, participant one may make a
statement which expresses an idea or piece of information to which
participant two responds by making a statement that expresses
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another idea or piece of information. In this case, a listing of
ideas/information is achieved and each entry into the list is an
interaction segment. The second and determining basic function of an
interaction segment is content focus which is achieved by the
individual's expression of ideas/information on a particular theme or
topic. The movement from one interaction unit to another is thus
characterised by a content shift in the discourse. In this study,
content is examined via message elements embedded within
conversation units by the participants.
During group discussion, participants may present a series of ideas or
pieces of information which are related to one another and develop
understanding of the topic/theme as a whole. For example,
participants may discuss ''koalasiL systematically by discussing their
physical characteristics, their habitat, their food, and their uses for
mankind all of \Vhich are related and contribute to knowledge of
koalas. In this case, the participants' ideas/information are
structured to form a semantic web. However, since discussion is a
creative process during which participants may develop ideas and
examine them from a range of perspectives, it may not follow a
pattern of predictable interaction segments. Nevertheless, the
boundary between two interaction segments is characterised by the
introduction of a new theme/topic or content focus into the
discussion by a participant. Because the transcription of oral
utterances into written language presents participant's contributions
in linear form, they need to be examined in context to deter mine
their relationship to the global group interaction. That is, each
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individual's contribution has potential for shaping the global
interaction of the group in achieving the group task
In this study, the focus of segmentation of oral utterances into
interaction segments is on the ideas and information expressed
during group discussion across selected knowledge domains of the
curriculum. It is hypothesised that group contexts have potential for
eliciting and examining ideas and information via discussion.
Consequently, segmentation of utterances into interaction segments,
conversation units and message elements in Trial System Four has
potential for maximising analysis of the interaction for (a) ideas and
information expressed by the participants, (b) the sources of
information used by them to structure contextual frames and (c) the
linguistic functions of the messages during the interaction process.

A sample of the group interaction with analytical descriptions
derived from Trial System Four is presented in TABLE 5.8 (Trial
Selection of Group Interaction: Level of Differentiation). The
segmented utterances plus the analytical description of the
interaction create the structural map derived from this system. In
TABLE 5.8, the numeral in Column One refers to the number of the
conversation unit in the interaction and interaction segments are
separated by lines.
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TABLE 5.8
Trial Selection of Group Interaction: Level of Differentiation
Source

1-Tim

Interaction Segments
Conversation Units
Message Elements

Cognitive Strategies and Contextual
Cognitive
Frames and
Functions
Sources of
Information
Inferential
They could walk through Presents a
the bush but.
hypothesis
description of
travel for

Linguistic Forms and
Linguistic Functions

Extra Verbal Inpu

Statement of
modality-ends with
"but" as adverb

Leans towards Jar
and establishes
contact.

Information
from the
text and Tim's
hypothesis

Argues a case and
refutes via short
statements.

Points to the
written text and
establishes eye
contact with Tim.

Inference on
how they
travel

Agrees and
qualifies via
statements.

Establishes
contact with Jan.

I

Ql
2 jan

~/4

3Tim

4 jan
STim
6 Jan

7 Ray

It says here that they Explains via text.

walked over/
I mean that they go over
water/
They can't walk.
Yes/
but when they arrive by
land, they walk by land.
But it tells/
How would they get
over?
But they would walk by
bare feet.

Monitors ideas.
Disagrees with Tim
Agrees with Jan.
Clarifies previous
hypothesis.
Focuses on text then

Text ;;md Tim's
hypothesis.

Incomplete statement of Establishes
fact followed by a
contact with Tim.
question
Statement of
Returns
to
the Inferential
Establishes
argument and
description of I modality
contact with Jan.
qualifies it.
walking
But how can they walk Expresses
Previous
Question commencing
Establishes eye
with "But"
over the water'?
dissatisfaction with statement by
contact with Tim.
Tim's argument and Tim
seeks clarification.
Refocuses discussion
Inferential
I Statement of theory
I reckon they were
Establishes eye
transported by horse
via presentation of
description of
contact with Tim.
a new hypothesis.
and cart.
means of
transport

I seeks clarification.

8Tim

9 Jan

10 Beth

11 Jan
12 Ray

21£
13 Beth

14Tim

15 Jill

But people weren't that Disagrees with Ray's Inferential
Statement of opinion
kind to them in those hypothesis based on opinion
of !commencing with "But"
days.
personal opinion.
lack of
kindness
It says here--Returns to the text to
Textual
Fragmented statement
clarify information.
information
How could they?

Ignores Jan's fragmented statement and
seeks an explanation
from Ray
It says here that--Continues to draw
attention to the text for
clarification.
In these days they get Links past and present
transported in carts.
events to
justify his hypothesis
Yes these days/
Judges Ray's linking of
not those days
ideas as invalid.

Establishes
contact with Ray.
Points to the text
establishes
contact with Ray.

Ray's
hypothesis

Question

Establishes
contact with Ray.

Textual
information

Fragmented statement

Synthesised
individual
knowledge
Ray's
statement

Statement of fact.

Looks around
group as if
support.
Establishes
contact with Tim.

Truncated statement of j Leans towards Ra:
agreement
establish eye cont
followed by one of
disagreement
In those days they were Emphasises
the Statements
Statement of fact
I Establishes
mean.
difference between past made by Ray
contact with Ray.
and present.
and Beth.

I

What about the station? I Initiates attention to
Question 2.

Question 2. on I Question
the sheet

Looks around
group as if to seE
response.

The structural map exemplified in TABLE 5.8 and derived from Trial
System Four was used as a basis for deriving data on linguistic and
cognitive dimensions of group interaction of the trial segment.
Firstly, segmentation into interaction segments, e.g., initiated by Tim,
Ray and Jill as indicated in Table 5.8, provided data on the pattern of
interaction amongst participants on a particular theme/topic by
indicating (a) who initiates and who follows in the interaction segment,
(b) the content of the interaction segment and (c) the point of
departure from the theme/topic of the interaction segment.
Consequently, the total interaction segments exemplify the pattern of
global interaction.
Secondly, segmentation into conversation units and message elements
shows the sequence of interaction events and provides the basis for
deriving analytical data consisting of analytical descriptions of (a)
cognitive strategies and functions engaged in by participants e.g.,
"Refocuses discussion via presentation of a new hypothesis." (7 Ray,
TABLE 5.8), (b) contextual frames created by participants e.g.,
"Information from the text and Tim's hypothesis." (2 jan, TABLE 5.8).
(c) liguistic processes engaged in by participants e.g., "Argues a case
and refutes via short statements." (2 jan, TABLE 5.8) and (d) extraverbal input used by participants e.g., "Leans towards jan and
establishes eye contact." (1 Tim, TABLE 5.8).
Message elements enable tracing of (a) the relevence of each
participant's contribution to the discussion and (b) the linguistic
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structure adopted by participants in the expression of
information/ideas.
Inferences about the cognitive processes engaged in by participants
(located in Column Three of TABLE 5.8) derive from analyses of the
linguistic structure and content of each conversation unit. Such
analyses include examining messages for linguistic cues e. g. "can't
expresses negation. Each message is examined in context by
examining it in relation to the message(s) that preceded it and the
message(s) that followed it e.g., a question may initiate a response of
clarification. In these analyses the language and content of message
elements in context thus provide the basis of inferences on the
cognitive processes engaged in by participants e.g., "Disagrees with
Ray's hypothesis based on personal opinion." (8 Tim, TABLE 8.10).
The analyses of message elements consequently traces the
interaction as participants initiate ideas/information and respond to
ideas/information initiated by other participants.
Analyses of messages for cognitive processes, sources of information
and contextual frames thus provide insights into ways messages
shape the contours of micro-interaction within interaction segments
which, in turn, shape the contours of the global group interaction.
That is, this system provides more analytical descriptions of each
individual's contributions to ongoing group interaction compared
with the other systems trialled.

Thirdly, Column Four exemplifies analytical descriptions of the
sources of information and the contextual frames created by
participants via message elements. These descriptions also provide
data on cognitive processes engaged in by participants by indicating
(a) whether they draw on past experiences and/or present texts to
structure ideas/information, (b) whether they structure contexts at
the literal or inferential level of processing and (c) how they relate
their responses to what others have said to create a context of
interpretation and meaning e.g., a participant seeking clarification of
a previous statement by another participant.
Fourthly, column five embodies the linguistic form and functions of
the messages embedded in the conversation units. Although the
focus of these descriptions is on the linguistic functions e.g.,
statements, questions, commands, this dimension allows for
identification of linguistic structures used by participants to create
the language of group interaction e.g., "Question commencing with
But " (6 Jan, TABLE 5.8). Analyses of the linguistic dimensions of the

interaction thus provide descriptive data on the language created by
participants during the group interaction.
Fifthly, column six identifies the forms and functions of the body
language engaged in by participants as they communicate with one
another during group discussion. Hence this system provided added
data on the communication system of group interaction.

An important requirement of the analytical system is the generation
of data for analysing group interaction at both the global level and
the individual level. Therefore, in order to test the system's
effectiveness to do this at these levels of analyses, the data
(exemplified in TABLE 5.8) were analysed at these levels for
research findings on both global.and individual levels of group
interaction.
Analysis of the data at the global level entails examination of the
group interaction for its relevance for achieving the group task. This
entails analysis of (a) the decisions made by the group to achieve the
group task e.g., allocation of group tasks to individuals, (b) the
sequence of events that occur via interaction segments, (c) extent
and depth of coverage of the group task e.g., the semantic webs and
range of contexts created via group discussion, (d) the range of
cognitive processes engaged in by participants to solve the group
problem, (e) the range of language created, e.g., vocabulary used and
concepts expressed, and extra-verbal processes created by
individuals to communicate with one another and (f) level of
cooperation amongst participants e.g., willingness of participants to
share ideas/information by listening to and accepting contributions
expressed during discussion.
Analysis of the data at the individual level entails examination of
each individual's engagement in the group interaction. This entails
analysis of (a) each individual's contribution to the group interaction
via conversation units and message elements e.g., initiating and
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following in the discussion, (b) the quality of the i.ndividua's
interaction e.g. relevant ideas/information expressed and the
1

construction of contextual frames, (c) the range of cognitive processes
engaged in by each individual to participate in the group interaction,
(d) the range of language created by each individual, e.g., vocabulary
used and concepts expressed, and extra-verbal processes created to
communicate with other participants and (e) each individual's
willingness to cooperate with other participants e.g., willingness to
adopt roles in order to achieve the group task.
The following findings, at the group level of analysis, were derived
from data shown in TABLE 5.8.
( 1) The group learning provided a context for interaction which
allowed participants to structure individual knowledge by (a)
listening to and interpreting ideas/information presented by other
participants and providing them with feedback, (b) presenting
ideas/information and receiving feedback from other participants.
During the interaction, participants explored the group problem by
presenting a range of solutions for consideration.and achieved some
depth in coverage by seeking clarification of ideas/information
presented.
The range of ideas/information expressed during the discussion
indicated that the students were using background information to
make inferences and structure knowledge to deal with the task. This
resulted in the generation of a range of contextual frames, created by
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participants at both the literal level and inferential level of
processing, to link and explore ideas in order to solve the group
problem via discussion.

(2) At the cognitive level of analysis, participants expressed relevant
information and ideas in their participation in, and generation of,
discussion. These ideas, which enriched the interaction, were shaped
via participants' use of a range of cognitive strategies e.g., explaiJJing;
ilypot.!JesisiJJg; clarJfyiJJg i11Jd evaluati11g During the course of the

discussion, the cognitive strategies employed by the participants
indicated that they were thinking about the group problem and
applying individual interpretations to it. These interpretations
allowed the participants to examine the topic from their individual
knowledge bases and to bring a range of perspectives to the
discussion. Their individual perspectives thus provided potential for
enriching the discussion. In this context, the quality of the interaction
was further enhanced by the participants focusing on the topic,
defending their ideas and responding to ideas expressed by other
participants all of which were relevant to the topic.

The nature of the group task was reflected in the articulation of
concepts related to the topic. In this particular segment, the
interaction was generated around the topic of transportation of
convicts at Port Arthur. Examples of these concepts included
"transportation by carts," "walking through the bush" and "walking in
bare feet". Incorporation of these concepts within contextual frames,
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enhanced the quality of the discussion by supplying a range of ideas
relevant to seeking solutions to the group problem.
(3) At the linguistic level of analysis, participants utilised a variety of
linguistic functions and forms in which to embed ideas/information
in context to create the language of group interaction This was
achieved via statements and questions and the use of fragmented
forms e.g., 9 jan (TABLE 5.8), simple forms e.g., 1 Tim (TABLE 5.8)
and complex forms e.g., 3 Tim (TABLE 5.8). Participants also used
body language to reinforce verbal language and enhance
communication. This was achieved mainly by their engaging the
attention of participants through eye contact and the use of pointing.
( 4) Although this learning segment was not a structured,
collaborative learning task, it provided an opportunity for
participants to share ideas via group discussion during ongoing
classroom learning/instruction. The task had potential for input by
all group members thus allowing individuals to learn from each other
by interacting with one another.
The following findings, at the individual level of analysis, were
derived from data shown in TABLE 5.8.
(1)

jan contributed the most conversation units compared with the

other students during the interaction and her continual participation
stimulated input from other participants. Her expression of
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ideas/information was achieved via the use of statements and
questions
Although most of her discussion was with Tim, she followed the lead
by other students. At times, she expressed disagreement with other
students' ideas e.g., 2 jan (TABLE 5.8) and sought clarification from
them. Throughout the discussion, she drew attention to information
in the reading extract and seemed unwilling to make inferences to
answer the reading questions. During the discussion, she often
pointed to the text and looked at the person to whom she was
speaking. Even though she relied on textual information in the
creation of contextual frames, she contributed significantly to the
interaction by pursuing the textual point of view and responding to
statements expressed by other participants.
(2) Tim also contributed extensively to the interaction indicated by
the volume of conversation units expressed by him and his
willingness to take up issues as they arose. The quality of the
interaction was enhanced by his willingness to express and defend
ideas as well as disagree with ideas expressed by other participants
thus leading to exploration of the topic. He engaged a range of
cognitive strategies via statements e.g., focusing, hypothesising and
clarifying. He helped the group explore the topic at the inferential
level of thinking by creating contextual frames at that level to
complete the group task.
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(3) Ray's main contribution consisted of his puttting forward his own
ideas via hypothesising and clarifying rather than participating in
the discussion between Jan and Tim. The quality of the interaction
was enhanced by his initiating a new idea at the inferential level of
thinking e.g., 7 Ray (TABLE 5.8).
(4) Ann, Jill and Beth contributed little to the discussion. However,
Beth did join in the discussion by seeking an explanation and
evaluating Ray's statement e.g., 13 Beth (TABLE 5.8) and Ann
initiated discussion on another topic via a question.
The derived structural map (exemplified in TABLE 5.8) from Trial
System Four is a linear representation of the group interaction of the
selected sample plus analytical statements. As demonstrated, it
generates data with potential for analysing global communication
processes via analysis of sequential events engaged in by
participants in context to solve the group problem. The generated
data is also discriminatory because of its sensitivity to individuals'
contributions to the interaction via a series of analytical statements
on each participant's sequential input to the group interaction.
A summary of evaluation of the four systems trialed is exemplified
in TABLE 5.9. This table exemplifies the development and evaluation
of the four systems trialled for the research.
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TABLE 5.9
Analytical Systems: An Evaluation
Analytical!
Systems
Trialled
One

• Major Problems
! System

* lJ tterances

: * Utterances not segmented for
' analysis
* Descriptions of utterances
rather than analysis
* Linguistic and cognitive
dimensions not articulated and
analysed
* Context not analysed
* Descriptions of utterances
lack evidence of analysis
* Relationships between
linguistic and cognitive
dimensions not established
* Relationships between
linguistic form and linguistic
function not established
* Context not analysed in
detail

* Com men t:s on Utterances

_
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Two

I

the IMajor Strengths of the System

Key Parameters of Analysis

* Utterances
* Linguistic Functions
* Social Roles
*Cognitive Level
* Body Language and Context:

With

Some potential for analysing
each individual's input into the
interaction

.
* Potential for a more. detailed
analysis of the interaction
* Inclusion of a range of
interaction
dimensions
provides focus on linguistic
and cognitive
dimensions of interaction
* Some analysis of contex
established

1

2
'

'Three

I* Conversation Units and * The transcription process
Embedded Message Elements
* Cognitive Strategies and
Cognitive Functions
* Contextual Frames
* Linguistic Forms and
Linguistic Functions
* Extra-Verbal Input

Four

2~6

* Interaction Segments
* Conversation Units and
Embedded Messages
* Cognitive Strategies and
. Cognitive Functions
* Contextual Frames and
Sources of information
* Linguistic Forms and
Linguistic Functions
. * Extra-Verbal Input

(jid not fully reflect the oral
structures
* Analysis of linguistic form
and linguistic ·function
constrained by emphasis on
sentences

* Segmentation is detailed
* Both linguistic form and
linguistic function analysed
* Cognitive strategies and
cognitive functions analysed
in context
* Analysis of conceptual
frames established
* Body language analysed

I

A focused analysis of linguistic Detailed transcription of
and cognitive dimensions of utterances provide analytical
group interaction.
descriptions
of· group 1
interaction via analysis of:
'
* Themes/Topics introduced
into the discussion;
* Both linguistic form and
1
linguistic function;
1
* Cognitive strategies and 'I
cognitive functions in context;
* Context and sources of
information
* Body language in context

After evaluation of Trial System Four it was concluded that it
fulfilled criteria for acceptance on the basis of potential for
generating analytical descriptive data on the communicative events
of group discussion by deriving a structural map which is sensitive
to:
(a) segmentation of oral utterances for analysis;
(b) each participant's contribution to the discussion;
(d) the language created by participants during group discussion;
(e) the cognitive processes engaged in by participants;
(f) the contexts constructed by participants;

(g) the extraverbal dimensions of communication adopted by
participants;
(h) both global-interaction events and micro-interaction events of
group discussion.

Trial System Four resulted from trialnng Systems One to Three and
produced a sophisicated system for analysing data produced from
group interaction. As demonstrated, the structural map derived from
the system exemplifies descriptive data for analysising the
interaction events that occur in group learning contexts in a
sophisticated and original way. Therefore, Trial System Four was
adopted as a system for analysing dimensions of group interaction in
this study which focuses on the linguistic and cognitive dimensions of
that interaction.
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5.4.11 Managing the Research
During the implementation stage of the research, the researcher will
be scheduled to take on the role of classroom teacher of the target
group for the following reasons: (a) to locate the research within the
overall context of ongoing classroom instruction, (b) to minimise
classroom disruption by allowing the classroom teacher to continue
normal classroom instruction during the implementation of the study
and (c) to allow the researcher to observe the group interaction from
a teacher's perspective. As the researcher is a registered teacher,
there will be no ethical problems associated with this procedure.
Therefore, the researcher will carry out both teacher and research
tasks during the study.

Ongoing feedback will be given to the participants during the
learning segments and the group learning sessions. At the conclusion
of the group learning sessions, a feedback session will be provided
by the classroom teacher and the participants to view the videotapes.

Ongoing feedback will also be given to the school and the Department
of Education via a report on the progress of the research
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CHAPTER 6
RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION AND DATA TREATMENT
6.1 SELECTING THE SCHOOL AND YEAR LEVEL

This chapter describes the selection procedures employed to select the
research site and sample. The selection process was designed to ensure
the achieven1ent of the requirements of school, year level and forn1 of
the sample as discussed in CHAPTER 5 (5.3.1 and 5.3.2).

Three schools were contacted and the general ain1s of the research
discussed with each Principal to gauge interest in participating in the
research. Although all Principals expressed general interest in
participating in research per se, one expressed special interest in this
particular research project. A comparison of responses from the three
schools is exemplified in TABLE 6.1.

School nun1ber three was chosen as the research site based on the
following characteristics: (a) its interest in this particular research
project; (b) its desire to cooperate as a research school for the
University; (c) its diverse population; and (d) its proximity to the
University. It was a P-7 State Prin1a1y School with students fron1 mixed
socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds.

The researcher arranged a meeting with a Deputy Principal of the
school who acted as liaison person within the school. At this meeting the
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TABLE 6.1
Selecting the Research Site: A Comparison of Schools
I

r

l

School

Number Number Level of Principals' Comments
of
of
Interest rI'
Teachers Students in
. Research
***
27
700
The school has continued
interest in current
research on special needs
students.
**
The school is particularly
185
5
interested in research on
assessment forms.
**
Although all teachers are
35
905
not interested in research,
some staff are very
interested. The school is
desirous of cooperating as
a research school with the
University.
!

1

-·

2
I

I
3

I

I
..

*=medium interest **=high interest ***=very high interest
researcher described the general aims of the research and the year
level required. The Deputy Principal agreed to consider the Year Six
classrooms in the school and discuss the research with the appropriate
Year Six teachers.
Subsequent to these discussions, she recommended approaching an
experienced, male teacher, who had attended the University as a
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honours student and was teaching Year Six at this time, thus providing
a possible class site for the research. The selected teacher agreed to
discuss the research with the researcher.
Next, the researcher arranged a meeting with the Deputy Principal and
the selected Year Six teacher. At this meeting, the researcher described
(a) the general aims of the research; (b) the strategies to be adopted for
the research as well as the need for a withdrawal room for their
implementation; (c) the participating requirements for the classroom
teacher including the selection of the research sample; and (d) the form
of the sample required. At the conclusion of the meeting, during which
the researcher answered questions raised by the classroom teacher and
the Deputy Principal, the classroom teacher agreed to participate in the
research and fulfil the requirements for its implementation. The Deputy
Principal agreed to report the outcomes of the meeting to the Principal
of the school.
The selected Year Six class, from which the sample was chosen,
consisted of fifteen females and sixteen males. The students had
experienced working in friendship groups, heterogeneous groups and
teacher chosen groups across all knowledge domains of the curriculum.
In this context, the teacher indicated that the students tended to work
more effectively in groups for mathematics and science than for other
knowledge domains. The students' group experiences had included both
structured learning and opportunities to participate in student initiated
group tasks.
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6. 7 SELECTING THE RESEARCH SAMPLE
In order to select a sample that fulfilled the requirements discussed in
in 5.3.2, the students were rated by the teacher. Although the students
had not undertaken any external tests, they had participated in a range
of classroom assessments which included: (a) assessment grids; (b)
anecdotal records; (c) samples of writing; (d) reports to parents; (e)
students' self-assessment logs; and (f) individual conferences. The
classroom teacher's ratings of the students were based on (a) each
student's performance across these assessment forms, (b) his
observation of their potential for learning and (c) each student's
classroom performance in the knowledge domains of the curriculum. His
ratings are shown in TABLE 6.2.

TABLE 6.2
Selected Year Six Student Ratings
r

Student Grading

Group
1
2
3
Total

Above-Average
Average
Below-Average
I

Females
%
N
19.4
6
7
22.5
2
6.5
15

Males
%
N
3
9.7
10
32.2
9.7
3
16

Total
N
9
17
5
31

%

29.1
54.7
16.2

In order to select five students to form a heterogeneous group as
described in 5.3.2, one male and one female were randomly selected
from each of groups one and two and one student was randomly
selected from the combined male and female, below-average students
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which constituted the smallest percentage of students in the class. The
below-average student thus selected was a male.

A brief profile of the sample group is provided in TABLE 6.3

TABLE 6.3
Profile of Student Sample
Group

Name

Age

A/average
A/average
Average
Average
B/average

Con
Nola
Rod
Kay

11.8
11.4
11.9
11.2
12.2

Joe

* * * = above-average

Language
Arts
***
***
**
**
*

* * = average

Social
Studies
***
***
**

**
*

Science
--

***
***

**
**
*

* = below-average

6.3 ESTABLISHING PROTOCOL FOR THE RESEARCH
Application to conduct the research was made both to the Univers-Ity
Ethics Committee and the Department of Education. Permissi6rt to
conduct the research was granted by both bodies (see APPENDIX G).

The classroom teacher obtained permission for the students'
participation in the research from their parent/guardians (see
APPENDIX H.1). Attached to this letter was a consent form for the
parent/guardian to sign and return (see APPENDIX H.2).
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6.4 DATA RECORDING PROCEDURES
The researcher arranged a meeting with a professional video operator,
who had experience in schools, to discuss the video requirements of the
research described in 5.4.8. At the conclusion of this meeting, the video
operator agreed to operate two cameras to fulfil requirements for the
videotaping.
6.5 RESEARCH FEEDBACK
Ongoing feedback to participants discussed in CHAPTER 5 (5.4.11) was
planned for the research. Incidental feedback was given to the students
during (a) the introductory session, (b) the implementation of the
student questionnaire, (c) the three group learning segments and (d)
the three group learning sessions. A final feedback session for the
classroom teacher and the participants planned to take place after the
research had been implemented was not conducted because of ongoing
commitments of the classroom teacher and the participants.

A progress report on the research was sent to the classroom teacher,
both the Deputy Principal and the Principal of the School and the
Department of Education. This indicated (a) the research had been
implemented, (b) data had been collected, (c) an analysis system had
been derived and (d) analysis of data had commenced.

6.6 SOURCES OF RESEARCH DATA
Data were derived from four research sessions, which occurred in a
withdrawal room from 11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m., Monday to Thursday in
one week as negotiated with the classroom teacher. During these
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sessions, the student questionnaire was administered and the guided
group learning segments and the group learning sessions were
implemented. The sources, nature and the focus of analysis of the data
are shown in TABLE 6.4·
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TABLE 6.4
Data Sources, Nature and Analytic Focus
Nature of Data
Source
Student ratings of
Student
. Questionnaire
strategies for
Parts A, B and C learning science,
(Ratings)
social studies and
language arts.
Student
Pre and post group
Questionnaire
learning responses to
Part E (Written four questions on
Questions)
group learning
Student
Interviews between
Questionnaire
the researcher and
PartD
each student.
(Interviews)

I

I

Focus of Analysis
I
1
Students' perceptions of
the best ways to learn
science, social studies and
language arts
Students' perceptions of
aspects of the group
process
and
their
effectiveness for learning
Students' perceptions of
the importance of learning
science, social studies and
language arts.

Three Group Transcription of the
Students' perceptions of
Learning
interaction of teacher the significance of selected
Segments
-led discussion on
guidelines for enhancing
group learning
the quality of group
interaction
guidelines
Three Group Lev e 1
o f Cognitive and linguistic
Learning
differentiation of
dimensions of group
group interaction for interaction in learning the
Sessions
group learning in knowledge domains of the
science, social studies curriculum
and language arts
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6.7 RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
The research questionnaire was administered during session one
(described in 5.4.4). Participant responses to this questionnaire
provided data for examining their perceptions of learning the
disciplines of the curriculum.

Individual responses to Parts A, B and C of the student
questionnaire are shown in TABLE 6.5. In this table, initials are
used for each student, the numeral indicates (a) that the student
had used that strategy and (b) the ranking of that strategy by the
student and a dash indicates that the student did not rank that
strategy.

Students' responses to the written questions (Part E) are recorded in
APPENDIX J (Participant Responses to Written Questions). The responses
recorded are as the participants wrote them. These responses include
both pregroup learning responses and postgroup learning responses.
The follow-up (postgroup) questions were completed by the students at
the conclusion of the group task on day four after they had a short
break.

To complete the implementation of the questionnaire for session one,
the researcher interviewed each participant (Part D). The transcribed
audiotaped interviews are recorded in APPENDIX I (ReseacherPartici pant Interviews).
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TABLE 6.5

Student Questionnaire: Student Ratings of Learning Strategies

-i
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
1
2_.,
J

4

5
6
7

8
9

10

'

Part A SriPnrP

N

c

doing experiments
class discussion
group discussion
observing a life cycle
doing projects
reading about science
writing about science
drawing diagrams
researching in the library
watching television

1

1

5
6
4

6

2
-.,

J

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

I

1

1

9

8
9
6
5

10

3
9
4

3
8

10

7

7
4

5

3

2

5
8
2

Part B Social Studies

N

c

going on excursions
watching television
class discussions
group discussion
listening to guest speakers
reading about social studies
writing about social studies
drawing maps
researching in the library
doing projects

1

10
7

8
3
9

class discussion
group discussion
watching television
reading
writing
using the computer
researching in the library
doing drama
delivering lecturettes
doing projects
debate
using tapes and writing
listening to tapes

I

I

10
5
8
9
3

10

7

2

6

R
1

K

1

J -

2

2

4

6

3
6

9

10

1
2
9
8

2

10

9

8

C)

10

7

6

10

4
8
7

N
4
5

c
4
5

s

I

1
4
2

6

7

I

2

J

4

3
8
9
4

Part C Language Arts

1

-,
I

udents
R
K

6

s

-

-,

.)

1_.,
J

5
4

6
9

10
2
7

3

4
6
7
5

R
6

K
5

_l
4

7
5
4

3

.)

s

1
6
7

7

7

3

8
3
9
1

-

-

-

-

6

2

7

2

-

5
2

2

9
8
-

1
-

-

1

-

4

1
-

2

I
I

_.,

-

-

I

8

6
8

.)

I

-

6.8 FOREGROUNDING GROUP LEARNING DATA

The main purpose of the guided group learning segments, which were
implemented during days two to four and preceded the group learning
sessions, was to introduce students to a checklist that incorporated

guides for enhancing the quality of group learning (see APPENDIX E).
These guides were introduced to the participants during guided group
learning segments via teacher-led group discussion. All group learning
segments and group learning sessions were videotaped as described in
5.4.8.

The videotaped data was then closely examined for each participant's
input into the discussion and the guided group learning segments
transcribed as described in 5.4. 9. The transcribed data thus
transformed the oral utterances of each individual into written
language in context for examining the interaction of the guided group
learning segments.
During the transcription process, it was noted that pauses in utterances
by participants were minimal in almost all instances which indicated
that participants created a flow of oral language that did not take
account of pauses traditionally associated with written sentehces.
However, as the main purpose of the study was to examine the
interaction amongst participants, the transcription process included
punctuation of participants' input to facilitate examination of each
participant's contribution to the discussion.
Following are the transcribed utterances for the three group learning
segments (TABLE 6.6) to be examined for Teacher-participant
interaction of these introductory segments of group interaction.
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TABLE 6.6 Group Learning Segments Data
Group Learning Segment One
Pre-Science Session
We're going to work on a science problem this
1 Teacher
morning as a group. Before we start, I would like you
to give me some idea as a group why we discuss
things.
1
2 Kay
It's easier to learn.
Right, and with whom would you discuss things if you·
3 Teacher
wanted to learn something at school?
Teacher.
4Kay
Groups.
5 Rod
Good, anyone else?
6 Teacher
7 Kay
With groups.
O.k. good. I'll give you this sheet (Hands a sheet to
8 Teacher
each group member.) I'll just read it with you at first.
Number one says: "Examine the task or topic carefully.
Ensure your discussion is related to the group task
and do not be distracted by other issues." What do j
you think that means?
Don't talk about what you had last night for dinner.
9 Kay
10 Teacher Good. Look at what you have to do. Don't think about
j other things. (Continues to read.) "This requires
keeping the task in mind as you discuss what is
1
1
required for its completion." So you're going to have a
task this morning aren't you? So you've got to keep it
in mind. What would be a distraction this morning
around here?
Talking
11Con
Talking about talking about what you did last
12 Kay
weekend and all that.

I
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13 Teacher

I So you could be distracted couldn't you? Right,

number two it says: "Listen to what omer members of
the group have to say." res most important that we
listen. ''Look at the person speaking." Why do we look
1 at the person speaking?
14 Kay
Because ies good manners.
15 Con
j So they know you're listening.
16 Teacher I Good. That's a good idea so it's good manners and they
know you're listening. Listen carefully and think
about what he or she is saying. Then number three:
"Form an opinion and express your ideas but take
your turn." Why do you think we want everyone to
express his ideas or her ideas?
They might be part of the question.
17 Con
18 Kay
Yeh.
19 Nola
They might have a good opinion.
20 Teacher ·In other words they might think of something you
'forgot about, mightn't they?
21 Rod
Then you won't have the same ideas by the same
person.
22 Teacher IRight, that's a good answer too. (Continues to read.)
"So become involved in the discussion by expressing
your ideas and opinions but ensure you take your
tum." So don't all talk at once, right? So have a look at
!those three guidelines. Any questions on them? (No
questions from the students) So what I'd like you to
do, you can keep that sheet, bring it tomorrow and I'll
give you another sheet with something else on it but
keep those things in mind, right. (Teacher moves from
the group and returns with the written problem for
the science group task.)

I
l

1
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Group Learning Segment Two
Pre-Social Studies Session

2 Kay

Yesterday we talked about discussion and why we
discussed things and we also looked at some of the
things to keep in mind when we were discussing
things. What were some of the things we talked
about? (No response from the students) Remember we
had to listen to the person who is speaking.
Listen to everyone's-

3Rod

Comments.

4Kay

Comments.

5 Teacher

Good and-?

6 Nola

Don't but people's ideas out.

7 Teacher

Good, and also keep our mind on the task.

8 Nola

Oh yeh that's right.

1 Teacher
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9 Teacher

Right, I'll give you another sheet today (Hands a sheet
to each student.) to remind you of two or three other
things to remember when you are doing group
discussion as well. Yesterday you were good but I did
notice one or two people tended to interrupt other
people. Try to wait until they have finished speaking I
then-you don't have to agree with them but try to let
them finish-then say whether you agree or disagree
or something. Let's read this paper together. (Teacher
reads aloud.)
"Number two, make sure your discussion is related to
the topic or task. When you take your turn in the 1
discussion, make sure what you say helps in achieving
the group task." If we talk about other things it's not
going to help us much, is it?
"Ask other members questions if you are not sure
about something." Remember yesterday we decided
we could ask people and one person we could ask is
would be a member in the group so don't be afraid to
ask someone. "If there is something you don't
understand, ask one of the group members to explain
it to you."
And number three: "Try to answer the questions
raised by other members during the discussion." If
somebody asks you a question-?

I
I

I

10 Kay
11 Teacher

Answer it.
Mm try to answer it. And some of you did that well
yesterday, didn't you? You talked about things.
Listen to questions raised by the group members and
try to answer them. These questions may be for you
or they may just be for the group." It doesn't matter.
If somebody asks a question-your part of the grouptry to answer them.
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Any questions on these guidelines? Remember the
guides we had yesterday. Now we've got some more
guides today. Keep those in front of you and
remember them because that makes you a better
group member. Any questions? Would you like to ask
any questions about what we did yesterday before we
start today? (No questions from the participants)
Good. I think you're doing a good job. (The teacher
prepares to introduce the social studies group learning
task.)

I

Group Learning Segment Three
Pre-Language Arts Session

1 Teacher

(The group learning guidelines are written on the,.
chalkboard behind the students.)
Remember yesterday and the day before we talked
about learning in groups. (Hands each student a
sheet.) I'll give you another sheet this morning about
'learning in groups. just read this one together.

I
2Rod
3 Teacher
4Kay
5 Teacher

6Con

Have you got one joe?
All got one?
Yes.
We'll read it altogether. You follow it as I read it.
"Think about what you have already learned about
the topic or task. Your knowledge of the topic or task
may help to complete the task." What do you think
that means?
\ You've like what you read might help you in your
I problem.

I
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7 Teacher

Good. What you've read before you mean will help
you with the present topic. Good. Number two, "See if
you can add something new to the topic. If you have a
new idea for completing the task, present this idea for
n
the group to consider. See if you can add information 1
to what other members of the group say. Listen toi
what other members of the group say about the topic
or task and see if you can add some more information,
that has not been given.
!I

Any questions on what that means? Good. So we're all
trying to add something to it to make the topic well
covered aren't we?
Next: "Express your ideas clearly." This is important.
liWhen you are speaking during the discussion, try to
express your ideas so that other members of the
group understand you. Speak clearly, explain things
clearly and do not speak too quickly."
And the last one: "Choose your words carefully when
explaining something or writing about something
during the group task. When you are discussing the
topic or task, there will be words and ideas that are
important for completing the group task." Remember
Nola yesterday asked us about the word "hygiene"
that she was trying to work out? That was important.
So you think about the words and the words you use.
"Think about the best words you can use in your
discussion and take note of new words and ideas that
are presented during the discussion." Okay. I'll leave
that sheet with you so you will have another one. If
you look up there on the chalkboard, you will see how
I have written them all very briefly for you. (The
Teacher reads from the chalkboard.)
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"One, examine the topic or task carefully.
Two, Listen to what other members of the group have
to say.
Three, form an opinion and express your ideas but
take your tum in the discussion,
Four, Make sure your discussion is related to the topic
or task.
Five, Try to answer the questions raised by the
members during the discussion.
Six, Think about what you have already learnt about
the topic or task. Seven, express your ideas clearly.
Eight, Choose your words carefully when explaining
something or writing about it." Any questions? (No
questions from the participants) Good. (The teacher
prepares to introduce the language arts group
learning task.)

6. 9 GROUP LEARNING SESSIONS DATA
Each group learning session followed a guided group learning segment
on days two to four of the negotiated sessions. In order to examine the
research questions (5.1.3), the videotaped data for each group learning
session were transcribed (see 5.4.8) and analysed according to the Data
Analysis System described in 5.4.9.

The system applied for data treatment was derived from Data
Analysis System Four adopted after the trialling process from trial
research (5.4.10). Application of this system entailed.segmentation of
the interaction (described in 5.4.10) into Conversation Units
exemplified in column two ofTABLE 6. 7. The derived Conversation
Units provided the sequential input to the discussion by eaeh
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participant and formed the basis of segmentation of the interaction
into Interaction Segments

exemplifying the themes/topics

considered during the interaction. Additionally, the segmentation of
Conversation Units into Message Elements

provided the basis of

detailed analysis of the interaction for Linguistic Forms

and

Linguistic Functions presented in TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5.

Column three of TABLE 6.7 contains sequential descriptions of the
Conversation Units. These descriptions focus on cognitive

dimensions of the interaction potentially providing insights into
the cognitive processes engaged in by participants during the
interaction. In order to sustain discussion, the participants utilised
a range of cognitive strategies to initiate ideas and respond to
ideas. The description of cognitive strategies thus provided (a)
insights into the range of cognitive strategies used by participants
to sustain discussion, and (b) participants' establishment of
conceptual frames during discussion.
During the group interaction, the participants adopted group
interaction roles which generated the range of cognitive strategies
to sustain discussion. Embedded in these cognitive strategies was
a range of linguistic forms and linguistic functions through which
the participants communicated.

However, as the data analysis system was applied to the data, it was
progressively obvious that it was necessary to enhance the system's
sensitivity to the language of the interaction, thus necessitating further
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modifications to the linguistic dimension of the system. In the modified
system, form focused on analysis of the structure of the language
created by participants within conversation units and function focused
on analysis of the primary functions of those structures in the context
of ongoing interaction.
Analysis in the context of the linguistic dimensions of the interaction
included consideration of (a) the relationship between the cognitive
process engaged in by participants to structure ideas and the language
they used to communicate their ideas and (b) choice of linguistic forms
by participants. The nature of the treatment of data is exemplified in
TABLE 6.7.
Column five of TABLE 6. 7 contains the classification of the linguistic
forms (the F Sub-column) of message elements and primary functions
of those forms in context (Function Sub-column). In column five of this
table, the following symbols are used in the Form Sub-column:
S =Statement, I = Imperative, E = Exclamation, Q = Question, IU

=

Incomplete utterance (e.g., If you think your getting near the end-), EM
= Extraverbal Marker (e.g., maintaining conversation (e.g., Mm, urn),

rn

=Conversation Ritual (e.g., Thanks, Excuse me). The adopted system also
includes the coding of particular linguistic forms and functions
generated by the interaction in context e.g., RTA =Reading Text Aloud
(e.g., reading written material aloud) and Sp = Spelling a Word.
During the process of deriving descriptors of linguistic functions,
individual messages generated in ongoing interaction for each
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TABLE 6.7 Sample Group Learning Session in Science
Source

~nteraction S~gm::~~~-·Tcognitive
Conversation Units
Message Elements

I· I

Teacher
2 Nola

:149

morning.

!Thank you.
Do we have an hour?

4 Kay

Do we have an hour?

6 Kay

lcont~xtual
IFrames and

u:;~l~,s~

··-

Forms and
Functions

Sources of

Il

r
1

Extra/Non/
Verbal Input

l

'l

rCTtfr .'ta s K~··~7or'-'''''1'Ii'€tl"Fo'cuses'~stlldenfS'_,_,.~.~-~ W~nr€n:~!i~E-. ~ -r~~f~~t~~-~-~~·~·tcTic'u1a ti o'n-c;n

3Rod

5
Teacher

Strategies
Iand
Cognitive
Functions

attention on
task
(Advance Organiser)
1Proffers
courtesy
response
Seeks information on
task time frame.
Echoes Rod's question

!

Monitors ideas. Seeks
clarification
from
Teacher on required
mode of responding to
the task.

.

l task

sheet

to

·~students

CR

1

Task
time
frame
Task
time
frame
Provides time frame/
Task
time
guidelines.
Seeks frame
1 engagement with task.
Eliciting
questions

!
Just under an hour I
now./Read through your
problem/and see if you
would like to ask any
questions.
Can you do you like have
to write it down/or can
you get up and act it out
or something/ or do you
have to write it down?

science
problem
Problem sheet

Thanking

,Accepts sheet
from teacher.
Seeking
, Eye contact with
information · Teacher
Seeking
Eye contact with
information teacher
Informing ·j Gaze
Directing
encompasses
Directing
whole group.
(Participants
read task sheet)
Seeking
Eye contact with
clarification Teacher
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
J

Q
Q

S
I
I

Strategies and Q
expectations
Q
for the group Q
task

I

knowledge domain were examined in context. Examination of each
message in context entailed examination of messages created by
participants both before and after each message to be classified. That is,
each message was classified on the basis of the "best fit" in the context
of ongoing interaction.
This process was implemented by two researchers who examined
independently the interaction generated in each knowledge domain for
message segmentation and the classification of linguistic forms and
linguistic functions for each message by applying the data analysis
system to the interaction generated for each knowledge domain. After
the initial, individual segmentation and classification, the two
researchers met to compare their codings of the data. After comparing
the suggested codings, instances of disagreement were reexamined in
context and discussed. by the two researchers Through this joint
examination process, agreement was reached on (a) message
segmentation and (b) classification of linguistic forms and linguistic
functions.
In some instances, the ultimate classification was not that initially
suggested by either coder. The following example illustrates individual
coders' inital classifications and the resolved classification. In the first
conversation unit of the illustration, the coders had the same individual,
suggested codings. In the second conversation unit, the coders agreed
on the final classification which was different from either coder's
original, suggested classification.
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Con Rewrite that in order. (Directing) joe will write it. (Informing)
Rod I'll write it on the sheet. (Informing) (coder 1)
(Proffering) (coder 2)
(Volunteering) (resolved classification)

During the group interaction, participants created messages that
generated responses within a range of contexts. The following segments
of interaction illustrate a range of messages created by participants (a)
seeking and receiving information (Example1), (b) seeking and
receiving clarification (Example 2), (c) amending ideas based on
information received (Example 3) (d) interacting without the
development of ideas (Example 4), (e) refocusing ideas (Example 5) and
(f) completing ideas presented during discussion (Example 6 ). The
examples also illustrate how relationships are established by messages
created by participants during the interaction thus emphasising the
need to consider each message in context to determine its function that
"best fits" each particular context.
Example 1
Nola What else do people need? (Seeking information)
Kay Shelter. (Informing)
Example 2
Rod How many have you got? (Seeking information)
Kay How many so far? (Seeking clarification) Eleven (Informing)
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Example 3
Kay Get used to the heat. (Informing) Is it hot or cold up there?
(Seeking clarification).

Rod Cold. (Informing)
Kay Get used to the coldness then. (Amending)
Example 4
Rod You need a petrol station for transport if you've got trucks.
(Specifying)

Nola Yeh. (Agreeing)
Con That's right. (Confirming)

Example 5
Nola I thought I thought the language was very descriptive.
(Evaluating)

Kay We're up to Characters. (Refocusing)
Nola Sorry. (Apologising)

Example 6
Nola She slipped on the rock (Describing) and the camera fell out of her
hand (Describing) and the camera-- (Describing)
Kay And the camera went--(Describing)
Nola And the camera went splick. (Completing)

During the analyses, the following linguistic functions were derived for
classifying each linguistic form (exemplified in TABLE 6.8) in the three
knowledge domains. Each classified function provides for a range of
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linguistic forms e.g., the function of clarification may be expressed
differentially e.g., through a question or a statement. In the exemplars
which follow the language context is included to highlight the nature of
the function which is represented in italics.

TABLE 6.8 Classification of Linguistic Functions
Classification
Agreeing
Amending

Linguistic Function
expressing accord with e.g., T Thaes a long
time, isn't it? K Yes.
modifying an utterance e.g., R Get used to the
1 exercise equipment. K Get used to exercise

I
1

Apologising
Arguing

bikes.

proffering regret e.g., K Oh sorry, there's only
nine.
stating reasons for or against e.g., K Thirteen. T
Good. N You don't really have thirteen because
getting used to lifestyle is getting used to
thin_as.

Checking

Clarifying

verifying for correctness, truth and/or
completion e.g., R Have you finished the
columns yet? N I'll only be a minute.
making clear e.g., K Mr B. do we just write
down the main points? T Yes/ /'.1ake main

I

points like they "vent up the hill/ broke her I'
I
leg.

Classifying

placing according to class or kind e.g., R Have
your own stock like cattle and sheep. N That
would come under stock.

Comparing

noting similarities and differences e.g., T That's
a long time isn't it? Not as long as some trips

I

though is it?

i
I
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I
I

making complete and/ or finishing e.g., C. Get
prepared for all urn- K Get prepared for all

Completing

emergenc~<:s.

Confirming

I

Co-rrecting

I
I

Ij

only nine.

giving an account of or defining e.g., K On a TV

Describing

show I saw something strange

saying and/ or reading text aloud to be taken
down e.g., N Went to get a close picture of a

Dictating

!

II
I

\

bird and slipped on the rock. As she slipped,--

Have you got that?
giving directions and/ or instructions e.g., N Put

Directi~g

training for launch.

1
l
l

J

--

bringing to an end e.g., R That's the lot. We've
covered most of them.
ratifying and/or strengthening e.g., C Learn
communications. K Yeh, learn communications. !
setting right and/or pointing out the error e.g.,
K- learn how to survive for three weeks, get 1
used to nongravity activities. Oh sorry, there's i

Concluding

expressing lack of accord e.g., R Get used to
controls. K I can do a hand stand in the water.
N. You can't.
providing additional details e.g., C Test ability.

Disagreeing

l

II

Elaborating
Eliciting

I
l

l

I

'

IEvaluating
I

l

You give them the tests just to get started.

encouraging further response e.g., T They
prepare them for any other sorts of trips you
know in the planning when they're preparing
them. RAny other ideas?
gauging the value and/or measuring the
i impact e.g., C Learn how to fly a shuttle. K That

I

would be important.
1

Exclaiming

I

I
I

cry out or speak suddenly and/ or express
emotion e.g. K How many astronauts were
there? T Probably six or seven. K Kew! That's
makes it even harder.
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Explaining

providing explanatory details e.g., K We didn't
do it that way./We were going to write it

--Focusing

down/and put it in four columns.

concentrating on something and/ or bringing to
attention e.g., R Number one. C First one/the
first one is test ability.

Generalising
I

Hypothesising

formulating a general notion from facts e.g., R
Get used to all the things you do.
speculating e.g., K They'd probably hook it to
an airconditioner or something.
not finished e.g., K They used to have-giving information e.g., R They get fitted for
their suit K Yeh.

Incomplete
Informing
Listing

recording a series of names and/ or words e.g.,
K just write about the characters./ R.Robert,

-

john,
Fred, Melissa
and jodie.
.
.

I

--~------"~-..wv~~-""~---~

Maintaining

keeping in existence e.g., R Don't cry then./ Uml I
That's about it.
I
denying and/or nullifying e~g.; K Do we have to
work out the times? C No I just what they do~
requesting something and/ or ideas/informmation by indulgence.g., K May I have a
sheet,/ please ?
-----------------expressing appro~al e.g., T I think you have
l

I

Negating

I

Pleasing

Praising

I

'

done a good job.

Probing

searching into and/or interrogating closely e.g.,
N Getting used to lifestyle is getting used to
things. T So you think that covers a number of
~fu~l

Qualifying

I

to attribute some quality or qualities and/or
modify. e.g., K And sprained her ankle. N A
badly sprained ankle.

Reading aloud

I

reading aloud from written text e.g., R Read
them out. K The exam/and test ability/get
people needed
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I

Refocusing

Repeating
Requesting

I

I

i

II asking

for something e.g., R I'll just have
1 another read of them. T Would you read them
out?

Itrying to acquire or searching for clarification
e.g., T Read through your problem and see if
1
Iyou would like to ask any questions. K Can you

l

Seeking
confirmation
Seeking
direction

1

!
Get fitted for their suits.
J
uttering again e.g., C Test out foods, test out
·foods.
I

1

Seeking
clarification

I

returning to an idea/topic e.g., R Get fitted for
their suits, K How many are there? C Fifteen. R

l1

i

like do you have to write it down or can you
get up and act it out?

Itrying to acquire or searching for confirmation I

J e.g., T That's a long time isn't it?

trying to acquire or searc
doing something e.g., T Nola will write down
l the last part whether she thinks the story
· should be included/and why it should be
included to add to Rod's report. N Do you want

I
I

I

me to read it out?

Seeking
information
Solving
Specifying

trying to acquire or searching for information
j e.g., K How many astronauts were there? T
J Probably six or seven.
providing a solution e.g., N You'd also need
supplies of water. K They would have wells.
I limiting and/ or establishing conditions e.g., N
j If you put a time schedule, you could see.

Spelling
Suggesting
Synthesising

I providing

the letters of a word e.g., R
!Weightlessness? K w-e-i-a-h-t-1-e-s-s-n-e-s-s.
~
·-l proposing something e.g., T Now I suggest this

I

I is the way you do it.

f combining parts to make a ~hole e.g., R Get
used to no gravity. K Get used to all the things
you do. N Get used to all the things you have to

I

J do

in nongr_avity activities.
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.

..

I

Thanking

Volunteering

expressing gratitude and/ or acknowledging a
favour e.g. T Thanks Rod.II think we'll finish
up there.
offering and/or volunteering to do something
e.g., RUse someone else's. N I'll do it.

I

During both guided group learning segments and group learning
sessions, the five participants and the teacher/researcher (when
present) sat in the same position. for both guided group segments and
group learning sessions Their location is shown in FIGURE 6.1

(T/R)

Nola

joe

Kay

Rod

Con

FIGURE 6.1 Physical Location of Participants

Data treatment included analyses of the global interaction for (a)
linguistic forms and (b) linguistic functions generated by each
participant in each of the knowledge domains.
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CHAPTER 7
FRA.MEWORKING GROUP INTERACTION
7.1 DATA ANALYSIS: PHASE ONE
Application of the data analysis system to the interaction
generated by the group learning sessions produced a range of
linguistic mapping devices of the group interaction in each
curriculum area examined. FIGURE 7.1 articulates the interlocking
dimensions of the group interaction (described in 6.9) and the
framework for generation of Phase One data of this interaction.

At the Phase One stage of analysis, context is segmented as
contextual frames generated by participants during the
interaction. Context is perceived as basic to the participants'
utilisation of sources of information and articulation of
ideas/information during the interaction and was taken into
account during the segmentation process (see 6.9).

The collaborative group interaction component of FIGURE 7.1,
which includes the segmentation (described in 6.9), characterises
the functions and strategies adopted by participants to sustain the
interaction and provides base data for detailed analysis of the
language created by· the participants during the interaction.

The cognitive component of the figure hypothesise the link
between language and cognitive processes (described in 6. 9)
achieved through analysis of the language into linguistic forms
from which inferences are drawn to articulate the cognitive

dimension of the language created by participants during the
interaction via linguistic functions.
The group dynamic component of FIGURE 7.1 develops a
classification for roles adopted by participants and provides the
basis for examining the role of each participant in the group
interaction.
In order to analyse the interaction for Phase One data, the data
analysis system was applied to the interaction generated for each
learning task. These data were then synthesised to derive data to
examine the contributions made by each participant in the
interaction across the three knowledge domains examined.
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7.2 GROUP LEARNING INTF.RACTION IN SCIENCE
The group learning session in science focused on a science
problem which participants were to solve as a group through
critical examination of the problem and use of background
knowledge as a basis for discussion and development of activities
appropriate for training astronauts (see APPENDIX F, Science). To
fulfil this task, group members were asked to draw up a program
to assist a group of people responsible for training astronauts to
adjust to living in a space station for three weeks. A number of
examples of living adjustments were listed for group members to
consider to assist them in the task.

Phase One data derived from application of the data analysis
system (described in 6.9) via the processes articulated in FIGURE
7.1 are presented in TABLE 7 .1.
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TABLE 7.1
Group Learning Session in Science
,)"""'------"""!",- · - - - - - - -

Source

- - . ....

Interaction Segments
Conversation Units
Message Elements

-------:r----------

Cognitive Strategies
and Cognitive
Functions

Contextual
Frames and
Sources of
Information
T
ti-r-fasKlOrthe'J-Focuses students'
Written
Teacher morning.
attention
on
task science
(Advance Organiser)
problem
2 Nola
I Thank you.
!Proffers
courtesy Problem sheet

F

s

Linguistic Formsl Extra/Non/
and
Verbal Input
Functi.Qus
..EilllC!ion
Focusing
Circulation of task
sheet to students

CR

Thanking

'JRoc.c--·---rt)o...we-i1ave-~1'ii..EotiiT··----i~~~~g_~foiffiation

a.--·

4 Kay

Q

seekfllg.. ---·information
Seeking
inform tion
Informing
Directing
Directing

on Tasr-nme
task time frame.
frame
Echoes Rod's question
Task
____
frame
Provides time frame/
Task
time
guide 1in e s.
Seeks frame
engagement with task.
Eliciting
questions

2()2
Do we have an hour?

·---J--,----~--

5

Teacher

l)

Kay

Just under an hour
now./Read through your
problem/and see if you
would like to ask any
flues _liQ Q.?~=·
Can you like do you have
to write it down/ or can
you get up and act it out
or something/ or do you
have to write it down?
-----

Monitors ideas. Seeks Acceptable
clarification
from response
teacher on required frame
mode of responding to
the task.
I

S
I
I

Q
Q
Q

---·-··-----~···--

Accepts sheet

ifJ; Teacher.
Teacher
Eye contact with
Teach~r

Gaze encompasses
whole group.
(Participants read
task sheet)

Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
1·Seeking
clarification

1

Eye contact with
Teacher.

I

1

7

Teacher
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Read
it
through
first/and see what you
come up with/and we'll
come back to that
question./Okay/let' s
have a look at your
group task to draw up a
training program to
assist
the
people
engaged in training
astronauts./This means
you have to draw up a
program (so it answers
your question/doesn't it
Kay) which includes
each of the foregoing
adjustments for the
people training/ so they
can use this program to
help the astronauts
prepare for space.

Provides some initial
strategies,
and
expectations
for
completing the task.

Strategies and~ I
expectations . I
for the group S
task
1. S
I

Directing,
Directing
Informing
Confirming
Directing

s

Explaining

s
Q

Explaining
Seeking
confirmation

s

Explaining

Teacher addresses
the whole group
and establishes
eye contact with
individuals.

\

Now I suggest this is the
way you do it/ you can
work it out as a group./!
suggest you discuss the
training procedures you
recommend for each of
the adjustments/ and
draw up the overall
program
as
a
group./You might want
a sheet of paper or
something to draw up
their -program with./If
you want another one
1 e t
m e
know./Right./ Any
questions on what you
have to do for your
group problem? /I'm not
going to/I'll be here to
help you with any
questions.
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Focuses on
group
solutions to the task and
related strategies.
Encourages
a
cooperative · group
effort.
Suggests
various
assistance scenarios.

Cooperative
s
group
approach toj S
~the problem.
S
tWillingness to
assist
participants.

Suggesting

s

I Suggesting

s

i Explaining

s

I Explaining

s

I

Q

IV

8Rod

9

Teacher

10 Kay

Do we have to write to
draw up what the
astronauts do and stuff
for their training?
Yes./ As a group, you
have to come up with a
program/ so you need to
discuss it first/don't
you?
Yep

s

Seeks clarification of Strategy for Q
limits of group task.
completing
the task
Confirms
Rod's Rod's
interpretation of the interpretattask. Encourages group ion of task
solution.
Agrees with Rod and Fundamental
teacher.
of task

s
s
s
s
s

Suggesting
Suggesting

Confirming
Eliciting

Informing
Informin
Seeking
clarification
Agreeing
Explaining
Explaining
Seeking
confirmation
Agreeing

I Teacher
Eye contact with
Eye contact with
Rod/nods
his
head.

j Eye contact with
RQd.
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11
I'll just move around a
Teacher llittle./If you want to ask
any questions, just ask
them./Make sure you
speak clearly so that I
can hear you./I'm sure
you're going to come up
with
something
interesting. ·--· ----------·-ITKay ___ TWen···-t-iH~re___ ar-e four
adjustments they have to
get used to/so there's
obviously going to be
columns, obviously.
13 Rod
Who's
doing
the
writing?/Do we only
write on one sheet the
whole thing?
14
You can work it out as a
Teacher I group what you want to
dol but I think so.
15 Rod
I'll write it.

16 Kay
17 Nola

Firstly there's going to
be four columns.
Don't rule it up yet Rod.

18 Kay

Don't rule it up yet Rod.

19Rod

I was ruling it up./1
wasn't thinking about it.

20Nola

rr-tnere are
. things ,I then urn'
'

four

s
Informs participants of ~Establishavailability
and ment of task
intentions.
.context
s
Establishes rationale for
I
clear speech.
Inspires confidence.
s

Informing
Eliciting
Directing

Teacher begins to
move away from
the grou'p.

Praising

----------····-···------------- ----··--·------·-· _____ -----·------------------- ···----------- ---~
Focuses on stated task Framework for S
Informing
Looks around the
parameters and
recording task
group seeking a
extrapolates to layout
S
Concluding
response.
requirements.
Seeks clarification of
members' responsibilities and recording requirements.
Encourages
group
cooperation for task
recording.
Informs group of his
intentions.
Confirms
earlier
statement re layout.
Advocates delaying
strategy.
I Echoes instructions
given by Nola.
Describes his actions
apologetically to the
group.
States a condition/
. monitors ideas.

I
·'

l

Framework for Q
recording task Q

I Framework for j S
I recording task S

Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Suggesting
Suggesting

··Looks at Teacher
for clarification.
Eye contact with
Rod.

'Recording
strategy
Layout format

s
s

Informing

Delaying
formatting
Layout format

I

Directing

Prepares sheet
for writing.
Eye contact with
Rod.
Looks at Rod.

I

Directing

Looks at Rod.

!Preparing the
sheet.

s
s

Conditional
four things

----

IU
EM
-~·--·-·-

Informing

IApologising
Informing

Looks at Nola then
Kay.

Concluding
Maintaining

!Eye contact with
Kay.

I

----··"'·-----------·-· - - - - - - · -

I

r-~~ K~;-·-G::~:a:~;~~~,:~:

are Seeks.a hypothesis re Number
of
there? /How
many number of astronauts.
astronauts
astronauts are there?
(Inferential) 1 Q

22Rod
23 Kay
24]oe

25 Kay
26

Teacher

Hypothesises a number. /One astronaut IS
( Inferential)
Doubts Rod's Hypothesis. IDoubted
One astronaut?
Q
hypothesis
of IS
A group.
Negates Rod's hypothesis 'Group
with another one.
astronauts
(Inferential)
of I Q
How many astronauts ,1 Repeats the question to Number
were there?
Teacher in the room.
astronauts
Probably six or seven.
Hypothesises probable Six or seven IS
number.
astronauts
One

I 27 Kay l Kew!ithatmakes- it-evei1- Expresses
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·------- !~Q~I:---~------28
fDon't forget to speak up
Teacher so we can hear you on
the mike./We can't hear
you if you don't speak
29

~I g~~~~~f{~1 E

s.urprise.
---·-----'··---~------~
Requests and explains
need for clarity of voice
by participants.

Kay-t~~- do we

have to work- Seeks ___ clarlfication on
out the times they group task.
use?/Do we have to work
out the times?
..,.30n-r""C-="mo:-"1-+-!N'r:'T'": "o..,. ,just
7
wfiaf"llieyaoTo ~egaTes--li-y poTfieS1 s.
help.
Clarifies procedures.
31 Nola

32 Con

information
Seeking
information
Hypothesising

j.§!Sk. -------·-- S
Clarity
of! I
voice for good S
interaction

aspect~f

Time
the task
(Inferential)

Q-

fani1'ers____or

the training
program
I Yes/ to help in their Agrees
with
and Planners of S
training.
elaborates on Con's the training S

I What-equTpme.nt

they-

33 Rocti ~~~t they do to heiii--

Seeking
clarification
Hypothesising

-

Looks at Nola
while tapping her
sheet.
Eye contact with
Kay.
Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Kay.

Seeking
information
Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Teacher.
Eye contact with
Kay.

Exclaiming
Concl~ding
Directing
Explaining

Eyes encompass
the rou .
Eyes encompass
lthe group.

tEy~-;-~~compass

.

-S-eekin_g_______
I
clarification
the group.
Seeking
clarification
Neg a tTng..--~---·I·IiyecOi1taet with
Explaining
Kay.
Agreeing
Confirming

Eye contact with
Kay.

~~c~~~~~~11trafning_,____ 1f~~~~~-;--- --··-· -f~1fo-;mr;;g------ Eyeco~tact with
1
~~~~~~~assistance by ~fa~~~r~s ;L__ s~.-·- ExpTafi1Ing...._____ ~~-~;,co'nt.act-wTth'.
,..planners.

assistance

Con

34 Nola

We have to draw up a
program.
35 Kay
We have to draw up a
four list program.
36 Nola lit doesn't mean we have
_ _ _ tCL9rawl!:.lu. co~ggms.
37 Kay
fDoes it matter what time
they do it?
No/ I don't think
38Rod
so/what the astronauts
do first when they're
39 Kay
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40Rod
41 Kay
42Joe

Refocuses on the task
strategy.
Affirms Nola's statement
and elaborates.
Negates Kay's strategy
for the task.
Seeks clarification on
time for training.
Negates concept of time.
Hypothesises
on
training sequence.

l¥~~~il~~J6tb1ytog~l?l~1ct~ a

Hypothesises on a
special machine/so that special form of training
gets them ready for and
explains
its
s p a c e
f o r outcomes.

~~~~h~~ets}~~~~- forti1eir Focu~es

Task strategy
Task strategy

s
s

Directing
Specifying

Looks straight
ahead.
Looks at Rod.

Task Strategy S
Disagre~e·ng Eye contact with
________ -·--- ____
Nola.
Time
for Q
Seeking
Lo·-o,-ks_a_t=R-od-;--.- training
clarification
Training
S
Negating
Looks up and
sequence
S
Hypothesising
establishes eye
(Inferential)
S
Explaining
contact with Kay.

s-· Hypothe.sisli;-g··•·r~--Eye--ccmtact

SpeCTal-··--·
machine for S
weightlessness

Explaining

with

Rod.

on an aspect of Fii ~~~;1e~H!i!~·~;·rg--~rl'~1fo·~=~11-rng_..__,_________ Co~i1. tTi1-ues-To
smt.
readmess.
suits
wnte.
Y~h/ and then they get Agrees
with
Rod, Fitting suits S
Agreeing
Looks at Rod.
they get special things. monitors ideas and and special
1

i11 ~~~~~~~~-~on-·--·relateci }~~1~1~···.. '-·;-~;ct-~--- . --- }~~l~~~~i\~:-··--- .. --.1E·y~

).They take th.em up
a
plane /and they have to
' o in the water.
iYeh/ they go in the
water./They have to get
used to weightlessness.

water training S
Informing
Kay.
-~·--.. ----·-~----- --~----- ---------------- ------· - - - - Agrees
with
and Water
and S
Agreeing
Looks at Rod.
43Con
confirms Joe's ideas.
weightlessS
Confirming
Focuses on weightness
S
Explaining
,
·---~-- lf§_§..!llli!.---·--·------ ~---·------- ·--"•~~~t~--·-~-"-"-~"·•---····-·-4·..·--·<"~o-·~···~--~~·~··
-4,-4"N~olr:a-+jrrrr,-m-g-oing to draw up Informs group of task
Task strategy
S
Informing
Begins to rule
i four columns.
recording ( rejected
columns on her
earlier).
sheet.
45 Kay
Don't draw up columns !Directs _Nola to delay Delaying.
I
Directing
Looks at Nola.
preparatwn.
preparatwn
, yet.
...__.....__
.,..
. .,._,.,.
...._·-'""""
--~_........_-....--~--------'

____

___

----

aspects of training

contact with

..--

__

j

4GRod

Weightlessness/then
what do they do?

47 Kay

58 Nola

Then they probably go
up in an aeroplane/and
drop them down in the
water "cause it gets them
used to weightlessness/
or go in a special
machine.
!hey take tfiemto aaeep
pool.

:I

I

Confirms weightlessGuidance
ness. Seeks guidance on continue
how to continue.

-

to liS
Q

Hypothesises activities Ways
0 f 1: s
and their
preparing for· S
purpose.
weights
lessness
(Inferential)

--on·-

-

Confirming
Seeking
information

Continues
writing.

Hypothesising
Hypothesising
Hypothesising

Looks at Rod.

Ela borafes
the~fLocatio11"fotrs-·-····lJ:ffaborati!1g . "'..., ...~-~·, Looks at Kay.
concept
of
water I training
training.
Yeh/they take them Supports Con's analysis. Location for S
Agreeing
Taps her head
somewhere.
training
S
Informing
with her hand.
They go to a pool.
Refocuses on location Location for S
Informing
Eye contact with
for training.
training
Kav.
They go swimming.
Focuses on what they do. Swimming in a S
Informing
Eye cont<:1ct-w~
_
.
Q..Ool
,
~-Kav.
S
Explaining
Looks straight
You still have weight Analyses the concept of Weightlesswhen you've been taken weightlessness.
ness and water
ahead.
out of the water.
I know.
Endorses Nola's ideas.
s
Agreeing
Nola's
Eye contact with
statement
Nola.
When you hit the water. Establishes a condition. Her earlier JU
Specifying
Waves her hands
statement
in front of her.
You lose a lot of weight. Informs Nola of an Weightlesss
Informing
Eye contact with
outcome
ness
Nola.
I can do it.
Informs
Nola
of Unclear.
s
Informing
Eye contact with 1:
achievement
Kay.
I can do a handstand in Focuses on personal Handstand in s
Explaining
Eye contact with
the water.
achievement to outdo water
Nola.
Nola.
Disagrees with Kay.
You can't.
Looks at Kay.
Handstand in I S
1Disagreeing
water

59 Kay

My brother-

Begins to focus on her Her brother
IV
Focusing
Looks at Nola.
family achievem~~ -~ -------+---+-------+~-----60 Nola
Well I'll just rule up four Informs group of her Task strategy
S
Informing
Continues to rule
columns now.
intentions.
sheet.
61 Kay
Okay.
Endorses Nola's actions. Nola's
S.
Agreeing
Looks at Nola.
t----+------~-------t·-~--------r-s......._.;tate.rnenLn ..x-~· "'""""'. ---------------- -- ~-----·-·~ 62 Rod
Weightlessness?
Seeks assistance in Spelling
Q
Seeking
Looks at Nola then
spelling.
weightlessinformation
Kay.
ness
nE
w-e-i-g-h- t-1-e-s -s -n -e- Spells the word.
63 Kay
Sp
Spelling
Spelling
Looks at Rod as he
s-s
"weightlesswrites.
64Rod

Survive/ they probably
train them to eat certain
foods.
That will do.

: ness"

65 Kay
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66Con
67 joe
68 Kay

69Cop

70Rod

Focuses on a concept and
hypothesises on an
aspect of it.
Confirms
Rod ' s
hypothesis.

IS

Survival food
(Inferential)
S

I Rod's

s

statement
(Inferential)
"S
Yes.
Agrees with Rod and Rod's
statement
Kay.
They get used to it.
Elaborates on Rod's Survival food
s
statement.
And they probably like Hypothesises
on 'j Simulation for [I S
hook it up to an simulation of space food in space~ S
aircondi tioner
or conditions.
(Inferential) 1
something so they can
eat it/ and let it go all
over the place so they're
used to it when they go
~I!
up there.
Practise catching their Elaborates on fishing Catching food ij S
fishing/practise
and food in space.
in
space: S
catching their food in
(Inferential) I
space.
I
Yeh/ probably under I Agrees with Con and Food under!! S
water.
elaborates
via
a water
s
hypothesis.
(Inferential)

Focusing
Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Con.

Confirming

Looks at Rod.

Agreeing

Eye contact with
Rod.
Looks at Con.

Explaining
Hypothesising
Hypothesising

Twirls her pencil
in the air as she
speaks.

Explaining
Explaining

Looks at Kay.

Agreeing
Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Con.

71 Kay

72Con
I
74 Nola
75 Rod
76 Kay
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77Con
78 Joe
79Con
80Rod
81Con
82 Nola
83 Kay

Elaborates
via
a Simulating
s
hypothesis
on conditions for
simulation of conditions. food
( lnferen tial)
Describes a resultant Food floating IS
scenario
of
Kay's in space
h pothesis..
J Inf~r.~!!!li:lJ.
ee · s m ormatwn re Past event
Q
past event.
Provides
requested Nongravity
s
information.
room
They put it in.
Explains location ..
Nongravity
s
room
They put them in a non- Agrees with Nola and Non-gravity
gravity room like Nola explains what happens. room activities S
said./They put them in a
s
non-gravity room/and it
s
goes up/and it goes
They probably put it in a
room where there is a
fan
or
something
blowing everywhere.
There is food floating
around everywhere.

IS

¥1~~~ ~~:~~i~e~~L--l.Begin's
They
practise
emergency things.
They
practise
emergency escape.
What do they do?

to·.~expTain IPractise

·
something.
Focuses on a general
aspect of training.
Explains what they
practise.
Seeks information on
escape activities.
Confirms his earlier
statement/monitors

practise
TheY
emergency escape from
the/um-hhey do their training ~~e:~~es on "aspecificin the water in pools and kind of training.
things.
Because
of
its I Explains why they train
weightlessness.
in water.

something
Emergency
things
Emergency
escape
Escape
activities
Emergency
escape

Training-- in
pools

IWater/
weightlessness

11

Hypothesising

Moves
hands
backwards and
forwards.

Describing

Looks at Kay.

Seeking
information
Informing

Eye con tact with
Con.
Looks straight
ahead.
Looks at sheet in
front of him.
Moves hands up
and down as she
speaks.

1

Explaining
Agreeing
Repeating
Explaining
Explaining

IJU~t~~plete
s
s
Q
IV

EM

Explaining
Specifying
Seeking
clarification
Explaining
Maintaining

ILooks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Con.
Eye contact with
Joe.
Writes as he
speaks.
Looks at Rod.

·--s------ -E~pTaini~;-g---------rL~~'l:~--- straight
ahead.

s

Explaining

Looks at Nola.

1

84Con
1

85 Kay
86Con

lThey probably have
flying lessons too.
Yes/and they go in those
things that spin around
in case they go orbital.

87 Kay

I Yes/that's

88 Joe
89 Rod
90Con
91Rod
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92 Kay
93Rod
I

94 Kay

95Con

1

Because it's the closest 'Amends
thing to weightlessness. idea.

96 Rod

J:-

Kay's/Nola's Water/
weightless-

Hypothesises a scenario
of flying lessons.
Agrees with Kay and
focuses on a form of
training.

what they do. 1Agrees
with
and
confirms Con's ideas.
~They practise what?
Seeks clarification from
Ka
I know how to spell it.
Informs
on of his
spelling knowledge.
Seeks information re the
What?
word
Provides
requested
Emergency
information.
Spells the word.
e-m-e-r-g-e-n-c-y

Fl~i~1g ·lessons

S

(lnferen tial)
Training in
spinning
S
things

IS

Con's ideas

Amending

1Eye contact with
Kay.

Hypothesising

Looks at Tz-o-=-d-.- -

Agreeing
Explaining

Moves his hands
around
and
around as he
speaks.
Looks at Rod.

~Agreeing
S
Confirming
Q
Seeking

Kay's ideas
Eye contact with
_ _ _ . .. ... .
,_<;:lflfi~fi~c~a.::.;ti~o:.:.:n:.___+K:-;~::a.L.:=-.-~--=--1
S p e 11 in g
a S
Informing
Looks at Con.
word
Looks at Rod.
Seeking
S p e 11 in g
aIQ
information
word
Eye contact with
Informing
Spelling
IS
Rod.
"emergency"
Rod writes the
Spelling
Spelling
I Sp
word.
"emergency"
Looks at the sheet.
I RTA Reading aloud
Reads aloud from sheet. Emergency
Emergency escape.
escape
I
~·--==+------~·'---+---+-----Looks at Rod.
Explaining
They need to train in Focuses on a need in the Need to train! S
that special machine in training program and in a special
machine
case they have to go up explains why.
orbit.
Eye contact with
Agreeing
S
Yes/it's
like
the Agrees with Kay and Gyroscope
Kay.
Comparing
elaborates
on
her
ideas.
type
machine
S
gyroscope thing that
spins around in case the
I What
shuttle SQins aro_m1d.
l---------~-------jQ~-Looks at Kay then
do I write?
I Seeks ~larification on
Recording
Q
~eeking .
Con.
recordmg.
strategy
mformatwn

I

I

97Con

1

98 Nola

99 Kay
100 Nola
101 Kay
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102 Nola
103 Kay

104 Nola
105 Kay
lOG Nola

!07 Kay
108 Nola

Practise um/learn the
feeling of what it feels
like when the shuttle
goes out of control so
you can get used to it so
you can get it back into

1cgntml,

Monitors ideas and
focuses on shuttle
control and associated
feelings.

Writing
on EM
shuttle control s
and associated
feelings

Maintaining
Explaining

Looks at Rod who
continues
to
write.

Q

They have special diets
because of special icecreams and special
chocolates and things.
They used to have--

Focuses on special diets
and elaborates with
examples.

Begins to focus on
something.
Special cereals and {Elaborates on her
things.
previous statement.
They used to have food Completes her previous
in tubes.
statement.
They're not allowed any Elaborates on the
food.
specialised nature of
diet.
They're allowed to have Disagrees with Nola and
any food now./They're provides a rationale for
even allowed food disagreeing.
because it was on that
packet we saw.
No it wasn't./They have Disagrees with Kay.
special food in that.
Provides rationale for
disagreeing.
In those packets?
Questions validity of
Nola's rationale.
Yeh/it just wasn't in Agrees. Confirms
that.
previous rationale.
It's like a Chinese Compares packet with
packet.
Chinese packet.
And when you cook it Compares space food
up, it just tastes like real with her own cooking.
food like I make.

Looks
ahead.

I Unclear

straight

Incomplete

Looks at Nola.

!Items
of! S
special diets
Food in tubes
s

Elaborating

Eye contatt with
Kay.
Looks at Rod.

!special diets

Informing

Eye contact with
Kay.

Rationale from! S
past
S
experience.

Disagreeing
Informing

Looks at Nola.

Rationale from!
past
experience.
Nola's
rationale
Her previous
rationale
Chinese packet

S
S

Disagreeing
Informing

Eye contact with
Kay.

Q

Seeking
clarification
Agreeing
Confirming
Comparing

Eye contact with
Nola.
Eye contact with
Kay.
Looks at Nola~

Comparing

Eye contact with
Kay.

IV

~s

S
S
S

Taste of packet! S
food

Informing

---,-.
--:--:-----=::-109 Kay And they need to have
110Rod

"'"'-

WX0:4

~--

=•=-"-"' ..

4

Focuses on the need for IN e e d
for IS
exercise up there cause exercise.
exercise
if they-They don't have to.
Disagrees with Kay.
Kay's ideas
s

..

Informing

Looks at Rod.

Disagreeing

Eye contact with
Kay.

Nol~l ;~;:~ ~~a~;~~~g~~!~-~~"~-~:.1 ~:~:~.~"~.:-~~~~~~~-~~- ~-~r~~-~!-~~ity_~:i~----=~~-~~~~~~----··--'
~~~~~--~~--~~~--------Flying in zero S
Agreeing
rLooks at Nola.

111
..
' 112l:on lren!leaiii now to fly m Agrees with Nola.
Focuses on flying in
zero gravity.
zero gravity.
113 Kay I Mm/Yeh/there's also a--1 Agrees with Con
Begins to say something.

gravity

S

Con's
statement

EM
S

Informing
UMaintaining
Agreeing

----.-~-------:----:--+~--:'---:=~-t·~L!L~s"~ . . U.l:OIURlo~tl;e---

·~

earn to move--around Focuses on moving in Moving
115 Kay
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llGCon
117 Kay

~~~!:fi~t~.

I saw
something strange./ It
said you can/urn/ they
have a special room/that
if you go near the sun, if
you go pretty close to
the sun, you just /urn/go
in· this special room so
that, if it gets blown out,
you're not injured./So
it's li!<e a protective sun
area. a sun room.
Know your way around
in the shuttle.
That's another one./That
one would be close to
last./Um/ get used to the
shuttle.

s

in

IInforming

Looks at Con.
-{

Eye contact with

~~r2o~~~~i~..:....past-T.v.--~~ri-t_g!£:!Y\~v:·-s---·-tDescrTEI11g- .. ------fi~fs a-t-Roci:--viewing experience.
Describes
the
experience.
Monitors ideas

experiences
related to a!
special sun
room

S

EM
S

S

EM
.S
1

S

Describing
Maintaining
Describing
Describing
Maintaining
Describing
Describing

!'

Focuses on shuttle
Knowing the! S
familiarity.
shuttle
Evaluates
Con's Con's ideas
s
s ta tern en t. Monitors
s
ideas.
Reinforces
EM
concept of shuttle
s
familiarity.

Informing
Evaluating
Evaluating
Maintaining
Informing

I

Eye contact with
Kay.
Looks at Rod.
1

I

118Con

1NRocr
120Con
.

121 Ray
122 Rod
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Get used to parts of the
shuttle./Learn how to go
through parts of the
shuttle.
[earn Iio_w_ to ""fly the
shuttle.
Yeh/learn how to fly/
and find your way
around in the shuttle.
Get used to tlie heat.7Is it
hot or cold up there?

I

Cold.

123 Kay I Get used to the coldness
_ then.
used
to
the
T24'Nofa-1-Get
atmosphere.
125 Kay I Get used to--.
126 Nola I Why doesn't Rod suggest

=f2·rcon~t{~~~~6~~nfo~as:IT'es~t
foods.
128 Kay ITest out foods./They

IElaborates
on
Kay's ideas.

his and 'Shuttle
familiarity

Refocuses on flying the
shuttle.
Agrees with Rod.
Refocuses on ideas
expressed earlier.
ocuses on eat.---Seeks clarification on
temperature.
Clarifies Kay's question.

Specifying
Specifying

F 1yin g
the IS--I Refocusing
shuttle
Flying and ~S
Agreeing
getting used to S
Confirming
shuttle.
S
Confirming
Adfi"isting to
S
Informing
temperature
Q
Seeking
clarification
s
Coldness
Informing

IClarifies
her
statement.

Looks at Rod.

Looks at Con.
Eye contact with
Rod.
.

~~~k~;;~J~~~
l~~;~i.IJ]!\L9.!LFocuses on wod testing. Testing ood

I

I Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Kay.
Eye contact with
Rod.
Looks straight
ahead.
1 Looks at Rod.

previous Getting used to S
Amending
coldness
F'ocuses on c 1mattc A justing
adjustment.
atmosphere
Begins to focus on Unclear
IU
Incomplete
somethin .
--·
_
---·--1---'"-

--

E~~c~--~~~~-~~,s--~-~~~~-~~-~~---,~Looks at Rod.

S

Confirms Con's ideas. Procedures for
would hav~ to have Focuses on training. testing food
training/ uh/ all the Monitors ideas and
procedures they would elaborates on them.
have to do like if

1

s
s

S
S

EM
S

Informing
Repeating
Confirming
Informing
Maintaining
Explaining

Moves her pencil
I around
in front of
her.

12 9 Nola-t ~~1~~ tl~~~~JL~1f~Q~~~~~uprfrocuseson~mdCOmpares~rrreparr!1 g~"·~lnd~-~s-·"·~--r~Co;{~i~:1;i~;-g~·------- --- 1 Eye ron tact with
there like M and M's and foods.
Ex p 1a ins eating food
S
Explaining
Kay.
things/but they would procedures for eating.
try to get them to each
other's mouth.
130Con I They have to take solid IElaborate.s on food
Taking solidi S
Explaining
looks at Rod.
food.
preparatiOn.
food

I

131 Rod

food preparation.
132 Nola I It all has to be packaged. !Explains the preparation
process.
!Agrees with Nola's idea.
133 Kay !Yes.
134 Nola
135 Kay

136 Rod
137 Con
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138 Nola

1
1

I Get used to the solid food. !Elaborates further on Getting used to ~ S

139 Kay

solid food
Packaging
IS
food
IS
Nola's
statement
on 1Packaging
s
It can't be in cans or !Hypothesises
food
anything I think.
packaging food.
[J Inferential)
ITfiey-fiav-e tO get used
Refocuses on ideas in !Adjustment to j S
cold
and S
the atmosphere if it's earlier statements.
Iatmosphere
cold up there./They've
got to get used to the
cold.
Focuses on items of suits
I They have suits./
foriS
They are warm./
clothing. Begins to say warmth
s
IU
something.
Learn how to-Fixing shuttles s
I T-hey have to fix Focuses on repairing
and satellites
satellites shuttles.
shuttles and satellites.
I And if anything goes Focuses on potential Problems inl IU
wrong in the shuttle problems.
shuttles and
while you're up there
satellites

fol

·Tire~Touse' a face

1

Elaborating

Looks at Con.

Explaining

Looks at Rod.

Agreeing

Looks at Rod.

Hypothesising

Looks
ahead.

Explaining
Confirming

Eye contact with
Nola.

Informing
Informing
IncomQlete
Informing
Explaining

UsingaspaEer-s~·

Focuses on using space
nforming
suits.
suit
140t';O'i1 ::earn.tlie-gaoget's.
Focuses · on.gadgets in Learning the s
InTOrlliTi1g ·
shuttle.
gadgets
141 Nola I Learn how to fly a-,·-Conmms an earlier Idea rreaniTng~fO]lu----rconffrming
shuttle like in-by Rod and begins to fly a shuttle
explain it.
Nola'siLearning tol S
Confirming
142Con I Learn how to fly a Confirms
fly a shuttle.
shuttle.
statement.
Nola's/Con's
s
Evaluating
143 Nola I That would be important. Evaluates Nola's!
statement
Con's statement.
Refocusing
IS
Fixing
144 RoCfTGe-Cuse-d to fixing the j Refocuses on ideas
satellites and
expressed earlier.
satellites and shuttles.
shuttles

Re:,- -

s~~~~_2_tgt.

-t...._..-_...,.,.,._...._____....- . . ~-~·-...... ...-...L....o~--....., ..... ~.~--·&=--~-----·-

straight

IEye
contact with
Kay.
I Eye

contact with
Rod.
! Eye contact with
Con.

~Eye. cori·t·a.'ct "with-

.

Nola.
Looks aCRod.

Eye contaffwrtii
Rod.
Looks at Rod.
Looks at Rod.
~,.=".- . . -..

-----'-----.1-..----------l..

--=........- -

------~-~

Eye contact with
Con.
n

I

--

.------:-~~---------=----~---~---

145 Kay f Know how to operate
your suit./It's got gas
and oxygen.
how
to
146Con Yes/learn
operate your suit and
other equipment in the
shuttle./You need an "r".
147 Rod Mm.
148Con

149 Kay
150 Nola
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151 Con
152 Joe
153 Kay
154Rod

156 Con

Get used to life in the
shuttle .I Ge't used to
weightlessness in the
shuttle.
You have to get used to
weightlessness./
It's different.
Lifestyle in the shuttle.

Informing
Explaining

Looks at Rod.

IElaborating

Agreeing

f Directing

Looks at Rod's
writing
and
points to a word.

Agreeing

Looks at the word.

Directing
Refocusing

Looks at Rod and
points to a word.

Informing

Looks at Rod.

Seeking
clarification
Informing

Looks at Kay.

S

Rod's
s
statement
Confirms concept of life Lifestyle and
S
S
in the shuttle and weightlessfocuses on
ness
weightlessness.
Confirms concept of WeightlessIS
weightlessness
and ness
S
elaborates.
Confirms concept of Lifestyle inl S
lifestyle.
the shuttle
Agrees.

Yeh.

158 Con

a S

S
Agrees with Kay, and Operating
elaborates. Directs Rod equipment and S
spelling
a I
on spelling.
word
Agrees with Con.
Con's
EM
directions
You need an "r"/Learn Directs Rod's attention to Spelling
a1s
t how to use your suit and spelling. Refocuses on word and
s
the equipment in the ideas
in previous operating a
1 1.
1
They have to be able to Focuses on relaxation.
Being able
relax.
relax
Relax?
Seeks clarification of 1 Kay's idea
Q
conceRt of relaxation.
Get used to the beds in Focuses on sleeping.
Getting used to I S
1' the thing.
j
beds
l Get used to the straight I Elaborates on Con's idea. Straight beds . S
beds.
Yes/ get used to the!Agrees
with
Joe.!GettingusedtoiS
f straight beds.
Confirms his ideas.
l stra!ght beds , S
Get use(f-to the.1ffestyle. Focuses on general! Gettirif.Clised fOl S
concept of lifestyle
lifestyle

155 Kay

157 Nola

Focuses on suits and Operating
explains their nature.
suit.

I

l

\

·-------

Looks at Nola.

ISpecifying
' Agreeing
Confirming
Generahsmg

!.

Looks at Con.
Eye contact with
f Joe.
\ Looks at con.
r,'

Agreeing

i

Confirming
Informing

! Rod.

Confirming
Explaining
Confirming

)

Looks at Rod.

( Eye contact with

II

Eye contact with
Con.
Eye contact with
Nola.

_ _ _ __......,..,,~:.-••"'·.-..._..,.....-1,....,..-----·,.....,.-..-... .....-----....... ---"'-~-!..------·-·-·--"'........... ...._J_..._--.... :....~ .......- .. -·.~~ .. -------~-~---L-----··-----·---·-··-·-----~

Looks at Rod.

Agrees with Kay and j Lack
of
elaborates on her idea.
exercise bikes S

Agreeing
Explaining

Eye contact with
Kay.

s
Agrees with Joe and! Special bikes
s
elaborates on his idea.
I
Explains bike location. 1Location ofls
bikes
Seeks clarification on Exercise bikes Q
exercise bikes.
'I
s
Clarifies concept of Strap bikes
IU
exercise bike and begins
to explain.
s
Agrees with Joe and ! Strap bikes
s
compares bikes.
s
Gen.eralises concept of 1Exe~cise
equipment.
, equipment
Confirms concept of Equipment and j S
equipment use. Seeks being
Q
clarification on item strapped into
recorded
things
Explains the presence of Getting used to I S
danger.
danger
in
space
(Inferential)
inl Q
Seeks clarification of Danger
possible danger in space space
(Inferential)
from Kay.

Agreeing
Explaining
Explaining

Eye contact with
Joe.
Eye contact with
Kay.
Looks at joe.

They need to exercise Refocuses on exercise I Exercise
because up there it's and begins to explain.

160Joe

162 Joe

Yes/they don't have
exercise
bikes
or
something.
Yeh/they have special
bikes.
Down on the ground.

163 Nola

Exercise bikes?

164 Joe

They have these strap
bikes/ and they just--

165 Kay

Yeh/they're like strap
bikes.
Get used to using the
exercise equipment.
Get used to the equip
-ment./Have you got
used to strapped into a
lot of things?
Get used to the amount of
danger that could be up
there.

/urn-

161 Kay
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166Rod
167 Nola

168 Kay

169 Nola

What do you mean get
used to the danger that
could be up there?

s

Explaining
Maintaining

159 Kay

EM

IS

!
I

I

Seeking
clarification
Informing
Explaining
Agreeing
Comparing
Generalising
Confirming
Seeking
information

Moves his
backwards
forwards.
Eye contact
Joe.
Eye contact
Kay.
Eye contact
Rod.

arms
and
with
with
with

Explaining

Looksat RoC!.

Seeking
clarification

Eye contact with
Kay.

170 Ka5

"Cause the person may Explains dimensions of IDa n g e r
in IS
say/or your boss may danger via possible space
s
say:/"Go up there for scenarios.
(Inferential)
s.
thirty days." I Okay?
s
I And you end up coming
back after thirty-nine
s
or something./He has to
s
give them something.

Explaining
Explaining
Explaining
Seeking
confirmation
Explaining
Explaining

I

Eye contact with
Nola.

I

~

!

171 Joe 1 You . have to learn to Focuses
on general
SUrVIVe
concept of survival.
172 Noll\ Get used to living in Focuses on living in
space.
space.
173 Con Learn how to survive.
Confirms Joe's concept
of survival.
174Joe
You getusecfto taking ·Focuses ori taking ·pms.
these pills and things.
175 Kay Yeh.
Agrees with Joe.
176 Joe
They take them for a Elaborates on taking
month or more/two pills. Hypothesises on
years may be.
time frame.
177 Nola Get used to all the Focuses on the need for
vitamins you're going to vitamins.
have to have.
178Rod All the what?
Seeks clarification from
Nola.
179 Kay Vitamin tablets.
Clarifies Rod's question
for Nola.
180 Rod I Tablets.
Confirms part of Kay's

Learning to! S
Generalising
survive
I
Living
in ! S
1 Generalising
space
l
Learning to! S
. Confirming
survive
l
Gettii1-g-used tot-- ExplaTi1ing ________
taking pills
Agreeing
Joe's statement S
Taking pills
•S
Elaborating
(Inferential)
S
Elaborating

!

t-!
I
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1

IS

Getting used to
needed
I
vitamins
Nola's
Q

i

I

I

1

1

I Are you
l

I

I

Looks at Rod.
Eye-contact with
Con.
Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Kay

I

I Seeking

I Looks at Nola.

Generalising

Confirming

I

Looks at Rod.

I

clarification
Informing

ge-tting--ffi"i:dyto' -~~~;~~~ l~rification on Drawing
draw up the table?
strategy procedures.
1 tal
182 Nola l Yep
Clarifies Con's question. I Con's qw
181 Con

Looks at Kay.

'

'

_

_ ~

I

I

Eye contact with
joe.

Eye contact with
Rod.
Continues
to
'-

~

--·L
__

I and
biro.

_ ___ _

picks up a

183 Rod

Use someone else's.

184 Nola

I'll do it.

185 Rod
186
Teacher
187 Kay

188
Teacher

279

Directs Nola's actions.

Volunteers to draw the
table.
That's about it/ eh?
Con c 1 u des
task
completion.
Seeks
endorsement
How is it going?
Seeks clarification on
-~·
I.QL.Qgress from rou .
They're living in a space1Ignores
teacher's
ship for three weeks./ It question. Focuses on
says here/ adjust to information on the task
living in a space -sheet. Corrects
shuttle sorry-for three error.
weeks.
That's a long time/isn't Evaluates Kay's stateit? /Not as long as some •. ment. Seeks confirmtrips though/is it? Some ion. Compares trips.
trips-1. Begins to elaborate.

I

Nola's actions

tI

Drawing the IS
table
Seeking
S
confirmation
Q
Progress of
task
Information
on the task
sheet
(Textual)
t
f Kay's

l

statement

Q
S
S
S

s
Q

s
Q

189Con

190
Teacher

191 Rod
192 Kay

Do they have other
trips?
I don't know./ They
prepare them for any
other sorts of trips you
know/in the planning
when they're preparing
them.
Any other ideas?

'j

Seeks information re I Other trips
trips undertaken
Clarifies his state of! Con's question
knowledge related to the 1
question.
I
Elaborates on
the
concept of planning.

I

Seeks additional ideas Seeking ideas
from the group.
Get used to that net./You Focuses on object from ITraining net
(Past
know that net when we past experience.
Describes the
experience)
came forward to it.
experience.

IV

Q
S
S
S

Directing
Volunteering
Concluding
Seeking
confirmation
'Checking
pnforming
~Informing

Takes the biro
back.
Lifts up a sheet of
paper.
Teacher joins the
group.
Looks around the
group.
. Points at sheet in
front of her.

Informing

Evaluating
1Seeking
confirmation
Comparing
Seeking
confirmation
Elaborating
Seeking
information
Informing
Explaining
Explaining

I

I

I

Q

Eliciting

s
s

Informing
Describing

I
l

Looks around the
group
for
a
1 response.

Looks at the
Teacher.
Eye contact with
Con.

Looks around the
group.
Eye contact with
Rod.

1

197 Rod

Kay's
statement
Elaborates on past Her previous
And it came back.
statement
experience.
Agrees with Kay and
Oh yesl/That's
Kay's
explains the concept.
statement
escaoing.
Get
used
to Refocuses on escaping. Escaping and
escaping./Have you got Seeks clarification on recording
strategy
task recording.
the net?
Clarifies Kay's question. Kay's question
We've got escaping.

198 Kay

The net?

193 Con
194 Kay
195 Joe
196 Kay

Agrees with Kay's idea.

Yes.

on

task The net

IS

Agreeing

Looks at Rod.

IS

Explaining

Looks at Rod.

IE
S
IS

Agreeing
Ex.l21!in i ng
Refoc-using
Seeking
clarification
-Informing

Q

IS

Q

f Seeking
!confirmation

Eye contact with
Kay.
Eye contact Wltll
Rod.
Looks up from
writing.
Looks at Rod.

~-.r~---+......----.,.,-,.......,-----"'1r--~;:.::::...::::..::::.:.:.:st.:.-:---;------:-~--,r:T~a-s-.k-·_p_r_o-gr-e"'"'s-s-+""';J"';"V,-'fCFleillng~---r, Looks
200C~m

201 Nola
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1

2 Con
203 Kay

Get used to landigg_.___ _E.ocuses on lanCimg-.Connect up the cable.
Focuses on cable.
Get used to landing.
Yes/get
used
to
landing./No/learn how
to
control
the
ship/Learn how to
control it.
You've got to learn how
to land.
Learn how to glide./
Learn how to glide in.
Learn to guide the ship.

Tan(fing
Connecting
_
~
the cable
Landing
Refocuses on landing.
Agrees. Focuses on Landing and
landing then changes controlling
focus to controlling the the ship
ship.

s

mm•

Intorming
lntormmg

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
to I

Refocuses on learning to Learning
land.
land
Focuses on gliding.
Learning to S
205 Con
glide in
S
1 Focuses on guiding the Guiding
the S
206Rod
ship.
ship
207Con Learn how to glide into Confirms concept of Gliding into ani S
an airport.
gliding and elaborates.
airport
208Rod Only some./ They used to Sets limits. Describes Gliding andl S
land in the water.
what happened.
landing in the S
water
~
Refocuses on landing.
209 Con Learn how to land.
'== - ---L~
\land
I
204Joe

!

1 group.
Looks at Rod.

Looks at Con.
Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Rod.

I

Looks at Kay.

Informing
Confirming
Informing

Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Con

Confirming
Informing
Describing

I

'irming

I

I

Confirming
Agreeing
Confirming
Negating
Informing
Confirming
. Explaining

I

around the

i

Eve contact with

. I. Rop

--

- - -·

.........

11'W'"""I

-·-~-

210 Kay !Learn how to/no/you Monitors ideas. Focuses
have to learn how to get on
aspects
of
rid of the ship./You ship/rocket control.
know how they learn to
move about in the

2TfCOil"tf~~~~\ww to get OiTit.
212 Kay

281

Yeh.

IFocuses on

disembarking.
Agrees with Con's idea.

t

I

-

Getting rid of IU
the ship and
s
moving about s
the rocket
s

I

Getting

Informing
Negating
Explaining
Explaining

Looks at Rod.

Offthets-iJ;~fur~i;;g~ f-Looks
--~-at Rod.

rocket
Con's ideas

s

Eye contact with
Con·--------t
.. Eye contact with
213 Con Ist1.1ere-· a --C'ontror~eeks informaTIOilre-~·___._Exfstence-of -Q-~~· ··seek.i'ng~station?
control station
c/station
information
Con
214 joe
Yes.
Verifies existence of a Rod's question S
Confirming
Eye contact with
co11trol station.
.
. . . ..
Con
Ti1T0rrnf11i'---·-- -Wave's right hand
215 Kay Le~w~-to-·~sei1cr "f<o~c<l.i'se-sw-;;·n---sendii1g Sendi11g--·T~·"'
messages./You've got to messages and explains messages back. S
Explaining
in front of her.
be able to send messages its purpose.
back to keep in touch if
you don't have special
T.V.
We know.
Confirms
group's! Kay's ideas
IS
Confirming
Looks at Kay.
216Joe
knowledge.
com-! Q
217 Kay Are you just going to Seeks confirmation of Close
Seeking
Eye contact with
shout out/and say "I-Ii"? ideas via an example.
! munication
clarification
Rod
Seeking
Q
clarification
218Con Yeh/correct language Agrees. Focuses on radio Correct radio
s
Agreeing
Looks at Rod.
language
on the radio.
language.
Informing
s
Con's ideas
s
219 Kay Yeh.
Agrees with Con's idea.
Agreeing
Looks at Rod.
Do you think they've got Seeks hypothesis on Language
220
Probing
Teacher begins to
Q
Teacher special language for special
language. knowledge.
move away from
moon travel? I You're Praises participants. (Inferential) PI S
Praising
the group.
going well there./Have Seeks clarification of raise.
Checking
Q
you got anything else to task progress.
Task strategy
do in your task?
progress
r.
·-'--L~

I

I

Agreeing

l

221 l\od

Clarifies sequence for jsequence for s
with i
task strategy. Begins to task strategy
S
Informing
Kay
say something else.
IU
Incomplete
Agrees. Confirms the Sequence for S
Agreeing
Eye contact with
idea of sequence.
the program
Confirming
Rod
I What they do first/try Elaborates on sequence JSigning
on S
Explaining
Eye contact with
and sign on./They check of events for selection.
and checking S
Explaining
Kay
first./They have a test to
for selection
S
Explaining
know what their-IU
Explaining
Yeh.
. A~s with Rod .
Rod's ideas
S
Agreeing
. f Looks at Rod
Who's drawing ~~upthe· -Requests informat1on on·· D-rawrii.'g___tip- <T- ·s-eeTfng ___________ TooRs-~1fKay:·---table.
participants' roles.
the table
information
I am.
Informs Rod of her Rod's question S
Informing
Eye contact with
intentions.
Rod
Nola is.
Confirms Nola's reply.
Nola's reply
S
Confirming
Looks at Rod.
You can read mine.
Informs Joe of his Nola's text
S
Informing
Eye contact with
privilege.
Joe
TheyTi""av~--------rrocuseson.-e11fry Fl1try "tests____
Tnfo-rming - - - - [oofs at Rod~-------criteria.
First they have to test.
I Confirms Joe's ideas.
IEntry tests I S I Confirming
I Looks at Con.

/We've
got to draw what they
did first/ and then222 Kay I Yes/in order.

223 Rod

224Con
225 Rod
226 Nola
227 Kay
228 Nola

282

~~~~~~-----r;~:;t

I n:aw a program.

I 229}oe
230
Kay
231Con

I

IS

I

s--

I

I

Elaborates on concept of Entry tests
IS
Explaining
Looks at Rod.
testing.
Agreeing
Eye contact with
Agrees and continues to Entry tests
f S
_Explainin_g____ _ Con
elaborate.
__ 5
Hypothesises
an Signing up I S
Eye COl1tact wTffiHypothesising
alternative sequence.
(Inferential)
Rod
Agrees with Kay's idea Training
S
Agreeing
Eye contact with
and elaborates on initial program
S
Kay
Explaining
- --1--------:--------------- ..tr.aining'---·-----~- -----------------~·------------- ·---~--~"·---·~~-·---·--····--·
235 Con Test their ability to go Focuses on tests of Ability to go! S
I Informing
I Looks at Rod.
into space.
ability.
into space
Agrees with Con's idea.
Con's ideas.
I S
Agreeing
Looks at Con.
236 Kay Yeh

Test their ability to go
into space.
232 Rod Yes/what they know
---fl-"a=h;;....;·.e=~~:L_ ________ .
233 Kay First they have to sign
up.
234Rod Yeh./They go into a
training program.

237 Rod

I

I

I

Have you finished the Requests clarification Drawing
columns yet?
on task strategy.
columns

Q

Checking

Looks at Nola.

238 Nola
239 joe

240
Teacher

Clarifies
state
of I Rod's question IS
preparation.
That's the second one.
Informs
Nola
of Sequence of IS
sequence of columns.
columns
What are you going to Seeks clarification on Task strategy I Q
do/put it in--?
task strategy.
I'll only be a minute.

IV

241 Joe

242
Teacher
243 Rod

244
Teacher

283

Separate columns.

Clarifies
teacher's
question.
In
separate Seeks clarification on
columns? /First and last task strategy.
did you say?

Separate
IS
columns
Task strategy I Q
layout
Q

C 1a r if i e s
teacher' s I Order
question.
So you want the order Seeks clarification of Strategy
now? /Right? I
the stage reached in the procedures
What are you going to group strategy.
do?/Read them out?
The order.

IS
IQ

IQ
Q
Q

245 Kay
246Rod
24 7 Kay
H

248 Rod
249Con
250Rod

Read them out in the Clarifies
teacher's !Reading aloud
order.
question
The first one-Begins to read aloud The first one
from the sheet
Let me see the sheet.
Directs Rod's actions.
Recording
---··---·1---------~-~~M~~~~,.j,

That's not in there./The
first one they have to
test their ability.
Yeh.
Test their ability.

Focuses on content
the sheet and the first
item.
Agrees with Rod.
Confirms item one.

s
s
I

Content
ofj S
recording
s
sheet
Rod's ideas.
s
Item one
s

Informing
Informing
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Informing
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Informing
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Informing
Informing
Directing
Informing
Infor1ning
Agreeing
Confirming

Continues to rule
a sheet.
Points to column
on Nola's sheet.
Eye contact with
Nola
Looks at the
Teacher.
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Rod

Eye contact with
Teacher
Looks at sheet in
front of him.
Takes sheet from
Rod.
Eye contact with
Kay
Looks at Kay.
Eye contact with
Kay

284

251 Kay

Have an exam.

252 Rod

Of their knowledge./
Yeh/have an exam.

253 Kay

How do you read this?

254Rod

I wrote it.

Confirms testing as item
one.
Elaborates form of exam.
Agrees
with
Kay.
Confirms concept of
exam.
Seeks guidance.

justifies his recording
method.
Z55
I don't tfilnK: Nola 1s Delays group's progress.
Teacher ready.
256Rod We'll
think about Advances solution for
separate columns later. group's task strategy
Qrocedures!____
257 Kay Get fitted for their suits. Focuses on an item to
record.
258 Rod No./The've got to get Disagrees with Kay.
space people that work Refocuses on testing
welL/To pick them, procedures. Begins to
mark the-~lain.
259 Kay Get dropped in the pool Focuses on an item to
to
get
used
to record.
weightlessness.
Ll)Cffi:oa Mark the tests/ they ve Completes previous
got to mark the tests/ statement and confirms
and they've got to get rid ideas expressed. Explains
of the people that don't consequences of testing.
know enou~h.
261 Con "Get ail die equipment.
Focuses on preparation.
ZGZNoia

Having
an
exam
Examining
knowledge

s
s
s
s

Confirming
Explaining
Agreeing
Confirming

I
Eye contact with :
Rod
Eye contact with
Kay
I

Reading the Q
Seeking
Looks at Rod's
sheet
information
recording sheet.
Recording
Explaining
s
Looks at Kay
method
-Reaainess to s
Informing
Looks around the
record
grouo.
Task strategy s
Solving
· Looks at Nola.
procedures
------ - - -----·---------1------ .
Item two
S
~Informing
Looks at Rod
Sequence
recording
items

of

The pool and
weightlessness
Marking tests
and
its
implications

s
s

Eye contact with
·Kay

IU

. Negating
· Explaining
Explaining

s

Explaining

Eye contact with
Rod

s
s
s

Gettmg the
s
equipment
I m ready./What are we Informs group of her Readiness to s
starting with/I mean readiness.
Seeks initiate
Q
which topic?
clarification on initial recording
topic.
s

1 - - · - - - - - - - - - -·-----·---·-···-·

Informing
Confirming
Explaining

Eye contact with
Kay

Refocusing

Looks at Rod.

Informing
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification

Looks at Kay.

---

\

263 Kay P-Iave an exam.

Informing

264 Nola

Negating
Seeking
clarification
Informing
Informing
Explaining

265 Con
266 Nola
26 7 Con
268Nola
269 Kay

285

270 Rod
271 Kay
l272Rod

!Clarifies Nola's question. !Having
an IS
exam
!No/ which topic?
IRejects Kay's response., Initial topic IS
Seeks
further
Q
l clarification.
ITest ability/and have an Clarifies Nola's question. Testing
S
exam.
S
!Like they need exercise. Pursues clarification of Initial topic
S
s topic via example.
I Test ability/and have an Confirms his previous Previous
S
exam.
statement.
statement
S
!Putting it into four Pursues clarification on Initial topic
S
columns.
topic via example.
IWe didn't do it that Clarifies Nola's earlier Sequence for S
way./We were going to question
on
task task strategy
S
write it down/and put it strategy.
Explains
S
in four columns.
intended strategy.
(Just write.
Directs Nola to write.
I Directive for I I
Nola
IJust write it down.
IConfirms Rod's directive Directive for I I
Nola
lone,
two,
three, Confirms his directive Sequence for S
four./Just put the page via examples. Monitors task strategy
I
or something./ Ah/what ideas. Seeks information.
b7v1
is the second one?
Q

I

I

I Get rid of the people.

I Focuses

Rejecting
IS
people
274Rod
Rejecting un-IS
qualified
people
275 Nola !Keep the people that Amends Rod's/Kay's Keeping qual IS
qualify.
ideas.
-ified people
276Rod !Tell the people if they Elaborates
on
his Informing
IS
don't qualify.
previous statement.
unqualified
people
273 Kay

on an item to
record.
1
lGetridofthepeoplewho 1Elaborates
on Kay's
don't qualify.
ideas.

·------...;.....::~.,;;.___

Confirming
Confirming
Explaining
Informing
Explaining
Explaining
Directing
Directing
Directing
Directing
Maintaining
Seeking
information
Informing

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Kay
Looks at Nola.
Eye con tact
Kay
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
Nola

with
with
with

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Continues writing
on the sheet.

Looks at Con

Explaining

Looks at Nola

Amending

Continues
write.
Looks at Nola.

Explaining

with

----·-~----L------

to

'

277 Nola

279 Nola

you put a time
schedule, you could see.
Put down
the things
one, two, three, four,
five, six.
How many are there?

280Con

Thirteen.

schedule IS
(Inferential)
Recording
I
items
· cosecutively
Seeks clarification on Number
oft Q
number of items.
items.
Clarifies Nola's question. Nola's question IS

281 Joe

There are others.

Amends Con's statement. I Other items

282 Rod

You give them the tests
just to get started.
Group
the
people,/isolation from
the
rest
of
the
world,/weightlessness,/surviving on a
special diet,/engaging
in forms of relaxation,/ the need for
exercise.
It doesn't say/it says
some of the adjustments you have to get
used to./It doesn't say
all./Use
these
as
subtitles./ Okay? /What
do you
want to put in?
Number one.

Elaborates on testing
procedures.
Reads aloud from the
sheet in front of her.

Initial
IS
procedures
List
ofiRTA
recorded items
(Textual)

Explaining

Focuses attention on the
task guidelines.
Gives directions for task
strategy.
Seeks
clarification on what is
to be included in Nola's
recording.

Written record IU
of training s
adjustments
s
(Textual))
I
Q

Points to the table
with her finger.

Focuses on first item.

Item one

s

Disagreeing
Informing
Informing
Directing
Seeking
confirmation
Seeking
information
Focusing

Focuses on item one.
Confirms testing.
Confirms item one.
Informs group of task
strategy problem.

Item one,
testing
Testing
Task
problem

s
s
s
s

Focusing
Informing
Confirming
Informing

Eye contact with
Rod
Looks at Con

278Con

283 Nola

286

284 Kay

285 Rod
286Con
287Rod

If

all

First one/the first one is
test ability.
Test
ability
for
alL/There's not going to
be enough room.

Hypothesises
a
conditional scenario.
Directs Nola to record
items consecutively.

1Time

Hypothesising
Directing

J

IS

Q

Eye contact with!\
!
Rod.
Eye contact with
Nola.

I

Seeking
clarification
Informing
Informing

Reading aloud

Eye contact with II
!
Con
Eye contact withr:
Nola
!l
Eye contact with i
Con
Eye contact with''
Nola
Reads out the
items from Rod's'
sheet one at the
time to the group
as she writes
them.

Looks at Nola.

288Con
289Rod
290 Kay
291 Rod
292 Kay
293 Con
294Rod

287

295 Con
296 Kay
297 Rod

298 Kay
299Rod
300Con
301 Rod

I

Rewrite that in order. Directs Rod then
Task strategy
informs him Joe will
write it.
I'll write it on the sheet. Volunteers to write i Task strategy
items.
No/ you guys you guys Disagrees with Rod and Task strategy
read it out to me/and I'll informs group of her
write it.
intentions.
Okay
Endorses
Kay's Kay's
intentions.
intentions
Write it out in the right Directs group to read
I Recording task
order though./Read it to and write the items in str..ategy
me in the rlght order.
the right order.
_l!!: !"lEht order.
Test ability/and have an Informs Kay wflat: . to I Testing ability
exam.
write.
I
A knowledge of space Informs Kay what to j Space travel
traveL/Do you want a write. Inquires of her Kay's needs
pen?
needs.
Test ability.
Refocuses on item one.
Testing ability
The one here is good Informs Rod of biro's
Biro
.
!t
enough.
~~~The secondone, ·geCri1e Focuses on~! Needed people
people
that
are third items.
I Fitting for
needed/are needed for
Isuits
the job./The third one,
get fitted for their suit.
Do the people get fitted Seeks clarification on Fitting
for
for their suits?
fitting suits.
suits
Yeh/ get fitted for their Clarifies Kay's questFitting
suits.
ion. Confirms item.
suits
Tick them off on the Directs noa on task Ticking
page so we don't redo strategy
recorded items
them.
I'll do that./Get fitted for Volunteers to tick them Rod's
their suit.
off. Reads from the intentions
sheet.
I Joe will write it.

l

I
I

S

IS
S
I
S
S.

I

Negating
Directing
Informing
Agreeing
Directing
Directing

S
S
S

Q

In orming
Informing
Informing
Checking

S
S

Informing
Evaluating
.

S
S
S

Joe smiles when
he hears his
name.
Takes a sheet
from his pad.
Takes a sheet
from her pad.

Volunteering

I
I

Hands his sheet to
Kay.
Looks at Rod then
Con.

IQ

t Kay.

a biro to

r

~Looks at Kay.

tEye contact with

l

_ _ _ _ _ _f¥od.

Focusing
Explaining
Focusing

~Kay writes as Rod
pnforms her.

i

Seeking
clarification
Agreeing
Confirming
Directing

~.

fEye contact with
~Rod
~Eye

contact with

'K<!Y_

1Eye contact with
I Rod

IS

RTA

I

f Eye co11tact with .

tKay
tPasses

I,

-~~~lL
I

I

Directing
Informing

Volunteering
Reading aloud

Picks up the sheet
and reads aloud.

I!
Ij

_j

j

How many are there?

302 Kay

Seeks clarification
task strategy.
About fifteen.
Estimates number
items.
Fitted
for
their Refocuses on item to
suits./ Ah/get used to recorded and focuses
weightlessness.
a new item.

303 Joe
304Rod
I

305 Kay

l

306Rod
307 Kay
308Con

288

309Rod

314Rod
315 Kay
1

.

Seeking
information
Informing

be Fitting
for S
on suit. WeghtEM
lessness
S

Informing
Maintaining
Informing

Next?

Seeks information re
task strategy
Get used to controls.
Focuses on an item to
record.
No/wouldn't you say get Disagrees. Hypothesises
used to all your gadgets an
on your suit?
alternative item
Focuses on r1ext item
Training/training/ do
training.
to record.

Get used to the suit./ Get
used to the suit
310Con Training for/get used to
your suit/ and do
training.
311 Kay You've got to get fitted
for your suit./ Get used
to weight!
1 lessness.
312 Rod I Urn/get used to gadgets
and stuff on your suit.
313 Con

on1Number
ofiQ
items
of I Fifteen items I S

Refocuses on next item
and confirms it ·
Confirms Rod's ideas and
focuses on training.

Confirms concept of
fitting
for
suits.
Refocuses on weightlessness.
Monitors ideas.
Focuses on gadgets on
suits.
Get used to equipAmends Rod's statement.
menton your suit.
___
The fourth one would Hypothesises fourth
probably be-item unclearly.
Get used to equipment on Confirms item for
your suit./Next?
recording. Seeks guid
, -ance re task strategy

r~xt!:!_9-l2

Next item

Q

Eliciting

Looks around the
group
Eye contact with
Kay
Examines sheet in
front of him.

.

Loo ·s up horn I
writing.
Looks at Con.

Getti11g used to S
Informing
controls
Negating
Eye contact with
Getting usedq;_o
S
gadgets
Q
Hypothesising
Rod
Inferential)
TraTnTng·S ·-J....,.I-n""""fo-rrn--=-i-n-g---+::D::-•y_e_c_o_n_t_a-ct_w_i th
S
Repeating
Rod
S
Confirming
Getting used to S
Informing
Dye contact with
suits
S
Repeating
Con
Getting used to I U
Incomplete
Eye contact with
suits.
S
Confirming
Rod
Training
S
Informing
Fitting
for S
Explaining
Eye contact with
suits
S
Confirming
Con
Weightlessness
~-· ·~·"
_____ _
Getting used to EM
Maintaining
Eye contact with
gadgets
on S
Generalising
Kay
suits
S
Amending
Eye contact with
Rod's
statement
--~, }:~~---~--·
Item four
JU
Hypothesising
Eye contact with
(Inferential)
Con
Equipment on S
Confirming
Continues to write
suits
Q
Seeking
as she speaks.
Next item
information
1

--~,,

316 Rod I Get taught to fix shuttles. Focuses on an item to
record.
with
and
317 Con I Yes/learn how to fix Agrees
confirms Rod's ideas
shuttles.
318 Rod I F i x
s h u tt I e s
a n d Combines
ideas
expressed earlier.
satellites.

I Learn

I Fixing

Fixing shuttles S

s

Fixing shuttles S
and
satellites
for Fixing shuttles! S

Informing
Agreeing
Confirming
Elaborating

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact withi1
Rod
Eye contact with l
Con

Confirming
Writes on the
fix Confirms ideas
recording.
sheet.
shuttles.
s
Elaborating
Looks at Kay.
Elaborates on Kay's I Satellites
320 Con I And satellites.
ideas ..
Looks at Kay.
Exercise
EM
Maintaining
321 Rod (Urn/ get used to the Monitors ideas. Focus
equipment
s
Informing
exercise equipment.
-es on another item.
Soecifying
322 Kay Get used to exercise Focuses on an ite; ~f Exerc ise bikes s
•
bikes.
e ui ment.
I
Rod
32
Get use to t e i esty e
~i eas GetrTi1g used to s--~'GenerafiSTllg"'~ Eye contact with
ou have.
ex r~seg. . _ _ _
Lifestyle
.
Kay
f
1
324Con 1 Exercise for trip.
Refocuses on exercise.
Exercise
S
Refocusing
Looks at Kay.
325 Nola I Instead of putting get Amends and'synthesises Getting used to S
Amending
Eye contact with
used to/urn/ everyideas expressed for lifestyle
EM
Maintaining
Kay
thing,/why don't you recording· purposes.
Q
Synthesising
put getting used to Monitors ideas.
lifestyle?
Confirms record of ideas. Getting used to I S
Agreeing
Eye contact with
326 Kay ~We did.
Nola.
lifestyle
S
Agreeing
Continues
327 Nola t Yeh/well you can cut Agrees with and directs Kay's
out all those.
Ka 's recordin .
recordin
S
_Pl!:£f.tl9JL....______w)"iti!l&-.~~~~
1
l e 1 t e next one Agrees. Focuses on Previous item S
Agreeing
Eye contact with
probably/um/What was another item. Monitors
S
Hypothesising
Kay
the last one' you had?
ideas. Seeks clarification
EM Maintaining
on previous item.
Q
Seeking
information
Maintaining
I Looks at sheet.
329 Kay l Urn/get used to lifestyle. Monitors ideas. Reads Getting used to I EM
from the sheet.
lifestyle
t RTA Reading aloud
330Cot1.TAh/dO
rainit1g./Do MonitOrs Taeas. Focuses Training fori EM
Maintaining
I Looks at Kay
S
Informing
training for the launch. on item to record. launch
Elaborates.
s
Elaborating
319 Kay

how

to

I

289

shuttles IS

331 Kay

I Training

332 Con I Training for
333 Rod I Training for
334 Nola I Training for
335 Con I Training for
336 Kay

290

I Training

I

for trip

Confirms Nola's ideas.

Nola's Ideas

337 Rod I Training for trip.

Confirms Nola's ideas.

Nola's ideas

s
s

Training for l S
departure
fori Task recording! IV

338 Nola

Training for departure.

Focuses on departure.

339 Kay

If you like, I'll put a dart
that saysPut
training
for
launch/then put trip.
Put training for trip.

Proffers solution
recording an item.
Directs Kay how to I Task recording!
record the item
Proffers an alternative Task recording, I

340 Nola
341 Con
I 342 Rod

I Getu ...-~s.ed

343 Joe
344Con
345 Kay
3. 46Rod
·~347Con

l
.

I

landing Amends Con's ideas for r Training for Is
recording.
landing and
launch
landing.
I Confirms concept of Training for IS
planning for landing.
landing
launch.
f Confirms concept of Training for IS
training for launch.
launch
trip.
I Amends ideas to cover Training for! S
whole trip.
trip
trip.
I Confirms Nola's ideas.
. Nola's ideas
IS

for
and launch.

I

i

Specifying

Eye contact with
Con

Confirming

Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
J<.ay
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact

Confirming
Generalising
Confirming
Confirming
Confirming
Specifying
Solving
Directing
Directing
Directing

with
with
with
with
1·

with
with
with
with
with
with

m• 'to ' the! ~~~~~r~n· emerg·
Emergency
s
Informing
~;~ contact with
emergency hatch.
ency procedures.
hatch
Kay
Learn how to use the Amends Rod's ideas
Escape ha..tch
S
Amending
Eye contact with
escape hatch.
on emergency.
Kay
Learn to escape.
Focuses on escaping.
Escaping
S
Generalising
Looks at Kay.
What was that?
Seeks clarification from Con's
Q
Seeking
Eye contact with
Con.
statement
clarification
Con
Get
used
to
the' Clarifies via elaboratEmergency
S
Clarifying
Looks at Kay.
emergency escapes.
ion of Con's ideas.
escape
Confirming
Learn how to usei Confirms concept of Escaping and' S
Eye contact with
emergency escapes./
escape. Focuses on survival
S
Informing
Kay.
Learn how to
, surviv. al.
survive.
~-----JL_--------------------~------- .-....J.--~--L-----------1-------·--·----~---(

I

348Rod

291

For three weeks.

Agrees with Con's ideas.

I

s
s

Con's
1statement
Con's' Three weeks

Elaborates on
ideas.
350Con Learn how to survive Synthesises concepts of Survival for S
--t-!$r. three weeks.
survival.
three weeks
351 Roa 1 um7have you got-.
IU

349]oe

I

Yes.

352 Kay

What is it Rod?

353 Rod

Gravity.

354 Kay

No.

355 Rod

No gravity?

356 Kay

I haven't got it yet.

Seeks clarification on I. Rod's
utterance
ideas from Rod.
Clarifies question for J Gravity
I
Kay.
Clarifies Rod's enquiry. I Negation

Q

s
s

Seeks clarification reI No gravity
IQ
gravity.
Clarifies Rod's inquiry. l Rod's question I S

Get used to moving Focuses on nonNongravity
around with no gravity. gravity by reading
environment
(Textual)
from his sheet.
Zero gravity
358 Kay Get used to moving Amends Rod's ideas.
around in zero gravity.
Confirms his own ideas. I Nongravity
359Rod With no gravity.
environment
E1a b o r a t e s
o n Special
360Con In special machines.
Kay's/Rod's ideas.
machines
361 Rod Get used to food floating Focuses on another item Floating food
and stuff.
to record.
362 Kay Get used to no gravity.
Confirms Rod's ideas
Nongravity
expressed earlier.
environment
363 Nola It will come under Explains organisation of I Task strategy
recording.
_get_!:ing_ organised.
Get
used
to
emergen364Con
Refocuses. on emergEm~rgency
ency eqmpment.
equipment
cy equipment.

357 Rod

I

I

i RTA

Agreeing
Specifying

Eye contact with
Kay
Looks at Kay.

SynthE ~sising
amtammg
Seeking
information
Seeking
clarification
Informing
Negating
Seeking
clarification
Clarifying
Explaining
by reading aloud

1

ay.
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Rod.
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Rod
Reads from
sheet.

with
with
with I
I

with'
with

i

. I
11IS I
I
I

!
i

I S

Amending

I S

Confirming

I S

Specifying

I S

Informing

I S

Confirming

I S

Classifying

s

Refocusing

Looks at Rod.

\
I

I

. Eye
Kay
. Eye
Kay
Eye
Con.
Eye
;Rod
·Eye

!

..K~Y

contact

. 1 I!

Wit 1

contact with\
contact

. 1

contact with!
contact with

. Eye contact with
Rod

I

l

Wit 1 I
I

i

365 Rod
1-

366 Kay

_w

We've already got that.-Wnforms Rod on state of Task strategy

Refocuses on ideas
~~.l2!esb~ed by__8_od.
o using the Elaborates on ideas
expressed earlier.
_eguip!!1ent. _
~i Get usecrto no gravity.
Conhrms his earlier
ideas.
369 Nola Getting used to stocking Explains relationships
food and things would be between ideas for
getting used to lifestyle. recording.
370 Kay Would you say that Requests Rod to repeat
again.
ideas.
371 Rod Get
no 1 Repeats statement for
used
to
gravity./Get used toKay.
372 Kay Make up your mind.
Requests clarity of ideas.
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37:3 Rod
374Con

375 Kay
376 Nola

377 Kay
378 Rod

379 Kay

Get used to no gravity.

Get used to all the things
you do.
All the things you do in
nongravity.
Get used to all the things
you have to do in
nongravity activities.
Get used to nongravity
activities.
Yes./Oh come on.

S

Informing

No gravity

S

Refocusing

Using the
equipment
No gravity

S

Elaborating

S

Confirming

l~QLc:ting.__~·-·

Generalises ideas for
recording.
Elaborates on Rod's
ideas.
Synthesises
ideas
expressed by Rod and
Con.
Amends Kay's statement.
Requests agreement on

·--··-·-"~"=-·~M,___,.,..1_Lc;!,~as to r.~.£..Q[d.

!Getting used to
lifestyle

IS

IExplaining

I

Eliciting

s
I

Repeating
Repeating
Directing

S

Generalising

Rod's
statement
No gravity

IU

I Rod's
statement
Getting used!
to things
Nongravity
I
activities
Getting used tol
nongravity
activities
Kay's
statement
Previous
statements
Kay's
statement

Don t cr.y
Requests Kay not to
that's about it./How complain.Monitors ideas.
many have you got?
Signifies finality. Seeks information
re number
How many so far?
Seeks confirmation of Number
Eleven.
Rod's question. Informs completed
him re
number
completed.

S

Specifying

S

Synthesising

S

Amending

S

Agreeing
Directing
Directing
Maintaining
Concluding
Seeking
information
Seeking
confirmation
Informing

I
I
EM
S

Q
Q
S

Eye
Con
Eye
Rod
Eye
Kay
Eye
Kav
j Eye
. Rod

contact with
contact with

1

contact with
contact with
contact with

Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Rod
Looks at Rod
Con.

with
with
with
with

l

l

with II
then

Eye contact with
Rod
Eye Looks at Rod
then Co
Eye contact
Kay.

Examines sheet
then looks up.

380Rod
381 Kay
382 Nola
383 Kay
384Rod
385 Kay
386Rod
387 Kay

I
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388 Rod

1 389 Kay

I
1390Rod

391 Kay
392 Rod

Read them out.
The exam/and test
ability,/get
people
needed.
Examine test ability.

Directs Kay to read.
Listed items
Reads
from
the I Listed items
recording sheet.
(Textual)

Amends item listed
via interruption.
Getting fitted for their Reads from the sheet.
suits.
Mm
Confirms i terns read.
Get
used
to I Continues to read from
weightlessness.
the sheet.
Yeh.
Confirms iterns read.
Get used to how the Continues to read from
gadgets on your suit on the sheet.
your suit work/ and in
the shuttle.
Yeh.
Confirms items read.
Urn/learn how to repair Prepares to read
shuttle
and Reads from the sheet
satellites,/get used to
lifestyle,/ urn/ training
for the trip,/learn how
to
use
emergency
escapes,/ learn how to
survive
for
three
weeks,/get used to
nongravity
Apologises
activities./Oh sorry/
Iuforms
group
of
there's only nine.
number of items
That's the lot/eh?/
Seeks confirmation.,
We've covered most of Concludes
them.
completion of list
Okay/that's right.
Endorses Rod's
conclusions.
Read that and see what Directs Con to read the
you think.
sheet.

R.TA

Directing
Reading aloud

Looks at Kay.
Looks at the sheet.

Listed items

s

Amending

Looks at Kay.

Listed items
(Textual)
Listed items
Listed items
(Textual)
Listed items
Listed items
(Textual)

R.TA

Reading aloud

Looks at the sheet.

EM
R.TA

Confirming
Reading aloud

Looks at Kay.
Looks at sheet.

s

Agreeing
Reading aloud

Looks at Kay.
I.ooks at sheet.

Agreeing
Maintaining
Reading aloud

Looks at Kay.
Looks at the sheet.
Counts the items.
Looks around the
group.

I

RTA

I

Listed items
S
Listed items
EM
Number
of R.TA
items
(Textual)
EM
RTA

CR

Completed list
of items
Rod's

I conclusions
List of items

s
s
s
s
s
s
I

Maintaining
Reading aloud

Apologising
Correcting
Concluding
Concluding
Concluding
Confirming
Confirming
Directing

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Rod
Takes sheet from
Kay and passes it
to Con.

II

Well what's the
II 393 Nola Ione/test
ability?
~

394 Kay
395 Rod
396Con
397 Rod
398 Kay

I

IQ

first Seeks ratification of litem one
first i tern for her
recording.
I

Looks at Kay

lQ

No/there's eleven.

Negates
expressed
number of items.
You don't have to write Informs
Nola
them down.
:re~ogling it~ms:~
Learn communications
Focuses on an item to
record.
Yeh./Learn
Agrees. Confirms Con's
communications.
idea.
Learn communications. Confirms Con's idea.

ions
Communications
Communications

s
s
s

it
going
How's
now? /Getting near the
I end?
400Rod Yeh.

Agreeing
Confirming
Repeating

399
Teacher
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I

401 Kay

greeing

I About

three more/then
we've got fifteen of
--~r~!k~~ "'"*"" '"
n· ?-w w " ' ,. " ' '~'~'~··~·~~"~"""...-~·m.. I '" .,,~ ''
I "'
402 Con Get used to solid food.
Focuses on an item to I Solid food
s
record.
403 Kay I Yeh
Agrees with Con's idea.
Con's
s
statement
Disagrees with Kay/Con
404Rod ~here's no more./
~· Li~le covers that.
andrt~l2!fll!l.S~")'h .
~ 405
So you've got your Confirms
group's
o
~ Teacher program./What did you completion of task. Seeks items in the
end up with?/How many information re number completed task
things
in
your of items recorded.
(Textual)
Q
program?
l

,-

I

I

406 Kay I Thirteen.

Provides
requested! Number
information.
items

ofl S

forming
· - forming
1·---

I Informing
I Agreeing
Disagreeing

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with

EXJ2~lUL---t-:K,..;a~~----·-~-·

Confirming
Seeking
information
Seeking
information

Loo s around
group
then
establishes eye
contact with Kay.

Informing

Eye contact with
Teacher

I

407

Teacher
408 Nola

409

Teacher

410ton
411 Kay
412 Con
413 Kay
414Con
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415 Kay
416Con

1

417
Teacher

418 Kay
419
Teacher

I Good.
i

Praises the group.

Teacher

praise~

I You

S

Praising

Disagreeing
don't really have J Disagrees with Kay's Number
of!S
Arguing
S
. thirteen/because
~response and explains items
(Textual)
ij getting used to lifestyle l why.
,, is getting used to things. l
f
So you think that covers i Probes for more details i Number
of( S
I Pro bing.
a number of things.
!.from Nola.____
I items
'
~Get prepared for~ocus on a new Prepared for IU
. Incomplete
2
item.
something
EM
Maintaining
~ Get prepared for all Com p 1e t e s
Con's Con's
1S
Completing
l emergencies.
statement.
statement
!
(Yes/in case the shuttle Agrees with Kay's idea Control
ofl S
Agreeing
l gets out of control.
and explains its
, shuttle
~ S
Explaining
importance.
1
~
Reading aloud
Get preparedr Preparation
t! RTA
Reads as she writes.
(Textual)
Informing
Get used to the feeling of Focuses on an item tol Getting used tol S
I spinning
the spinning of the record.
shuttle
shuttle.
Preparation
Get prepared-Reads as she writes
RTA Reading aloud
(Textual)
Synthesising
J Get prepared for a Synthesises previous~ Spinning
~s
pinning
shuttle ideas for recording.
I shuttle
Concluding
completion
f emergency
fs
~::~~c:./That's -~~ Concludes
of recorded·list.
1
I
Directing
Check
your D~up-to check Che'ckTii.-g
Directing
program/and make sure task strategy.
comple'tion of I
Directing
your
task
is R e que s t s
their task strategy
Q
completed./Do you think conclusions on its
completion.
it is?
Agreeing
Clarifies
Teacher's Teacher's
s
Yeh.
question
question.
Seeking
Do you think you have Requests examination of Completion ofl Q
task
strategy
clarification
forgotten
anything task strategy. Confirms
Confirming
s
important /important concept of important
things.
things?
'

I

I

t;,

Looks around the
group.
Eye contact with
Kay

Nola
l
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Kay
Writes on the
sheet.
Looks at Kay.
Writes on the
sheet.
Eye contact with
Rod.
Looks around the
group.

Eye contact with
Teacher
Looks at Kay then
Rod.

420 Kay

IOh ring ·p=ts!

- Focuses on a new

iten~ngi

~~----r-~::~~~t

~~- :~~~~!s:~--r:~~l!~~~~

423 Con Advise suppliers.
Focuses on a new item.
--:-----+..- ....u~~--'"""..""""_,....._...............,.__"'..._.._..... ~~ ... • ~
........ ......_
424
What was that Con?
Seeks clarification from
Teacher
Con.
425 Nola Air supplier.
Focuses on a new item.
' 426 Rod See that you didn't run 1 Elaborates on concept of
out of supplies.
1 supplies.
427Con Advise suppliers/or Confirms
idea
of
something
advising suppliers.

l
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Get lots of air supplies?

429Rod

Yes.

430 Kay

Get a number of air Seeks confirmation
supplies? /Get heaps of amended ideas.
air supplies?

435 Rod j Urn436 Kay Needed amount.

S

g
S
9.~·-·--~-· -·~~-...,.1.--..·-··----·-----·------·- ~g_g_ks.
Eye contact with
Ad vis Lg
S
f Informing
I§___

_mnru

Con's
statem ~nt
A!r su )plier
Suppl 2S

I

of~ Air su )plies

Kay's
quest
432 Kay I Get needed amount of air Seeks confirmation of Neede
suppl
supplies?
amended ideas.
Air
Sl
Elaborates
on
concept
l
Get
enough
in
case
you
433 Rod
of air supplies.
run out.
434Con I Yeh.

g

~rs

J:;~lY..

S
I

I Agrees with Rod's idea.

)nS

s

clarification
Informing
Explaining

Confirming
Hypothesising
Seeking
confirmation
Agreeing
Seeking
confirmation
Seeking
confirmation
Agreeing

l

Q

2S
pplies

s

Seeking
confirmation
Directing

s

Agreeing

EM
RTA

Maintaining
Reading aloud

Rod's
stat em ent
Uncle tr
Monitors ideas
Reads aloud from record. Text i ;m
J..:Iex.r_ ill_

I

Q
Q

Agrees with Kay's ideas.

__

~--··-·f--••-'"'•••••--"-w••·----··~Eye contact with
Q
~Seeking

Ad vis ng
s
suppl 2rs
s
(Infer ~n tial)
! Seeks confirmation of Air su )plies
Q
ideas.
I Confirms Kay's ideas.
I Kay's 1uestion s

428 Kay

431 Rod I Yeh.

~--t-~~ming

I
Eye contact with ·
Teacher
Eye contact with :
l Elaborating
,
J..
. ~~~~~~~~- K~
~(Informing
Laughs as she

Con
Looks at Rod
Eye contact wfffi
Kay
Eye contact with
Rod
Looks at Con then
Rod.
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Kay.
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Rod
Looks at Con.
Reads as she
writes.

437Rod
438
Teacher
439Con

They would have to have Seeks clarification on
a doctor up there existence of a doctor.
wouldn't they?
I beg your pardon.
Seeks clarification from
,Rod.
They'd need a first aid i Hypothesises inclusperson.
ion of a first aid person.

First
aid!S
person
(Inferential)
Agrees
with
Con. First
aidf S
Hypothesises the role of emergencies l Q
first aid emergencies.
Confirms the idea
s
Q

Hypothesising

Looks at Teacher.

Seeking
clarification
Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with 1
Con

Yes./It would be part of
your
emergency
f procedure wouldn't it to
administer first aid? /It's
important though isn't
it?
441 Rod Learn medicalFocuses on a new item.

Unclear

IV

Agreeing
Seeking
clarification
Evaluating
Seeking
confirmation
Incomplete

442Con
443 Rod

First aid.
Yeh.

First aid
First aid

s
s

Completing
Agreeing

444Con

That's

S

Explaining

Inform5g"fOUP-·-oT Nllmber~~of~· S
number of items.
items
fThat's lt.
·,~--lCOi1CTUaes-1:a-s k Task -s
completion.
completion
(Inferential)
That's all I can think of. Endorses completion of Kay's
S
task.
contributions
Yeh/we
only
had Agrees. Informs group Number
of S
thirteen.
of number of items.
items
S
I(Textual)
Rewrite that with no Directs Kay on task !Task strategy I
mistakes in it.
strategy.
I'll need another sheet. Informs Con of her IKay's need
s
need.
Con can write this one.
Informs Kay/Con on IList of items
s
writing

Informing

44D

Teacher
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'Doctor
in 1 Q
space
(Inferential)
Rod's question CR

Completes Rod's ideas
Agrees with Con's idea.
part

of Explains location of fi.rst First aid

~~~---r~~~~~·~~------~aid.

445 Kay

446 con
447 Kay
448Rod
449Con
450 Kay
451 Rod

1

concluding
Confirming
Agreeing
I Informing
Directing
Informing
Infor:q1ing

Eye contact with
Con
Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Rod
- · · · Eye COI11ac'CwitilKay

!

1 Eye contact with

Rod
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Kay
Con hands her a
sheet of paper.
Looks at Con.

452 Kay
453 Rod
454 Kay

~
455 Rod

456
Teacher
457 Nola
458
Teacher
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Are you going to write Seeks clarification on !Recording
it?
writing.
No/let Con write it.
Negates
the
idea. !Recording
Informs Kay of his
expectations.
1
That's right.
Confirms Rod's ideas.
Recording

.

I'll just have another. Informs Kay of his
read of them.
f intentions.
Would you read them l Requests Rod to read the
out?
!list.
Did you get another Seeks information re
sheet?
!recording
Would you listen for a I Requests group to listen.
moment \Yhile Rod reads l Explains why list should
them loudly I so we can j be read loudly.
hear them?

IQ
I

Seeking
clarification
Negating
Directing

~ •'

Confirming,

s

Reading the S
list (Textual)
List of items
IQ

I

Recording
Group
attention

IQ

IQ
S

t

Informing
Requesting

Seeking
information
Requesting
Explaining

Hands sheet to
Rod.
Eye contact with
Rod
!Rod
j
Looks at the sheet.
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Kav
Looks around the
group
as
he
speaks.

459Rod
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r'

One, examine and test
ability.
Two, get people needed.
Three, get fitted for
their suit.
Four, get used to
weightlessness.
Five, get used to gadgets
on your suit and in the
shuttle.
Six, learn how to repair
shuttle and satellite.
Seven, Get used to
lifestyle.
Eight, train for trip.
Nine, learn how to use
emergency escapes.
Ten, learn how to
survive for three weeks.
Eleven, get used to
nongravity activities.
Twelve,
learn
communications.
Thirteen, get used to
solitude.
Fourteen, get prepared
for a spinning shuttle
when they go out of
orbit.
Fifteen, get needed
amount and more of
oxygen.
Sixteen, first aid.
-....

,.....,.,...,_

I

Reads aloud from the Written record I RTA
sheet on which the (Textual)
considerations
are
recorded.

mwp •

'~'~

'

I •

Reading aloud

Reads from the
written record
while the group
listens.

!

1

..,.

l

< ...........,..,

T~a·n-: ·~:d./I t~,ink Thank~~ completed

460
Teacher

!,
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we'll
finish
up
there./You .may want to
rewrite it to give me a
final draft/so you can if
you like /but I think you
have done a good job./
You've got some good
ideas there/so we'll
finish up grade six.
I

~

Informs them it is time
to finish the task.
Suggests they may want
to rewrite the written
record.
Praises group for their
work. Informs them
again it is time to finish
the task.

"'

a . _ _._..........,.~,

record
of
considerations for
training
astronauts for
space travel.

·~-'

CR

s
s
s
s
s
s

Thanking
Informing
Suggesting
Suggesting
Praising
Praising

Looks around the
group
and
establishes eye
contact with each
group member.

Informing

-!---~='---~~-----J--------------l

7.3 GROUP LEARNING INTERACTION IN SOCIAL STUDIES

The group learning session in social studies focused on a social
studies problem related to planning a mining village (see
APPENDIX F, Social Studies). This task cast group members as
assistants to help a mining company establish a mining village in
the north of Australia. As a group participants were requested to
discuss-then list and classify-important considerations the
company needed to examine in planning the village.

Phase One data derived from application of the data analysis
system (described in 6.9) to the group interaction in social studies
via the processes articulated in FIGURE 7.1 are presented in
TABLE 7.2.
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TABLE 7.2
Group Learning Session
in Social Studies
Source

I

1
Teacher

Interaction Segments
Conversation Units
Message Elements

1-r g1ve
I problem for

2 Nola

3

Teacher
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1..

4 Kay

I

I

Cognitive Strategies and ~Contextual
Linguistic Forms Extra/Nonverbal
Cognitive Functions
Frames and
and Functions
Input
Sources
of - - - - . - - - - - - - -4

{~~fti~~I~~~iarff

~~~~;!~~ ·----~-· each
I:r;~1dsstudent.
=; ·sh·e·et -to--

you your F o c u s·e s
s u en t s
today.
attention on .group task studies
problem
(Advance Organiser)
May I read it out?
Requests permission to Reading task I Q
Requesting
read the task sheet.
sheet
Do you want to read it Seeks clarification of EstablishIQ
Seeking
out, Nola? /Why don't Nola's request. Informs ment of an
clarification
you when you come to her of appropriate time appropriate I Q
Directing
those group tasks? /Nola to read the text
response
wants to read it out./The Informs group of her
frame
jS
Informing
important thing is when request. Focuses on
S
Focusing
you get clown to the important aspects of the
group task at the task. Directs group to 1
I I
Directing
bottom./Stucly
it ensure their strategy is
carefully to make sure relevant to the task.
that what you do this
morning is what you are
asked to do on the sheet.
May I have a sheet, Requests a tasK"slleet.
Task sheet
<T--rtreqtrest.T11g
/please?
CR
!seeking
pleasure

1

Eye contact with
Teacher
Establishes eye
contact with Nola
then looks around
the group.

Eye contact with
Teacher

5

Teacher
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Didn't
you
get
one? /We'll let Nola read
it out in a moment./She
is going
to read
this./Wait until they
read it all Nola./They'll
read this then you read
out
the
task./
Right/before Nola reads
it, remember Silver
Lakes 140 kilometres/
the site Helen's Town
180 kiometres./
You're group advisors to
set
up
this
settlement./Right/ you
read the task for us, Nola
/so we know exactly
what we're doing this
morning./Just a moment
till
we
fix
the
film./Okay/ thanks Nola.

Confirms Kay's request.
Informs Group Nola has
permission to read sheet.
Directs Nola re what
/when to react
Endorses instructions.
Focuses on important
information on the
sheet.

Informs group of its role
in the task.
Endorses Nola's reading
of the task.
Instructs Nola to read
aloud from sheet.
Focuses on relevance of
task strategy.
Holds up proceedings
until film is adjusted.
Directs Nola to start
reading.

EstablishQ
men t of an S
appropriate
S
task frame

Confirming
Informing
Informing

I
I

Directing
Directing

s
s
s

Confirming

Establish-ment! S
of
an
appropriate
S
task frame
I

I

s

I

s
CR

Smiles at Kay and
hands her a sheet.
Group reads the
sheet silently.
Looks at joe and
points to the
sheet.

Focusing
Focusing
Informing
Confirming
Directing
Focusing
Directing
Confirming
Thanking

Looks around the
group
then
establishes eye
contact with Nola.
Looks at the video
operator until the
camera
is
adjusted.

Group Task. As a group
discuss, then list and
classify the important
things the mining
company needs to
consider to plan the
village successfully for
the mine workers to live
in.
Write
your
classification on the
paper supplied. Write
only one draft of the
classsification based on
our discussion.
7
---ti'hanks Nola.7s0-what do
Teacher we have to do? /Number
one
read
it,/discuss,/list/ and -

6 Nola

I
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8 Nola
9

Teacher
lORod
11
Teacher

·~-"""'

Nola reads aloud fro n Task sheet
(Textual)
the task sheet.

RTA

Reading aloud

Nola reads aloud
from the task
sheet while group
members lis ten
anf follow the
reading on their
sheets.

Thanks Nola. Clarifi ·s Task strategy
and focuses on the ste IS
to follow for the ta k
strategy. Begins
0
confirm each step.

CR

Thanking
Seeking
clarification
Focusing
Confirming
Confirming
Confirming
Confirming

Looks around the
group.

Confirms a step in ta k Task strategy
strategy.
Begins to continue 0 Task strategy
Then list andconfirm steps.
Classify the important Confirms step in ta k Task strategy
things they need to strategy.
consider.
Good./That was nicely Praises group and No .a Group praise
task
read
No 1a. IAn y individually. Probes f >r and
strategy
questions on your questions.
task'?/Thank you./ You Proffers
courte y
work it out now as a response. Encourag ~s
group/and see how well cooperative
grou p
yqu plan the village.
solution to task.

Classify.

-"""'--

-·-----·---··--·-"·~·-----""*'"

~-.<·

Q

s
s
s
IV
s
s
s
s
s
Q

CR
I
I

Confirming
Confirming
Praising
Praising
Probing
Thanking
Directing
Directing

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Teacher
Establishes eye
contact with Nola
then looks around
the group. Leaves
the group.
::¢----~-~-:::~-..;-.~-·----

j

----~---..-- .." " ' - - -

12 Nola

io

--------..,......---'\,------·

I I'm going to do the Establishes her group Writing role

rS

rWlr\0:rfThe i1iiriei:S-~1:re- ~~ ~;tses·-·a11·-·-,1··-T1ousing- 'iViTi1ers-,-·houses,.
going to live there, they consideration.
will have to have
houses.
14 Nola I Yes./They'd have to plan Agrees with Kay's idea. Planning sites IS
the building sites.
·.Focuses on planning
s
houses.
15 Kay
s
Yes.
Agrees with Nola's idea. Nola's
statement
1() Con
I They'd have vibration I Hypothesises possible
Vibration and s
and noise.
I problem.
noise
( Inferential)
CR
17 Nola i Pardon?
t Seeks clarification reI Pardon
Con's ideas.
18 Con
IThey'd. have vibration i Repeats his ideas.
Vi~ration and s
and nmse.
I
no1se
(lnferen tial)
19 Nola I Yel1.
I Agrees with Con's ideas. Con's
IS
·
statement
20 joe
i It would depend on Hypothesises
r e Conditions of S
where
the
places conditions. Confirms siting
S
are./There would be concept of noise.
(Inferential)
noise.
-~-,--.~~--~--21 Kay
Well you'd have to Proffers a solution.
Solution tol S
protect that.
noise
22 Nola !You'd also need supplies Focuses on need for Water supply IS
of water.
water.
Proffers solution reI Wells
IS
23 Kay IThey would have wells.
water supply.
24Nola !Yes.
IS
Agrees with Kay's ideas. I Kay's
statemQnt
""-n,1y

I

I

I
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Informing

!Whispers

and

s--·- !'ilfol:mTt1g--->--~- ~lpts t;g_ herself.

1

I

group.
Agreeing
Informing
I Agreeing
Hypothesising
Seeking
clarification
I Hypothesising
Agreeing
Hypothesising
Confirming
Solving
Informing
Solving
Agreeing

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye. contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact
joe
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay

with
with
with
with

25 Kay

They'd need wells unless
they've
got water
taps/Okay./
Silver Lakes there are
sites there/so people
could just walk 140
kilometres up to Silver
Lakes/ or they could get
true ks/ and the trucks
could go up to get
buckets of water.

I
26Rod
27Con
28Con
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29 Kay
30 Nola

31 Kay
32 Nola
33 Joe

I

Explains conditions for
water supply. Seeks
endorsement
of
explanation.
Hypothesises alternative
methods of water supply.

Condi lions for S
water supply S
and
alternative
IS
methods
fS
(Inferential)

Explaining
Confirming
Informing
Hypothesising

Is

Hypothesising

s

Hypothesising

I

Elaborates on Kay's 1Water pumps
s
ideas.
'
· Or you could have I Confirms Rod's ideas.
Water pumps
s
pumps.
1(Inferential)
They could have pumps Elaborates on Rod's I Water
s
to transport it.
transport
/Kay's ideas.
(Inferential)
s
Or have a pump going to l Elaborates on Con's Water
the village.
f ideas.
transport
(Inferential)
Or you could have water Proffers an alternative! Water supply I S
pipes going from Silver hypothesis. Evaluates it. vi a
pipes
Lakes through the
(Inferential)
s
village./ That would be
okay.
Water.
Confirms the concept.
Water
s
You'd need pumps.

I
I

I

So do I write water Seeks guidance on
I Water pipes I Q
pipes?
recording
Yeh
Ratifies
No 1a's I Nola's question! S
suggestion.

Waves her right
hand around in
front of her.

Elaborating
Confirming
Elaborating

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Kay

Elaborating

Eye contact with
Con

Hypothesising

Establishes eye
contact with Kay
then writes.

Evaluating
Confirming
Seeking
clarification
Agreeing

Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Kay
Writes on the
sheet.

34 Nola

I So they need to consider Refocuses

on
site Sile location fs
where the houses were location. Focuses on cost and village S
built/and how much the of village.
cost
village is actually going
tocost.
{.

35 Kay
!-

. •... · · -

36 Nola
1

.

3 7 Con

c~~-

~---··-·

Ag~with ~ol-~~~~~J.~~~~~~ S

2es
-· .
I'm doing it/okay.

I

Informs

Kay

of her 'Recording

!ooa:··

~--·-+----·-----··----~
..·----'
r-41
Con
~...ex~ES.~~~.L .....--~-- .Fo~e~.....<2.!l_e,Z~£ilie
4LRo
I'hey'a need a shop.
FOcuses on shop.
43 Con I A convenience store.
Elaborates on concept of

S

Q

Focuslli_g__

--~4 Kay
45 Rod

--··-

]..§)101'?.!.

--~ M..QI~.~--

What about the people Focuses on people of the

46-Kay --t~l~~~? abo'ui~77Til'ey-'d
have to have a certain
amount of beds in the
house./There are forty
miners with
their
families/ and fifteen
without.
47 Nola I Not necessarily.

Bed s---:ln d-IU-- .Foc-tiSTng - required and confirms mining
S
Informing
the nature of the families
populace.
Confirming
s
s
Confirtning
Kay's I Kay's ideas

with
with
with
with

n

Foc~sing------~-d

IU_
Q
Focusing

1~~~~~-s-on-Tumlture

Disagrees with
ideas.

her

Looks at Nola.
Loo ·s at o a
Eye contact with

Convenience

~~~at~~~~~~-----·-~· ~~~~~n-:~~~~. Un~~-r___

from sheet.
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact

c

___

1·

1

on

In·

Seeking
information
Explaining

Q

Eye contact with
Kay

-~A~·~r_e_e_in_g-----l~V:~h~~l..::;..et.:::..:.t~s

~--·--·----·-·--~-·-·······~1!!l1~1JJQn~.---------~-------s___ Confirmin
Protective precautions IFocuses on precautions. 1Protective
S
Informing

precautions
38Rod
Where?
Requests information Con's
from Con.
statement
39Con
Protec. tive rafters to ~Explains protective Rod's question
prevent caveins.
rafters.
1-'l~,.......,r---+··Wliaf"aooutlOOaT- ..-·-~- Poruses on
Food___
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S

Informing
Informing

s

Disagreeing

contact with
Eye contact with

~~%ksat Rod then
Nola.

Eye contact with
Kay

48 Kay

Well how are the
familiesd going to live
in the houses if there is
no furniture?
They'd share it.

I

49Rod
50 Nola

All different houses are
built in all different
sizes.
It's not necessary.

51 Con
52 Kay

l

Iil
l

53 Rod
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And the fifty miners
without families you
could sort of like split
them up.
They could have single
beds.
Yes.

54 Kay

I

Requests clarification Living with no I Q
from Nola re living beds
conditions.

i

Proffers

l

r---·-----

solution

to Sharing

!5~·
E 1a sb g_uestiQ!l:
o r a t e s_____
o n · House sizes

requirements
for
houses.
Disagrees with Nola's Nola's ideas
ideas.
Hypothesises a solution {Miners
for
some
miners' {without
housing.
I families
(lnferen tial)
Elaborates on Kay's I Single beds
ideas.
(lnferen tial)
Agrees with Rod's ideas. Rod's ideas

I
I

I

s
IS

Seeking
clarification
Solving

Disagreeing

s
s

Hypothesising

Hypothesising

Agreeing

59 Nola

Three people
IU
(Inferential)
I Nola's
s
statement
IU
Previous
s
statement
s
(Inferential)
Yeh/could go into one Agrees. Echoes Nola's Three people
s
village.
ideas.
in a village
Into one cottagey thing. Amends previous ideas. Cottagey thing I S

Agreeing
Repeating
Amending

GO Kay

You could split them up.

Confirms earlier ideas.

Confirming

(>1 Nola

Okay/so bedding.

Endorses
bedding
Endorses
bedding.

l

58 Kay

62 Kay

So bedding.
.~--...

ideas

Splitting up IS
families
( Inf ere.n tial)
on Bedding
s

ideas

on 1 Bedding

'-~-U-'U..f~-hol~\..•·'-""'~~-~n...M"J:!\'~"'-'-',...'"'"-"'"'""'.-'"""·.,...-

s
s

IEy~

ElaboratT!1g---~-~

s
s

55 Nola l Lik~ three people could 1 Begins to explain a
go mto one-.
possibility
56 Kay
Yeh/like-.
Agrees and begins to
explain.
l
57 Nola l Could go into one Completes her previous
1
village.
statement.

Eye contact with
Nola

Hypothesising
Agreeing
Explaining
Hypothesising

Agreeing
Confirming
Confirming

contact with

Ka
·----I
Eye co11tact with
Kay

Eye contact with
Nola
Points to task
sheet with her
biro.
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay

with
with
with
with
with

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Writes
sheet.
Writes
sheet.

011

the

011

her

63 Nola
1

••

l>4 Joe

·=

\ Furniture.
~ Furniture.
:, Only. needed furni-

65 Kay
66 Con
4--

I
I

I'm writing.

Wltoo

_£l'ltach07televisiOn.
turejn~-~!.~£.~!_.:.__..~·i

68 Kay .

! Ra.dio .f.or infonnati01.1.
t

Informs Kay of her Group
IS
prrou~~--- recordiqg,
I
Focuses on furniture.
Furniture!\~ S
Confirms joe's idea.
Furniture
S
Qualifies Jo.e's ideas.
Needed
- - - - - - - - -----~.rnit!-!,!:f._
S
ltocuses on radio and 1 Radio
S
j television.
I television
S
Elaborates .on Ro. d's idea. f Radio for
1S
! information

j'

Informing

t·

Informing
Confirming
Specifying

--~!R___

-t!

Informing
Informing
Elaborating

()~1oe ~-·rn_;fei1f1()nC.----"---·--L--.-·-· 'Focuseson"tefepY10i1e~1TelePE.one·------ S
70Nola (Communication
-f:enera~i.ses
group ~~ommunicatS

____ l
71 Rod ~

..

J:Ilembers Ideas. ~
· iQn
Monitors ideas
Unclear
72 Con
Daily needs.
Focuses on needs.
Daily needs
73 Kay
That would come under-. Begins to classify Con's Con's
_gpea.
statement
74cc;n-l-Airco1i.ctitionTiig,---·-- ! Focuses on-alrconCiTt-----~~condition-

I

I

I

i

t.
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7s~Ray -- -Furlli tu.reTaiftiia-twouid j-gyiYR~~s-torfC:c'iassTfTes-rlF1~;ni ture
1

152..~~od

77 Kay
78 Rod
79Con
80Rod

81 Con
82 Kay
83Rod
•••

w

~

·

..f.Q[l}~..J:!!:!.~t~.Lfur.uJJJ!L~-- ~l's ideas. _

s-~~-~·

Fans/e1ectrinty.

I tf rming
Synthesising
____
_______
EM
Maintaining
S
Informing
IU
Classifying

s
s

classiryi11g________

·~~~coiltactwi til

S

Clf_!ssif~ing

~..Qn

Agreeing
Confirming
Informing
Explaining

Eye contact with
Con
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
Nola

______1I'o~-~~~~2!!~2-~!"r'~~-::-:::-:J1~~~~.K~-------- L--~--·1Focuses . on

ans anu Fans
S
electricity.
electricity
s
I Yel1.
Agrees with Kay's ideas. Kay's
S
statement
Power lines.
Focuses on electricity Power lines
S
supply.
Yeh/power lines.
Agrees
with
and Power lines IS
endorses Con's ideas.
s
Lights.
Focuses on lights
Lights
s
With electricity you Explains link between Fans
s
need to get the fans to electricity and fans.
electr~ity
wox.l\,..... .
Airconditioning.
Refocuses on airconAircondi tion- s
ditioning.
ing

!

""'*'L----

I

Eye contact with
Kav
Looks at Nola.
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
K~y
_
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Rod
Lo·orsatNola.
Eye contact with
Jo.e.
Looks at Nola.
Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Con
- Eye contact with
I

Informing

_

t

1

1

l!!f2n!l-.!!.l8 __ "·~---~-- . h.<?o~~.I:!lJiole}..:____
Informing
Eye contact with
Informing
Rod
Agreeing
Eye contact with
Kay
Informing
Looks at Nola.

Refocusing

IEye
contact
Nola

with

I 84 Kay'

r:~ii~-~~on~;-~las~deas expressed

under tl.le needs of
communication,/
wouldn't it?
~r i~1n11Ty--··M·i1 e e d s I 1ike
hospitals and things.
86Con
Yeh/first aid.

J

Needs
0 1 s
seeks communicat- 1 Q
ion

Focuses on family needs.
Provides examples.
Agrees with Nola's ideas
and elaborates on them.
. Confirms concept of
hospital.
Agrees with Rod's idea.

1

Hospitals
First aid.

!

87Rod

Hospital

88Con

Yeh.

89Rod

Hospital.

Refocuses on hospital.

90Con

Surgery I surgery

Focuses on surgery. Surgery
Confirms the idea.
Confirms concept of Surgery

l 91 Nola
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earlier
and
endorsement.

f_
192 C~n

Surgery.

Hospital
Rod's
statement
j Hospital
1

. --------h------ . Focuses
~!Ji££~~---~~·-------~----·-on transport.
Transport

Someone put transport.

Eye contact with r
Nola

s
s
s
s
s

Informing
Specifying
Agreeing
Elaborating
Confirming

S

Agreeing

S

Refocusing

S

Informing
Repeating
Confirming

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Rod
Both Nola and Kay
write.
Looks at Nola then

S

S
f...---·

I

Directing

Focus'es'-oi1''C'are --centre~'maTr-·--c:-are -· s~-- -Informill.g--·--r-~;~· co~1·t-act-~with.
care centre.
and
qualifies
the centre
S
Specifying
Con
----+-----------··---···--·-·-""·····---1-£:-Q.lK~Ul.._________~---+-----+---+---------+94Rod
.
Confirms concept of Transport
s
Confirming
Eye contact with
transport.
Nola
95 Con
Yeh/put transport.
Confirms concept of I Transport
Agreeing
s
Eye contact with
transport further.
I
Directing
Nola
96Rod
Buses/and trains.
Focuses on aspects of Buses
Informing
Eye contact with
andl S
transport.
trains
s
Informing
Con
97 Nola
They wouldn't exactly Disagrees with Rod's Rod's
s
Disagreeing
Eye contact with
need buses
ideas.
statement
Rod
and trains.
98Con
Yeh/one train that goes Confirms idea of trains SuburJ.an
s
Agreeing
Waves right hand
around th.e suburbs.
and elaborates.
train
s
Elaborating
in a circle.
99 Nola
Alright.
Agrees with Kay's idea.
Kay's
Agreeing
s
Writes on the
statement
sheet.
.1
93 NcDa

()r-~/a- sniall

Classifying
Seeking
confirmation

I

100Rod

Ah/roads.

101 Con

Signposts.
There would already he
roads
to get out
there/wouldn't there?
Dirt roads maybe.

102 Nola
103 Rod
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104 Nola I You wouldn't exactly
need bitumen.
1OS Joe
Yes/ you would for the
buses.
10GNola t You're only going 140
k's./It only takes about·
t an hour and a half.
'"'i07Ka)7"'1111(tco11li1aii)Te'Xpects~to
be there for fifteen
years/ That means food
fo r
fif t e e n
.years/transport
for
fifteen years/water for

~~~\~~!ln~~~2.:.neat:7Tic5t1

1"o8N0Ia''

109 Kay
llONola
111 Con
112 Nola
113 Kay

~~ft1

Monitors ideas. Focus ~s t Roads
on roads.
Signposts
Focuses on signpots.
s
Hypothesises
tl e I Uxis tence of s
existence of roads. See ~s I roads
Q
confirmation.
(Inferential)
Presents hypothesis ts l Dirt roads
s
clarification.
J (Inferential)
Argues against bitum n l Road forms
s
roads.
Argues for bit umc n f Bitumen roads s
roads.
s
Supports her arguDistance and s
ment via explanation )f time of bus
distance and time.
trip
s
1~erersto1neraSkSEeE ~t Tune trame tor s
and
explains
tl e planning
s
significance of the tin e operations
s
frame for the mil e (Textual)
s
operation.

Focuses (:')ila["ange- )T
water/and thin.gs/but. needs. Fo. cuses attentio n
1don't forget Helen's on the proximity If
Town is just down the Helen's Town to the sit
road.
I Pardon?
Seeks clarification 1f
Nola's ideas.
I Helen's Town is just Clarifies Kay's query.
down the road.
I Yeh/140 k's.
Agrees. Confirms Noh s
information.
180 k's.
Corrects
Con s
information.
180 k's.
Confirms
Nola s
information.

!

I

Miners' needs
and proximity
of
Helen's
Town
Nola's
statement
Nola's
statement
Nola's
statem<@nt
Con's
information
Nola's
information

Maintaining
Informing
Informing
Hypothesising
Seeking
confirmation
Hypothesising
Arguing
Agreeing
Arguing
Arguing
Explaining
Informmg
Explaining
Explaining
Explaining

Eye contact with
Con
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
joe
Points to t11e task
sheet with her
biro
she
as
speaks.

ss
s
s

Informin_g__
Informing
Informing
Focusing

Eye contact with
Kay

CR

s

Seeking
clarification
Clarifying

s

s
s

Agreeing
Informing
Correcting

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Kay
Nola looks at Con.

s

Confirming

Eye contact with
Con

I

l

That's only about two Hypothesises distance in
hour's drive.
time.
Yes/but they haven't a Agrees then raises a
115 Con
truck.
problem.
116 Nola Yes they do./ How do you ·Argues against Con's
think they get out hdea and explains why.
there?
Jf....,...L.,....1.......
; (""'"\-)1-1-4-~.,;,.T;..;.;..he;·....;,;..;l,....1c.-lv-e---c-)1-1e-·-t-r,-.d..-ri"1()1'FocL\.1Seso!i~ti:~ili1 t ravel.
get from A to B.
They don't go fast.
JEiaborates on train
118joe
114 Nola

Driving time
(lnferen tial)
Not having a
truck.
Con's
statement

[S

Hypothesising

lS

Agreeing
Arguing
Disagreeing
Clarifying

l

rS
S
Q

f 0 ne train
JTrain travel

~travel

They do go fast./Why ·Contradicts joe's idea.
don't you send a train .·Argues for train use and
out? /Trains go fast.
explains why.
with
and
~ 120 Kay Yes/why don't you send Agrees
a train to Helen's Town? confirms
Nola's
~..
argument.
Confirms destination of
" 121 Nola t To Helen's Town.
train.
119 Nola
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Train travel

I

Train
to! S
Helen's Town S
Train
to. S
Helen's Town

A train would go with I Elaborates on train I Stores by train!
stores.
I travel.
But
that
would
come~
Argues against location Location of!
123 Nola
train travel
under transport.
l of Rod's idea.
Nola's
11.
1
Agree
s
with
Nola'
s
Y
e
!I 124 Kay
argument
argument.
Nola's
.
Considers
Nola's
/Kay's
Um.
125 Rod
idea
I argument
t~-----+----------··-..-'·--~-~-----1·:., - ..·-----· I
Refocuses on transport 11 ranspon
Transport
126 Con
ofl
127 Nola Some of them would Elaborates on concept of Me an s
transport
transport
have cars and things.
Rich p~sons. I
128 Kay Rich ones would have Qualifies Nola's ideas.
cars.
Argues against Kay's I Kay's ideas.
129 Nola I No/not necessarily.
qualification.
122 Rod

s
s
s
Q
s

Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Con

Informing
Informing
Disagreeing
Arguing
Informing
Agreeing
Confirming
Confirming

.

! Points

)

to task ·
sheet in front of
her.
Eye contact with
Con

t

S

Elaborating

S

Classifying

s

Agreeing

EM

Maintaining

.. .
s..... , Refocusing
S

Explaining

S

Specifying

s
s

Disagreeing
Arguing

l

Eye contact with
Nola
{
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Rod
Looks at Nola.
Teacher joins the

I. group,
LOOKS at

NOla.

Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay

l

130 Kay I Not all of them.

I Qualifies

h er own ideas.

Rich persons

s

Argues a gainst Kay's Kay's ideas
s
ideas.
132 Rod I Have youi· owii ___s_t_o-ckr-.·t-::-:-Focuses o n stock and Cattle
and s
like cattle and sheep.
gives exam ples.
sheep
s
133 Con ~t would come under Classifies cattle and Stock
_
s~~xk. --·- _ _ _
she~
134Rod Aridthey'd 11ave to have Focuses on farming Farming gear s~farmtng g~ar.
_gear. _ - - - - - - - f-.------·--·--135 Nola I This is getting an Evaluates he impact of Expensive
s
village
i--:~:-::-:---+-e~>s.J2ensiy~ vill.age~-----· J.<J~as f0J2Lf. ssed.
13G Kay J Um/they'd need/
Begins to ·aysomething Helen's Town
b!vf
IV
What's at Helen's Town"? I then seeks information.
Q
131 Nola I I didn't say they did.

!

137 Nola
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138 Kay

139 Nola
140 Kay

It doesn't say there'd be Answers Kay's question Shopping

shopping centres.
Silver Lakes is 140
kilometres away I and
has an airstrip.
So you could.

I So

centres
negatively
Confirms location and Silver Lakes
distance o Silver Lakes. (Textual)
Kay's
utterance
Hypothesi .es a way of Travelling
tra veiling to Silver procedures for
Silver Lakes.
Lakes and explains
(Inferential)
travel pro edures.

Confirms Kay's ideas.

before you went
anywhere you could go
up to Silver Lakes./You
could catch the train up
to Silver Lakes/then you
would go for your
ticket/you know to go
somewhere in your
train.
141 Nola IOh!/Helen's Town would Informs
group
of Shopping
have shopping centres Helen's To ,yn's shopping Centres
and things.
potential.

Arguing
Disagreeing
Informing
Classifying
ExpEiTiling
Evaluating

s

Maintaining
Informing
Seeking
information
Informing

s
s

Confirming
Confirming

s

Confirming

s

Hypothesising

s
s
s

Explaining
Explaining
Explaining

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Looks at Nola
Eye contact
Rod
l~ye contact
Con
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Nola

with
with
with
__
with

Eye contact with
Kay
Points to the task
sheet.

1

Eye contact with
Kay
Looks at Nola then
Rod.

:

E

s

Exclaiming
Informing

Looks
ahead.

straight

142 Kay

I Yeh/but

wouldn't it be
better if they had a
small minibus and
corner store and things?
143 Nola \ Yes they do/but if you're
doing major shopping-

Argues against the idea
of a shopping centre
and
suggests
an
alternative.
Agrees then argues her
case via a specific
example.
144 Kay If you're doing major Confirms the concept of
1 shopping.
major shopping
145 Nola {Then you could go to Completes her statement.
Helen's Town.
14GRod 1They would just have to. Proffers a solution to
have a little minibus.
· means of travel.
147 Nola I A lot of people would Proffers alternative
have cars.
solution.
148 K~·
y Yeh.
Agrees with Nola's

!
l

-·~---··

-
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.olu.tiilll.........

149 Con

They need a train to get
where they want to go.
150 Nola l You don't really need a
train.
151 Con i Yes you do.

Suggests the need for
train transport.
Disagrees with Con's
idea.
Continues to argue for
train transport
152 Kay Yes you do.
Agrees with Con's
argument.
153 Nola I Unless you want to carry Continues to argue her
unless you want to carry case by establishing
things from Silver con eli t ions.
Lakes/ or whatever it is
called/to the village side

15'4K7{y
ISS Con

"'fv~~~t~;~u·:·~~~n·T~o;?t·r~~~·~~-~;-~·;~··;~~~~i!·;~:~~vices.
~·--·

•

,

h

· - -

IT hen they'd have more Focuses on
cars and stuff/and more cars and
pollution.
pollution

Minibus and l S
corner store r s
(Inferential)

Ishopping
Major

s
IV

Agreeing
Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Nola

Agreeing
Arguing

Eye contact with
Kay

Confirming

Hypothesising
Hypothesising

Nods her head in
agreement.
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
Nods her head in
a reement.
Eye contact with 1
Kay
I
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Looks at Con then
Kay.

Suggest~·~:;~

Looks at

1
Major
shopping
Major
shopping S
Minibus
transport
Car transport
Nola's
statement
Train
transport
Train
transport
Train
transport
Train
transport
Train
transport
( lnferen tial)

I

:; s
s
s
s

Solving

iS

rgreeing

Elaborating

Explaining

S

Explaining

S

Disagreeing

S

Disagreeing

IS
s
s

Mail box
Q
Infere11tial
Cars
and S
pollution
S
(lnferen tial)

Agreeing

I

R~;then

------·--· ~Dla_.________
Hypothesising
Eye contact with
Hypothesising
Nola
__ .......

156 Nola

~-~~p;se Ol_l;~rain~--J·;efocu~~~--:~-

train Train

travel.
What abou-t-a post pref'ocuses on mail
office? /If they had a 1distribution. Explains
post office, people could 1outcomes of a mail
.
sen~ letters to eve.!:Xon~.~ service.
---r58 Rod I What about telephones?'.:.....f-~Fo:::.:c~L-=-ts.:::..e~s'-o-n_p_o_s_s-:-i_--bility of telephones.
159 Nola Communication.
Classifies ideas expressed
.
160 Kay j That's communicatEchoes Nola's idea.
· ion./ We've got that.
Informs her that's it has
- 157 Kay

------~~1----
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.... 161 Nola ; Do people still write
letters?
162 Kay ! Yes/so you need a post
office so they can write
letters/ then they can
write the night before
in case they have a
blackout.
lb3c:on--t"rfiey-Tti111ieeCI to

trav:~

Post office

llRefocusing
_
- ~Q- ·suggesting
S
Explaining

Telephones

--+-r

I Communication
Communication

.~be~e~n~r~e.:::..co~r~d~e~d~·--------4-----------

Seeks information on Writing letters
letter writing.
Clarifies Nola's question. l\'lail service
Elaborates on
the
concept of mail service.

e-rocu·s-·e

Eye contact with
----...
Eye contact with
Nola

-+=!Eye

Suggesting

s

Synthesising

S
S

Synthesising
Informing

Q

Seeking
information
Agreeing
Explaining
Explaining

Leans her head,
1
on her hands.
Eye contact with
Nola

Refocusing

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact: with .
Con
\
Eye contact with

S
S
S

lR
s
"~"'"01i~'tc()ffiffilillTCat-- s
communication.
ion
164 Kay \YelL
Agrees with Con's idea.
S
Con's
statement
~C1-t'Y-o~u 1 ct-11eecta-petroT F(X'liSeSoo the need for Petrol station s
--stat ion'-------~------ -~l.l?~.!.r.QL§Jatioll,____
l(>(>NOT;1hi put communicatInforms
group
of Letters and S
ion. /!.etters will come intentions. Classifies communicatS
under
letters as part of
ion
communication.
communication.
..
- H>1 Rod-lVoit need <l lK'-li~or:'i·taiTOn -R(~·ocuses on the need Petrol statiO!;·-· S
for transport if you've for a petrol station.
got trucks.
168 Nola !YelL
Agrees with Rod's ideas. Rod's
s
statement
communic~l.te.

Agreeing
Informing
Specifying
Classifying
Specifying
Agreeing

contact with

I

Q

Kay
Looks straight
ahead.
Eye contact with
Nola.

Ka v

Write as
speaks to
group.

she
the

--·-·
Looks at Nola as
she writes.
Looks up and
establishes eye
contact with Rod.

1G9Con
1---:-:--··

170 Kay

171 Nola

That's right.

[Confirms Rod's ideas

Wouldn't you have a coal
power station? I Mr B.,
how long back was
this? /How long ago was
it?
It's just now.

Focuses :m the need for
power .
Seeks
finforma tion from the

~Teacher

Informs Kay of time of
the even t.
172
It's recent years./ft's !Confirm the concept of
Teacher I recent./lt's present time recency expressed by
tlley're_§gtti!,1g Ul2: ~Noj~~·-~
173 Kay I They'd use the diamonds jFocuses 'n costs for
ling
the
to get the money.
~est a b 1
~ settleme
174Nola1That's exactly whatfseeks c firmation of Purposes
mining
they're doing/isn't it?
I purpose x mining.

31(>

Well yes./They have to Clarifies
175
Teacher I pay the miners with the and
e
money/don't they? /The expenses
miners work/and get
paid/but they have to.
live there.
1

hon

firming
Eye contact with
Rod's
·-s
Rod.
statement --·--Looks at ~;reacher
Coal power Q
. Su~ gesting
who
moves
station
Q
SeE king
towards the group
. inf, rmation
to answer the
Q
SeE
king
1inf,
question.
rmation
Looks at Kay.
Inf orming
Time of the s
event
Co1 firming
Time of the s
j' Iiye contact with
s
Col firming
Kay.
event
______
_
_firmi..u.g_
s
C&J
Looks at Nola.
Diamonds as s
Inf orming
resources
for

I
~

~

i~~~.-g10rning:__,_

mining
the
company./They'd have hypo the
more people working follow.
there.

s
s
s
s

COJ firming
SeE king
COl firmation
Co: firming
EXJ laining
SeE king
COl firmation
Ex1 laining
EXJ laining
EX] laining
EXJ laining

·s

I

Q

)}a's question Utilisation of s
s
dains
how ,resources
re covered.
Q

resultant More diamonds
176Con I They try to find more Explair
diamonds.
r:·events.
~\-~
177-Nola rThat'S-f)eTrer-~TI1~1i1~ Evarli:~IieroilcePtor Living on the
driving out there every living 01 :1e job.
job.
weekend or something

T71fRoo Tiet up a big open Explains

s

-e structure of

0 pen
cut
in e
and mining.
:es events to ( Inferential)

s
s

-

luating

Eye contact with
the Teacher.
Eye contact with
Nola.

Eye contact with
Nola
Looks straight
ahead.

-------------·---------

->-·

I
1

laining
Jothesising

Eye contact with
Con.

179 Con
1BO Nola

I

1B1 l~od
1R2Con
183 Rod
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184 Nola

1RS Kay

1RC) Nola

187
Teacher

1R81Zod

189Con

Agrees with Rod's ideas. I Rod's
s
statement
(Inferential)
If there are more people Hypothesises a scenario More money I S
working there, then with
more
money needed
for
they're just going to needed to pay more more
have to pay more people. workmen.
workmen
(Inferential)
But then they will find j l!laborates on Nola's finding morelS'
more diamonds.
ideas.
diamonds
( Infer en t i~11 )
Yeh./The quicker they! Agrees and begins to I Finding
s
find the diamondselaborate on Rod's ideas. I diamonds
JU
quickly
They can buy morel Hypothesises
a 1 More houses
s
houses.
consequence of findfrom more
ing more diamonds.
diamonds
( Inferen ticU)
Not necessarily./
Disagrees. Hypothesises Few diamonds s
What if there are not a scenario of few (Inferential)
Q
that many diamonds diamonds.
there?
What happens if there Argues against Nola's Nola's scenariof Q
is?
ideas.
(Inferential)
What happens if there's Arg ucs against Kay's Kay's
Q
noll
ideas.
argument
( Inferen ti<:1t')
It's a risk of mining/but Explains planning for Planning for' S
they
do
plan establishment of the the mine
S
things/don't they?/They mine.
Seeks
Q
have some idea.
confirmation of ideas.
Yes.

Where there's one Hypothesises a scenario
diamond, there's sure to of diamond exploration.
be more.
Yeh.
Agrees
with
Rod's
hypothesis.
wawl.<Ml"(KJY-tm•WIIIII<4iC-

7

r

-~.J.~~~

I

Diamonl1
exploration
(Inferential)
Rod's
hypothesis

l

s
s

Agreeing

Eye contact with
Rod.

llypot hesising

liyc contact with
Con

Haborating

riye contact with
Nola

Agreeing
maborating

Eye contact with
Rod

Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Con

Disagreeing
Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Rod

Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Nola
Looks at Con.

Hypothesising
Dxplaining
Explaining
Seeking
confirmation
Explaining
Hypothesising

I IAgreeing.
S

Looks at Nola then
Kay.

Eye contact with
Nola

IEye

Rod ..

contac.t with
H

•

pe!:t . .

t

.

~ ~."l~~-~..., ...,+(,.,"'"'~¥,t,<t,$2"""''"-b:HA\~WU-.l<~J.",~'1>-4'M>-.I':

190 Nola J There might be./
What will I dol

t
.__
'(Agrees. Seeks directions for recording.

!

Recording
directions

191 Rod I Put down employing Directs Nola what to Employing
more people.
~record.
people
192 Nola I IJmploying more people. ~Confirms Rod's ideas as Employing
\she writes.
people
193Rod l Um.
~Monitors ideas.
!Unclear
194 Kay

People or workers?

195 Nola

People.

t

clarification of~People
1workers
Clarifies Kay's question. 1People

ISeeks

t recording

196 Kay
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People.
fConfirms
Nola'sNola's
,__________rrrr~J2Q!1.§&-,,_____
re_B20ns~
197 Rod G~t ~nore equipment for Foc_uses on mining Min.ing
mmmg.
. equipment.
equipment
equipment Confirms Rod's idea.
Mining
198 Nola More
needed./Okay.
1.
e ui ment
3
--r'l"'lg"'''"lg"!"}'~'~"to~a~·r·-cer Sc:nooi:---~r.Pocuses on a school.
School
200 Nola Yeh/and you'd also need f Agrees with Rod's idea Playground
a playground and f and elaborates on it.
and things
things.
·~
. Agrees with Nola's ideas. Nola's ideas
201 Rod YelL

l

a

____
You'd need a park.
Yeh/a park.

S

Q
I

s

Confirming

EM

Maintaining

Orl Q

s
s

t-j

I
'

Seeking
clarification
Informing
Confirming

s

Informing

s

s

Confirming
Confirming
Informing
Agreeing
Elaborating

S

Agreeing

s
I

s

~-

1

Focuses on a park.
Park
S
Agrees
with
and Con's idea
S
1
confirms Con's idea.
S
Synthesises Rod's and
School anc S
204 Nola ~ School and park.
Con's ideas.
park
205 Kay ~School
an
park Seeks clarification of School anc Q
'· together do you
d reckon? recording format.
park
Clarify Kay's question in Kay's q1lestion S
206 Rod/ Yeh.
Nola
·---l···l-l,~~J.ii,~m....-----~---~!n---·-:----1~""'20"'"'7.,..,Iw{o_d..,...,_.~~·m-n•1e-l-1 you-would.have to Elaborates
on
the Sports for
S
have sports for the kids concepts of school and
and stuff.
park.
202 Con
203 Rod

Hypothesising
Seeking
1 clarification
~Directing

Informing
Agreeing
Confirming
Synthesising
Seeking
clarification
Agreeing
Specifying

Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Nola
Teacher leaves
the group.
Looks at Nola.
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Records the item.
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
Rod.
Eye contact with
Nola
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
Con
Looks at the
recording sheet.
Eye contact with
Rod
Both look at Kay.
Looks at a pencil
in his hand.

1

Yo u need a soccer
gn )Unci.
209 Kay I' L just write sports
-K~, _!les_.- - - - - - - - - 2101\od Ye 1/and you'd need a
po iceman.
211 Con Ye 1/so they can't steal
the dic.!.!11onds.
____
212 Nola Yo t'd need sport.
208Con

213 Rod
214 Kay
215 Hod
216 Kay
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217 Nola
218 Rod

security.
Yc u'd need security Repeats Rod's idea and
ev erywhere,/yeh.
confirms it.
Se curity.
Confirms concept of
security.
Tb at's nineteen.
Informs
group
of
number recorded.
Nc /twenty.
Disagrees. Amends
Kay's total.
D< n't worry about Directs Kay and Nola to
it. Let's get on with the continue with the task.
re t.
WI

220Rod

Ut
al2

' 222 Rod

Soccer ground S

Informing

Sports games

S

Policeman

S

Refocusing
_
Agreeing
Informing
Agreeing

S

I

Policeman's
S
role.
___ ..§_
Sport
1S

E~laining

Refocusing

Eye contact with
Nola
Looks at Rod then
·--~...:.N..:.;o::..:l~a;:...-----~
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Rod
~
Eye contact with

Yo 1r(f'i1.'eea·securTfy~-·--··-ti ;oCt:iSeson~tT1 e~11 eeciwi=-fs-e curi t y······-··-1-·s·-- Informing

219 Nola

221 Nola

Focuses on a soccer
ground.
Synthesises ideas for
r~s:ording;__
Agrees and focuses on
need for police.
Agrees and explains a
role of olice. _
Refocuses on sport.

Security
everywhere
I Security
Number
recorded
Number
recorded
Nola's/Kay's
statements
~cord

.

s
s
s
s

I
I

Repeating
Confirming
Confirming

Disagreeing
Correcting
Directing
Directing

IQ
')

forfS
women
women
Generalises the idea of Other jobs
work.
Rod's idea
Agrees with Rod's idea.

223 Nola

YE s.

224 Kay

Ot her jobs like other Confirms Nola's/Rod's
ideas.
oc cupations.

l

Other
occupations

IS

s
s

Looks around the
group.
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Kay

Informing

~stionl EM

TI-

th e women.
Ot 1er jobs.

s
s

Kav

Generalising
Agreeing
Explaining

Looks at sheet in
front of her.
Eye contact with
Kay
Looks at Kay then
Nola.

225 Rod

. :l

226 Con
227 Nola

228 Kay
229 Nola

230 Kay

320
231 Nola

Yeh/someone to make Agrees. Focuses on
the cars transport.
someone to make the
C'![2__tranSJ2.Q£L':.-.....- Factories.
Focuses on factories.
No/that's at Helen's Disagrees.
Explains
Town./That would be at location of factories.
Helen's Town.
Confirms the idea.
Helen's Town has got a Focuses on location of
seaport.
big seaport.
Helen's Town is like a Compares Helen's Town
big
city/
like with big cities and
Townsville.
Townsville.
They'd make things at Hypothesises a scenario
Helen's Town/ so they've of Helen's Town's
got to send them capacity to make things
explains
its
down/ so they would get and
contact with Helen's significance for the
Town to tell them about mining families.
the very things that
started there.
Not necessarily ./They Disagrees with Kay's
could just go up./lt's not hypothesis and argues
that far away./ They for a different scenario.
could just drive in every
time
they wanted
something like by car.
They could get a big Argues for her scenario
shipment of things.
of contact.

------

Someone to'
make cars
~r.: c111§ Port
Factories.
Factories at
Helen's Town

S
S

Agreeing
Specifying

S
S
S

Informing
Negating
Explaining
Confirming
Informing

s

Seaport
s
(Textual)
Helen's Town' S
as a big city
S

.!

Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Con.

Comparing
Comparing

Points to task
sheet.
Nods her head in
approval.

Contact withl1 S
Helen's Town
S
(Inferential)
S

Explaining
Hypothesising
Hypothesising

Taps the sheet
with her biro as
she speaks.

Travelling to S
Helen's Town
S

Disagreeing
Informing
Explaining
Explaining

Eye contact with
Kay

Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Nola

Seeking
information

Eye contact with
Kay

Arguing

Eye contact with
Nola
Looks straight
ahead.

S

s

A big ships
ment of things
(Inferential)
233 Nola Why would they need Continues to argue Kay's ideas
Q
big
shipments
of against Kay's ideas.
things?
Supports her argument 1 Family needs
s
234 Kay hunilies need things.
with[acts.
215NoEl--TvVi1a t-eTs~efFoc uses on another 1Anotller11eed T-Q
need?
1need.
232 Kay

------

Looks at Nola.

Seeking
information

236 Kay

on shelter in I Shelter
response to Nola's
question.
237Con 1 Yeh/shelter.
~Agrees
with
and Kay's idea.
~·~~-·----------·~-- m11fjrn1s K<o!Y.licie<lt_~
I

Shelter.

1 Focuses

l

It would be nice if they Focuses on animals.

had animals up there.
240 Rod 1 A zoo.

I Focuses

Animals

on location of I A zoo

animals.

242 Rod

Pets.

l
I

A pet shop.

~Elaborates on idea of I Pets

I

animals.
Focuses on pet shop.

Pet shop

S

Agreeing
Confirmin

S

Evaluating

IS

Suggesting

s
s

Suggesting

I

to!S
243 Nola I You would need easy! Focuses on access to I A c c e s
access./No/they
l services. Disagrees with services and!S
s
wouldn't need a pet shop} Rod's idea and explains Rod's idea
1
s
because that would come l why.
under
convenience
store/or you could just
go to Helen's Town
again.
244 Rod f, And what ,happens if Argues against Nola's Not wanting to I Q
go to Helen's
t every time you don't explanation.
Town
) want to go up to Helen's
(Inferential)
Town?
IS
Rod's Rod's idea
245 Kay ! Exactly that's just what Supports
argument.
I'm saying.
IQ
24() Nola I Then why do you need a Seeks clarificatioi1 from Rod's/Kay's
idea
Rod/Kay
.
. pet shop?
247 Rod I You'd get sick or driving Argues against Nola's Getting sick of! S
driving
explanation.
up there and back.
going'S
248 Nola I You don't have to/ you Continues to argue her Not
two S
only have to go up there position on the idea of a every
weeks
pet shop.
every two weeks.

I
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Informing

~~;~~.~~~~~~- ~~1~~~~~~hat ,the list is C~l~lple~~.~~--~·- ~o~~cl~~il~:~--

238 Nola
1 239 Kay

241 Kay

t

IS

Suggesting
Explaining
Negating
Explaining
Explaining

!Eye contact with
!Nola

J.Eye contact with
1Kay
1Looks

straight

rahead.

r$•.~~=~-~

Eye con tact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay
Ta!ks as
wntes.
• Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Rod

.
I

with
with
she
with
with

Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Nola

Arguing

Eye contact
Nola
Looks at Kay
Rod
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Rod

Seeking
clarification
Arguing
Disagreeing
Arguing

with
then
with
with

Eye contact with
Agreeing
IS
Agrees. Begins to argue Nola's ideas
][!
Disagreeing
Nola.
against Nola's ideas.
Eye
contact with
Agreeing
Agrees.
Continues
to
Better in your IS
250Rod I Yes/but it's better to
Nola
Evaluating
own
town
S
argue
against
Nola's
have it in your own
ideas.
town.
Eye contact with
Arguing
Fifteen years I S
251 Nola I This is only going to be Supports her arguRod
of mining
here for fifteen years or ment by reference to
the life of the mine.
something.
Eye contact with
Agreeing
Nola's idea
IS
Confirms Nola's refer252 Kay I Yel1.
Rod
ence to time.
Looks straight
Concluding
253 Nola I That's alL/It's not going Concludes the argument Life of the 1.<;
ahead.
Informing
S
by referring
to time mine
to be there for ever.
frame.
254 Con I Don't get t oc·-)_n_1_a_n_y""*'rocu::s::.:...e_s_a_t_t_e_n_tl.,...,o_1_1_0_1_1-!-:-::T:-o-o___n_1_a_n_y_·1-:-J--t~S::-u_g_g_e_s_t-:-'il_1_g----~-::-L-o-o-=-k-s-a~..
things.
need for restraint.
things
Rod.
255 Nola I Yel1.
Agrees with Con's Con's ideas
S
Agreeing
Eye contact with
caution.
Con
Justifies
his
caution.
justification
of
S
Explaining
Eye contact with
256Con I 'Cause you won't need
We~
Ncla
them.
Con's
ideas
S
Confirming
Eye contact with
257 Nola I They're not going to be Confirms Con's ideas and
Con
elaborates.
needed later on.
Eye contact with
Refocusing
bigiS
258 Kay I You'd get one big Refocuses on the idea of One
Nola
Explaining
s
shipment./That's all a big shipment and shipment
Explaining
s
they'll need./They'll justifies her idea.
have
just
about
everything they'll need
in that one shipment.
Gestures with
Agreeing
t h e n Completion of S
259 Nola I Yes/but when they Agrees
open hands.
Hypothesising
an mining
IU
finish doing their hypothesises
(Inferential)
eventual
scenario.
miningEye contact with
Agreeing
S
with
and Nola's ideas
260 joe I Yes/when they finish Agrees
Nola
Confirming
(Inferential)
S
confirms Nola's ideas.
their mining.
Looks
straight
Confirming
261 Nola I When they finish their Confirms ideas then Completion of I U
ahead
(towards
mining, everything is- begins to elaborate on mining
elaboration)
(Inferential)
her ideas.
Eye contact with
Completing
s
Nola's Going down
Completes
262 joe I Going to go down.
Nola
(lnferen tial)
statement.

249 Kay I Yeh/bu t-
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I

I

just going to go down I Elaborates on Joe's ideas. I Down the loo
the loo.
264 Kay But they can keep what Seeks confirmation of Keeping what
they have/can't they?
her ideas.
they have
(Inferential)
265joe
No.
Confirms Kay's ideas.
Kay's ideas
266 Nola But then they would Focuses attention on the Unnecessary
have
to
move consequences
of facilities
everything/and get new establishing
shops, pet shops, and unnecessary facilities.
things when there's
already a pet shop they
need only two hours
away.
Confirms the nonI Unnecessary
267Rod It's a waste of money.
acceptance of un-lfacilities
necessary facilities.
268 Con I You don't want to get too Confirms the temporary Temporary
many stores and that nature of the mining stores
because they're just enterprise.
going to get knocked
down and that.
269 Nola I Yell/they're just going Agrees and confirms I Con's ideas
to be knocked down and Con's ideas.
that.
270Ro(T-rT11at'~-1Concludes completion of Completion ofl
task.
task
271 Nola Yell.
Endorses
R o d ' s I Rod's idea
conclusion
272 Kay Is there any more you Seeks confirmation of I Rod's idea
Rod's conclusion.
reckon?
Confirms conclusion of I Kay's question I
273 Nola Nope.
task.
274 Kay What abo'utataCITetFOCiiSes on tackle shop. I Tackle shop
shop?
1ere are they going to Seeks information re I Fishing site
concept of fishing.
go fishing?
263 Nola

I

323

ISQ

I

I

I

s

Elaborating

Smiles as she
speaks.
Eye contact with
Nola

s
s

s

Hypothesising
Seeking
confirmation
Negating
Arguing
Arguing

s

Explaining

Looks in front of
him.

s

Arguing

Eye con tact with
Rod

s
s

Agreeing
Confirming

Eye contact with
Con

S

Concluding

s

Agreeing

Q
S

Seeking
confirmation
Confirming

Q

Suggesting

Q

Seeking
information

Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kav
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay

Looks at Kay
Waves her right
hand in front of
her.

with
with
with
with
with
with

279 Kay

Where are they going I Repeats Joe's question.
Fishing site
fishing?
fhere's a seaport up at Clarifies question re 1Possible
_ _fishing site
llelen's TQwn.
fishing site. .
It's got to be a bait shop. Specifies the nature ofl Bait shop
the shop.
A bait shop?
Questions Rod's idea.
Bait shop

280Con

Yes.

276 Nola
277 Kay
1

278 Rod

I

324

I

Endorses Rod's idea of
. . .. . ··mtl;ety12e of$l!s2l2.:___
281 Nola 1 If Helen's Town is ncar Hypothesises a scenario
the sea, then every time to solve the fishing
you go to Helen'slproblem.
rown/every time you go
fishing/ you can just go
on the way to Helen's
Town because the sea is
near Helen's Town.
282 Kay Exactly/but do you think Agrees then seeks
there is a little town in hypoth~sis on existence
between those two?
of an inbetween town.
283 Nola Nope.
Negates the idea.
284 Kay

Q

s
s
Q

Rod's idea
S
.
.
Fishing on the S
way to Helen's S
Town
(Inferential)

In between
town
(Inferential)
Kay's ideas

I

s
Q

s

Seeking
information
Informing

Teacher joins the
group.
Gestures with
both hands.
specTfYing_ _, Eye ·coi1tact with
Kay
Seeking
Smiles at Rod as
clarification
she speaks.
Confirming
Eye contact with
Ka
Hypothesising
Gestures with her 1
Hypothesising
left hand as she
speaks.

Agreeing
Seeking
clarification
Negating

Looks straight
ahead.
Taps the sheet in
front of her with
her biro as she
speaks.

Well how are you going
to get bait and tackle
straight in the middle
when there is nothing
there to get it from?
If there is a sea at
Helen's Town-

Requests an explanation Sources
from Nola re her bait.
rationale

Begins to explain the Sea at Helen's I I U
basis of her thinking.
Town
(Inferential)

Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Kay

286 Kay

Yeh.

Confirming

287 Rod

They'll have it.

Confirms the existence I Nola's ideas
I S
of a sea.
Confirms availability of I Availability ofl S
bait.
bait

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay

285 Nola

ofl Q

I

Seeking
clarification

Eye contact with
Nola

Confirming

288 Nola I You go down to the sea Completes previous I Buying bait !S
there and buy bait and statement re procuring I and tackle
tackle from there.
bait.

I

289 Kay
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What if bait and tackle Seeks an clarification
are a long way away?
for her hypothesised
scenario.
290 Rod I They'll have it. They'll Confirms availability of
have it.
bait and tackle.
291 KayhT1at's· all.
Concludes completion of
task.
292
So what have you done Requests information on
Teacher discussed the list?
progress
of
task
strategy.
Made a list.
293Rod
Informs teacher of
group progress.
What's your next move? Requests information re
294
Teacher What are you going to do next strategy.
next?
295 Rod

Write-

296 Nola

How do
"supply"?
s-u-p-1-y

297 Kay
298
Teacher
299 Kay
1

300
Teacher

you

Begins
to
inform
Teacher of next st~
spell Interrupts to get correct
spelling.
Spells the word (incorrectly) for Nola.
Spells the word for Nola.

Availability of / Q
bait and tackle
( Inferential)
Availabilty ~f
S
bait and tackle S
Task strategy
S

Explaining

Eye contact with
Nola

Hypothesising

Ey_e contact with
Nola

Confirming

Eye contact with
Ka
__
l!ye contact with
Nola
__
Looks around the
group
for
a
response.
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Rod

~;Hill.,g

Concluding

ITask

strategy

Q

Seeking
clarification

1Task

list

s

Informing

1Next strategy

Q

Seeking
information
Seeking
information
Informing

Q

Writing

Spelling
"supply"
Spelling
"supply"
s-u-double p.
Spelling
"supply"
Oh that's right.
Endorses
Teacher'siTeacher's
correct s.Q_elll.!llh_~--- SQelling
1
What's the next job Rod Elicits
a
further The next job
when you've listed response from Rod re
them?
task strategy.

IU
Q

I Sp

Seeking
information
Spelling

S'p

Spelling

S

Confirming

Q

Seeking
information

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Teacher
Looks at Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod

301
Rod

302
Teacher
303 Nola
304
Teacher
305 Nola

326

306
Teacher

307 joe

Write out a classify
classification on the
paper supplied. Write
only one draft of the
classification based on
your discussion.
By one draft I didn't
think you would have
time to rewrite it neatly.
Is that enough for the
classification?
You need a new page./Do
you want a new sheet so
you can write a bigger
one?
Yeh.
Think
about
the
classification/ and I' 11
get
Nola
a
new
sheet ./What did you say
joe? /You wanted to draw
on it?
A school and a park and
that.

308 Nola

They'd need a--

309 joe

The sports could be in
the park/can't they?.

310 Nola

Ych/1 know/but-

311 Joe

But what?

Reads aloud from the !Task strategy
task sheet in front of
him.

!RTA

Informing by
reading aloud

Looks at the task
sheet from which
he reads.

Explains the reason for ITask strategy
the task expectations.

IS

Explaining

Looka around the
group
as
he
explains.
Shows Teacher
the sheet.
Examines
the
sheet and hands it
back to Nola.

Seeks confirmation of ITask strategy
Q
task strategy.
Evaluates the classifis
Task strategy
cation sheet. Seeks
Q
information re use of
new sheet.
s
Informs Teacher of her I Task strategy
need.
Focuses
group's Task strategy
I
attention on task. Ins
forms
group
of
Q
intentions.
Seeks
clarification from joe re
Q
his intentions.
Clarifies
Teacher's Drawing
al S
question.
park
and
school
IV
Begins to focus on a Settlement
need.
need
Focuses on location of Location of'S
sports
and
seeks sports
Q
(Inferential)
confirmation.
s
Confirms Joe's idea. Joe's idea
Begins to elaborate.
s
IV
Seeks an explanation I Nola's ideas
Q
from Nola.

l

Seeking
confirmation
Evaluating
Requesting
Confirming
Directing
Informing
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Informing
Focusing
Hypothesising
Seeking
confirmation
Confirming
Informing
Incomplete
Seeking
clarification

Takes sheet from
Teacher.
Looks at joe who
had whispered
something.

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Joe
Eye contact with
Nola
Shuffle papers in
front of her as
she speaks.
Eye contact with
Nola

312 Nola I You

need

sport
___
You need buildings.
!t-................;;........,......-h,..t.•__,d...-o-emt matter./YOi:t
need sports/urn/what's
;
the word?
~~--=--~·~uipment.

315 Kay

316 Nola

t

327

317 Con
318 Nola

You Tiave written exactly the same as me
/but you have written it
down differentlY_
I can't remember what
the word is/but you
need/um sport/What's it
called?

Leaders
No/rules and things like
coaches and things./1
1
can't rem em ber./It' s
called-/Can I have your
~
red pen Rod?
p19
j So what are you going to
Teacher do now/classify them?

Completes her statement.
_
Focuses on buildings.
"valuates her own idea.
Begins to focus on an
idea.Seeks help to find a
word.

Sport
equipment
Buildings
Prevwus ideas

Leaders
Unknown
word

Informing
~

S
~

IU
EM
Q

Compares
written Written record
records and informs
Nola of similarity
between them.
Repeats her request for Unknown
a particular word in word
order to focus on a
particular idea.

Proffers a word.
Negates Con's idea. Tries
to explain the meaning
of the word.
Requests a pen from
Rod.
Requests information re
next step to complete
task.
320 Nola I Yeh/but you need a 1 Confirms classificatmargin to do that.
ion as next step. Informs
group
of strategy
requirement.
Maybe you should work Suggests group should
321
Teacher out how you are going to work out a strategy for
classification.
classify them.
322 Nola Okay /how are we going Accepts
Teacher's
to classify them?
suggestion.
seeks
guidance from group.

S

S
S

S

S
l:M
Q
S

S
S
S

IU
Q

Next step in Q
task strategy
Q
Task strategy S

Informing

!Ev~iluatlng

Eye contact with
ToP

Looks at Nola.
Teacher hands Nola a new sheet

Informing
Maintaining
Seeking
1 i n_(Qrm..atur-m----Comparing
Looks at Nola as
Evaluating
she takes the new
sheet.
Explaining
Informing
Maintaining
Seeking
information
Solving
Negating
Explaining
Informing
Incomplete

Looks at Kay then
Rod

Looks at Nola.
Waves her right
hand around in
front of her.

~

·1

S

Seeking
clarification
Suggesting
Agreeing
Informing

Classification
strategy

s

Suggesting

Eye contact with
Nola

Classification
strategy

s

Agreeing
Seeking
information

Looks
ahead.

Q

Looks at Nola then
Rod.
Eye contact with
Teacher

straight

323
Teacher
324 Nola
325 Rod
326
Teacher
327 Rod
328
Teacher

328

~~

I asked the question.
Informs
Nola
re 'Previous
Do you know what it question. Probes for question
response.
means to classify?
Confirms knowledge of I Classification ~ s
Yeh/ sort of.
s
classification.
Explains by reference to I Classification s
Like in a newspaper.
newspapers.
Seeks clarification from Classified ad
Q
Classified
-vertisement
Rod.
advertisements?
Teacher Is ! Classified ad
s
Clarifies
Yeh.
-vertisemen t
question
Well what are classified Seeks explanation re 1Classified
Q
advertiseclassified
advertiseadvertisements Rod? I
ments
ments frm Rod.
Q
What does that mean?

I

s
Classified
advertisements
Partly disagrees with I Explanation of i S
classification I S
Rod s ideas.
s
Explains the concept of
classification by
Q
including ideas used by
s
Rod.
s
Synthesise ideas.

329Rod

Something they write up Explains classified
and stick in the ads.
advertisements.

330
Teacher

Not quite./You re on the
right track./But it
doesnl t quite mean
that/ does it? /It means
you have to group them
in a certain way./In
other words
your
s
advertisement in used
s
cars is not put with
caravans./So you group
them./So classification
means you are going to
group them.
an o the r I Classification I S
Like communication and S u g g e s t s
example to consider.
transport.

331 Con

1

1

Informing
Probing

Looks at Nola and
smiles.

Confirming
Elaborating
Comparing

Eye contact
Teacher
Eye contact
Teacher
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Teacher
Eye contact
Rod.

Seeking
clarification
Agreeing
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Explaining

Looks
ahead.

with
with
with
with
with

straight

Evaluating
Evaluating
Disagreeing
Seeking
confirmation
Explaining
Explaining
Explaining
Synthesising

Gestures with his
right hand as he
explains
the
meaning
of
classification.

Comparing

Eye contact with
Teacher

332
Teacher

333 Kay
334 Nola
335 Kay
336 Nola
337 Kay
338 Nola

329
339 Kay
340 Nola
341Con
342 Nola

That's
a
good
idea./Something like
that./So I suggest as a
group you work out how
you are going to group
them./just~J2Ut them in.
We could piiTThem in
columns.
We'll just write them in
order.
I did columns

Praises
Con's
participation and
confirms his ideas.
Suggests participants
work as a gr:oup to
classify ideas presented.
Proffers a task strategy.

Group
participation
to
classify
ideas
Columns

S
S
S
I

Evaluating
Evaluating
Suggesting
Directing

Nods his head in
approval as he
speaks.

IS

Suggesting

Disagreeing
Explaining
Informing

Pye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Gestures with
open hands in
front of her.

Disagreeing
Arguing

Eye contact with
Nola

Suggesting

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Con

Informs Kay of her I Writing
inl S
intentions.
order
Informs Nola of her I Task strategy
s
strategy.
And like leave a space Elaborates on her I Task strategy
s
every different one.
intended strategy.
I did columns.
Repeats
her
task I Columns
s
strategy.
No because columns get Disagrees with Kay's I Task strategy
s
too confusing/'cause strategy and argues for
s
everything's needed./
her own strategy.
s
We're writing down
what they needed.
No/like stores, food and Disagrees with Nola.
Stores, food! S
water and those things. Argues by proffering and water
s
examples.
If we just list them Begins to argue for her Listing items I I U
downposition.
You put them down on Supports Nola's ideas.
Nola's ideas
I S
one side.
Yeh like transport/and Confirms her ideas.
Task strategy
S
then we write down Pxplains her strategy
S
everything
that's with examples.
S
needed that's needed in
transport/then like food
and education.

Informing
Informing
Elaborating
Confirming

Explaining
Confirming
Explaining
Explaining

343
Teacher
344 Nola

345 Joe
34C) Nola
1

347 Kay

I

IIere~are

349Rod

Rod./
Thank vou.
Do transport first/
Okay./Here anyone want
to read this?
Give us yours.

350 Nola

Okay.

348 Nola

330

I

That's good./! think Praises ideas proffered Praising ideas I S
Kay's idea is good by group members.
proffered
IS
too./They're all good
Is
ideas.
Yeh/columns
get 1Agrees then cor.1tin1Columns
,S
confusing.
ues to argue her case.
S
Columns?
Seeks clarification re Columns
1Q
columns
YelL
Clarifies Joe's question. I Joe's question I S

~

351 Kay

___

ITransport

Thanks Rod for use of
his pen.
Focuses on first item.
Requests someone to
read sheet.
Directs Kay to pass her
sheet.
Signals she is ready to
continue.
Informs Nola of first
topic.
topic Seeks confirmation re
first item.
Confirms first item.

I

Rod's pen

S

CR
Nola's written 1
record
S

Q
Kay's written 1 I
record
Nola's
S
readiness
Transport
S

353 Kay
354 Nola

Okay.

355 Rod

Did you put petrol in Seeks clarification on I Kay's list
IQ
transport?.
list from Kay.
YelL
Clarifies Rod's Question I Rod's question I S

356 Kay
357 Rod
358 Kay

Agreeing
Explaining
Seeking
clarification
Agreeing

Teacher leaves
the group.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with

Directing
Thanking
Directing
Confirming
Requesting
Directing
Requesting
Informing

First item

Q

First item

S

Seeking
confirmation
Confirming

Nola endorses Kay's idea. I Kay's idea

s

Confirming

I

I

I

Yeh/petrol because you Confirms the idea of Previous ideas S
have to.
including petrol.
S
One train.
I Focuses on a train.
I Train
I S

359 Nola I One train and track.

Looks at Nola then
Kay.

I

Is the first
transport?
Yeh.

352 Nola

Praising
Praising
Praising

Amends Kay's statement for the record.

Train
track

andl S

Seeking
clarification
Confirming
Confirming
Explaining
Informing
Clarifying

Jz~~urns

pen Rod I
had given Nola.
Holds up sheet
which Kay takes.

Takes Kay's sheet
to read.
Prepares to write.
Eye contact with
Nola
Looks around the
group.
Eye contact with
Nola
Begins to write
·the new list.
Looks up From
Kay's list.
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Writes on the
sheet.

3GO Kay

I One

3G2 Kay
3G3 Nola

3G4Con

Yeh/but they'd need one
train.
Yeh./You can understand/it's one train and
one train road.
One train/two trains.

3GS Nola I Okay.
1

- .

3GG Rod

I You'd

.

Specifying

S
One train
Agrees with and conS
firms idea of train.
Agrees. Argues her case Train and road I S
S
by explaining train and
S
road.
One train two S
Proffers two ideas.
trains
S
Confirms the ideas Previous ideas S

Agreeing
Explaining
Agreeing
Explaining
Explaining
Suggesting
Suggesting
Agreeing

r:res~1~<:!.:~-~~"'~~-

need workers for Focuses on workers.
Train workers
the trains.
3G7 Nola ! Yeh./That will come I Agrees. Classifies the Train workers
UX1Q~.£.cupations.

3G8 Kay

331

3G9 Nola

I Cars/trucks.
Yeh.

L<!.~.J!:~qrk~---~--~-

_370_Con

I 372Nola
J

j 373Kay

l
· 374Nola
375 Kay

Trains

--~-·-~~-:- J&rilll:r1s' trains.

transport.
Okay/that's about it for
tr<p1,SJ10rJ_,__"'__
What about Helen's
Town?
What?
Helen's Town.

H
S

__s

TFocuses on cars and Cars
and S
trucks.
trucks
S
Agrees with Kay's ideas. Kay's ideas
S

---~-- -M~

Clarifying

Train
and IS
track
Train and road I S

train and needed Amends Nola's stateamount of track.
ment for the record.
Amends Kay's ideas.
3Gl Nola I Train ;md Road.

· _..,_, Trains

transport.
Confirms
Rod's I Rod's
_conclusion
conclusion
Focusesonllelen'sTown. llclen'sTown

s
s
s

Q

Seeks clarification from I Kay's ideas
Q
Kay
Clarifies Nola's question. I Nola's question! S

37G Nola I Oh yeh.

Agrees with Kay's idea.

377 Rod

Focuses on communications and telephones.

I Kay's idea

s

~Informing

I

Agreeing
.!J_<issifyffig
Suggesting
Suggesting
Agreeing

"'Coi111nnmg
Agreeing
Agreeing
Seeking
information
Seeking
clarification
Informing
Agreeing

Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay

with
with
with
with

Eye contact with
Nola
Looks straight

ahead~

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Nola
Write on the
sheet.
looks at Nola.
_

Looks up from the
sheet.
Uye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kav

Communications/
telephones.

Communicat- l S
ions
anctl S
telephones

Informing
Informing

Eye contact with
Nola

Wait a minute./She's not
finished .I Now
communications.
Post Office telephone.
/That's it/isn't it?

Directs Rod to wait until Nola's writing I
finished
Nola has
s
writing.
s
Office s
Refocuses on telephone. Post
Concludes completion of telephone
s
Q
classification.

380 Kay

Lighting.

Focuses on lighting

381 Rod

You need power lines.

382 Nola

Telephone.

383 Kay

Electricity
Electricity./Oh you've Refocuses on electricity.
Acknowledges
its
got electricity power.
LLe£:or:dii1g! .
Signals she is ready to Readiness
Okay.

332

_,~·~-

.

.

.

....

-

_,..,..., ......

~

..... -,....._,.._...._

Lighting

Elaborates on concept of Power lines
··-~)tin g.:.--_.
Refocuses on telephones Telephones

-----

,

384 Nola

.

379Rod

~

378 Kay

_w~

....... # _ _ _ ... __

385 Kay

Television/television.

Focuses on television

Television

38GRod

Yeh.

Confirms Kay's idea.

Kay's idea

387 Nola

390 Kay

Confirms electricity
with reservation.
They come under family. Classifies electricity and
television.
Kay's
Confrms
Ah!
_\.!9-.§_~!.fi.
c
a_ti
o
Q_:..
__
.
Focuses on farming.
Farming.

391 Rod

No/people's needs.

392 Kay

Farming.

393 Rod

Needs.

388 Kay
389 Nola

Electricity maybe.

----~

Electricity
Family needs
Kay's
classification
Farming

Disagrees With Kay s People's needs
idea. Focuses on people's
needs
-coii.fii-ins.. her idea.
Fanning
Argues by confirming his idea.

Needs

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Directing
Explaining
Informing
Refocusing
Concluding
Seeking
confirmation
Informing
Suggesting
!-:":-'

Refocusing

Informing
Confirming
Requesting
Suggesting
Repeating
Agreeing
Suggesting
Classifying

E

Agreeing

s

Suggesting

s

Negating
Suggesting

s
s
s

Suggesting
Suggesting

Pauses while Nola
finishes writing.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Rod
Eye contact
Nola

with
with
with
with

Looks around the
2:rouo.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Runs left hand
through hair.
Eye contact with.
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Kay

I Okay/people's needs.

~Agrees
with
and
___
,__c;,onf!.IJ.~'s idea.
j~f""Tiiey neecl-n.ou5es, Elaborates on people's
bedding, electricity, needs.
first aid.
396 Kay I First aid/just write first Confirms first aid.
aiel.
Directs Nola what to
write.
397 Nola Okay.
Agrees with Kay's ideas.

394 Kay

398 Rod

People's needs

S
S
'People's needs. S

Agreeing

First aid

Suggesting
Directing

Eye contact with
Nola

Agreeing

Write on the
sheet.
Looks at NoTa.

IS
I

IS

Kay's ideas

Expla1mng

S

399 Kay

Food,
employment, Continues elaboration of People's needs
schools.
eo -le's needs.
\Vater.
Water
Refocuses on water.

400 Rod

\Vater.

Water

S

Confirming

People's needs

S

Generalising

Nola's ideas

I

Directing

Kay's idea

Q

Desperate
things

S
S

Seeking
clarification
Disagreeing
.
Explaining

405 Nola

Confirms Kay's idea.
..
People's needs cover Genera 1 is e s
by
t everything because the indicating that all items
whole thing the whole may be c:lassified as
thing is based on needs. people's needs.
1 just write all of them.
Proffers a solution to the
problem.
! The rest of it?
I Seeks clarification from
.
_____
Kay.
II No./You need desperate Clarifies Rod's question.
I things like shelter, Explains prioritised
water ::u1d food and items.
something.
I Ych.
Agrees with Kay's ideas.

40() Kay

I Desperate things like Ulaborates

Eye contact with
~od
.
Eye contact w1th 1
Nola

Confi~·n:ing

LfSTing
Suggestmg

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
>La._____
Gestures with left
hand as
she
speaks.

~---

401 Nola

333
402 Kay
403 Rod
404 Kay

l

Kay's ideas

IS

I

on
the Desperate
first aid and water pipes concept of desperate things
~..:........._
thins.

s

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye coi1tacfwft11
Rod

Agreeing

Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Rod

Elaborating

I

--1-

407 Rod ! Furniture and houses Focuses on a series of Furniture,
S
and water and food
ideas. Begins to say houses, food EM
something
water

Listing
Maintaining
_
·-··

Eye contact with
Kay
1•

_,

"

.....__

. 408 Kay

Toilet

..

Focuses on toilet.

409 Nola

Ol.;.ay./Three shelter.

410 Kay

Sewage equipment.

. 4111\od

what else I'atmll1g?

I

I

__

Toilet

-~--·

s
s
s
s

Confirms Kay' s/Rod' s Item
three
ideas. Informs group of shelter
item three
Focuses on sewage Sewage
equipment
eq~1t.
See .;:s clarification re I·armtng
Q
next item.

·itl)c)Li r.. 1:0Cl'ISeSOi1 hos i) 1r:l.Tsaillr IITOSP117iTs--· -Q

412 l\.ay

w 11

413 Nola

hospitals7/We need justifies their inclusion.
hospitals.
First aid I've got here.
Informs group re list

at

Suggesting
Agreeing
Informing

1Suggesting
Seeking
clarification
Suggestmg
Explaining

Eye contact with
Rod
Looks straight
ahead.
Eye contact with
Nola
llye contact with
Nola
Eye co~v1TT1'
Rod

416 Kay

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Elaborating

"4i8con -wi1ciiT:Wd-

Wheat

s
s

Task strategy

1

Directing
Explaining

Looks at Rod then
Con.

414 Kay

First aid

Two hospitals then a Explains how to order Order of items.
dash/then first aid/ the items. Confirms own
Yeh/ then farming next. ideas. Explains what to
.P.11...L!1.<~Xt.
.......
..
They need stock.
Stock
Focuses on stock.

334-

--·-·-~

! 415 Rod

--_

,.....,----~

I

They need their own Elaborates
and
on
the Cattle
stock like cat tie and concept of stock.
horses
horses.
':j l7I{()(J 1:q uTPffie i1l"ai1cr111ar
Equipment
Focuses on equipment.

..

-~~-

-·--·--....,......----~ ··~-.,

41 t) Kay

~"~"''

420 Nola

-421 Rod

~122

Focuses on wheat.

Kay
i

.............~

----

Give her a cha.ncc./She Instructs Rod/Con to
hasn't finished yet.
wait and explains why
lb..~.sll 0 IJ 1Q.:.;_.~n--··-·----.--·--Je--~"'Okay /farming.
Informs group she's
ready for farming.
They needBegins to focus on an
idea.
Stock.
Completes
Rod's
·statement.
~'--·

-

----~--·--~--

Task strategy

s
s
s

Informing
Explaining
Explaining
Confirming
Explaining
Informing
Elaborating

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Uye contact wttll
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
~

,_

Elaborating

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with

·----

J~Qd ______·---·-------·

Looks up from
writing.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod

Unclear

JU

Agreeing
Confirming
Incomplete

Stock

s

Completing

(

423 Rod I They need-

Starts to focus on an idea I Unclear
IU
again.
424 Nola I Cattle.
Completes
s
R o d ' s I Cattle
statement.
_,.,;1~?J~Q9~LlJ2~1e~_ eagle_.-·-···-··. . ~-r-~·9_.an!J.~_IE1~~9h~~_i_s!_e1l.:,_.. __,__ Cattle
--42GCon l Oh!lcontainers for food Su uen y thinks of an Containers for
S
so it doesn't get so it idea and focuses on food food.
doesn't get disease in it containers.
and stuff.
CR
Seeks clarification on I Con's ideas
427 Nola I Pardon?
Con's ideas.
428Con Containers for food so it i Clarifies Kay's question. Containers for s
doesn't get diseases
food
Agrees with Con's ideas. Con's ideas
429 Kay Oh yeh.
s

j

430 Nola I That

335

comes

under 1Classifies Con's ideas.

1People's needs

I Incomplete

I Completing

~--l ~ffi¥hlifri'{---- Ey·e-·c-oiilacf wltri

s

Looks at Nola.

Explaining

I Seeking
clarification
I Explaining
I Agreeing
I Classifying

-:nTray··T?~~PA~~cr~~~rte·x::---·h:ocuses on slleii:er:-·--tshel ter -·----+---+
s I Informing
432 Nola I Okay then/shelter and
food containers.
~~od ·- Back onto faD!!!!l&__
434 Nola What would you call
it/what would you call
hygienically things?

Confirms Kay's and Con's Shelter and S ~eeing
S
Confirmin
ideas.
containers
~
Rl=lfn~ll~i;:;"a •.•
Refocuse.LQ!lJ.illJ!1ing.
~.ll,L_~~~~:·.o
Requests a word related Hygiene
·- ··
(.L
1 :::,eeK111g
Information
to "hygiene".
I Seeking
Q
information
435 Rod I Sterilise.
I Suggests a solution to I Sterilise
s I Suggesting
Nola's problem.
I Explaining
436 Nola lllygienic things like Implicitly rejects Rod's Hygienic
Q
food containers to mal.;:e solution and explains things
it
hygienic
or her problem in more
something?
detail.
IU
Suggesting
Begins to proffer a Food
437 Kay I Food containers forcontainers
solution.
Seeking
438 Nola I For "hygienicy" or Persists with search for "Hygienicy"
Q
clarification
something?
the word.

I

I

!Eye contact with
Nola
Writes it down

Nola

Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
Nola
IEye contact
Con
contact

-tE

with
with
with
with

contact with
Nola
Begins to write
them down.
Loks
L w•-- at__Nola.
Looks up· from
her writing and
for
a
waits
response.
Eye contact with
Nola
l Eye contact with
Rod
>n

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay

439 Kay
440 Nola

441
Teacher

442 Nola
443 Kay
444 Nola
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445
Teacher
446 Nola
447

Teacher

448Con
'44tJNola
450
Teacher
451 Nola

Agrees with the word I"Hygienicy"
"hygienicy".
Is that what you call it Seeks confirmation of I" Hygienicy"
but? /Is that what you "hygienicy'' from Kay
call it "hygienicy"?
then Teacher.
I

Yes.

What was your question? Requests Nola to repeat
It was a good question.
her question. Praises
her question.
What would a word be Begins to repeat her
for like -?
question.
Hygienic
Proffers a word for Nola.
Seeks confirmation of
Kay's word.
I think you would just Proffers a solution to
call it "hygiene".
Nola's problem.
Okay.
Confirms
Teacher's
solution.
That takes into account Explains the meaning of
having
clean the word in context.
water,/having
your
water tested/having
fresh air.
Having oxygen.
Elaborates on meaning
of "hygiene"
seeK"S- s P e1H11g~-~-o-f
I How do you spell it?
"hygiene".
Spells the word for Nola.
I h-y-g-i-e-n-e
Hygienic.

I g-i-n-e

452
1 g-i-e-n-e
Teacher
453 Nola I g-i-e

IS

Agreeing

IQ

Seeking
confirmation
Seeking
confirmation
Seeking
clarification
Praising
Seeking
clarification
Suggesting

IQ

Nola's question I Q

s
!IV

Unknown
word
Hygienic

IKay's

IS

solution

IHygiene
Teacher's
solution
Meaning
"hygiene"

Meaning
"hygiene"
spe1Ting
"hygiene"
Hygiene

Q

s
s

Seeking
confirmation
Explaining
Agreeing

Moves towards the
group.
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Nola
Begins to write
the word.
Looks at Nola then
Kay.

of!S

Explaining
Explaining
Explaining

ofiS

Elaborating

Looks at Nola

ofl Q

Seeking
information
Spelling

Eye contact with
Teacher
Looks at Nola's
sheet.
Spells as she
writes.
Eye contact with
Nola
Writes correct
spelling

s
s

Sp

Spells aloud as she I Spelling
writes.
Corrects Nola's spelling. I Spelling

I Sp

Spelling

I Sp

Spelling

correct I Spelling

Sp

Spelling

Confirms
spelling

Eye contact with
Nola
Looks across the
room to Teacher.

454Con

Oh yes!/Take a canary
down!I
mean
a
budgy./If they die, it's
got bad air.

455 Nola I That's what frogs do.
456 Con 1Pardon?
457 Nola
458
Teacher
459 Nola
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IThat's what frogs do.
~ Frogs do

that?

I You

put frogs in like and
if they die460Con ! With budgies you take
them in a cage/ and if
the air goes rotten, they
die.

461 Nola
462
Teacher

463 Con

Okay.

464 Kay I Quarantine?

E

Suddenly thinks of !Testing air
(Inferential)
something.
Hypothesises a scenario for testing air.

s
s
s

Agreeing
Hypothesising
Correcting
Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Teacher

Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Con
Eye contact
Nola
Eye contact
Teacher
Eye contact
Teacher

Proffers
another
scenario for testing.
Seeks clarification from
Nola.
Clarifies Con's question.

Testing air

IS

Explaining

Nola's
statement
Testing air

I CR

Seeking
clarification
Explaining

Seeks confirmation of
Nola's idea.
Begins to explain the
testing procedure.
Explains the testing
procedure
with
budgerigars.

Frogs
testing
Frogs
testing
Budgies
testing

IS
fori S
fori IU

I Quarantine

Seeks clarification reI Con's idea
Con's idea.

Seeking
confirmation
Explaining

S

Explaining
Explaining

S

Agreeing

S

Evaluating
Probing
Probing
Probing

fori S

Confirms Con's scenario Con's ideas
I
for testing.
Confirms the appropHygiene and'
riateness of "hygiene" mining town
and
probes
for
elaboration of the
concept by associating
hygiene and mining
town.

Do you think your
"hygiene"
is
an
interesting one/ do you
think there would be
something related to
that in a mining town/
hygiene-mining
town? /Does anything
come to mind?
Proffers a response.
I Quarantine.

""'-t

)

=---~~--~fu~~~M~M:WU'!rl'!lfo''!'"~;t:::!Mt_ _ _ _ _'"'_tof'-"'"'-~"

Q
Q
Q

s
s

Suggesting
Seeking
clarification

with
with
with
with
with
with

Eye contact with
Con
Looks around the
group and waits
for a response.

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Con

465 Nola

You need quarantine !Seeks confirmation ofj Con's idea
places/wouldn't you?
Con's idea.
(Inferential)

46G
Teacher
467 Kay

Maybe something else
though./What else?
You'd need something in
the/you'd probably need
breathing devices.
You're
getting
close./Pollution comes to
mind here/so you would
have to take care in
your mining town, if
you're talking about
hygiene, so that you
didn't have pollution
from the mine./So I
think maybe you should
include that/so your
idea on that was a good
one.

468
Teacher
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1 _46:~~H~.~:~----470Rod Have you got farming

Continues to probe for
another response.
Begins to say something
then hypothesises use of
breathing devices.
Praises efforts
by
participants. Explains
the
relationship
between pollution and
hygiene in the context
of mining. Confirms
inclusion of the idea and
praises its initiation.

;onsfirms

IS
s

I

Breathing
IU
devices
S
(Inferential)
Pollution and
hygiene.
S

IS

s

s

s

Refocuses on farming.

Hypothesising
Seeking
confirmation
Probing
Probing
Incomplete
Hypothesising
Evaluating
Informing
Suggesting
Suggesting
Praising

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with

!Eye
Nola
contact

with

Teacher
Looks around the
group
and
establishes eye
contact
with
individual
. members.

I

I

Teacner' s Teacher's ideas S

vet?
471 Nola I Yep/Ive got stock, cattle Confirms inclusion of a
and horses.
range of stock.
1
4 72 Rod
Seeks clarification re
wheat.
473 Nola I Yep.
I Confirms inclusion of!
wheat.
'474
ROct-m
~ Focuses on Hay
II
,....._---~_
475 Kay Fences?
Focuses on Fences.

-ttv11e.at?---·

Con's idea

ISQ

Farming

f Confirming

Q---I Checking

Stock, catt:Tel S
and horses
S
Wheat
IQ
Rod's question IS
Hay

S

Fences

S

Agreeing
Listing

SeeiTi1g·c·~

clarification
Agreeing

~eeking
'f' cat 1011
.
c 1a.rr.J
Seeking
clarification

~~c~~~tact with
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
Rod
-·13ye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Nola
---~
Eye contact with
Nola

1

,~------~--------~--------------

47G Con I Vegetables and fruits?

477 Kay

I Vegetables?

Focuses on fruits

Fruits

Confirms Con's idea.

Vegetables

s
s

Equipment

S

Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Refoc using

Farming
equipment
!Vans

S

Synthesising

S

Suggesting

IRod's idea

S
S

Confirn:ing
Suggestmg

S

Agreeing
Confirming
Disagreeing
Seeking
confirmation
Confirming

I

1

1

478 Rod JE(j.uipment like tractors Refocuses on equipment.
and stuff.
479 Con I Farming equipment.
Elaborates on concept of
""
,
-"·
____
eg!:!_ipment. _ _
1
Focuses on vans.
· ' "
You'd need vans.
___ ____

4S2 K-·

.

ans.

_

-"~"'"-_,"""C2nQrms's Rod's idea.
to 1Zetoc~1Ces.

I Yourc.rneecrre:nces

I

~~l~ences

keep your animals in.
483 Nola I Yeh/you said that.

Agrees. Informs Kay she 1Kay's ideas
has said it.
!
484 Kay I But you haven't got it Seeks confirmation of Kay's ideas
yet/have you?
inclusion of her idea.

I
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485 Nola I Yeh.
48G·I~od·-· I You

need a house.

I Yeh/that

__

492 Nola

I

comes under-

Confirms inclusion of I Kay's question I S
idea.
Refocusesm1 house.
I House
t s

I

I Agrees.

Begins
to
classify "house".
488Con Shelter.
Com p 1 e t e s
the
classification.
489 Nola I Yeh./I've got shelter in Agrees. Informs Rod of
family neegs. _ ___.___ location of his idea.
490 Rod You need food for Focuses on tood for
animals.
animals.
491 Con IYeh/ for the stock.
Confirms Rod's idea.

487 Nola

I

S
S
Q

Rod's ideas.

ISuggesting

Shelter

S

Agreeing
Classifying
Completing

Shelter

S
S
for S

Agreeing
Informing
Informing

S

IU

Food
animals
Food for stock

S
S

Animal foods/then you ·coiiTrrnis-- Rc)dTs7Con' s Animal foods' s
need food containers for ideas. Refocuses on food and
food S
them.
containers.
containers

Agreeing
EXQlaining
Confirming
Refocusing

I

l

Looks at Nola
Eye contact with
Nola

·Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola

1

Eye contact with
IKay
Eye contact with
Nola
·Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
1Eye contact with
Rod.
Teacher leaves
the group.

1

493 Rod
494 Nola
495 Con
496 Kay
497 Nola
4<)8 Kay

499 Nola

500 Kay

You need big
things.
Yeh/ drinking-

half Explains type of food
container.
Agrees.
Begins
to
explain.
Troughs.
Completes Nola's idea.
Actually there is half a Elaborate on Nola's!
thing for them./It's a Rod's ideas.
kind of acid.
How do you spell Seeks correct spelling of
"troughs" t-r-o-o?
"trough".
t-r-o-g-h
Spells "trough" (incorrectly) for Nola.
t-r-o-g-h-s/ Are you Repeats Kay's spelling
sure?
Seeks clarification

Explaining

IRod's ideas

s
s
s

Agreeing
Explaining
Completing
Elaborating
Explaining

Q

Seeking
information
Spelling

JU

Nola's idea
Half a thing
Spelling
"troughs"
Spelling
"trough"
Spelling
"troughs"

I

I Yeh./What else would Clarifies Nola's question., Nola's question!
there be?
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I Food container IS

Disagrees with Kay's
statement.
S(Ji.1<ay IYou've got jobs, scf1ools COil.fii·ming
items
and parks.
recorded.
508 Coil I Oh!
Thinks of something.

Sp
Sp

S

Spelling
Seeking
J::gnJirma tion
Agreeing
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification
Confirming

s

Suggesting

E

Agreeing
Classifying
Checking
Explaining

Q
S

Q

SOl Rod I Have you got water pipes Seeks clarification re I Water pipes
in there?
water pipes.
502 Nola I Yeh.
Confirms inclusion of I Rod's question I
water pipes.
503 Con TunZferground
Underground
Focuses on underelectricity.
ground electricity.
electricity
504 Nola I Oh yeh!/We'll put that Agrees with Con's ideas. Con's ideas
under electricity./Is this Seeks clarificat
your last one?
-ion re item's status.
505 Kay I No it isn't.
Clarifies Nola's question. Nola's question
506 Nola I Oh well it is now.

s

Q

S

Q
S

Kay's
I S
statement
Jobs, schools! S
and_Qarks
Unclear
I E

Disagreeing
Confirming

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with
Nola
Looks up from
writing.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay

. . L--·~--~
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Nola
Looks around the
group
for
a
response.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kav
Eye contact with
INnl::J

Exclaiming

Looks at Kay.

Informing
s
Informs
group
re j Recording
Directing
recording sheet and "occupations" I
Explaining
s
explains where she will
record items. Syllabifies
_
·-·- s<;:hooJ~~-------- "occupations".tQ..1j2el!J!.
__
---~-- . __
......- - - ·
510 Kay Shops
rRefocuses on shops.
Shops
ts lsuggestmg
511 Con Convenient Stores
Re f o c u s e s
on Convenient
S Refocusing
convenient stores
stores
Agreeing
s
Confirms Kay' s/ Con's Kay's/Con's
512 Nola Okay.
ideas
ideas
Refocusing
s
513 Kay There needs t~H~eroc'lises on electricity Electricity
lines.
lines
electricity lines.
Agreeing
s
Confirms Kay's ideas.
Electricity
514 Nola Okay electricity lines.
lines
Specifying
s
515 Con Underwater electricity Specifies the type of Underwater
lines.
lines
electricity
lines
Seeking
Seeks clarification from Kay's idea
Q
516 Nola Why underwater?
clarification
Kay.
Correcting
s
Underground
Corrects
Kay's
idea.
Underground.
517 joe
lines
Amending
joe ' s I Underground s
Endorses
518 Kay I mean underground.
correction.
Q
Seeking
519 Nola Why would they need to Continues to seek I Kay's ideas.
clarification
Q
be underground? /Why clarification of Kay's
Seeking
couldn't
they
be ideas.
clarification
aboveground?
Explaining
IV
Begins to clarify Nola's I Electricity
520 Kay So when electricityquestion.
Explaining
s
521 Con The people wouldn't see I Clarifies Nola's question. I Unseen lines
the lines.
Elaborating
s
Elaborates on Con's I Safer
522 Eod It is more safer.
ideas.
Agreeing
s
Generally agrees with I Rod's idea
523 Nola I suppose so.
Rod's idea.
Elaborating
s
524Rod And it doesn't cost as Elaborates further on I Cost of lines
underground lines.
much I think.
509 Nola

I can't fit anything
else/oh just wait./1'11 put
it under "occupations"
oc-cu-pa-tions such as

!

I
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Looks at the
recording sheet
in front of her.

I

Looks up from the
sheet.
Eye contact with
Nola
Writes down the
item.
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye
Kay
Eye
Kay
Eye
joe
Eye
Kay

contact with
contact with
contact with
contact with

Looks at Con for
support.
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Rod
Eye contact with
Nola

~

525 Nola I Underground./Oh
shivers!

Reads as she writes.
Realises she has made a
mistake.
IfcXT-iTt"S:tves' irees./I'CsavesCOi'itirwes-toclaborate
cutting down trees/and on
advantages
of
it saves pollution.
underground lines.
527 Kay !That's
all
there Concludes completion of
_
... is./There's no mo.re et. l~st=---·-~·M
... ~
528 Rod lllave you got pollee?
Checks re recordmg
police.
529 Nola Have I got what?
Seeks clarification re
Rod's question.
530Rod Haye you got police?
Repeats his question.

's2c)

531 Nola

II

Yeh:/uiicterground
electricity lines.

L
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~I cin I have-a

I

-

reaa?'7Reacr

lit out to everyone.

Clarifies Rod's question.
Reads aloud from record
as she writes.
Seeks permission to read
sheet. then directs Nola
to read.

Kay's/Joe's
idea

IRTA
E

saving trees s
and pollution S
S

Completion of S

Reading aloud
Exclaiming

Erases an error in
her writing.

Eiaborating
Elaborating
Elaborating
Concluding

Looks at Nola as
she writes.

Eye contact with
li~~---~·~:
.£~£2.USJ~.s:!AlliL. ~,~----· l)Q.c:l___~p
Pollee
Q
Checking
Eye contact with
Nola
Rod's question Q
Seeking
Eye contact with
clarification
Rod
Police
Q
Checking
Eye contact with 1
Nola_
!
Rod's
idea s
Agreeing
Looks at sheet j'
Underground RTA Reading aloud
then Rod.
lines
.
·
Reading the Q
Requesting-~·Puts out.his hand
sheet
I
Directing
then withdraws it.

__

•

l

533 Nola
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t

534 Kay

I

Okay./Transport one, IAgrees. Reads aloud Recorded list IS
1Agreeing
petrol, two, one train f from the sheet in front of items.
RTA (Reading aloud
and one train road, I of her.
three, cars and trucks,
four, plane and runway,
five,
reverse
or
whatever you call it
town. Communications
one, telephones, two,
post office, three,
television. Needs for
Families one, first aid,
hospital and security,
two, water pipes and
supply, three, shelter,
food containers and
hygiene
and
quarantine,
four,
sewage equipment and 1
pollution,
five,
occupations such as
school teachers and

IW~Wutrvs~nit"written
down
about
the

Informs
Nola
omission of items.

re Omitted

convenient stores or
anything yet.
535 Nola Yes but they're shop !Justifies nonworkers.
inclusion of items.
536 Rod They're shops.
Corrects
Nola's
statement.
_ 5.lZ NDla \ Farmin!l:..,__
Continuesreading a.loud.
53~ you got schools?
Seeks clarification re
schools.
539 Nola Yeh.
Chu·ifies Rod's question.

I

Reads from the
sheet on which
she has recorded
the suggested
items.

I

item~-ls-t'E~;g--l~~~~lta~t
~-

r

Justifying
rationale
Nola'sideas

s

Explaining

s

Correcting

Farm in
Schools

BJA
Q

Rod's question I S

with

I

Nola

·· Eye con tact with

Kay
Eye contact with
Nola
1
j Rec-a-:-d:-;ir:"""n?-':-:a_l_o_u_d_ _,l-r::-:::"T~::-:::--~r::-'-----1
Chec ·ing
Confirming

Looks at sheet
discovers she has
omitted it.

Directs Nola where to ISchools
I
include schools.
541 Nola I Yeh./1 don't think I put Confirms omission of I Schools
s
it in.
schools.
s
542 Rod I Schools, playgroundsBegins to list items for Schools
s
Nola to write.
unds
-- s
~3 Con j Equipment.
· --~ AddSatl..;.._f;.;;.t.;:.em;..;:;..;.._t_•o--:-th_e_l':':'-i-st--.-1~~~~nt
.
,_
.
544 Nola I Education/ ed-u-caConfirms education by Educatio n
s
tion./Okay./
writing and saying the Written record Sp
Farming, one, stock, word.
Syllabifies
s
cattle and horses, two, "education" for spelling.
RTA
1 wheat, three, a hay Continues to read aloud 1
stock, four, farming from the written record.
equipment, five, fences
for animals, six, animal
food drinking troughs
! __
and molasses .
..5'45"K;;i.y-·jw~Iiay?/you have Seeks clarification refTiay_..,__
Q
hay. Confirms inclusion
to have hay.
s
of hay.
546 Nola In stock and wheat./
Clarifies Kay's question. Stock
and s
Electricity,
under- Continues reading aloud. wheat.
RTA
i ground electric it.);: lines.
Written record
5'47 Kay What about the cost of Seeks ·-information re I Vlifc-lge :ost
Q
the village?
cost of village.
548 Nola You don't have to add up Informs Kay re cost of! Cost of village s
all the prices and village.
things.
It will probably cost Hypothesises cost of Cost of village s
549 Joe
about two diamonds.
village.
( Infere ltial)
550 Kay Two?
Seeks clarification re Two dia nonds Q
cost.
551 Con Yeh/two
diamond's Confirms Joe's ideas.
Two dia 11onds s
worth of equipment.
s
552 Rod They'd have to have Elaborates on concept of Money
s
enough money.
village cost.
( Infere Hial)
540Rod

Write it in needs.

·-~--
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~,..,

____

I

Agreeing
Confirming
Listing

Eye contact with
Nola
Examines sheet in
front of her.
Looks at Nola.

Listing

Eye contact with

Directing

Rnrl

Confirming
Spelling
Confirming
Reading aloud

Reads from the
sheet on which
she has recorded
ideas
the
expressed by the
group.
i

- - - Eye
Checking

contact with

Explaining

Nola

Explaining
Reading aloud

Looks at Kay then
at the written
record.
Eye contact with··
Nola
Teacher joins the
group.

Seeking
information
Explaining
Hypothesising
Seeking
clarification
Agreeing
Explaining
Hypothesising

Eye
Kay
Eye
Joe
Eye
Kay
Eye
Con

contact with
contact with
contact with
contact with

553 Kay

I About thirty diamonds.

Presents a hypothesis re Thirty
IS
diamonds
cost
(lnferen tial)
Thirty diamonds?
Seeks confirmation re Thirty
lQ
diamonds
number of diamonds.
We've just about-C:overea Concludes completion of Completion of IS
everything now.
task
task.

554 Joe
555 Nola

Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Rod

Seeking
confirmation
Concluding

Eye contact with
Kay.
Looks straight
ahead and holds
sheet up.
Eye contact with
Nola.
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact wiTh
Nola
Looks at sheet and
reads aloud.

!

Do you think you've Seeks confirmation re
covered it?
task completion.
Yeh
Confirms completion of
task
SSB ---··-co~uld you just read out Requests Nola to read
Teacher your headings to me?
headings.
559 Nola Okay./Transport,
Agrees. Reads aloud
communication, needs from sheet in front of
for families, farming her.
and electricity.
560
j Ne e d s ,
farm i n g , Repeats headings read
Teacher electricity./I think that by Nola. Evaluates the
is
an
interesting group's classification
c lassification./That' s
system and praises them.
good./Do you think you Probes for final ideas.
need to add anything to Encourages group to
that to finish your check
task
task7/ Do any of you requirements.
want to read the task and
check it before we
I· .
fil}).sh UQ7
_
_
561 Nola Is "families" spelt with aiRequests spelling from
double "1"'7
·1 ;I:;~cher.
Clarifies Nola's question.
5G2
One "1".
Teacher
,SG3 Con
Family like there is one Corrects Nola's use of
family.
words.
l564 Kay That comes under family Explains use of word.
supports.
556
Teacher
557 Nola

345

I

Task
completion
Task
completion
Headings
Recorded
headings

IQ

Checking

IS

Confirming

IQ

Requesting

ISRTA

Agreeing
Reading aloud

Task
classification
and recording

S
S
S
Q
Q

Repeating
Evaluating
Praising
Probing
Probing

Looks around the
group.
When
Teacher finishes
speaking,
participants read
their task sheets
silently.

Spelling
"families"
Spelling
"families"
Fan1ily

Q

Checking

S

Clarifying

IS

I Correcting

IS

J

Eye contact
Teacher
Shakes his
then speaks.
Eye contact
Nola.
Eye contact
Con

"i

Family
supports

Explaining

with
head
with
with

565
Teacher
566 Kay

567
Teacher
568Con
569
Teacher
570 Kay
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571
Teacher
572 Kay
573
Teacher
374Nola
575Con
/Rod
576 Kay
577 Nola
578Rod

What do you mean Kay
family supports?
You
know
those
things./Do they have to
use their own money
here to buy things?/Do
they have to buy their
own food?
The Mining Company
pays them a salary/then
they have to buy their
own food.
Then they buy their
own.
Yes/the
company
employs them.
What happens if they
lose all their money?
Well they owe money
then/don't they?

Seeks clarification reI Kay's idea
Kay's idea.
Begins to explain then I Family
seeks clarification re economy
family economy.

!

Q

Probing

s

Explaining
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification

Q

Q

Clarifies Kay's question I Buying food
re buying food.

s
s

Confirms Teacher's idea. I Teacher's idea I S

Agrees. Elaborates on Company
s
his previous idea.
employment
Hypothesises a problem Losing money Q
scenario.
( lnferen tial)
Informs
Kay
re Owing money s
consequences. Seeks her (Inferential)
s
confirmation.
But don't they need Seeks further clar- !Owing money Q
something?
ification re money.
I
I see what you mean.
Informs
Kay
he Kay's question IS
understands her.
Well they taRe a loat1-oiiffC1arifies Kay's question. I Bank loan
s
from the bank.
Which bank?
Seeks clarification re Which bank
Q
bank.
But they don't have a Argues against Nola's No bank
s
bank.
explanation.
IWell it's in Helen's Town. Defends her argument. Bank
in!S
Helen's Town
Which bank?
Repeats his question re IWhich bank
Q
bank.

IS

I

Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with
Teacher

Explaining
Explaining

Eye contact with
Kay

Confirming

Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Kay
Eye contact
Teacher
Eye con tact
Kay

Agreeing
Explaining
Hypothesising
Informing
Seeking
confirmation
Checking
Agreeing
Explaining
Seeking
clarification
Disagreeing
Explaining
Checking

with
with
with
with

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Kay
Eye contact with ,
Kay
Both look at N4Ja.
Eye contact wlth
Nola
Eye contact witH
Kay
Smiles at Con as
he speaks.

579 Kay

I

A beginning bank/or j Continues
seeking Beginning or IQ
just for a loan bank?
clarification re bank.
loan bank.
Q

580Nola
1

1

581
Teacher
582 Rod

583Con
584 Rod
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Are you really going to Continues to argue her Kay's
spend ten weeks taking case.
argument
out. moneyZ_______._ _
.
I think Kay is thinking Begins to explain Kay's Kay's
of something else/aren't reasoning and seeks 1 reasoning
you Kavl
confirmation.
They don t have a Hypothesises a conseRobbing the
bank./They would rob q uence of having a bank
it./ People will rob the bank.
(Inferential)
bank.
Yes
Agrees with Rod's ideas. Rod's ideas
What if you have your Hypothesises another
own money?
scenario to consider.

585 Con I Yes/ everyone gets the
same
amount
or
whatever they get.
586Rod I An equal amount of
money.
587 Nola I Everyone gets the same
amount of money for
how many hours they
work.
588 Kay
589 Nola

Everyone gets the same.

Q

S

Q
S
S
1S

s

.. nye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay

Explaining
Seeking
cQnfirnu!JJon
Hypothesising
Hypothesising
Hypothesising

Looks at Nola then
Kay.

Agreeing

Eye contact with

I I

,· Having your Q
own money.
(Inferential)

Agrees
with
and!
elaborates 011 Rod's
ideas.
Elaborates on Con's!
ideas.
Elaborates 011 the
concept of equal pay.

Seeking
clarification
Seeking
Clarification
Checking

Hypothesising

Eye contact with
Kay

I~;; contact

with

ISS

Agreeing
Elaborating

Eye contact with
Nola

Equal money

IS

Specifying

Eye contact with
Con
Looks straight
ahead.

fori S

Elaborating

s

Confirming

s

Hypothesising

Confirms the concept of Same pay
equal pay.
You might get twenty- Hypothesises rate of pay Twenty-four
four dollars an hour or for employees.
dollars
an
something.
hour
(Inferential)

f

Nola

Rod's ideas
(Inferential)

Iwork
Money

.

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Kay

Ij
J

Il

590Con

Caw!

591 Rod

That's good pay.

592 Con

Too right.

593
Teacher

Right so do you think
you have finished the
task?
Yes.

594Rod
1

595
Teacher
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15%Xay
'

1

597
Teacher

I think you have done
well actually./! think it
was an interesting idea
to list all the important
things/ then go back
andrewriteyourclassifi
-cation./You could write
it again two or three
times/couldn't you?/
That's good./ Any
questions on what you
have done? I Thanks
grade six./That's very
good.
1Do-yo~u~wai1ttlie-shee t

back?
You can keep the sheet
if you like./I would like
Nola's sheet if I may-the
good one./Thank you.

Expresses surprise at Nola's ideas
amount.
(Inferential)
Evaluates Nola's ideas.
Good pay
Confirms
Rod's
evaluation.
Refocuses
group's
attention
on
task
strategy.
Clarifies
Teacher's
uestion.
Evaluates the group's
work on the task and
the
strategy
they
employed.
Informs them of the
potential of rewriting
and seeks confirmation.
Praises the group.
Elicits
group
for
questions.
Thanks the group.

IE

Exclaiming

IS

Evaluating

Rod's
IS
evaluation
Completion of I Q
task

Confirming

Teacher's
uesti,Ql1
Evaluation of
the group task
and praise for
group
participation

S

Agreeing

S
S
S
S

Evaluating
Evaluating
Evaluating
Suggesting
Seeking
confirmation
Praising
Eliciting
Thanking
Praising

Q
S

Q
CR
S

Reql.iests-C:Tanfica ti on re Tasks~IQ
task sheet.
Clarifies Kay's question Nola's written\ S
and requests the sheet record
S
written by Nola and
CR
thanks her.

Refocusing

Seeking
clarification
Clarifying
Requesting
Thanking

Eye contact with
Nola
Eye contact with
Con
Eye contact with
Rod
Looks aroui10. -ffie
group
for
a
rersponse.
Eye contact with
Teac,..;;;h::.;;eo.;;:.r_ _.,-~-j
Looks around the
group
as
he
speaks. Receives
no response to his
question
so
continues
to
praise the group.

Holds sheet up in
front of her.
Takes
the
proffered sheet
from Nola.

7.4 GROUP LEARNING INTERACTION IN LANGUAGE ARTS
The group learning session in language arts required the
participants to develop and write a group report on a short story
(The Quick Descent, APPENDIX K) which they had read before the
session (see APPENDIX F, Language Arts). The audience for the
group report was to be an evaluative committee whose task it was
to select stories for inclusion in a book of short stories for Year Six.

As a basis for this report, participants were to discuss: (a) Setting;
(b) Plot; (c) Characterisation; (d) Language; and (e) What they
thought of the story as a whole.

Phase One data derived from application of the data analysis
system (described in 6.9) to the group interaction in language arts
via the processes articulated in FIGURE 7.1 are presented in
TABLE 7.3.

Arts
Source

Strategies and
Functions

1Teacher i Here's your group task
grade six.

2 Nola

3 Kay

4Teacher

5 Joe
6 Kay
7 Nola

Volunteers to read the task
sheet.
Oh she read it last time!/I'IIIProvides argument for
read it out this time.
reading and proffers to
read task sheet.
What does the group
Seeks solution to the
say? /Who is going to read problem from the group.
it this morning?
Proffers a solution.
Nola.
One of the boys should read l Proffers another solution.
it.
No./1 asked first.
. argument .

,

Reading task
sheet
Reading task
sheet

Extra/Nonverbal
Input

Hands a task sheet to
each student.

S

Voluteering

E
S

Arguing
Volunteering

Eye contact with
teacher
Eye contact with
Teacher

Requesting
Eliciting

Looks around the
group for a response.

Suqqestinq

Looks at Nola.

One of the boys! S

,,

Agrees with and confirms
Joe's idea.
9 Teacher We'll all read it slowly and Directs group to read sheet Reading task
silently then informs group sheet
carefully
Nola will read it aloud.
first./ Alright? /Nola is
Directs Nola where to start
going to read it to us
and justifies the second
again./lf you start there
Nola/and read it through so reading
we can be sure of what we
have to do.
8 Rod

Linguistic
Forms and
Linguistic

Focuses students' attention
on group task(Advance
language arts
organiser)
problem

I'll read it.

Yes./Nola can read it

Contextual
Frames and
Sources of

s
s
s
s

IS

Q

s
I
I

Suggesting
Negating
Arguing
Agreeing
Confirmina
Directing
Seeking
confirmation
Specifying
Directing
Directing

Points to place on
sheet from which
Nola is to read

----~--""~'~"-'-~''~'~.~.,~~----1

10 Nola
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"You are requested to
discuss each of the
following aspects of the
story to include in the
report, and then write a
brief, clear report on the
story. That is, your report
will include (a) what you
think of the following
aspects of the story, (b)
what you think of the story
as a whole and (c) any
other comments you wish
to make. In your conclusion
of the report, clearly
indicate whether the story
should or should not be
included and why you came
to your conclusion. Setting,
where the events took
place. Plot, the events that
occurred in the story.
Characterisation,
characters in the story.
language, description and
used in the story.
Group Task, Write the
report as a qroup on the
paper supplied and write
only one draft of the report
II

Reads aloud from the task
sheet

Task sheet
(Textual)

RT A I Reading

and follow the
reading on their
sheets.

The language arts
group task is based
on the story The
Quick Descent
(APPENDIX I<) which
the students have
received and read
prior to
implementation of the
qroup task.

11 T eache~ Any questions on what you
have to do? /Remember up
at the top what you think of
each of the following is
(a)/then (b) what you think
of the story as a whole/
and (c) any other
comments./So there are
three parts/aren't
there? I Any questions? /I'll

Probes for questions re
task. Confirms the three
parts of the group task.
Probes again for questions.
Informs group they may
start. Encourages the group
to ask questions during the
task. Informs group of his
continued interest.

I

Establishment
of an
appropriate
time frame

Q

s
s
s
s

Q
Q

s
s
s
I

l

Eliciting
Focusing
, Focusing
Focusing
Informing
Seeking
confirmation
Eliciting
Informing
Specifying
Informing

Teacher looks around
the group for
questions. When no
questions are asked
by the participants,
he leaves the group.

I

let you start./lf you have
any questions, ask them as
we go along./1'11 come and
see how your going in a
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1

12 Nola

Seeks clarification re task
strategy.

13 kay

No./Not columns for it's too Argues against Nola's idea.

14 Nola

Yeh well okay ./l<ay just
said that we do columns.

15 l<ay

17 Rod

No./1 just said we can do
columns.
Well we can do them if you
to.
Just write them down.

18 Nola
19 Con

Okay.
Get ideas one. two-

16 Nola

I

Confirms l<ay's ideas.
Explains why she
introduced columns.
Disagrees. Clarifies her
ideas.
Informs group re

j Confirms Rod's Ideas.
Focuses on part of group
task.

ideas
Group's ideas

I storv

Waits for group
respsonse.

Negating
Arquinq

Eye contact with Nola

Agreeing
Confirming

Eye contact with Rod

s
s
s

Negating
Explaininq

Eye contact with Nola

Informing

Eye contact with l<ay

I

Directing

Eye contact with Nola

s

Agreeing

Looks at sheet.

I~

Columns

Directs Nola re group's
ideas.

Columns

(Textual)!

I

sheet.

Repeating

25 l<ay
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27 l<ay

28 Rod
29 Kay
30 Rod
31 Con

story (Textual)t
Aspects of the S
story
Aspects of the Q
story

I

Completing

Eye contact with Nola

Refocusing

Looks around the
group.

Listing

Eye contact with
Teacher

What are the aspects you
have to consider?

Refocuses on part of group
task.

The setting, the plot, the

Clarifies Teacher's question Teacher's
question

"What do you think of the
following aspects of the
story? What do you think
the story as a whole and
other comments you wish
to make. in the conclusion
of your report, clearly
indicate why you came to
the conclusions.
Okay, well we can start on
number (b) what I thought
of the story as a
whole./Well I thought it
was interesting how the
helicopter came and
rescued them all.

Clarifies Teacher's question Group task
RTA Readind aloud
by reading aloud from the
(Textual) Task s
Informing
task sheet. Focuses on first strategy
s Evaluating
part of the task strategy. I
I
Evaluates the story and
describes an event in the
story.

With this question we all
have to agree on one
thinq/don't we?
Yeh/all give our ideas.

Seeks clarification from
Teacher re task strategy.

Task strategy

Clarifies Kay's question.

Task strategy

Then someoneI Stars to direct someone.
We just write them all in to Proffers a strategy to
one big thing.
!Yeh.

I Aarees with Rod's idea.

s

s
Q

s

I Task strateqy IIU
Task strategy S

I Rod's

Teacher joins the
qroup.

Explaining
Seeking
confirmation
Agreeing
Directing
Incomplete
Informing

Looks at the sheet
while she reads then
looks up and
addresses the group.

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with Kay

I

Eye contact with Rod
Eye contact with Kay

32 nola

Evaluates the story and
describes an event in the
story. Monitors her ideas.

Evaluating
Describing
Correcting

Looks straight ahead

35 Joe
36 Nola

Informs group re task
strategy. Seeks
clarification re recorder.
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39 Kay
40 Rod

one copy first.

41 Kay

45 Kay

48 Nola

Describing

Exciting

We're supposed to look at

46 Con
47 l<ay

Confirminq
Directing

Confirms Nola's idea.
Directs Con re recording.

II like the way it was
Yeh.

Focuses on the task

Task strategy

Confirms ideas proffered

Story

I Evaluates the

story

I Aarees with Kav's ideas.

s

Story
structure

Confirming

IEye contact with

Evaluating

Eye contact with

tiS§Y~:U~~~s
Story plot

ause they hadn't done it

50 Kay

Begins to focus on part of
the plot.

IU

Focusing

51 Con

I Fred came to the rescue.

52 Rod

For the kids it was an

53 Nola

Instead of just normally
walking like they were
supposed to have a hike,
they got a helicopter ride
all that.

54 Con

All the kids had an

55 Joe

were rescued in the
helicopter.

56 Nola

But they were in the

I Focuses on part of plot.

Rescue

IFocuses on another oart of
on part of the

re events in

IS

I Describing

I Looks up from

s

Describing

writinq.
Eye contact with Con

Helicopter ride S

I Describing

Eye contact with Con

Going in a
helicopter

1e An adventure

on the helicopter Helicopter
In the

s

Generalising

Eye contact with Nola

s

Refocusing

Eye contact with Nola

s

Confirming

Eye contact with Joe

Maintaining

Eye contact with Con

rescue.
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there anything else
for me?

Kay's
EM
Q
recordinq
Written record s

58 Con
59 l<av
60 Rod

part of plot.

61 Kay

They had experienced it
now or something.

62 Con

It was good that they
it?

63 Rod

about it./ Any
others?

Amends Rod's ideas.

skip that one.

Looks at Con
Eye contact with l<ay

s

Experienced it IS

Amending

Eye contact with Con
Eye contact with Kay

Concludes completion of
that oart. Seeks new
Confirms Rod's ideas.

66 Nola

Hikinq
Something they
hadn't done

Eye contact with Kay

Eye contact with Con

IRod's ideas

s

Confirminq

Looks at Con.

(c) any other comments you Reads aloud from task
wish to make.
sheet.
We have to put (c).
Just put (c)/and that will
be

Focuses on recordinq.
Directs Con re recording.

Well I thought it was an
interesting story./lt
make you want to put it
down.

Evaluates the story as a
whole and justifies her
evaluation.

Part (c)
Part (c)

Elaborates on Nola's Ideas.
Yes./ After the first page
Agrees with Kay's ideas.
you keep on going/and keep Qualifies the motivation of
reading.
the story.
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I

It puts you onto things you
want to read.

It's something that kids
d()n'tusuallv do.
Like riding in a
helicopter/and breaking an
ankle./There were a few
other things.
It would be an experience
for all of them because

Explains the story's
motivation.

Thing you want
to read

Compares story with The

The Hobbit

Focuses on nature of the
plot.
Confirms Rod's ideas by
listing events in the story.

Something
unusual
Events in the
story

I

s

s
s
s

Q

Focuses on a character.
Seeks confirmation re

Q

I

Seeks clarification re Fred. Fred

Eye contact with Nola

Agreeing
Evaluating
Evaluating

Eye contact with Nola

Explaining

Eye contact with Nola

Agreeing

Eye contact with Con
with Nola

Part of the plotliU

Refocuses on part of the
plot.

Elaborating

IQ

Comparing
Comparing
Informing
Refocusing

Focusinq
Seeking
confirmation

IS~eking

j Eye contact with Rod

I

Eye contact with Nola

Eve contact with Con
Eye contact with Kay
Eye contact with Con

82 Rod

83 kay

Just write down not many
other kids have did what
they did.
Done.

84 Rod

Done

I Directs

Con re recording.

Confirms Kav's correction. l<ay's
correction

89 Nola
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90 Rod

Eye contact with Con

Recording

85 Kay
86 Rod
87 Joe
88 Rod

IRecording

Escape.
Yeh/they were lucky Freel
qot the rescue squad.
They were lucky her ankle
wasn't braken broken.

Lucky
Escape
Rod's ideas.
Elaborates on the concept of Rescue squad
rescue.
Focuses on the story plot.
Broken ankle

They were lucky she didn't
fall off the cliff.

Falling off the
cliff

s
s
s
s

Agreeing
Evaluatinq
Evaluating

s

Evaluating

Es>~~eas

The camera went over.
I wouldn't qo after it.
I would.
I wouldn't go after it when I
go walkabout.

Focuses on event in plot.
Relates to plot event~
Relates to plot event.
Relates to plot event.

96 Nola

It could have smashed
the tree.

Hypothesises an event in

97 Kay

Any other comments you
wish to make.

Focuses on the task sheet.

93 Joe
94 Nola
95 Kay

98 Rod

I When

you've finished Con,
read what you've got so
far.
--··
--~--

Directs Con re task
strategy.

Camera
Camera
Camera
Camera

s
s
s

IRT AI Reading aloud
I Directing

Eye contact with Con
Looks at Rod.
Eye contact with Con
Eye contact with Rod
Eye contact with Nola

99 Con

I Yep./Not many kids would rgrees to read the sheet.
not many kids did what they Reads aloud from written
did. She is lucky she did not record.
fall down the hill and break
her ankle.

100 Nola
101 Rod

102 Nola

Is that all you've got?

I

I

Written record RT A Reading aloud Looks at recording
(Textual)
sheet as he reads.

Seeks clarification re
record.
We said something
Seeks confirmation re
else/didn't we?/They were recording. Focuses on event
lucky Fred got the rescue
expected to be recorded
squad 'cause if he didn't,
they would have had to stay

Written record Q
(Textual)
Record
(Textual)
Q
Rescue squad

They were afraid if there
were any wild cats and

Feral cats
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Focuses on an event in the
plot.

s
s

s

IReads as he writes.
They were lucky Fred got
the rescue squad.
So

~Record
Clarifies recordinq for Con. Record

Checking

Eye contact with Con

Disagreeing
Seeking
confirmation
Evaluating

Eye contact with Con

Describing

Eye contact with Con

Rea dina

on event In
Describing
108 Rod

have to write about
all this here setting plot?

109 Nola
110 Kay

Mm.
I think so.

111 Nola

I That's what it's put there
for./Well where all the
events took place sounded
like a sort of rainforestry.

112 Rod

That's all.

clarification re task

Task strategy

Clarifies Rod's question.
Confirms Nola's
clarification.

Rod's question
Rod's question
(Inferential)

Confirms Rod's ideas re
task. Focuses on setting of
the story.

Sort of
rainforestry

Concludes task's comoletionl Group task

I~
1.

s

See kina

Eve contact with Nola

Explaining

Eye contact with Rod

! Concludina

I Eve contact with Con

did all the events
place?
do the setting./That's
it./Write setting.

Focuses on story settinq
lin the bush
Seeks clarification re
Story setting
settinq.
Concludes completion of
Story setting
part of task. Directs Con re
record.

done (b) and (c).

s
s
I

I

(a) before (b)
Settinq
Part (a)

I
I
Q

I

(b) and (c)

s

Directs Con re record.

the settinq.
we done (a) Con?

16

Confirms task strateqy.
Seeks clarification re task
strateqy.
Clarifies Joe's question re

llnforminq
Seekihg
Informing
Confirming
Directing
Directinq
Directinq
Seeking
clarification
Negating

I

Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with Con

IEye contact with Con
-------""
Looks at Con.
Looks at Rod
Eye contact with Con

IEye contact with Joe

Rainforestrv
thing
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11 ~~ ~-~-.~

-

,~,

kl-

Directs group re

'\.-"1
/1""\~

--J..>4-:~~

you walk up.

like Mount Spec at
setting was
on the top.

It may not have been the
of the hill.

(a)

Looks at Con.
Eye contact with Kay

Setting
Continues her description
setting.

Walking up

Focuses on setting.

Mountain

s
s
s

Informing

Eye contact with Nola

Comparing
Specifying

Eye contact with Rod

Top of a hill in
the bush
Con's
description
(Inferential)

s
s
s

Agreeing
Eye contact with Nola
Describinq
Hypothesising Eye contact with Co

Up hiqh

s

Eve contact with Nola
Taps desk with her

Compares setting with local On top of the
mountain, Describes setting mountain
more precisely.
Agrees. Elaborates on
Nola's description.
Argues against Con's
description.

straight ahead.

I

I

f_inqe~~

Characters.
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you're doing part (a)
setting aren't you? /1 think
what your doing is a good
start./You talk about
the events took place./1
would like you to, when you
outline them, briefly say
what you think/whether
you think it was a good
place for the
story,/whether you liked it
or didn't like it/so when
you talk about each of them
as a group, comment on
what vou think./

Confirms the part the
is doing. Praises the group.
Confirms what they have
done and elicits a more
analytical response by
explaining how to respond
to each part.

group as he speaks.

140 Kay

Remember you're a special
group to choose whether
it's well done or not./So
when you do that, say
something about whether
you think it is good/or not
good/and why./ And if you
just work through each of
them, setting, plot,
Icharacterisation, lanquaqe
' that way it would be good.
Riqht does that help you?
Mm.

Confirms Teacher's
explanation.

Looks around the
group and waits for a
response from the
participants.

s

Agreeing

Teacher leaves the

s

Focusing

Looks straight ahead.

s

Evaluating

Eye contact with Nola

EM
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143 Kay

Confirming
Confirming
Confirming
Confirming
Explaining
Eliciting

Reminds the group of its
Group role and IS
role. Confirms the need for response.
.S
an analytical response.
s
Explains the task
s
procedure. Elicits a
s
response from the group.
Q

Well I think it was a good
Evaluates setting for the
place for the events to take story.
place.
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146 Kay
147 Nola

148 Kay
149 Nola

It's better than just having
it in a forest because, if it
wasn't on a mountain, they
wouldn't have had the
helicopter and all that.

Evaluates the location of
events by linking it to the
events that occurred.

Events and
setting

S

It would not have had the
rescue.
Nothing would have really
happened.

Confirms Rod's ideas.

S

Confirms Kay's/Rod's
ideas.

Rod's ideas
(Inferential)
Rod's/Kay's
ideas

Unless they came across a

Hypothesises a possible
A dog
(Inferential)

s

S

Evaluating

Looks at Nola then
Kay.

s IConfirming

IEye contact with Nola

Focuses on characters and Characters
evaluates their description.

s IEvaluating

ILooks straight ahead.

The scene was pretty well
described./They told you
where it was,/what was
around/what they did and
everything.

Refocuses on setting and
events in the plot.

Scene and
events

s
s
s
s

Evaluating
Explaining
Explaining
Explaining

Eye contact with Nola

53 Kay
154 Nola

Like wallabies.
You could actually sort of
picture the people that
were in it in your head
picture like Melissa and
Jodie being friends from
grade one or something.

Elaborates on Rod's ideas.
Describes her response to
the description of
characters in the story.

Wallabies
Melissa and
Jodie

s

Describing

Leans forward on
table with head on
hands.

155 Kay

Or playing netball or vigoro Elaborates on Nola's ideas.
I that.

Netball and

150 Kay

A dog or cat or something. fConfirms Nola's and ow~ Dog or cat

151 Nola

Well I think the characters
in the story were well
described.

152 Rod

~~~as~~M---~~~~~~
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156

what happened.

i~!~entiaD__

Eye contact with Nola

Refocuses on

Eye contact with Kay

Seeks information re
record.

Eye contact with Con

157 Rod

What have vou qot?

158 Con

In setting I've got!"lt was Replies to Rod's question by Written record s
Informing
Reads aloud what he
set at the top of a hill in the reading from the written
(Textual)
RTA Reading aloud has recorded to the
record.
bush. It was interesting
group.
where it was set at the
mountain in the bush
because the helicopter
couldn't wouldn't have come
and Jodie wouldn't have

159 Rod

"
I Because she wouldn't have
slipped off the mountain.

160 Con

! I'll write that in.

Focuses on details for
written record.
Informs qroup re

Describing

Eye contact with Con

up to the plot.

Explains focus of(Task strategy
strateqy.
Rod re task

said characters.
I just said characters./!
was just talking about the
characters.
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Characters
TaIking about
characters

The events that occurred
the story.

Focuses on events in the
plot.

They went up the hiii./They
down the hill.
The main points of what
happened like they went for
a hike,/they went up the
hill and she hurt her
ankle,/then the helicopter
came and saved her/ and

Describes events in the
plot.
Focuses on what to record
and proffers examples of
what to write. Directs Con
re recording

Directs Con re record.
Seeks clarification re
Clarifies Con's question.
Agrees with Rod's
directive.
175 Rod

!They went up the hill for a
hike.

contact with Kay

contact with Nola

Main points to
be recorded

Focusing
Describing
Describing
Describing
Directing

176 Kay

! They went

up the hi II./The
camera went down./She
hurt herself.

Describes events in the
plot.

Events in the
plot

s
s
s

The what?

179 Nola

180 l<ay

Seeks clarification re Kay's
ideas.
The camera went down/and Repeats ideas to clarify
she hurt herself.
C:on's question~
She slipped on the rock/and Describes events in the plot
the camera fell out of her
in more detail.

IU

Seeking
clarification
Clarifying
Cla,rifvinq
Describing
Describing
Describing

IU

Describing

s
s
s
s

And the camera went-

Describing
Describing
Describing

!Eye

And the camera went
splick.

364

J·., n...,

fl. I_!_

1"-'- ''-··L

J

· -·· -"-'-'L -•---·-"-

I
184 Joe

Confirms her previous
ideas.
Agr~es. Evaluates Kay's
description of events and
explains her criticism.

l

was.
She miaht have iust

Hvoothesises a scenario

l Alternative
events
(Inferential)

ISp@lr;ed ar;-ki~

185Kay
186 Rod

)She hacl.a spr<3ined ankle~
Just write down they went
for a hike.

F()CLjses on J.odie' s injury.
Directs Con re record

187 Kay

\ Yeh/and she tried to get a
picture of a bird/and she
went forward/and she
slipped on a rock/and
sprained her ankle.

Agrees with Rod. Describes Events in the
events in the plot for Con to plot
record.

-

Aqrees with Kav.
_ _____
_,

-----~·----~-----··-

--------~-

s
s

1Focusinq

Written record

Directing

s
s
s
s
s

Agreeing
Describing
Describing
Describing
Describing
Aqreeinq
-~---·--

----~------

. ) Evecontactwith Joe
Eye contact with Con
\ Eye contact with Con

She slipped on a rock/and
went falling/and cut her
forehead/and grazed her
knee.

190 l(ay

And sprained her ankle.

Elaborates on Nola's
description.

ISprained

ankle

S

191 Nola

Qualifying

192 Rod

that/it's short.

Con re record.

Directing
Explaininq

.;...;;;_~~.~~·~,;;;.;,;,.:c"."'~·""""''""""'""'"'~"~"~'~'~=-···-·--~~~-:.~.:~~"'.:;:;.:_,_ _-··~·,-l"'~~;:..;;;"..:.::::.:c::._._,_,,+""-~A.:.cq~r~eei ng__
went up~Jodie and
Describinq
John and some of his

Beqins to write.
Looks at Con.

friends~

365

195 Nola

Jodie, Fred, Melissa, and

196 Joe
197 Rod

Robert.
You don't have to write it
all/it takes up too much
space.

I

198 Nola

l Jodie,

Begins to inform Rod re
characters.
Adds to Nola's list.
Directs Con re written
record.

John, Melissa, Fred

and~

199 Joe
200 Nola

Robert.
Robert.

Completes Nola's list.
Completes her list of

IJodie, John,

Jodie, Fred
IU
Melissa
Robert
S
Written record S
S

Listing
Completinq
Informing
Explaining

l

Names of
characters

RT A Reading aloud Reads aloud from
sheet.

Robert
Robert
(Textual)

S

Completinq

Melissa, that's Proffers her version of the
all there was.
characters.
202 Nola ]()h y~h./J~die, John, Fred, Agrees with Kay and
Melissa and Robert.
completes the list.
203 Rod G~t that character~?
Seeks clarification from
Con.

Names of
characters
Names of
characters
Characters

IS

IConfirming

S
S
Q

Agreeing
Completinq
Checking

204 Nola
205 l(ay

Characters
Characters

Q
S

Checkinq
Focusinq

201 Kay

l

I

Have you qot that Con?
Characters.

IRepeats Rod's question.
Focuses on characters.

Checks sheet for
names.
Looks at Nola.
Eye contact with Con

IEve contact with Rod

Evaluates language of the
story.

Evaluating

Eye contact with Rod

209 Kay
11 n,-,l,-,r1ict:>c

211 Con

366

I

212 Rod

is what I've got for the Informs group re written
plot.!"They went up a
record. Reads record to the
mountain for a hike and
group.
Jodie went um to get a
close picture of a bird and
slipped on a rock. She got
stuck in the rocks and she
and she struggled and
strained and sprained her
ankle."

RT A Reading aloud record and reads
aloud to the group.

Agrees and refocuses on
characters.
Are you saying what you
Seeks clarification re task
think about each of them as strategy from group.
you go?

Eye contact with Con

214 Joe

Have we clone that?

Seeks clarification re
strategy.

Looks at Con.

215 Kay

Characters, I think, were
well described./Just write
the characters.

Evaluates description of
characters. Directs Con
record.

Eye contact with Con

216
Rod/Kay
217 Rod
218 Nola

John, Fred, Melissa Lists the characters.
Jodie.
Robert. John. FredLists some characters.
John, Freel, Robert, Melissa Lists all the characters.
and Jodie.

213
Teacher

Gooci./Now characters.

!

Looks at Co.

Looks at Con.
Looks at Con.
Eye contact with Con

219 Rod

I Melissa and Jodie.
John, Fred, Melissa and
Jodie and Robert./ John,
Fred, Robert, Melissa and
Jodie.

Completes character list.
Lists the chracters then
repeats the list.

Characters
Characters

s
s
s

ReDeats Jodie's name.

Jodie

s

IComl)letinq
, Listing
Repeating

!
l

lRepeatinq

IEye contact with Con
Eye contact with Rod
Looks

fX~~C:E~!:Lt~SL~iti:~'2!L

Language

s

Seeking
clarification
Clarifying

Eye contact with Rod

.fg nf,l!:l.:!:J nq

367

228
Teacher

Rod
230
Teacher

Q

Did you say something
about the characters? /1
don't think you said
anything about the
characters did you? /You've
just written them
down./Kay said something
about them I think./Con has
to write it down.
Do you have to write what
like what they were doing?

Focuses attention on need to Evaluation of
comment on characters.
comments on
Confirms lack of comment
characters
on characters. Explains
what group has done and
informs group of need for
Con to record their

No/whether you think the
characters were well
portrayed whether you
think they were well
described whether you
think they were

Disagrees with Rod's
Examination of s
interpretation. Explains
j characters
s
what is required to examine!
IU
the characters.

interesting characters./So
you could say something
about-

Seeks clarification re
characterisation.

Characterisation

-

s
s
s
s

Q

Seeking
clarification
Confirming
Explaining
Explaining
1 Directing

Looks around the
group as he speaks.

Seeking
clarification

Eye contact with
Teacher

Negating
Explaining
Concluding

Eye contact with Rod

~~

Describing
Describing
Describing

Agrees with and confirms
part of Rod's description.
Evaluates characterisation
of the story.

s
s
s
s

Agreeing
Confirminq
Evaluating
Evaluating

Praises Nola's description.

s

Praising

Describes characters in the
story.

Describing
Describing
Describing

Eye contact with

Evaluating

Eye contact with Nola

Describes characterisation
of the story.

Characterisat
-ion

they
they like doing.

knew what

know a bit about their
before.

368

1at Nola said is

Describes characters.

Characters

s
s
s

Evaluates Nola's

Nola's

s

Seeking
directions
Seeking
clarification

Eye contact with Rod
Eye contact with Con

Eye contact with

Eve contact with Con
Eye contact with Con
Eye contact with Kay

Q

Seeking
directions

Eye contact with Con

s

Negating
Confirming
Seeking
information

Eye contact with
thE'm Nola

Evaluating
Explaining
Checking
Confirming

Con knods his
agreement.

s

Q
Description of IS
characters for S
record
Q

s

244
Teacher

245 Nola

246 Rod

What are you up to
now? /Language is it?

I

Well they were well
described./You knew how
they lived and things.

Seeks clarification re task
strategy.

Task strategy

Evaluates characterisation
of the story.

Characterisation

at Rod then

s
s
Q

Did you hear that
Con? /They were well
described for characters.

S

Checking
Evaluating

Yeh.
were well described.

Repeats ideasJor
description.
F()cuses on lanquaqe.
Reads from the

369

Focuses on settinq.
describes
254 Rod

Eye contact with Con
Looks straight ahead.

knew where they were. Evaluates
whole way through it
Evaluates the plot
just like oh the cat
includes an example.
in the hat at the

(Inferential)

s

Completes l<ay's scenario. · Kay's ideas
(Inferential)
Elaborates hypothesised
Storv plot
scenario.
Hypothesises an
exaggerated scenario
includes her own address.

s

Completing

s

Hvpothesisina Eve contact with Nola

s

Refocusing

s

Confirming

was in the brown cat was inj events for a story.
the black tophat at the261 Nola

At the doorstep.

262 Kay

At the dirty, rusty
doorstep sort of thinq.
Or you could say the cat
was in the beautiful,
glowing tophat at the
beautiful star doorstep at
the address of 16 Victor
Cranbrook 8414.

263 Nola

264

370

265 l(ay
Rod

we've got to do (a).

Refocuses on part (a) of the! Part (a)
task strateqy.
Rod's idea
Yes (a).
Agrees with Rod's idea.
What you think of the story. Confirms the focus of the
Part (a)

I

l

Nola The followinq aspects.
268 Con
The following aspects of the
story.
269 Kay
Then we've got to do that.

Elaborates on Rod's idea.
Confirms the focus of
discussion.
Confirms the focus of
discussion.

Task strateqy
Task strategy

s
s

Elaboratinq
Confirming

Task strategy

s

!Confirming

270 Con

Concludes completion of
part (a)

Part (a)

s

Clarifies Rod's question.
Ye~./(a) is your plot
characterisation./Have you Seeks clarification re part
done (a)?
(a).

Part (a)

s
s

274 nola

Ah Ah.

Clarifies Teacher's query.

Teacher's

275
Teacher
----

Right./Have you done (b)?

Confirms response. Seeks
clarification re (b).

271 Kay
272 Rod
273
Teacher

We've done that.

IOh we've done it./Now
to
Is that (a)?

I

I

Seeks clarification re part
(a).

Q

Agreeing
Explaining
Checking

EM

Clarifying

Eye contact with Kay

Looks at Rod then

37l

s

Directinq
Informing

I

You have to read it out Con.
We have to do a good copy
I'll write it out.

Record

s

Volunteering

Here Con I'll read them out.

Record

s

Volunteering

Okay./ Are you ready
Joe? I Are we doing a
report/ or are we just
to write them down?

Q

Confirming
Checking
Seeking
clarification
Seeking
clarification

Eve contact with Con
Looks at Con then
Rod.
Eye contact with Con
Receives sheet from
Con.

who is writing.

out.
How about we put them in a
report thing like it says in
here.
Write it how it is in order
(a), (b), (c).

Directing

Iformat.

Focuses on part (a).
Okay./ Just a moment I'm
Confirms directions.
finding myself./Okay./ just Requests time to prepare
put setting as a heading.
and explains why. Directs
re
·
(a).

Part (a)

s

Record format ! S

s
s

Eve contact with Rod
Skims through part of
record as she speaks.

I

I'll write it if you like/and
you can copy it.

Volunteers to record.
Informs Joe re his role.

Recorder

Joe is doinq the copy./

Aqrees. Describes scenario ' Recordinq

s
s

Eye contact with Joe
Looks at Joe then Rod

299 Nola

'3,72

Write setting./"lt was set
at the top of a hill in the
bush./1 can't read what it
says.

Directs Rod re record.
Wrtten record
Dictates to Rod from sheet. (Textual)
Informs Rod re reading.

300 Rod

It was set at the top of a
hill in the bush.

Reads what he has written. Record
(Textual)

301 Nola

It was interesting in the
bush in the rainforest or
something./lt was set at
the top of a/ oh you've got
that./lt was interesting.

Dictates slowly from sheet
for Rod to record.

302 Rod

Is this still the setting?

Seeks clarification re
Record
(Textual)
record
Clarifies Rod's query.
Record
Continues to dictate slowly (Textual)
to Rod.

Yeh./lt was set at the
mountain in the bush
because the helicopter
couldn'tIt was interesting.

305 Nola

l

I

Directing
Dictating
Seeking
clarification

s
s
s
s

Dictating
Dictating
Amending
Dictating

sheet.

Written record
(Textual)

Record
(Textual)
Because when it was set at Dictates slowly from sheet. Record
(Textual)
the mountain in the bush,
the helicopter because the
helicopterl

s
s

Looks closely
sheet while
dictates.

s
s

Reads as he writes.

s I Dictating
I
I

ahead.
Seeking

308 Nola

I The helicopter couldn't have! Dictates slowly from sheet. Dictation
come/and Jodie wouldn't
have hurt herself.

(Textual)

309 Rod

The helicopter couldn't-

Reads as he writes.

310 Nola

Because the helicopter
couldn't have come/and
Jodie wouldn't have hurt
herself./What have you
got?

Dictates from Sheet. Seeks Record
clarification re progress.
(Textual)

How do you spell "Jodie'?

Seeks information re
spelling

31 ·1 Rod

Record
(Textual)

Jodie

315 Rod

Yes/ (b).

Clarifies Nola's query.
Focuses on

316 Nola

Okay./Piot./Have you got

Agrees. Dictates. Seeks
clarification re record.

you
ready? /They went up a
mountain for a hike and

s
s

Checks Rod's readiness.

Looks at Rod who
continues writing.

Seeking
information

Eye contact with

Q

s

Agreeing

writes.

Eye contact with

writes.

l Dictation
Jodie

I

Comp~"Jodie" Jod~to get a close picture Dictates to Rod. Checks
of a bird/and slipped on a
Rod's progress re record.
rock./ As she slipped-/Have
got that?

Looks at Rod as
dictates.

Dictating
Dictating
Checking

Dictating
Checking
Repeating
Dictating
Checking

s

~rT::~
Starts to spell "Jodie".

Q

Q
Q

Nola's query

[Dictating
Dictating

RTA Reading aloud Reads as he

Q

Oh Jodie j-o-d-i-e wouldn't
have hurt herself./ Have
spells "Jodie" correctly.
you got that? /Have you got Seeks clarification re
progress of recording.
that? /Wouldn't have hurt
herself./Have you got that?

373

s
s

Dictation
(Textual)

s
s

Agreeing
Checking
Dictating

Sp

Spellinq

s
s
s
s

5_pelliffi~~

Q

Q

...

~·--"*"'*'-"''

Dictating
Dictating
Dictating
Lhecking

writes.
Spells as he
Looks at Rod as he
writes.

Apr~-~ from she<rt,
323 Nola

Okay./ As she slipped, she
sprained her ankle
badly ,I cut her
forehead/and grazed her
knee and grazed her
knee./Have you got that?

324 Rod

a moment./How do
spell "grazed"?

325 Kay
326 Nola
327 Rod

q-r-a-z-e-d

Confirming
Dictating
Dictating
Dictating
Checking

Seeks clarification re
progress of record.

Nola to wait.
spelling.

Looks at Rod as he
writes.

contact with

~-V&&f:iW11>\®t,~%

-

-

information
Eve contact with Rod
Eye contact with Nola

spellinq.

John, j-h-o-n,
Melissa m-e-1-i-s-a
and Jodie./Oh

on characters.
Dictates to Rod ..
Repeats Nola's dictation.
Beqins to spell.
Begins to list the
characters.
Dictates names for Rod.
Spells some words.

Evaluates Nola's

record.

Characters
Characters
Main
characters
Dictation
(Textual)

IU

s
Sp

Repeatinq
Spellinq
Dictating
Dictating
Spelling

writes.
Eve contact with Nola
Looks at Rod as he
Looks at Rod as he
writes.
Looks at Rod as he
writes.

Spelling

Eye contact with Nola

Characters
(Textual)

Eye contact with Rod

338 Rod

I I've got "the characters
were Robert, John, Fred,
Melissa and Jodie."

341 Nola

Good./We thought they
were well described/and
you knew where they lived.

342 Kay

And you
lifestyle
And you
lifestyle

343 Nola

375

knew what their
was like.
knew what their
was like.

344 Rod

We thought-

345 Nola

They were well described.

346 Kay

Well described.

347 Nola

And their lifestyle was
pointed out clearly I and you
knew what their lifestyles
were like./That's
better./ Are you
finished? /The story said
that they were
adventurous.

348 Rod

lis

for language?

349 Nola I No characters./Oh yes it
is./lt said they were very
adventurous in language/
and you knew where they
were/and what they were
doing.
350 Rod

I Lanquaqe riqht

Provides Nola with
information by reading list
from sheet.

I

Record
(Textual)

!Informs Rod what was next.l Lifestyle
Dictates to Rod.

Lifestyle
(Textual)

Reads aloud as he writes.

Record
(textual)
Completes the sentence for Record
(Textual)
Rod.
Nola's
Repeats part of Nola's
utterance.
utterrance

I

RT AI Reading aloud Reads aloud from
written record.

Is
s

Informing
Dictating

RT A[ Reading aloud

s

Dictating

Eye contact with

s

Repeating

Looks at Rod as he
writes.

s
s
s

Dictating
Dictating
Evaluating
Checking
Dictating

Looks at Rod as he
writes.

Dictates to Rod. Evaluates
the language structure.
Seeks clarification re
progress. Continues to
dictate to Rod.

Dictation
(Textual)

clarification re
aspect being covered.

Language

s

Seeking
clarification

Eye contact with

Clarifies Rod's query.
Record
Corrects her ideas. Informs (Textual)
Rod re record.

s
s
s
s
s

Disagreeing
Correcting
Informing
Informing
Informing

Eye contact with

Is

lconfirminB ...

Eve contact with

I

Confirms aspect
covered .
--

~

Q

s

. JL..ang~ane

Written record
Cofirms her readiness to
you knew proceed. Repeats ideas
they were/ and what dictated earlier. Focuses on
were

part (b).
up to (b) are you?

ISeeks clarification re task

s
s
s
s

Task strategy

Q
Q

strategy.

-- . . ·-·-·

Focusing

Eye contact with Rod

Part (b)
(Textual)

What?

Seeks clarification re
Nola's question.

Nola's question Q

Restates the question for
Rod.

Rod's query
(Textual)

Q

Focusing

Cobfirms his clarification.

Nola's reply

s

Agreeing

·--,.. . __ do you think
story as a whole? /We
it had
fun and exciting./ We
it was fun and

+ho

the kids in the

Confirms readiness to
Dictation
proceed and focuses on part (Textual)
(b). Dictates slowly to Rod.
Directs him to inform her
when he is ready to
proceed.

s
s
s
I

Informs Nola when Rod is

Rod's readiness S

Confirms her readiness to
proceed. Dictates to Rod.

Dictation
(Textual)

Seeks clarification re part. Part (b)
Mm.
This is (b)?

Q

l

Clarifies Kay's query.
Doubts Nola's Response.

!Kay's query
Nola's

Seeking
clarification

Agreeing
Focusing
Dictating
Dictating
Dictating
Directing

Informing

s
s

Agreeing
Dictating

Q

Seeking
clarification
Confirminq
Seeking
clarification

EM

Q

she speaks. Teacher
joins the group.

Looks around the
group for response.

Focuses on part (b) of the
task strategy.

I

I

Dictating
Eocusin_q
Seeking
clarification

What do you think of the
story as a whole?

How do you think the story
was as a whole?

376

Agreeing
Dictating
Dictating

Yawns as she waits
for Rod to record.

363 Rod

For the kids.

Reads aloud as he writes.

364 Nola

It was an adventure riding
in the helicopter/and going
hikinq./Tell me when you

Dictates to Rod. Directs him Dictation
to tell her when he is
(Textual)
ready.

365 Rod

377

Record
(Textual)

RTA Reading aloud Reads aloud as he
writes.

s
s

Leans on the desk
while she waits for

I

Dictating
Dictating
Directinq

Confirms his readiness.
Focuses on (c)

s
s

Agreeing
Focusing

Looks up from
writing at Nola.

s

Dictating

Looks at Rod as he
writes.

366 Nola

It was good that-

Begins to dictate.

367 Rod

Are we up to (c)?

Seeks clarification re task
strategy.

368 Nola

What?

Q

369 Rod

Are we up to (c)?

Seeks clarification re Rod's Rod's query
query.
Part (c)
Repeats his question to
Nola.

Q

Seeking
clarification
Checking

370 Nola

No./lt was good that they
experienced it./ Any other
comments you wish to
make.

Rod's query.
Dictation
Dictates to Rod. Focuses on (Textual)
task strategy.

s
s
s

Negating
Dictating
Focusina

Looks at Rod as he
writes. Kay starts to
, write.

371Rod

Is that (c)?

Checking

Mm./Have you got four
lines left?

Part (c)
(Textual)
Rod's query

Q

372 Nola

Seeks clarification re task
strateqy.
Clarifies Rod's query.
Seeks clarification re
record.

EM

Agreeing

. Looks up from
writinq.
Eye contact with Rod

373 Rod

Three.

Clarifies Nola's query.

Three
(Textual)

s

Informing

Teacher joins the
qroup.

374 Nola

Confirms Rod's reply.
Directs him re record.

Record

s

Confirming

Eye contact with Rod

375
Teacher

clarification re
strategy.
EM

Aareeina

Eye contact with
Teacher

376 Nola

l

Mm.

Clarifies Teacher's auerv.

Part (c)

ITeacher's
I (Te;tual)

Checking

I

Eye contact with Nola

I

s
You've got pretty small
writing haven't you? /Kay's
got pretty small
writing./We need three

Seeks confirmation re Rod's
writing. Informs him re
Kay's writing and lines
required.

Rod'sll<ay's
writing
Record
(Textual)

Q

-

s
s

I Agreeing
Seeking
confirmation
Informing
Informing

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with Rod

lines and one word.

writes.

Nn the hill and break
ankle.

378

VV<.J

I

Just put hill and break her ilnforms Nola re

1\VU

I(Textual)
record

ankle~~~,~-·-···~~~--~- ~:!:_:~~-~)
Okay break her ankle./They Confirms Rod's idea.
Dictation
were lucky Fred got the
Continues to dictate to him. (Textual)
rescue squad so quickly so
they didn't have to stay
there overnight.

385 Rod
386 Nola
387
Teacher
388 Kay

I

So they didn't have to stay
there overniqht.
Yeh.
Do you think you have
finished the task now?
Yeh.

s

Agreeing

s

Dictating

I

Direct in

s
s

Agreeing
Dictating

Looks at Rod as he
writes.

I Reads aloud as he writes.
Confirms Rod's recording.

Record

s

Agreeing

Seeks clarification re task

Task strategy

Q

Checking

Clarifies Teacher's query.

Teacher's

s

Agreeing

Looks at Nola then
Rod.
Eye contact with
Teacher

Focuses on last part of
Task sheet
says/"ln your conclusions, task. Reads aloud from task (Textual)
clearly indicate whether
sheet. Focuses on the
the story should or should
question to be answered.
not be included and why you
came to that
conclusion." /Do you think
the story should be in a
book for grade six to read?

s

390 Nola

No./Oh yeh/the story yeh.

Disagrees then changes her Teacher's
mind re inclusion.
query

s
s

391 Rod

Nola pass the sheet I want
to do that form.

Directs Nola re sheet.

Draft sheet

I

Directing

Nola passes him
sheet.

392 Nola

Use this Rod./lt is already
ruled up for you.
I've already got one ruled
up for you.

Proffers sheet. Informs
re ruli nq.
Informs Rod re sheet.

Task sheet

I

Kay's sheet

s
s

Directing
lnforminq
Informing

Hands Rod a
sheet.
Eye contact with Rod

389

rJust that last part that

Focusing
Reads aloud from the
RTA Reading aloud sheet.
s Focusing

Disagreeing
Agreeing

Eye contact with
Teacher

~.~9

379

1393 Kay

395
Teacher
396 Rod

This one is
What are you going to do
now Rod?
Looking over it.

397

Oh you're checking.

399
Teacher

Do you want to say any
more about why it should
included? /Why should it be
included?

400 Nola

Well it should be included.

clarification re next

1

iS -i{valuatinq
Q E·i·i~iting~·-··c•

Nola's sheet
Next ·;ep"-·-·•

step in task strateqy.
Clarifies Teacher's query.

Teacher's
query
Confirms Rod's reply to his Rod's reply
Informs Nola re record

Record

Probes for ideas re
inclusion of the story.

Inclusion of
story

I Confirms inclusion of the
story.

Inclusion of
story

s

Informing

s

Refocusing

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with Rod

informing

I Eye contact with Nola

IS

Looks around group
as if for a response.

Is

r

Confirming

I

Eye contact with
teacher

said it should be

Confirms Nola's idea.
Probes for reasons for
inclusion of story.

Inclusion of
story

Q
Q

Confirming
Probing

402 Nola lit should be included for it's 1 Evaluates the story for
an interesting story ./It has inclusion in year six
meaning.
reading.

! Inclusion of
story

s
s

Evaluating
Evaluating

Nola's ideas

EM

Agreeing

Inclusion of
story

s

Evaluating

Nola's ideas

s

Elaborating

Con's ideas

s

Evaluating

s

Volunteering

s

Confirming

Teacher

I included didn't you? /Why
should it be included?

403
Teacher
404 Nola
405 Con
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Mm.
It helps you understand.

Agrees with Nola's
evaluation.
Continues evaluation of the
story.

It helps children understand Elaborates on Nola's ideas.
the danqers of hikinq.
That's interesting.
Evaluates Con's ideas.

408
Teacher

Maybe someone should
write that down.

Suggests someone
Nola's/Con's ideas.

409 Nola

I will.

410
Teacher

Nola will.

Volunteers to write
ideas.
Confirms Nola's idea.

411 Nola

Okay.

Agrees to write.

412
Teacher

413 Rod
414
Teacher

INola will write down the
last part whether she
thinks the story should be
included/and why it should
be included to add to Rod's
you want me to read it
out?

IWhile
Nola's writing the
final part, it might be a

good idea Rod/then we can
finish can't we?

Informs group and explains
Nola's role at that time.

I Nola's/Con's
ideas
Nola's role

IEye contact with Nola

ITeacher
Eye contact with
l<nods head in
aqreement.
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with Con

Eye contact with
Teacher
Eye contact with Nola

s i Agreeing

Gets ready to write.

s
s

Looks around the
group as he speaks.

directions re reading Written record Q
written record.
Rod's question and Rod's query
confirmation of

~~

!Informing
Explaining

415 Rod

Setting. It was set at the
Rod reads aloud from the
top of a hill in the bush. It
written record
was interesting when it
was set at the mountain in
the bush because the
helicopter could not of come
and Jodie would not have
fell off the rock and had
hurt her ankle and hurt
herself.

Written rcord
(Textual)

RTA Reading aloud Rod reads from the
written record. Nola
continues writing.
Other group members
·listen.

Plot. They went to the
mountain for a hike and
Jodie went to get a close
picture of a bird and slipped

381

on a rock. As she slipped,
she sprained her ankle
badly and cut her head and
qrazed her knee.
Characters. The main
characters were Robert,
John, Fred, Melissa and
Jodie. We thought they
were well described and
knew what their lifestyle
was like,
Language. They were very
adventurous and knew
where they were and what
they were doing.
(b) What do you think of the
story as a whole? We
thought it had adventure
and it was fun and exciting
because of the way it was
written.

~-

!......

416 Nola

Is "a lot" two words?

417 Rod

For kids it was an
adventure going hiking and
going in the helicopter. It
was good that they
experienced it.
Any other comments. Not
many kids did what they
did. Jodie was lucky she did
not fall down the hill. They
were lucky Fred got the

"A lot"

the rescue squad so they
did not have to stay there
overnight.
j418
Teacher

419 Nola

I think you have covered
everone quite well
there./When we've had
Nola's report,-/Perhaps
you would like to read
yours out to add to the
report to make the whole
We think the story should
be included because it is
interesting, shows children
the dangers of mountain
hiking and has a lot of
meaning in the actual story

Evaluates the report read
by Rod. Begins to focus on
Nola's report then invites
her to read it out to the
group.

l

Written record s
(Textual)
IU
Nola's report
s
(Textual)

aloud from her minor Nola's report
while the rest of the (Textual)
listen.

Reading aloud Reads aloud from her
report.

Good./1 think you have
covered every part./Does
anyone want to say
anything about the report
now? I If you put those two
parts together, I think we
have the report./ Joe is
going to put them
together/and check them
for us.
Yes.

I

Well thank you grade
six./That's the final
problem this morning./lt
was a bit harder/and you
worked a bit harder
I there./lt was good./Thank
you very much.

Task strategy
Praises the group.
Evaluates coverage of the
task. Invites final
comments from the group.
Informs group re Joe's role
at that stage.

s
s
s
s
s
s

Evaluating
Evaluating
Eliciting
Informing
Informing
Informing

-

id~as
Thanks the group. Informs Group task and
group re task. Evaluates the group effort
task and the group effort.
Praises the group. Thanks
the group again.

Looks around the
group then
establishes eye
contact with Joe. Rod
hands Teacher the
sheet via Joe.

s
s
s
s
s
s

Teacher
Accepts sheet
offered by Joe. Looks
around the group.

~"'··-·------

Thanking
Informing
Evaluating
Evaluating
Evaluating
Thanking

7.5 DATA ANALYSIS PHASE TWO: LINGUISTIC FORMS AND
LINGUISTIC FUNCTIONS IN THE GROUP INTERACTION PROCESS
In order to examine the linguistic dimension of the group
interaction (articulated in FIGURE 7.1). the Phase One data were
were synthesised and examined for the linguistic forms and
linguistic functions created by each participant across the three
knowledge domains providing data to examine each participant's
contribution to the group interaction at these levels.

7.5.1 Linguistic Forms
The linguistic form data (described in 6.9) articulated in FIGURE
7.1 are presented in TABLE 7.4 in terms of frequencies and
percentages.
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TABLE 7.4 Frequencies of Linguistic Forms by Knowledge Domains
""·-··-"

Nola
Exclama Cion

N

Social Studies
Language Arts

0.0

4

0.178

-

0.0

"'.,.,·---.
4

-~

Total

N

%

-

Science

Kay

0.178

Rod
·N

%

%

,_ N

0.090

-

0.0

-

-

0.0

-

0.0

3

0.135

1

0.045

-

0.0

-

0.0

3

"• ~~-

3

''"""''""'"

0.135

0

-

Joe
iN

%

2

ImperaUve

38S

__

Con
I

0.0

T/er
N

%

%

Total
N

%

1

0.045

-

0.0

3

0.135

0.0

-

0.0

7

0.313

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

1

0.045

0.135

1

0.0451

0

0.0

11

0.493

9

0.404

38

1.704

24

1.075

I

i

i

I

Science

5

0.224

10

0.448

8

0.359

5

Social Studies

2

0.090

4

0.178

6

0.268

Language Arts

8

0.359

7

0.313

17

15

0.673

21

0.939

31

Total

"

0.224 •

1

3

0.135 ;

-

0.045'
0.0

9

0.404

0.762

4

0.178

1

0.045

3

0.135

40

1.792

1.389

12

0.537

2

0.090

21

0.943

102

4.571

-

Queslion

i

:

I
I

Science

11

0.493

33

1.480

18

0.806

4

0,178

Social Studies

39

1.749

34

1.524

17

0.762

1

'Language Arts

28

1.256

10

0.448

19

0.852

Total

78

3.498

77

3.452

54

____
2.420

59

2.644

149

6.678

113

219

9.826

155

6.947

186

8.337

71

3.182

Statement

-

Science
Social Studies
Language Arts
Total
~

-

464

..:.

20.807
·

375 16.807
-n:.:;=::u:;;;:r~~~

,

1

0.045

25

1.120

92

4.122

0.045 :

5

0.224

34

1.524

130

5.828

7

0.313

12

0,536

0.090 2~~=1:1~0. ~o--~--~
91
4.079
§."·~-Q.:~ 5.~ 84 3.764 _313 =~)4.029 -

5.064

105

4.706

26

1.165

46

2.061

498

22.318

103

4.616

86

3.854

17

0.762

80

3.585

660

29.590

89

3.989

30

1.344

12

0.537

5G

2.510

444

l2,a9k

305 13.669

221

9.904

55

2.464

182

8.156

1602

71.807

__,,..

~~-

I

2

F"~~"~;.;;.;;..;;..
1

·--~··-·~~

iI

;

Con versa lion

Rittwl
Science

1

0.045

1

0.045

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

2

0.090

4

0.180

Social Studies

2

0.090

3

0.134

-

0.0

1

0.045

0.0

5

0.224

11

0.493

Language Arts

-

0.0

-

0.0

1

0.045

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

1

0.045

Total

3

0.135

4

0.179

1

0.045

1

0.045

0

0.0

7

0.314

16

0.718

Science

2

0.090

8

0.359

10

0.448

4

0.179

0.0

-

0.0

24

1.076

Social Studies

2

0.090

1

0.045

6

0.268

1

0.045

0.0

-

0.0

10

0.448

Language Arts

5

0.224

2

0.090

0.0

1

0.045

0.0

1

0.045

9

0.404

9

0.404

11
"·-·

0.494

---

-

0.716

6

0.269

0

0.0

1 0.045
---·
..

43

1.928

0.179

27

1.209

--

E'<! ra verbal

Marker

T<

ll

Incomplete

38(,

16

-

,.,·--·~-----.

Uuerance

Science
Social Studies
Language Arts
Total

3

0.135

7

0.313

7

0.313

5

0.224

1

0.045

14

0.628

9

0.404

3

0.135

1

0.045

-

0.0

1

0.0

28

1.257

7

0.313

(,

0.269

4

0.179

1

0.045

-

0.0

2

0.090

20

0.896

24

1.076

22

0.986

14

0.627

7

0.314

1

0.045

7

0.314

75

3.362

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

15

0.671

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

9

0.404

-

0.0

1

0.045

22

0.987

0.0

1

0.045

46

2.062

Reading Tcxc

·I--

4

--·

;\louci

0.447

4

0.179

-

0.0

1

0.045

-

0.224

2

0.090

9

0.404

5

0.221

0.628

12

0.537

14

0.628

5

0.224

Science

1

0.045

10

Social St uclies

8

0.359

Llllgll~\ge

5
14

~~

Spelling

Science

-

Arts

-

0.0

-··--2

0

000

0.090

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

2

-

0.090

--

I

Social Studies

4

0.179

2

0.090

- 0.0

- 0.0

Language
Arts
,
,.

6

0.267

4

0.179

2

0.090

-

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

10

0.446

8

0.359

2

0.090

0

0.0

0

621

27.836

___

Total
c;gi\NDTOT/\L
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533 23.891

437 19.588

267 11.967

67

0.0
3.003

I

3

0.135

-

3

;

!
9

0.404

0.0

12

0.536

0.135

23

1.030

306 13.7.15

2231

1CXJ

7.5. 7 Linguistic Functions
The derived data on linguistic functions for each of the
participants across the three knowledge domains expressed as
frequencies and percentages of each participant's total functions
are presented in TABLE 7.5. The Grand Total percentages are
expressed .as proportions of the total functions generated across
the three knowledge domains.

In order to analyse the nature of the interaction further, the
relationship between the cognitive dimension of the interaction
and the GROUP DYNAMIC (FIGURE 7.1) was examineQ. by
categorising

the

Ideas/Information,

linguistic

functions

as

Initiating

Responding to Ideas/Information

and

Maintaining Communication (see 6.9).

TABLE 7.6 presents the total frequencies and percentages of these
aspects of communication for each knowledge domain examined in
the study.
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TABLE 7.5 Frequencies of Linguistic Functions by Knowledge Domains
I

Kay

Nola

Rod

Con

T/er

Joe

Grand

Total
Agreeing

N

Science

~ Soci<tl

Studies

~Language

Arts

~Total

!j

%

N

%

N

N

%

N

%

%

N

%

4

0.644

20

3.754

14

3.201

14

5.243

2

2.986 '

2

0.654

56

2.509

46

7.409

21

3.941

11

2.515

16

5.996

3

4.474

2

0.654

99

4.434

26

4.187

6

1.125

12

2.743

8

2.992

1

1.493

5

1.635

58

2.598

8.953 f

9

2.943 I 213

9.541

I 76 12.240 I 47

8.820 I 37

8.459 I 38 14.231 I

6

I

.
1

Amen cii n g

; Science
Soci<ll Studies
. Language Arts
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N

%

4

0.644

2

0.376

-

0.0

1

0.375

1

1.493 I

-

0.0

8

0.360

1
2

0.161 l 1
0.322
1

0.187
0.187

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

2

0.090

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

3

0.135

7

1.127

4

0.750

0

0.0

0.375

1

1.493

0 .2.:.9~--

0.0

1

0.187

1

0.329

-

0.0

-

0.0

o.oJdo.o

-

0.0

1

0.229

1

0.187

2

0.458

*-=-------1-----~ --~-------

Apologising

Science
Social Studies

-

0.0

Language Arts

1

0.161

Total

1

0.161

Science

1

0.161

-

0.0

-

0.0

Social Studies

9

1.449

4

0.750

1

0.229

I.cmguage Arts

1

O.lCJl

3

0.563

11

1.771

7

1.313

1

0.229

-

0.0

2

0.458

-

---

Arguing

~

Total
·~

(, ICC

dng

Science

·--·

""~

-·----

0.0

-···-····

b- o.o

2

0.090

-

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

-

0.0

2

0.090 !

0

0.0

0

0.0

4

0.180

0.0

-

0.0

0.0

1

0.045

0.750

1

1.493

0.0

17

0.761

0.0

-

0.0

4

0.180

1

1.493

0

0.0

22

0.98CJ

0.0

5

1.635

8

0.360

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0

0.0

2

q ____Q~.~=-

%·~-~··~··~··

,_..

2

0.750

1

0.375

0.0

··~··~·-·~·~·-~~··

.·..·-·

--·-

0.0

I

Social Studies

3

0.483

1

Language Arts

14

2.255

- 0.0

Total

17

2.738

1

- 0.0

4

0.916

6

1.374

-

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

0.187

12

2.748

1

0.375

0

0.229

- 0.0

0.187

-

0.0

1

0.327

9

0.403

5

1.635

25

1.120

11

3.597

42

1.883

· Cia1"i!ying

Science

- 0.0

2

0.375

1

Social Studies

3

0.483

2

0.375

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

Language Arts

2

0.322

3

0.563

5

1.145

1

Total

5

0.805

7

1.313

0

1.374
__

·-·

- 0.0

3

0.135

0.0

2

0.654

7

0.315

0.375

- 0.0

1

0.327

l

0.375

0

3

0.981

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

-

0.0

12
0.536
1------~.
22
0.986

---~-·,_

Classii) i,
1
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Science

l

0.161

-

0.0

Social Studies

6

0.966

5

0.938

-

0.0

1

0.375

- 0.0

-

0.0

-

Language Arts

- 0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

Total

7

1.127

5

0.938

0

0.0

1

0.375

0

0.0

0

·-·-·-·
0.0

Science

2

0.322

2

0.376

- 0.0

1

0.375

0.0

6

0.270

2

0.322

1

0.187

1

1

0.375

- 0.0

5

0.225

Language Arts

4

0.644

1

0.187

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

1

Social Studies

-

0.0

5

0.225

Total

R

1.288

4

0.750

1

16

0.720

- 0.0

0.0

1

0.045

12

0.540

0
13

0.0
--.......

~-··---·

0.585

Com paring

0.229

- 0.0
u

0.229

2

0.750

0

0.0

1

0.327

1

0.375

-

0.0

-

0.0

2

0.090

2

0.750

1

1.493

5

0.225

4

5.972

- 0.0
- 0.0

Completing

Science

- 0.0

1

0.187

Social Studies

1

0.161

1

0.187

- 0.0
- 0.0

Language Arts

3

1

0.188

1

Total

4

0.483
0.()44

3

0.562

1

0.229

3

1.12.5

5

Science

1

0.161

2

0.376

5

1.145

2

0.750

Social Studies

3

0.483

3

0.562

2

0.458

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

0.229

-·--~·-~---..

7.465

9
~""'"'~"""'M.__...,

0.405

___

0

0.0

16

0.720

-

0.0

10

0.445

- 0.0

8

0.360

C:oncluciing

Language Arts ........ - .. 0~~
4 0.644

5

0.0
0.938

I

·=-·-··-"----------~ -·---------Confirming
Science

I

3
10

0.687
2.290

1
3

0.375
1.125

0

0.0
0.0

1
1

0.327 . 5
o.327 f 23

0.225
1.030

-----

~------·-fi·-

6

0.966

20

3.754

12

2.743

20

7.493

2

2.986

4

1.308

64

2.866

Social Studies

36

5.798

23

4.316

12

2.743

8

2.992

2

2.986

12

3.917

93

4.171

Language Arts

16

2.577

8

1.500

9

4

1.500

-

0.0

8

2.616

45

2.011

Total
Correcting

58

9.341

5l

9.570

32 11.985

4

5.972

24

7.841

202

9.048

Science
Social Studies

2

0.0
0.322

1

1
6

0.045
0'.270

La~ age ~rts

2
4

0.322 ~~- 0.188
0.644
2 0.375

2.058
--"-......---·
33 7.544

·=-'--

1

Total

-

0.18~ 0.0
1
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1

0.0
0.229

2

0.0
0.750

1

0.0
1.493

•
-

0.0
0.0

1
2

0.229
0.458

2

0.0
0.750

1

0.0
1.493

•
0

<O~O

·4

~~t~O --J

0.0

11

0.495

1

0.229

-

0.0

8

0.360

J)i c 1a ti ng

Science

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

0

0.0

Social Studies

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

0

0.0

6.925

1

0.187

-

6:~2~ ·~1~_£:~~~.. ~ o

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

44

1.972

a·.a ·

o o.o

o o.o · ~o o.o --- ·-441.m=1
-

0.0

10

3.263

44

1.971

0.0

9

2.943

26

1.163

1.493

5

1.635

42

1.880

Language Arts

-~~~,~1-

_

43

4L

Directing

Science

5

0.805

11

2.065

11

2.515

7

2.618

Social Studies

3

o.483

5

0.938

6

1.374

3

1.125

Language Arts

7

1.127

8

1.501

17

3.884

4

1.500

1

~

"~-~.

.

Total

15

2.415

24

4.504

34

7.773

14

4

O.G44

3

0.562

z

0.458

13

2.093

4

0.751

-

3

0.483

1

0.187

2

20

3.220

5.243

1

1.493

-

0.0

0.0

-

0.0

0.0

2

0.750

0.0

1

0.327

0.458

-

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

2

0.750
...... .....

0

0.0

1

0.327

24

7.841

112

5.014

9

0.405

20

0.894

6

0.270

Disagreeing

Science
Social Studies
Language Arts
._.:e

Total

t.~-

--~-

8

1.500

·----·-4 0.916

Flahora 1i ng

·-~,·~~-~·~

~

35

•..

..===e:....=--=~o;s

Science

1

0.1(,1

-

0.0

2

0.458

5

1.875

2

2.986

1

0.327

11

0.495

Social Studies

7

1.127

5

0.938

9

2.061

7

2.618

0.0

28

1.252

2

0.322

3

0.562

1

0.22<)

2

0.750

-

0.0

Language Arts

-

Total

10

l.GlO

8
............_._...

_____
1.500

Elici ring

392

_

12

2.748

t-------

14

5.243

--·~'-''""""~--

Science

1

0.161

2

0.375

1

0.229

-

0.0

Social Studies

-

0.0

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

0.0

-

0.0

-

0.161

2

0.375

.........___
0.229

Science

2

0.322

3

0.563

-

0.0

Social Studies

4

0.644

3

0.563

2

0.458

22

3.543

Language Arts
Total

0.0

___1

0.0
-------·

-· .

2

0.0

-~-··'""""""-"'~"""4

1

2.986

8

·--------.
0.360

""'"''-""""-~-·~·~··~·

47

0.327

2.107

0.0

2

0.654

6

0.270

0.0

1

0.327

1

0.045

0.0

-

7

2.289

__7.....

0.315

0

0.0

0

0.0

10

3.270

14

0.630

0.0

0.0

2

0.654

7

0.315

0.0

-

0.0

11

3.587

20

0.896

2.061

-

0.0

-

0.0

8

2.616

45

2.016

2.519

0

0.0

-

0.0

21

6.857

72

3.227.

0.0

0.0

z

0.090

0.0

5

0.225

0.0

-

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

0

0.0

7

0.315

___

0.0

-

....

~

"'..;;.-==-'"""'

Evaluating

Language Arts
Total

28

4:509

E-xclaiming

-

6

1.126

9

12

2.252

11

--

-

Science

-

0.0

2

0.375

-

0.0

-

0.0

Social Studies

2

0.322

3

1.125

0.0

0.0

-

0.0

-

-

0.0

Language Arts

0.0

-

0.0

-

Total

2

0.322

2

0.375

0

0.0

3

1.125

0

0.0

---

~ Expl ni n in g
Science
I

Social Sl udies

I Language Arts

Total

lO

1.160

24

4.504

20

4.567

13

4.816

8 11.938

11

3.593

86

3.853

29

4.671

29

5.442

7

1.603

12

4.494

18

5.882

95

4.256

7

1.127

3

0.562

6

1.374

2

0.750

- 0.0
- 0.0

8

2.616

2G

1.163

46

7.408

56 10.508

33

7.544

8 11.938

37 12.091

207

9.272

27 10.105

Focusing

1
I

Science

- 0.0

1

0.187

4

0.916

1

0.375

- 0.0

1

0.372

7

0.315

Social Studies

2

0.322

2

0.375

2

0.458

1

0.375

-

0.0

6

1.962

13

0.585

Language Arts

10

l.CilO

6

1.126

7

l.Ci03

-

0.0

1

1.493

7

2.289

31

Total

12

1.932

9

1.688

13

2.977

2

0.750

1

1.493

14

4.578

51

1.386 I
2.28()

Science

3

0.483

1

0.187

5

1.145

1

0.375

2

2.986

12

0.540

Social Studies

1

0.161

1

0.229

- 0.0

- 0.0

2

()..090

Language Arts

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0

1

0.375

-

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

1

0.045

Tot<1l

4

0.644

1

0.187

6

1.374

2

0.750

2

2.986

0

0.0

15

0.(>75

2

0.322

10

1.877

7

1.603

2

0.750

- 0.0

1

0.327

22

0.986

17

2.738

14

2,627

11

2.519

6

2.242

3

4.479

0.0

51

2.284

7

1.127

5

0.938

- 0.0

2

2.986

-

0.0

14

0.630

26

4.187

29

5.442

18

4.122

8

2.992

5

7.465

1

0.327

87

3.900

Generalising

393

Hypothesising

Science
Social Studies
Language Arts
Total

- 0.0

Incumplet e

Science

-

0.0

3

0.564

3

0.687

2

0.750

Social Studies

2

0.322

1

0.187

1

0.229

0.0

Language Arts

2

0.322

1

0.18-7

- 0.0

-

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

Tot;:'\[

4

0.(>44

5

0.938

4

2

0.750

0

-Informing

0.916

0.0

1 - - - - - - - - ---·- .......

_____

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

8

0.360

4

0.180

3

0.135

0.0

15

0.675

0

I

Science

14

2.255

37

6.942

32

7.316

31 11.590

Social Studies

31

4.992

21

3.941

21

4.802

12

4.494

Language Arts

12

1.932

6

1.126

14

3.206

6

2.242

Total

57

9.179

64 12.009

10 14.910

·-

9

2.940

133

5.957

5

7.465

9

2.940

99

4.433

2

2.986

8

2.613

48

2.152

17 25.361

26

8.493

280

12.542

6 7 15.324

49 18.326

- 0.0

- 0.0

3

0.687

1

0.375

2

.,_

0.458

-

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

Listing

Science

-

0.0

-

Social Studies

1

0.161

- 0.0

Language Arts

3
4

0.483
2
0.()44
2
-·' •-W--

0.375

5

1.145

1

0.375

0

Science

2

0.322

8

1.502

8

1.832

4

1.500

- 0.0

Social Studies

2

0.322

1

0.187

7

1.603

- 0.0

2

0.375

-

0.0

-

0.0

Language Arts
)Tot<ll

- 0.0
- 0.0

Total

-

0.0
0.375

.

___

- 0.0
- 0.0

0

0.0

5

0.225

- 0.0
------

7

0.315

0.0

12

0.540

22

0.984

10

0.450

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

2

0.090

0.0

0

0.0

34

1.524

10

0.450

7

0.310

0.0

0

Maintaining

394

4

0.644

11

2.064

15

3.435

4

1.500

0

Science

1

0.161

5

0.938

3

0.687

1

0.375

- 0.0

- 0.0

Social Studies

4

0.644

1

0.187

1

0.229

- 0.0

1

1.493

-

0.0

Language Arts

3

0.483

2

0.375

1

0.229

3

1.125

-

0.0

1

0.327

10

0.450

Total

8

1.288

8

1.5

5

1.145

4

1.500

1

1.493

1

0.327

27

1.210

Science

-

0.0

Social Studies

1

0.187

Language Arts

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

Total

0

1

0.187

0

0.0

Negating

·--

-

Pleasing

0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

0

0.0

1

0.045

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

-

0.0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0.0

1

0.045

-

0.0
0.0

0.0

Praising

Science

- 0.0

Social Studies

-

Language Arts

0.0
- -----

Total

0

0.0
0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

-

0,0

0

0

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

0.0

0

0

0.0

- 0.0

0.0

5

1.634

5

0.225

9

2.940

9

0.405

2

0.654

2

0.090

0.0

16

5.228

lG

0.720
0.090

Probing

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

2

O.G54

2

Social Studies

- 0.0
- 0.0

11

3.593

11

0.495 i

Language Arts

- 0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0

3

0.981

0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0

0.0

16

5.228

3
16

0.135

Total

-

0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

-

0.0

-

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1.877

3

O.G87

Science

0.0

0.0

0.720

Qualifying

Social Studi,es

- 0.0
- 0.0

Language Arts

1

0.161

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

Total

1

0.161

0

Science

1

0.061

10

Social Studies

8

1.288

- 0.0

1

0.229

-

0.0

Language Arts

5

0.805

2

0.375

9

2.061

5

1.875

14

2.254

12

2.452

13

2.977

5

1.875

0

0.0

1

0.0

- 0.0

Science

395

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

- 0.0

1

0.045

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

0.045

- 0.0

-

0.0

14

0.630

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

9

0.405

1

0.327

22

0.982

0.327

AS

2.017

8

0.360

Reading Aloud

Total

-

Refocusing

Science

- 0.0

2

0.37G

2

0.458

4

1.500

-

Social Studies

4

3

0.562

5

1.145

3

1.125

- 0.0

1

0.327

16

0.714

Language J\rts

- 0.0

3

0.562

3

0.687

- 0.0

1

1.493

2

0.654

9

0.405

Tot;d

4

8

1.500

10

2.290

7

1

1.493

3

0.981

33

1.479

O.G44
0.(J44

2.625

Repealing

3

0.563

3

0.687

1

0.375

Social Studies

- 0.0
- 0.0

3

0.563

1

0.229

1

0.375

Language Arts

5

3

0.562

1

0.229

1.688

5

1.145

Science

r--~---------

Total

0.805

------·
5 0.805
9

~-"""""""'~~

- 0.0

7

0.314

1

6

0.270

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

9

0.402

2

0

0.0

1

0.327

22

0.98(>

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

2

O.G54

2

0.090

3

0.981

10

0.450

2

0.(>54

5

0.225

7

2.289

17

0.765

.750

0.327

- 0.0

---~·

..RE?Cj[lCSling

Science

- 0.0

- 0.0

Social Studies

5

0.805

1

0.187

- 0.0
1 o.n<>

Language Arts

2

0.322

1

0.188

-

0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

7

1.127

2

0.375

1

0.229

0

0.0

0

0.0

7

1.127

15

2.315

4

0.916

1

0.375

1

1.493

11

3.593

39

1.746

11

1.772

17

3.191

6

1.374

3

1.125

2

2.986

11

3.593

50

2.239

5

0.805

3

0.562

8

1.831

6

2.250

2

2.986

4

1.307

28

1.253

23

3.704

35

6.568

18

4.121

10

3.750

5

7.465

26

8.493

117

5.238

Science

2

0.322

9

l.G89

1

0.229

Socie:'l Studies

9

1.450

4

0.751

1

Language Arts

2

0.322

1

0.188

13 • 2.()<)4

14

2.(>28

., =

e

...-

Total
Seeking

Clarification

Science

396

Social Studies
Language Arts
Total
Seeking
Conilrma Cion

Total

- 0.0

6

1.960

18

0.807

0.22<)

- 0.0
- 0.0

2

2.986

6

1.960

22

0.984

1

0.22

2

0.750

-

0.0

5

1.635

11

0.495

3

O.(i87

2

0.750

2

2.986

17

5.555

51

2.28()

-

,<; (' C'id Il f.l
Vi rec 1ion

Science
Social Studies

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
-

- 0.0
- 0.0

0.0
I

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Language Arts
~l

- 0.0
2 0.375
------ - - - - - -

1

0.229

-

o:o

- 0.0

0.375

1

0.229

0

0.0

0

7

1.314

10

2.290

3

1.125

- 0.0

2

2.094

5

0.938

1

- 0.0

1

3

3

0.483

2

3

1

0.375

- 0.0

-

0.0

18

2.899

14

0.375
2.()27

0.229
0.()87

14

3.20()

4

1.500

1

5

1.635

()

0.0

2

2

0.322

13

SeeJ(ing

- 0.0

0.0
---- - - - - - - 0

3

0.135

3

0.135

0.654

24

1.076

0.981

23

1.031

9

0.403

56

2.510

0.0

In forma lion

Science
Social Studies
Lang uagc Arts
Total

1.493
1.493

,<)ofFing

Science

- 0.0

1

0.187

1

0.229

- 0.0

Social Studies

1

2

0.375

Language Arts

- 0.0

0.161

--rorar---, --y- 0.161
397

2

0.458

1

- 0.0

0

0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

3

0.562

3

0.687

1

0.375

0

0.0

0

0.0

8

2

2.986

-

0.0

13

0.583

- 0.0

14

0.627

0.375

- 0.0

2

0.090

-

0.0

6

0.270

0.0

0

0.0
0,36_CL

Specil)'ing

Sdcnce

3

0.483

3

0.563

-

0.0

5

1.875

Social Studies

4

0.644

1

0.187

5

1.145

4

1.500

Language Arts

1

0.161

- 0.0

- 0.0

-

0.0

Total

8

1.288

4

5

9

3.375

0.750

1.145

- 0.0
- 0.0
r---·
2

Spelling

Science

- 0.0

2

0.375

Social Studies

4

0.644

2

0.375

- 0.0
- 0.0

L<1ng u<tge Arts

6

0.9GG

4

0.750

2

0.458

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

10

l.(Jl()

8

1.500

2

0.458

0

- 0.0

Total

0.0

'

-

2.986

2

0.654

3

0.135

2

0.654

30

1.345

2

0.090

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

4

1.308

10

0.448

-

0.0

12

0.538

0

0.0

4

1.308

24

1.076

- 0.0
- 0.0

8

2.616

8

0.360

5

1.635

41

1.836

- 0.0

Suggesting

I

Science

-

0.0

Social Studies

2

0.322

20

3.754

- 0.0
10

2.290

- 0.0
4

1.500

I
j

I
I

Language Arts

l

0.161 i

1

0.187

Total

3

0.483

21

3.941

Science

l

0.161

1

0.187

Social Studies

3

0.483

1

0.188

Language Arts

- 0.0

Total

4

- 0.0
·-

- 0.0

1

1.493

1

0.327

4

0.180

4

1.500

1

1.493

14

4.578

53

2.376

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

2

0.750

4

0.180

1

0.375

1

6

0.270

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

0

0.0

0.0

3

0

0.0

1

0.327

10

0.450

1

0.327

2

0.090

s

1.635

6

0.270

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

2

0.654

2.

0.090

0

8

2.616

10

0.450

10

2.290

5]-·n cl1 c sis in g

--

- 0.0

----·-----2
0.644

0.375
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1.125

- 0.0
0.327

- 0.0
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Science

l

Social Studies

1

Lang u ;:tge Arts

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

Total

1

0.161

1

0

0.0

0

1

0.161

2

0.458

- 0.0
- 0.0

- 0.0

3

0.135

-

0.0

0

0.0

-

0.0

- 0.0

5

0.225

0

0.0

0 ..Q.Q

0.161

0.187
0.187

- 0.0
-

0.0
0.0

0.0

Volun t cering
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- 0.0

- 0.0
- 0.0

Language. Arts

2

0.322

1

0.187

2

0.458

- 0.0
- 0.0
- 0.0

Total

3

0.483

1

0.187

4

0.916

0

Science
Social Studies
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- 0.0
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0.0
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TABLE 7.6

Total Frequencies and Percentages of Linguistic Functions
by Knowledge Domains
~

Science

Social Studies

Language Arts

Total

Initiating Ideas/
Information

N

%

N

%

%

N

N

%
~.

Describing

8

0.92

0

0.0

Eliciting

6

0.69

1

Probing

2

0.23

Suggesting

8

Dictating

0

Informing

133

46

5.28

54

6.20

0.11

7

0.80

14

1.60

11

1.26

3

0.34

16

1.83

0.92

41

4.70

4

0.46

53

6.08

0.0

0

0.0

44

5.04

44

5.04

15.23

99

11.34

48

5.51

280

32.08

0

0.0

5

0.57

7

0.80

12

1.37

24

2.75

23

2.63

9

1.03

56

6.41

2

0.23

10

1.15

12

1.37

'

24

2.75

Directing

44

5.04

26

2.98

42

4.81

I

112

12.83

Focusing

7

0.80

13

1.49

31

3.55

51

5.84

Refocusing

8

0.92

16

1.83

9

1.03

33

3.78

22

2.52

45

5.15

5

0.57

17

1.95

3

0.34

Listing
Seeking
Information
Spelling

Reading aloud
Requesting

14

1.60

9

1.03

2

0.23

10

1.15

I

I

I

Seeking
Direction

0

0.0

0

0.0

3

0.34

Seeking

J

Confirmation

18

2.06

22

2.52

11

1.26

51

5.84

Volunt<::eririg

3

0.34

0

0.0

5

0.57

8

0.91

279

31.96

286

308

35.28

873

Total
Responding

I

32.76

l

lCKJ
~''

ro

Information/
Ideas

Arguing

1

0.08

17

1.32

4

0.31

22

1.71

Classifying

1

0.08

12

0.93

0

0.0

13

1.01

Comparing

6

0.47

5

0.39

5

0.39

16

1.25
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Elaborating

11

0.85

28

2.18

8

0.62

47

Evaluating

7

0.54

20

1.55

45

3.49

72

5.58

Explaining

86

6.68

95

7.38

26

2.02

207

16.08

Generalising

12

0.93

2

0.16

1

0.08

15

1.17

Hypothesising

22

1.71

51

3.96

14

1.09

87

6.76

2

0.16

6

0.47

0

0.0

8

0.63

0.0

10

0.78

Solving
Synthesising

4

0.31

6

0.47

0

Agreeing

3.65

56

4.35

99

7.69

58

4.51

213

16.55

Amending

8

0.62

2

0.16

3

0.23

13

1.01

Checking

8

0.62

9

0.70

25

1.94

42

3.26

Completing

2

0.16

5

0.39

9

0.70

16

1.25

Concluding

10

0.78

8

0.62

5

0.39

23

1.79

Confirming

64

4.97

93

7.21

45

3.49

202

15.67

Correcting

1

0.08

6

0.47

4

0.31

11

0.86

Disagreeing

9

0.70

20

1.55

6

0.47

2.79

Negating

10

0.78

7

0.54

10

0.78

35
·r
_;

2.10

Praising

5

0.39

9

0.70

2

0.16

16

1.25

Specifying

13

1.01

14

1.09

3

0.23

30

2.33

Clarifying

3

0.23

7

0.54

12

0.93

22

1.70

Qualifying

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

0.08

1

0.08

Repeating

7

0.54

6

0.47

9

0.70

22

1.71

39

3.03

so

3.89

28

2.18

117

387

30.07

577

44.83

323

25.10

1287

Apologising

2

2.82

0

0.0

2

2.82

4

5.64

Exclaiming

2

2.82

5

7.04

0

0.0

7

9.86

Pleasing

0

0.0

1

1.14

0

0.0

1

1.14

Thanking

2

2.82

6

8.45

2

2.82

10

14.09

Incomplete

8

11.26

4

5.63

.)

-,

4.22

15

21.11

Maintaining

22

30.98

10

14.09

2

2.82

34

47.89

Total

36

50.70

26

36.62

9

12.68

71

100

Seeking
Clarification
Total

9.10

lCXJ
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7.6 INITIATING AND RESPONDING ROLES IN THE GROUP
INTERACTION PROCESS
In order to examine THE GROUP DYNAMIC (see FIGURE 7.1) at the
global level, the role dimension of the interaction was examined
by classifying the roles adopted by participants in the generation
and communication of ideas/information during the interaction.
The initial focus was on initiating and responding roles (see 6. 9)
which formed the basis for later analysis of roles adopted by each
individual during the interaction.

The following roles, which are presented in TABLE 7.7, were
derived as a means of characterising THE GROUP DYNM1IC at the
global level across the three knowledge domains.

The Initiator Role entailed the introduction of ideas/information.
The initiator originated discussion on a particular topic with
potential for development by other participants. The initiator thus
provided a range of ideas/information that stimulated interaction
to achieve the group task. Typical linguistic functions supporting
this role include Describing, Directing, Eliciting, Focusing,
Informing, Seeking information, Seeking confirmation, Probing,
Suggesting and Volunteering.
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TABLE 7.7

Initiating and Responding Roles in the Group Interaction
Roles vVhich Generate

Primary Role Function Examples of Linguistic

the Group Dynamic
Initiator

Indicators of Roles
Introduction of ideas/

Focusing,

information

Seeking

Informing,
information,

Probing, Suggesting
Follower

Following up on ideas/

Clarifying, Completing,

information initiated Elaborating, Explaining,
Passive Reactor
Critical Reactor

Extrapolator

by participants

Qualifying

Reacting to ideas/

Agreeing,

information passively

Repeating

Reacting to ideas/

Amending,

information

Checking,

evaluatively

Seeking clarification

Confirming,
Arguing,
Evaluating,

Inferring from what is Classifying, Companng,
known

Generalising,
Hypothesising,
Synthesising

The Follower Role entailed following up on ideas/information
initiated through confirming or embellishing strategies. Linguistic
functions typically supporting this role included Agreeing,
Clarifying, Completing, Confirming, Elaborating, Explaining,
QualifYing, and SpecifYing.

The Reactor Role took the form either of critical reactor or passive
reactor. The critical reactor reacts to ideas/information in

evaluative ways whereas the passive reactor reacts through
support of ideas/information.
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Linguistic functions supporting evaluative reactions included
Amending, Arguing, Checking, Clarifying, Correcting, Disagreeing,
Evaluating, Explaining, Probing, Qualifying, Seeking clarification,
Seeking conflrma tion, Specifying, and Solving. Linguistic functions

typically supporting the passive reactor role included Agreeing,
Confirming, and Repeating.

The Extrapolator Role entailed inferring what is not known from
what is known and reorganising ideas/information presented. The
extrapolator used background knowledge and experience to
speculate on and organise ideas/information presented. Linguistic
functions typically supporting this role included Classifying,
Comparing, Generalising, Hypothesising, Solving and Synthesising.
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CHAPTER 8
GROUP INTERACTION AS LEARNING CONTEXT
8.1 ANALYTICAL LAYERING OF RESEARCH DATA
This chapter examines the research questions, (structured in 5.1.3)
which provide a focus for analysis of the data on each dimension of
the group interaction.
The three, heterogeneous, group learning sessions in this study
were implemented as part of ongoing instruction in the classroom
(described in 6.6) within three knowledge domains (science, social
studies, language arts) of the primary school curriculum thus
providing a focus for the learning and generation of group
interaction derived from implementation of the group learning
tasks.
Analysis of the data was designed to proceed as one might dissect
an onion layer by layer. Analysis of each layer, or dimension of the
interaction, at both the global and individual levels of processing in
the context of ongoing interaction, focused on each individual's
contributions to the interaction as the sum of his/her contributions
to each dimension of the interaction.
The layers of the group interaction may be conceptualised as in
FIGURE 8.1. This figure establishes the interaction context in which
the participants operated and portrays an interaction link amongst
all participants. The participants and their interaction are located in
the context of a semantic field shaped by the group task. The layers
of interaction (Linguistic Forms, Cognitive Processes, Content and
Extra/Nonverbal Input), which constitute major dimensions of the
group interaction, are generated by the participants during the task
learning. Each dimension of the interaction represented in this
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figure was examined to determine its impact on the composition of
the group interaction.

SEMANTIC

Input
Content

FIGURE 8.1 Maior Dimensions of Group Interaction
8.2 LINGUISTIC FORMS AS GROUP LEARNING POTENTIAL
Questionl
What linguistic forms do participants use in the group learning
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process in collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts?

The frequencies and percentages of linguistic forms by knowledge
domains are presented in TABLE 7.4 which provides data on the
linguistic contributions of each participant across the three
knowledge domains. It is clear from this table that, at the global
level, the incidence of linguistic forms was relatively consistent
across the three knowledge domain contexts sampled in the
research. All participants used more statements than any other
form. Statements

and questions were the dominant linguistic

forms regardless of discipline context and together constituted
85.84 per cent of the total linguistic contributions by participants
(derived from TABLE 7.4).
The following propositions are advanced to account for this
phenomenon.
( 1) Statements reflect a linguistic form with knowledge power

which, in terms of interactive leverage, permits the
participant to express ideas/information and occupy a
position of ongoing control of the interaction thus establishing
a communicative hierarchy in the group.
(2) QJlestions reflect a linguistic form with potential for

participants to (a) gain en try to, and acceptance in, the
interaction, (b) dominate and change the direction of the
interaction, (c) exhibit knowledge as well as ignorance, and (d)
elicit clarification and explanations re ideas/information
expressed.

The power of the use of statements across the three knowledge
domains is partly explained by statements' potential to fulfil a
range of linguistic functions. This potential was utilised by
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participants whose use of statements included:
Comparing, Confirming, Describing, Disagreeing, Elaborating,
Evaluating, Explaining, Focusing, Generalising,

Hypothesising,

Informing and Suggesting (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3).
The following segment of interaction consists entirely of
statements.
92 Kay The camera went over. (Informing)
93 joe I wouldn't go after it. (Informing)
94 Nola I would. (Disagreeing)
95 Kay I wouldn't go after it when I go walkabout. (Elaborating)
96 Nola It could have smashed against the tree. (Hypothesising)
(TABLE 7.3, Language Arts)
In this interaction, the participants are discussing an incident in the
story, informing others what they would do in that situation and
ends with Nola speculating on what could have happened to the
camera. This example demonstrates the capability of the use of
statements for expressing ideas/information and how participants
sustained this segment of interaction solely through their use.
The power of the use of statements is further illustrated by the
following segment of interaction which consists entirely of
statements except for one question which is in statement form. This
segment demonstrates Nola's and Kay's control of the interaction
through the use of statements.
100 Nola Special cereals and things.
101 Kay They used to have food in tubes.
102 Nola They're not allowed any food.
103 Kay They're allowed to have any food now. They're even
allowed food because it was on that packet we saw.
104 Nola No it wasn't. They have special food in that.
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105 Kay In those packets?
106 Nola Yeh. It just wasn't in that.
107 Kay It's like a Chinese packet.
108 Nola A.nd when you cook it up, it just tastes like real food like
I make. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
This interaction between Nola and Kay provided an opportunity for
them to examine the concept of "food for astronauts" by initiating,
and responding to, ideas/information on this topic/theme. Their
interaction included agreeing, disagreeing, comparing, confirming,
informing and seeking clarification thus demonstrating the power of
statements to generate a range of linguistic functions to sustain the
interaction. This example also demonstrates how Nola and Kay
controlled this segment of interaction via statements as other
participants listened.
It is concluded from these data that statements were a dominant

linguistic form used by participants to contribute to the group
interaction. By using language that was mainly statement in form,
participants, initiated, and responded to, ideas/information and, at
times, controlled the interaction through their use thus supporting
Proposition (1). This finding raises the question of what cognitive
processes are generated by statements and how they impact on the
group interaction to be considered in the next layer of discussion.
The extensive use of questions by participants was also partly
derived from their potential for fulfilling a range of interactional
functions which included:
(a) seeking clarification: 194 Kay People or workers?
195 Nola People. (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
(b) seeking information: 73 Rod What was that thing they went in?
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74 Nola A non-gravity room. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
(c) seeking confirmation: 428 Kay Get lots of air supplies?
429 Rod Yes.
430 Kay Get a number of air supplies? Get heaps of air supplies?
(TABLE 7.1, Science)
Questions were also used to elicit additional responses e_g_,
(d) 191 Rod Any other ideas?
192 Kay Get used to that net. You know that net when we came
forward to it. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
The use of questions thus impacted on the group interaction by
participants using them to seek guidance, to seek information and
to clarify and confirm their thinking about ideas/information
presented. Seeking information and clarification of
ideas/information also provided participants opportunities for
entry to the interaction. These findings support Proposition (2).
The use of statements and questions in combination, illustrated by
the above examples, thus permitted participants to occupy
positions of control over the group interaction at the linguistic level.
With the potential of statements and questions in mind, the quality
of group interaction may be enhanced by participants using clearly
expressed statements and well structured, relevant questions
respectively to express, and clarify and confirm ideas/information.
Although statements and questions were the dominant linguistic
forms used, imperatives and incomplete utterances were
respectively the next most extensively used forms (TABLE 7.4). The
following propositions are advanced from these findings.
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(3) The structure of imperatives as a linguistic form permits

the utterer to assume a position of control by directing events
and con trolling the actions of participants,
(4) Incomplete utterances reflect a linguistic form that

indicates the participant's (a) presentation of unclear ideas,
(b) monitoring of ideas/information and (c) interruption by
other participants.

Examination of TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 indicates that the main impact
on the group interaction from the use of imperatives, at the
linguistic level, was their being used by participants to direct
individuals in achieving group tasks and fulfilling group roles
during ongoing interaction e.g.,
391 Rod Nola pass the sheet I want to do that form.
392 Nola Use this Rod. It is already ruled up for you. (TABLE 7.3,
Language Arts)
During this interaction, Rod is trying to get on with the task and
Nola is facilitating his efforts by offering the prepared sheet.
The use of imperatives occurred across the three knowledge
domains (Science,38; Social Studies, 24; Language Arts, 40, TABLE
7.4) as a result of participants assuming a directing role thus
influencing the implementation of the group task via directions to
individuals.
In some cases, incomplete utterances occurred because the
participant was interrupted before completing what he/she wanted
to say e.g.,
76 Rod It's something that kids don't usually do.
77 Nola Like riding in a helicopter and breaking an ankle. There
were a few other things.
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78 Cbn It would be an experience for all of them because they79 Kay What about Fred?
80 Cbn Fred?
81 Kay What was the experience for him? (TABLE 7.3, Language
Arts)
During this interaction, participants are discussing the story plot
and focus on the experiences the children had. In this context, Kay
draws attention to Fred (the adult in the party) by interrupting the
flow of interaction. It appears that Kay's keenness to include Fred
resulted in her interrupting Con thus demonstrating how and why
incomplete utterances occur.
In other cases, incomplete utterances resulted from the individual's
monitoring his/her ideas e.g.,
80 Rod What do they do?
81 Con They practise emergency escape from the um82 Nola They do their training in water in pools and things.
(TABLE 7.1, Science)
In the above examples, incomplete utterances prevented the clear
expression of participants' interpretations thus interrupting a free
flow of ideas. Therefore, incomplete utterances, resulting from both
interruptions and monitoring processes, created interaction
situations in which the flow of ideas was interrupted. Interruptions
may be avoided by participants listening carefully to individuals
and allowing them to finish what they have to say thus
demonstrating the importance of listening in the group process.
With reference to Question 1, all linguistic forms used by
participants influenced the pattern of group interaction in the three
knowledge domains examined, however, this pattern was shaped
extensively by the dominant use of statements, questions,
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imperatives and incomplete utterances which together constituted
93.77 per cent of the linguistic contributions (derived from TABLE
7.6). These linguistic forms, particularly statements and questions,
were used by participants to generate interaction at the linguistic
level thus providing potential for conveying ideas/information in
the group communication process. As demonstrated, at times, active
participants used statements to control the interaction by initiating
and responding to ideas/information and questions to clarify their
thinking on ideas/information expressed. It is concluded from this
analysis that statements, questions and imperatives, in that order,

are core linguistic forms generated in the contexts examined.
The propositions on linguistic forms were tested further by
examining the data presented in TABLE 7.4 at the individual level
of analysis.
8.2.1 Group Interaction: Linguistic Contributions at the Individual
Level
It is clear from TABLE 7.4 that Nola contributed most linguistic

forms during the interaction across the three knowledge domains.
Statements constituted 74.72 per cent of her linguistic contributions
and questions constituted 12.56 per cent of her linguistic
contributions (derived from TABLE, 7.4). This high level of
involvement at the linguistic level placed her in a position of
potential control of the interaction by providing opportunities to
present, and react to, information/ideas.
Although statements were used most frequently, Nola used the
whole range of linguistic forms recorded in this study which
demonstrates versatility in the use of linguistic forms. She
exhibited potential to influence the group interaction via her
volume of contributions and extensive range of linguistic forms
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which included statements with evaluative functions e.g.,
(a) 71 Nola

Well I thought it was done well because it was an

interesting story. It didn't make you want to put it down. (TABLE
7.4, Language Arts) and statements with comparing functions e.g.,
(b) 124 Rod It was set on a mountain.
!25 Nola just like Mount Speck at Paluma. (Table 7.3, Language
Arts)
As Nola was the second highest contributor of questions, (the
teacher was the highest) (TABLE 7.4) she also exhibited
characteristics of a potential seeker of information and clarification
of ideas. Consequently, her volume of contributions via statements
and questions at the linguistic level placed her in potential positions
for presenting ideas/information and seeking information and
clarification of ideas during the interaction. Her volume of
contributions and exercise of control at the linguistic level, at times,
placed her in a leadership role characterised by her potential for
influencing ideas/information articulated.
In terms of linguistic frequencies (TABLE 7.4) Kay was the second
highest linguistic contributor in the group. Statements constituted
70.36 per cent of her linguistic contributions and questions
constituted 14.45 per cent of her linguistic contributions (derived
from TABLE 7.4). This high level of involvement also placed her in a
position of control, at timesr of the interaction at the linguistic level.
Although statements were the predominant linguistic form, Kay
also used the whole range of linguistic forms recorded in this study
which showed her versatility in the use of linguistic forms. Her
predominant use of statements also placed her in a position of
potential knowledge control for contributing extensively to the
interaction by initiating ideas/information and responding to
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ideas/information presented by other participants.
As she was the third highest contributor of questions, she
exhibited characteristics of a participant with potential for seeking
information and clarification of ideas. Her high level of participation
also placed her in a similar leadership role to Nola's at the linguistic
level with potential for influencing the ideas/information
expressed. At times, these two participants exercised control by
interacting with each other on a particular issue while the rest of
the group listened e.g.,
12 7 Nola Some of them would have cars and things.
128 Kay Rich ones would have cars.
129 Nola No not necessarily.
130 Kay Not all of them.
131 Nola I didn't say they did. (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
During this interaction Nola and Kay are discussing transport and
are expressing their individual ideas on this topic by arguing their
cases. This interaction also demonstrates how each of these
individuals strives to assert knowledge control of the discussion
which, at times, occurs during their face-to-face interactions.
Through their high volume of linguistic contributions and
endeavours to control the interaction, both of these participants
displayed similar characteristics as participants. The combined
linguistic contributions of Nola and Kay constituted 51.73 per cent
of the total linguistic interaction (derived from TABLE 7.4). This
finding, combined with their predominant use of statements and
questionsr indicate that these two participants had periods of
control of the group interaction at the linguistic level with potential
for influencing the ideas/information expressed.
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In terms of linguistic frequencies Rod was the third highest
contributor in the group. Statements constituted 69.79 per cent of
his linguistic contributions and questions constituted 12.36 per cent
of his linguistic contributions (derived from TABLE 7.4). Although
he did not contribute linguistically to the interaction as extensively
as Nola and Kay, he did contribute across the three knowledge
domains which demonstrates his willingness to participate at all
times.
Rod used more imperatives than any other participant (TABLE 7.4)
which indicates his exercising a position of control, at times, by
directing participants and controlling events e.g.,
98 Rod When you've finished Con, read what you've got so far.
(TABLE 7.3, Language Arts)
Rod's directions, which were across the three knowledge domains,
were primarily associated with the task strategy and were not
directed at ideas expressed by individuals.
In terms of volume of linguistic interaction, the Teacher and Con
respectively contributed 13.72 per cent and 11.97 per cent of the
total linguistic contributions (derived from TABLE 7.4). Statements,
which constituted 82.77 per cent of Con's contributions, were his
dominant linguistic form (derived from TABLE 7.4) and included his
using them for agreeing and explaining e.g.,
85 Kay They probably have flying lessons too.
86 Cbn Yes and they go in those things that spin around in case
they go orbital. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
The Teacher was present only part of the time and an extensive
part of his interaction occurred at the introduction of the group
task His most used linguistic forms were statements and questions
in that order with the highest number of questions (26.84 per cent
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of the total questions asked) in the group (derived from TABLE 7.4).
The teacher included the use of check questions re the task
strategy e.g.,
220 Teacher Have you got anything else to do in your task?
(TABLE 7.1, Science)
The Teacher shared with Kay the second highest number of
imperatives used which included directing participants in the task
strategy e.g.,
11 Teacher Make sure you speak clearly so that I can hear you.
(TABLE 7.1, Science)
The Teacher's use of questions and imperatives combined, indicates
that, at times, he occupied a position with potential for eliciting
responses from participants to extend their task analysis and direct
their activities to facilitate the task strategy.
joe contributed only three per cent of the total volume of linguistic
interaction and used only five of the nine linguistic forms recorded
(derived from TABLE 7.4). Statements, which constituted 80.09 per
cent of his linguistic contributions, were his predominant linguistic
form (derived from TABLE 7.4). joe's statements included initiating
ideas/information e.g.,
41 Kay Yeh and then they get then they get special things.
42 joe They take them up in a plane and they have to go in the
water. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
Examination of TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 shows that comparatively long
segments of interaction occurred without his contributing which
cast him in a follower role. However, his contributions did include
his correcting ideas/information presented which indicates that he
was listening to and following the interaction e.g.,
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517 Nola VVhy underwater?
518 joe Underground.
519 Nola I mean underground. (TABLE 7. 2, Social Studies)

With reference to Question 1, the data on linguistic forms (TABLES
7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4) provide evidence of each participant's linguistic

contributions and indicates his/her volume of engagement in
interaction at the linguistic level for the three knowledge domains.
This level of interaction was dominated by the participants' use of
staten1ents and questions which, at times, placed the utterers in
positions of control of the interaction.
Communication within the group context is dependent, to some
extent, on the language used by participants. \Vith reference to the
question of quality versus quantity of group interaction, the group
learning sessions provided (a) potential for language development
by providing opportunities for participants to select and use a range
of linguistic forms to communicate their messages and (b) a context
with communicative potential for selecting and using cognitive
processes which were analysed as the next layer of the group
interaction.
8.3 LINGUISTIC FUNCTIONS AS GROUP LEARNING PROCESSES
Question2
Wllat evidence does participants' use of language provide of
the use of cognitive processes in the group learning process in
collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts?

8.3.1 Knowledge Domains: Contexts for Thinking Processes

The cognitive dimension of the group interaction was analysed in
the context of the processes of the three knowledge domains of the
Primary School Curriculum. The focal processes of the three
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syllabuses are expressed in TABLE 8.1. Details on these processes
may be found in APPENDIX L. These processes were derived and
incorporated in the Social Studies and Science Source Books and The
Language Arts Curriculum Guide by the respective syllabus
committees after input was sought and had been received from
curriculum committes and classroom teachers, and appropriate
trialling procedures had been carried out.
Teachers normally incorporate the curriculum processes in
instruction by implementing classroom activities that focus on
particular processes. The group structure adopted in this study
(described in 5.4.6), which includes task guidelines, allows students
to structure their own learning by adopting their own methods for
achieving the group task rather than focusing on particular
curriculum learning processes. Consequently, this structure
provides a context for analysing the learning processes generated
by participants during the group interaction. In order to achieve
this, the data on cognitive processes were analysed.
The segmented interaction which includes descriptions of cognitive
functions, cognitive strategies and linguistic functions is presented
in TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3. The frequencies of linguistic functions by
knowledge domains are presented in TABLE 7.5. Examination of
these data provided a focus on the cognitive dimension of the
interaction inferred from the linguistic contributions (discussed in
8.2) used by participants across the three knowledge domains.
8.3.2 Group Interaction as Group Learning Process
TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 present the participants' linguistic
contributions to the group interaction as conversation units
(segmented into messages) and their cognitive contributions as

cognitive strategies and cognitive functions (described in 5.4.10) at
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TABLE 8.1 l$r:t()vvl~c:lgep()f!l~il1l,e.arl1ingpr()t:E)~~e.~
• SOCIAL STUDIES
• LANGUAGE ARTS
.............•..................................

Observing

• Comparing

Inferring
Classifying
Measuring

Hypothesising

Using numbers
Predicting
Using space/time
relationships
Interpreting data
Defining operationally
Controlling variables
Hypothesising
Experimenting
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• Decision making

the global level. That is, the group interaction was partly structured
by each participant's cognitive contributions which served to
sustain the interaction.
The cognitive strategies included: (a) focusing strategies typically
including describing, informing, focusing, seeking information and
suggesting; (b) elaborating strategies

typically including

elaborating, explaining, hypothesising and synthesising; (c)

evaluating strategies typically including agreeing, evaluating,
seeking confirmation and qualifying; (d) maintaining interaction
strategies typically including praising, repeating, and thanking; (e)
guiding strategies typically including correcting, dictating,
directing, reading aloud and spelling. From this broad perspective,
the data were analysed in detail to determine the impact of the
cognitive processes on the group interaction.
In the context of the research questions, the following proposition
was advanced for this analysis:

In collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts, the group
interaction is structured by the context created by the group
task, the cognitive processes generated via participants'
linguistic contributions and ideas/information communicated
by participants.
The following segment of interaction is an example of three
conversation units included in interaction on the theme/topic of
"housing requirements" with the inferred cognitive descriptions in
italics.
48 Kay Well how are the families going to live in the houses if
there is no furniture? Requests clarification on living conditions.
49 Rod They'd share it. Proffers a solution to Kay's question.
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50 Nola All different houses are built in all different sizes.
Elaborates on requirements for housing. (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
This short segment of interaction involves three participants and
incorporates the linguistic contributions and three different
cognitive processes by the respective participants, at the global
level, thus illustrating analysis of the interaction at both linguistic
and cognitive levels. In addition to the cognitive processes inferred
and described above, each conversation unit contains the
ideas/information drawn from the participant's knowledge
structure. These ideas constitute the content or knowledge structure
of the conversation unit. That is, group interaction may be viewed
from a linguistic dimension,

(examined in 8.2,) a cognitive

dimension and content or knowledge structure dimension.

In order to analyse the interaction at the cognitive level in detail,
the segmented messages (shown in TABLEs 7.1, 7.1, 7.3) were
examined. This entailed examination of the primary linguistic
functions of the linguistic forms used in context (described in 6.9).
That is, linguistic functions described the cognitive processes
generated by participants to express ideas/information thus
describing the cognitive dimension of each message communicated
via a linguistic form. To this extent,

the nature of the group
interaction is partly determined by the language used, the
embedded cognitive processes and the ideas/information expressed
via linguistic forms and linguistic functions. As these three
dimensions of the interaction are structured to achieve the group
tasks in the knowledge domains examined, group interaction is
perceived as the group learning process into which participants tap
via their individual interpretations and contributions.

As the linguistic functions contributed to the group learning
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process, their uses across the three knowledge domains, at both the
global level and individual level, were analysed. TABLE 7.5 presents
the frequencies of linguistic functions which provide data for this
analysis by presenting totals of linguistic functions generated via
messages communicated by each individual across the three
knowledge domains.
8.3.3 Linguistic Functions as Cognitive Processes
At the global level, TABLE 7.5 indicates that there were both
variation and commonality of usage of linguistic functions across
the three knowledge domains, illustrated respectively in the
following: (a) Evaluating (science, 7; social studies, 20; language arts,
45); (b) Negating (science, 10; social studies, 7; language arts 10).
However, there were a number of predominant functions used
across the three domains which are included in the following
interactions.
(a) Informing: 42 joe They take them up in a plane and they have
to go in the water. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
(b) Agreeing: 251 Nola This is only going to be here for fifteen
years or something.
252 Kay Yeh. (TABLE 7 ,2, Social Studies)
(c) Explaining: 82 Nola They do their training in the water in pools
and things.
83 Kay Because of its weightlessness. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
(d) Confirming: 61 Nola 0 kay so bedding.
62 Kay So bedding. (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
(e) Seeking Clarification: 108 Rod Do you have to write about all
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this here setting , plot? (TABLE 7.3, Language Arts)
Informing, Agreeing, Explaining, Confirming and Seeking
Clarification were the five most frequently used functions, in that
order, and together constituted 45.6 7 per cent of the cognitive
contributions across knowledge domains (derived from TABLE 7.5).
The high frequency of use of these functions provided opportunities
for participants to contribute to the interaction and placed them in
positions of control of the interaction by their:
(a) initiating ideas/information (Informing);
(b) expressing support for ideas/information presented (Agreeing);
(c) interpreting ideas/information (Explaining);
(d) verifying and reinforcing ideas (Confirming) and
(e) seeking explanations re task and/or ideas/information (Seeking
Clarification).
The following segment of interaction illustrates how Informing,
Agreeing, Confirming and Explaining were used in context by
participants to contribute to the interaction related to electricity
and appliances.
77 Kay Fans, electricity.
78 Rod Yeh.
79 Con Power lines.
80 Rod Yeh power lines.
81 Con Lights.
82 Kay With electricity you need to get the fans to work. (TABLE
7.2) Social Studies)
This segment of interaction goes beyond listing ideas. Through their
contributions incorporating a range of cognitive processes,
participants provided a context for initiating and responding to
ideas/information thus developing the concept of electricity by
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suggesting a range of associated ideas/information. In this case, the
items considered were contributed by the three participants.
Directing, Hypothesising, Evaluating, Seeking Information and
Describing were also used extensively by participants and together
constituted 17.08 per cent (derived from TABLE 7.5) of the
cognitive contributions across knowledge domains. The use of these
functions distinguish them as functions which place participants in
positions with opportunities for:
(a) giving instructions re task strategy (Directing), e.g.,17 Rod just
write them down. (TABLE 7.3, Language Arts);
(b) using knowledge structures from which to speculate re
ideas/information (Hypothesising), e.g.,
188 Rod Where there's one diamond there's sure to be more.
(TABLE 7.2, Social Studies).
(c)

making judgements re ideas/information presented

(Evaluating), e.g., 47 Kay I like the way it was written. (TABLE 7.3,
Language Arts).
(d) seeking information re task strategy and/or ideas/information
presented (Seeking Information) e.g.,
25 Kay How many astronauts were there? (TABLE 7.1, Science)
(e) recounting events (Describing) e.g.,
168 Nola They went up the hill. They went down the hill. (TABLE
7.3, Language Arts)
The following examples respectively illustrate participants'
formulating hypotheses and evaluating in context.
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(a) 46 Rod Weightlessnes then what do they do?
47 Kay Then they probably go up in an aeroplane and drop them
down in the water 'cause it gets them used to weightlessness or go
in a special machine. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
In this example, participants are exploring activities related to
training for weightlessness. In this context, Kay demonstrates
willingness to draw from her knowledge of this concept to speculate
on appropriate activities.
(b) 116 Cbn Know your way around in the shuttle.
117 Kay That's another one. That one would be close to last. Urn
get used to the shuttle.
118 Cbn Get used to parts of the shuttle. Learn how to go through
parts of the shuttle. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
The interaction regarding the "shuttle" in this example
demonstrates participants' willingness to inform, evaluate and
specify. In this case, Kay evaluates Con's contribution in respect to
its location in the list of items to be considered to complete the
group task and Con specifies aspects of shuttle familiarity.
The data from group contexts (TABLE 7.5) indicate that there was
an extensive range (forty-eight) of linguistic functions generated
through the group interaction. Importantly, in the contexts
examined, these processes were spontaneously generated by
participants during the group interaction.
With reference to the proposition advanced for consideration, the
group contexts, constituted basically by the group task and the
participants, generated a range of cognitive processes, which
included core processes, essential for achieving the group task. In
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these contexts, participants' contributions were based on their
individual interpretations, in context, thus determining the shape of
the interaction.
With reference to Question 2, it is concluded, from the volume and
variation of linguistic functions generated from the contexts
examined, that the group interaction generated a range of cognitive
processes through which participants initiated and responded to
ideas/information and thus introduced concepts related to the
knowledge domains from which the group task was drawn.
Within this range of learning processes generated, there were
twelve predominant functions together constituting 67.32 per cent
of the group interaction. This indicates that there was a core of
linguistic functions used by participants across the three knowledge
domains examined. It may be inferred that the interaction if
collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts, for learning in the
knowledge domains of the curriculum, generates a core of learning
processes essential for learning in those domains.

The suggested core learning processes, in order of frequency,
derived from the data (TABLE 7.5) are: Informing, Agreeing,
Explaining, Confirming, Seeking clarification, Directing,
Hypothesising, Evaluating, Seeking information, Describing,
Focusing, and Seeking confirmation.
Within the circumstances of variety and essence, it is important to
take account of context in the determination of cognitive processes
essential for learning the knowledge domains of the curriculum. The
data indicate that particular knowledge domains generated more,
particular cognitive processes than other knowledge domains e.g.,
Describing (Language Arts, 46; Science, 8; Social Studies, 0; TABLE
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7.5) which implies that particular contexts generate context-specific
cognitive processes thus impacting on the group learning by
establishing con text-specific, linguistic functions.
In order to analyse the cognitive dimension of the interaction
further, the data were examined to determine each participant's
contributions to the group interaction.
8.3.4 Linguistic Functions as Individual Contributions to the Group
Learning Process
The frequency of participation in order by individuals was shown
in 8.2.2 (Nola, Kay, Rod, Teacher, Con, joe). Therefore, the nature of
their contributions was examined by analysing each participant's
contributions for cognitive processes expressed as linguistic
functions. This entailed analysis of linguistic frequencies across the
three knowledge domains presented in TABLE 7.5.
Nola and Kay together contributed 51.73 per cent (derived from
TABLE 7.5) of the linguistic functions used in the group discussion
across the three knowledge domains demonstrating their high level
of involvement and extensive use of learning processes. This level
of involvement provided opportunities for them to initiate and
respond to ideas/information and marked them as discussion
leaders in the three contexts.
The most frequent linguistic functions generated by Nola in order
were Agreeing, Confirming, Informing, Explaining and Dictating
which together constituted 45.09 per cent of her cognitive
contributions (derived from TABLE 7.5). The most frequent
linguistic functions engaged in by Kay in order were Informing,
Explaining, Confirming, Agreeing and Seeking clarification which
together constituted 4 7.4 7 per cent (derived from TABLE 7.5) of her
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cognitive contributions.
These findings in combination indicated that Nola and Kay led the
interaction by (a) expressing support for ideas/information
pre sen ted

(agreeing),

(b)

reinforcing

and

verifying

ideas/information expressed by others (confirming), (c) showing
leadership by dictating ideas/information (dictating), (d)
interpreting ideas/information presented (explaining), (e) initiating
ideas/information (informing), and (f) seeking clarification of ideas
presented. Their interactions also provided a source of
ideas/information to which other participants could respond. Hence,
they exercised positions of control in the interaction through the
volume

of their interactions and

extensive range of

ideas/information, generated by them. This control is also
demonstrated, at times, by their extended interaction with each
other while other participants listened e.g.,
230 Kay They'd make things at Helen's Town so they've got to
send them down so they would get contact with Helen's Town to tell
them about the very things that started there.
231 Nola Not necessarily. They could just go up. It's not that far
away. They could just drive in every time they wanted something
like by car.
232 Kay They could get a big shipment of things.
233 Nola Why would they need big shipments of things?
234 Kay Families need things.
235 Nola What else do people need?
236 Kay Shelter. (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
Nola and Kay in combination also demonstrated willingness to
formulate hypotheses, suggest ideas, evaluate other participants'
ideas, and seek information and confirmation of ideas. Their
contributions impacted on the composition of the group interaction
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by initiating and developing ideas/information which introduced
concepts relevant to the group task via a range of cognitive
processes which included core processes in context.
In terms of frequency of contributions, Rod did not contribute as
extensively as either Nola or Kay, however, he did contribute to the
discussion across the three knowledge domains. The most frequent
linguistic functions generated by him in order were Informing,
Agreeing, Directing, Confirming and Explaining which together
constituted 46.68 per cent (derived from TABLE 7.5) of his
cognitive contributions. His frequent use of these functions marked
him as a contributor who impacted on the shape of the interaction
by (a) initiating ideas/information, (b) expressing support for
ideas/information presented, (c) giving directions, (d) reinforcing
and verifying ideas/information presented and (e) interpreting
ideas/information presented. Rod also formulated hypotheses,
applied descriptions, focused on ideas/information, sought
clarification and confirmation of ideas/information and elaborated
on ideas/information presented which contributed to the task
analysis.
In his interactions, he demonstrated an eagerness to focus on and
complete the task strategy e.g.,
(a) 63 Rod That's about it. Any others?
(b) 98 Rod When you've finished Con, read what you've got so far.
(TABLE 7.3, Language Arts)
Although he did not demonstrate the leadership qualities
characterised by volume of contributions and control of the
interaction shown by Nola and Kay, the volume of his contributions
and the use of imperatives across the three knowledge domains
reflected an "Overseeing Role" characterised by his eagerness to
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focus on and complete the task. Thus, at key times, his contributions
impacted on the composition of the interaction by (a) generating a
range of cognitive processes, including core processes, that
incorporated a range of ideas/information in the task analysis, and
(b) his focusing on the task strategy.
The most frequent cognitive processes generated by the Teacher in
order were Explaining, Seeking Clarification, Informing, Confirming
and Directing which constituted 44.77 per cent of his cognitive
contributions (derived from TABLE 7.5).
The following segments of interaction illustrate the Teacher's
seeking clarification and encouraging participants to focus on the
task strategy.
(1) 240 Teacher What are you going to do put it in-?

241 joe Separate columns.
242 Teacher In separate columns? First and last did you say?
243 Rod The order.
244 Teacher So you want the order now? Right? What are you
going to do? Read them Out? (TABLE 7.1, Science)
( 2) 3 Teacher Study it carefully to make sure that what you do this
morning is what you are asked to do on the sheet. (TABLE 7.2,
Social Studies)
Through his persistent seeking clarification in ( 1) and directions in
(2), the Teacher focused the participants' attention on the format of
the task strategy.
His contributions, which included evaluating contributions made by
participants, suggesting ideas/information, seeking confirmation of
ideas/information presented, and checking participants' completion
of task activities, reflected "Overseeing" and "Quality Controller"
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Roles characterised by his continually focusing the participants'
attention on task requirements. In these roles, he used more
eliciting questions than any other participant and was the only
participant to offer praise and generate probing questions e.g.,
11 Teacher That was nicely read Nola. Any questions on your
task? (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
At key times, the Teacher's contributions impacted on the
composition of the group interaction by (a) focusing participants'
attention on the task strategy by checking their progress through
questions, (b) encouraging participants

to contribute to the

interaction by praising their efforts, (c) eliciting ideas/information
to initiate and develop concepts through questions and (d)
providing ideas/information when requested by the participants.
Con and joe together contributed only 14.97 per cent of the total
linguistic functions (derived from TABLE 7.5). The least volume of
contributions was generated by joe. Con's most extensive
contributions in order of frequency were Informing, Agreeing,
Confirming, Explaining and Directing which together constituted
59.93 per cent (derived from TABLE 7.5) of his cognitive
contributions. joe's most extensive contributions in order were
Informing, Explaining, Agreeing, Completing and Hypothesising
which together constituted 61.19 per cent (derived from TABLE 7.5)
of his cognitive contributions.
Con's most frequent generation of Informing processes indicated
his willingness to initiate ideas/information, however, his frequent
generation of Agreeing and Confirming processes which together
constituted 26.22 per cent of his interactions (derived from TABLE
7.5) indicated a high level of supporting and reinforcing
ideas/information expressed by other participants. Less frequently,
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he did indicate willingness to interpret ideas/information, to give
directions, to infer ideas/information and to synthesise ideas.
joe's, and to a lesser extent Con's, limited volume of contributions
often reflected "Listener" and "Follower" Roles characterised, at
times, by a tendency to wait for other participants to initiate ideas.
However, both of these participants contributed to the group
interaction across the three knowledge domains as it evolved by (a)
generating a range of processes for the task analysis, (b) initiating
and reacting to ideas/information presented and (c) following the
interaction and supporting ideas/information presented by other
participants.
8.3.5 A Profile of Group Interaction
With reference to Research Question 2, all participants contributed
to the group interaction across the three knowledge domains by (a)
generating a range of learning processes including core learning
processes, (b) presenting ideas/information derived from their
individual knowledge structures and (c) reacting to
ideas/information presented. Consequently, their contributions
shaped the analysis of the group task and impacted on the
composition of the group interaction through the generation of a
range of cognitive processes and diverse ideas/information.
The group interaction, resulting from implementation of the group
tasks, thus provided a forum that generated a wide range of
cognitive processes, including core processes, from the spontaneous
interactions of the participants. Consequently, these processes
included many of the essential learning processes (TABLE, 8.1)
presented in the syllabuses of the three knowledge domains
examined.
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TABLE 8.2 presents each participants' frequencies of
linguistic/cognitive contributions for each knowledge domain and
percentages of his/her total interaction across the three knowledge
domains.
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The following conclusions are drawn from TABLE 8.2.
(1) The two females made most contributions to the interaction.
Nola, who contributed the highest percentage of the interaction, was
the above-average female. However, Kay who made the second
highest volume of contributions, was an average student. These
factors combined indicate that gender is an important variable to
consider in respect to volume of contributions and needs to be
considered by the classroom teacher in the composition of
collaborative, heterogeneous groups.
(2) The importance of gender versus ability is exemplified by Con,
an above average student, who made the second lowest volume of
contributions. Although the sample was small, the data indicate that
gender is a more significant factor than ablility in determining the
volume of contributions by participants in collaborative,
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heterogeneous group contexts.
(3) Nola had the highest volume of contributions in social studies
and language arts but not in science in which she was the second
lowest contributor. Each other participant (except the Teacher)
made more contributions to the science interaction compared with
social studies and language arts. Kay, Con and joe contributed least
in language arts and Con contributed almost as much in science as
he did in social studies and language arts combined.
These findings appear to indicate that two other variables, besides
gender and ability, that influence the volume of interaction by
individuals are (a) interest in the group task by them and (b) their
knowledge of the group task. An important implication from this
finding is the need for teachers and students to plan group learning
that will generate interesting and challenging interaction by all
participants to achieve the group task.
(4) Taking into account that the Teacher (a) had a teacherparticipant role rather than a student-participant role, (b) was a
participant for only part of the time and (c) made most of
contributions at the introductory stages of the discussion to guide
students in the task, it is concluded that he had some influence on
the composition of the group interaction. However, he did not try to
take control of the discussion from the students.
Although teachers have a role in group learning, there is a need for
them to monitor their roles in the context of collaborative,
heterogeneous learning to ensure students have adequate
opportunity to structure their own learning in these contexts.
(5) joe, a below-average student, contributed the least in all
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knowledge domains but did contribute to the interaction across the
three disciplines with least contributions in language arts. It is
concluded that below-average students are able to contribute to
collaborative, heterogeneous group learning.
The analysis of data at this stage continues to raise the question of
quality versus quantity of the group interaction. \Vith reference to
this question within this layer of discussion, it is argued that the
quality of the interaction was enhanced by the wide range of
cognitive processes generated in the group contexts and,
particularly, by processes which provided: (a) opportunities for
participants to analyse and synthesise ideas; (b) feedback to
participants via a range of evaluative responses; (c) opportunities
for participants to engage in inferential thinking. That is, the group
interaction provided a learning context that generated cognitive
processes derived from each individual's knowledge stucture thus
providing for collaboration and the sharing of ideas/information.
Through the generation of these processes in the group learning,
participants initiated and responded to ideas/information thus
forming the semantic field of the group task derived from their own
knowledge structures. Consequently, the semantic field and the
group learning were shaped by the participants' contributions in
context.
Before drawing final conclusions in respect to the question of
quality of interaction, the content communicated via the language
and cognitive processes during the group interaction, was analysed
as the next layer of discussion.
8.4 CONTEXTUAL FRA1'v1ES; CONTENT OF GROUP INTERACTION
Question 3
What are the roles of interaction segments and contextual frames
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in the articulation of content in collaborative, heterogeneous group
contexts?
Analysis of the content dimension of participants' interactions was
achieved by detailed examination of the interaction segments and
the contextual frames (described in 5.4.10) established across the
three knowledge domains sampled (presented in TABLES 7.1, 7.2,
7.3 ). These two aspects of the interaction described the content
respectively at a general level and a focused level of detail. The
following proposition was formulated to explore these levels of
content.

The content of the interaction in heterogeneous, group contexts is
composed of themes/topics and contextual frames genera ted by
the group task and drawn from the group participants' knowledge
structures.
8.4.1 Interaction Segments and Contextual Frames as Knowledge
Structures
While completing the group learning task, participants initiated and
responded to ideas/information on themes/topics they perceived as
relevant to it. The resultant, broad conceptual framework, or macro
knowledge structures (segmented as interaction segments, TABLES
7.1, 7.2, 7.3), incorporated initiation and discussion of concepts
related to the theme/topic being considered. For example, during
the interaction on the social studies task, the group discussed the
macro knowledge structure of "transport" and incorporated in this
discussion the concepts of transport, buses and trains, suburban
train, roads, signposts, dirt roads, bitumen roads and time of bus
trip (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies, 94-106).
The focused and contextualised ideas/information or concepts,
incorporated within interaction segments were segmented as
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contextual frames (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3). Thus the macro structure
of a theme/topic is perceived as a semantic constituent of related
concepts within the broader semantic field generated by the group
task.
The following is an example of interaction that exemplifies the
establishment of the theme/topic of "Food for animals" that includes
a group of related ideas/information expressed as contextual
frames by the participants as they analyse this theme/topic. The
contextual frames established during the discussion are in brackets.
491 Rod You need food for animals. (Food for animals)
492 Cbn Yeh for the stock. (Food for stock)
493 Nola Animal foods then you need food containers for them.
(Animal foods and food containers)
494 Rod You need big half things. (Food containers)
495 Nola Yeh drinking- (Rod's ideas)
496 Cbn Troughs. (Nola's idea)
497 Kay Actually there is half a thing for them. It's a kind of acid.
(Half a thing)
498 Nola How do you spell "troughs" t-r-o-o? (Spelling "troughs")
499 Kay t-r-o-g-h. (Spelling "trough")
500 Nola t-r-o-g-h-s. Are you sure? (Spelling "troughs")
(TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
This segment of interaction has input from four of the participants
who established individual contextual frames to make their
contributions in the analysis of "Food for animals". The
establishment of these included the use of Statements, Questions,
Spelling and an Incomplete Utterance. These linguistic forms
incorporated the linguistic functions of Informing, Agreeing,
Explaining, Confirming, Refocusing, Elaborating, Seeking information,
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Seeking confirmation and Spelling thus demonstrating participants'
use of a range of linguistic forms and functions to express the
content of the interaction via interaction segments and contextual
frames.
Consequently, analysis of the interaction at the levels of linguistic
form, linguistic function and interaction segments and contextual
respectively describes the linguistic dimension, the
cognitive dimension and the content dimension of the interaction
(presented in FIGURE 8.1).

frames

8.4.2 The Roles of Interaction Segments and Contextual Frames in
Collaborative, Hetrogeneous Group Contexts
During the interaction the following roles of interaction segments
and contextual frames were established by participants in
collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts.
( 1) Basically, the role of interaction segments and contextual
frames is to structure ideas/information during the group
interaction. That is, participants express ideas/information within
an interaction segment relevant to the group task. Consequently,
the content dimension of the interaction is shaped by the
interaction segments and the contextual frames established by
participants. However, in some cases, an interaction segment may
be structured by a single contextual frame e.g.,
37 Rod It was an adventure. (An adventure)
(TABLE 7.3, Language Arts)
(2) In the establishment of contextual frames, participants both
initiate and respond to ideas/information presented. Some contexts
provide potential for critical responses exemplified by the Teacher's
response in the following segment.
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323 Teacher Do you know what it means to classify?
3 2 4 Nola Yeh sort of.
325 Rod Like in a newspaper.
326 Teacher Classified advertisements?
327 Rod Yeh.
328 Teacher Well what are classified advertisements Rod? What
does that mean?
329 Rod Something they write up and stick it in the ads.
330 Teacher Not quite. You're on the right track. (TABLE 7.2, Social
Studies)
During this task, participants need to classify the items of the
record and they are not sure what "classify" means. The teacher
interacts with the group and probes for responses re meaning of
"classify". In this interaction, the Teacher evaluates Rod's response
and encourages him to develop his ideas further.
Participants' responses include establishing contextual frames to
elaborate on ideas/information expressed thus developing concepts
expressed. Participants also establish contextual frames to support a
point of view e.g.,
98 Con Yeh one train that goes around the suburbs.
99 Nola Alright.
100 Rod Ah roads.
101 Con Signposts.
102 Nola There would already be roads to get out there wouldn't
there?
103 Rod Dirt roads maybe. (Dirt roads)
104 Nola You wouldn't exactly need bitumen. (Road forms)
105 joe Yes, you would for the buses. (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
During this interaction, participants are discussing transport and
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things to consider re transport. When "roads" are introduced,
individuals express points of view re the kinds of roads needed.
This interaction demonstrates how individuals (e.g., Nola) express a
point of view and generates acceptance by establishing contextual
frames within a broader frame of reference and semantic field.
8.4.3 Contextual Frames: Influencing Factors
In the construction of contextual frames, participants are
influenced by the parameters set by the group task which constrain
the discussion to relevant ideas/information thus creating a zone of
relevancy in which participants are expected to operate. Within this
task context, participants, at times, referred to written text in the
course of discussion which is demonstrated by the following
example in which Kay refers to the task guidelines to inform the
group re the task strategy.
284 Kay It doesn't say it says some of the adjustments you have to
get used to. It doesn't say all. Use these as subtitles. Okay. What do
you want to put in? {Written record of training adjustments
(Textual)} (TABLE 7.1, Science).
In this interaction Kay uses the task sheet as a source of guidelines
for the task strategy.
The group contexts in which participants operate also trigger
inferences from them in the course of discussion as demonstrated
by the following example in which Kay hypothesises re specialty
training.
39 Kay They probably go into a special machine so that gets them
ready for space for weightlessness. {Special machine for
weightlessness (Inferential)} (TABLE 7.1, Science)
The data indicate that the participants included inferential thinking
by formulating hypotheses across the three knowledge domains
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examined {Social Studies 51, Science 22, Language Arts 14. (TABLE
7.5)}.

Thus, three sources of information from which the participants
drew to establish interaction segments and contextual frames
included (1) the text of the interaction (Literal), (b) the written
texts associated with the group task (Textual) and individual
knowledge structures derived from past learning experiences
(Inferential).
In the establishment of interaction segments and contextual
frames, participants included the following terms within the
semantic fields associated with the respective group tasks.
Science, Task 1 : weightlessness, fitting suits, survival food, non-

gravity room, emergency escape, zero gravity, shuttle, atmosphere,
satellites, strap bikes, vitamin tablets, rocket, communication,
equipment, testing.
Social Studies, Task 2: planning sites, water supply, water pumps,

water pipes, convenience store, furniture, communications, sewage,
electricity, power lines, hospital, transport, buses trains, miners'
needs, stock, farming, minibus, cars and pollution, open cut mining,
diamond exploration, school, park, sport, security,work for women,
animals, pet shop, fishing site, bait shop, family needs, food
containers, hygiene, quarantine.
Language Arts, Task 3 : netball, vigoro, hike, story description,
helicopter rescue, story structure, story plot, story events, camera,
rescue squad, story setting, rainforest, characters, lifestyle,
adventure, unusual events, broken ankle, mountain.
The foregoing examples represent concepts initiated by
participants via interaction segments and contextual frames, within
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each knowledge domain. These examples also reflect these
participants' knowledge structures from which they draw
ideas/information perceived to be relevant to the group task. That
is, the above terms represent the knowledge-domain-specific,
conceptual frameworks derived from these participants' knowledge
structures during the group interaction.
With reference to Question 3, participants established contextual
frames, derived from their individual knowledge structures, within
interaction segments to initiate and respond to ideas/information
they perceived to be relevant to the group task. These frames were
established from (1) the text of the interaction (Literal), (b) the
written texts associated with the group task (Textual) and past
learning experiences (Inferential).
In order to analyse the content of the interaction in more detail,
the relationships between content and cognitive processes across
the three knowledge domains were examined.
8.4.4 Knowledge Domain Interaction: Process and Content
The group interaction was analysed from the three perspectives of:
(1) Initiating Ideas/Information with focus on (a) Ideas e.g.,

eliciting, probing, suggesting, (b) Information e.g., informing, listing,
seeking information and (c) Initiating Strategies, e.g., directing,
focusing, seeking confirmation;
(2) Responding to Ideas/Information with focus on (a) Intellectual
Processing e.g., comparing, evaluating, hypothesising, (b)
Acculturating e.g., amending, confirming, disagreeing and (c)
Responding Strategies e.g., clarifying, qualifying, seeking
clarification;
(3) Maintaining Communication e.g., apologising, thanking. The
data on these perspectives are presented in TABLE 7.6.
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Comparison of the volume of interactions for the three perspectives
of group interaction, across the three knowledge domains, indicates
that 39.13 per cent were initiating ideas/information, 57.69 per
cent were responding to ideas/information and 3.18 per cent were
maintaining functions (derived from TABLE 7.6). At the global level,
it is inferred from these findings that participants engage in more
responding interactions than initiating interactions which may be
explained by an individual's initiation having potential for
attracting a number of reponses from the other participants.
The initiating perspective of the interaction indicates that
participants were able and willing to draw from their individual
knowledge structures to contribute ideas/information to accomplish
the group task. These initiations then became the basis for analysis
by participants through their responses. This sequence creates an
interaction pattern composed of initiating processes followed by
response processes with maintaining processes interspersed to
maintain communication.
The responding interactions indicate that participants were
interested in ideas/information presented and were willing to
negotiate ideas presented e.g.,
94 Rod Transport.
95 Con Yeh put transport.
96 Rod Buses and trains.
97 Nola They wouldn't exactly need buses and trains. (TABLE 7.2,
Social Studies)
In this interaction, Con readily agrees with Rod but Nola questions
Rod's ideas which demonstrates participants' willingness to respond
to ideas/information presented.
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Participants' use of acculturating responses, which entailed
refinement and blending of ideas by the respondent, included
interest in detail illustrated in the following segment of interaction.
278 Rod It's got to be a bait shop.
279 Kay A bait shop?
280 Rod Yes. (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies)
During this interaction, participants are discussing the
establishment of a shop, Rod specifies the type of shop that is
needed, Kay seeks clarification of his idea and Rod clarifies her
question by confirming his idea. This interaction also shows Rod is
determined to include the specialty shop.
Participants' use of intellectual responses, which entailed higher
order reasoning processes by the respondent, included the use of
Classifying, Evaluating, Generalising and Synthesising illustrated in
the following segments of interaction.
(a) Classifying: 429 Cbn Containers for food so it doesn't get
diseases.
430 Kay Oh yeh.
431 Nola That would come under people's needs. (TABLE 7.1,
Science)
During this interaction, Nola classifies the items suggested by Con.
(b) Evaluating: 151 Nola Well I thought the characters in the story
were well described.
152 Rod

The scene was pretty well described. (TABLE 7.3,

Language Arts)
Both Nola and Rod respectively evaluate the two literary concepts
"characterisation" and "setting" during this interaction.
(c) Generalising/Synthesising; 371 Rod Get used to no gravity. Get
used to444

372 Kay Make up your mind.
3 7 3 Rod Get used to all the things you do.
3 7 4 Cbn All the things you do in nongravity.
3 7 5 Kay Get used to all the things you have to do in nongravity
activities. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
During this interaction, Rod generalises ideas for the written record
and Kay synthesise ideas expressed by Rod and Con.
These examples, which demonstrate the participants' willingness to
make judgements, form general notions, and combine and group
ideas, exemplify a range of intellectual responses used by
participants.
With reference to Question 3, the data indicate that participants
structured

content

to

both

initiate

and

respond

to

ideas/information. That is, the content was structured by the
language used and the cognitive processes generated via the
interaction.
Although roles adopted by participants have been considered in 8.2
and 8.3, they have not been examined in the context of initiating,
and responding to, ideas/information. Therefore, the next layer of
discussion focused on the roles adopted by participants during the
three group tasks.
8.5 PARTICIPANT ROLES: FUNCTIONS OF GROUP INTERACTION
Question 4
(a) What roles do participants adopt in learning the
disciplines in collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts?
(b) What are the functions of roles adopted by participants in
collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts?
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The predominant roles (The Initiator Role, The Follower Role, The
Critical Reactor Role, The Passive Reactor Role and the Extrapolator
Role) were considered, at the global level, in 7.6. In order to answer
Question 4(a) and Question 4(b), the roles adopted by participants
were analysed in detail at the individual level as part of ongoing,
group interaction (included in FIGURE 8.1).
8.5.1 Group Roles: Bases of Group Interaction
During the group interaction, all participants adopted initiating
roles (to initiate ideas and information) and responding roles (to
respond to ideas and information) at both the intellectual and the
acculturating levels of processing. In order to analyse the adoption
and function of these roles at the individual level, data were
derived from TABLE 7.5 and TABLE 7.6 and presented in TABLE
8.3. which presents each individual's initiating, responding and
maintaining roles. This table shows percentages for each
individual's contributions within each of these roles plus totals for
each individual's contributions across the three knowledge domains.
The following proposition was formulated for discussion of these
data.
In collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts, participants
adopt a range of roles through which they make their
contributions to the group interaction.

In the contexts examined, at the global level, these data indicate
that all participants adopted more Responding Roles than Initiating
Roles (TABLE 8.3). It

is inferred that, in the group contexts

examined, participants tend to respond to ideas/information which
provide opportunities for them to either confirm ideas/information
or react critically to them. Consequently, the interaction provides a
potential context for individuals to examine and develop their ownknowledge structures.
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%

Ideas
Information

RESPONDING
ROLES
Intellectual
Processes
Acculturating
Processes

Strategies
Total

62 .00

Maintaining
Communication

01 .93

04 .81
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03 .39

In the Respondent Role, participants adopted intellectual processing
typically

including Classifying,

Comparing,

Evaluating,

Hypothesising, Generalising and Synthesising (TABLE 7.6). This
finding indicates that participants were willing to examine ideas
and information critically to test their validity and draw inferences
thus respectively demonstrating their adoption of Critical Reactor
and Extrapolator Roles within the broader Responding Role.
The data also indicate that all participants engaged in more
acculturating processing than intellectual processing in the
Responder Role. Con and Nola engaged in the highest number of
these processes which respectively accounted for 35.32 per cent
and 33.17 per cent of their response processes (TABLE 8.3). The
acculturating processes, typically including Agreeing, Amending,
Checking, Correcting and Disagreeing, reinforce the inference that
participants want to ensure that ideas and information conform to
their perceptions of clarity and relevance.
In the Initiating Roles all participants, except the Teacher, engaged
in more initiating information processes (typically including
Dictating, Informing, Listing, Seeking information and Spelling) than
initiating ideas processes (typically including Describing, Eliciting,
Probing and Suggesting) and initiating strategies (typically
including Directing, Focusing, Refocusing, Reading aloud, Requesting,
Seeking direction, Seeking confirmation and Volunteering) (TABLE
8.3). This could be partly explained by the nature of the group task
which required participants to engage in processes that initiated
information for its completion. In contrast to this, the Teacher
adopted an Initator Role that focused more on initiating strategies
and initiating ideas than initiating information processes (TABLE
8.3). It could be concluded from this data that the Teacher's intent
was to elicit ideas and information from the participants rather
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than communicating information.
With reference to Question 4 (a) and Question 4(b), it is concluded,
from the above, that the Initiator and Responder Roles generate
group interaction at a number of levels which determine the
linguistic and cognitive processes used, and the content expressed,
by participants who adopt those roles. By adopting the Initiator and
Responder Roles, participants respectively initiate, and respond to,
ideas/information via a range of linguistic forms and cognitive
processes thus contributing to the group learning and achievement
of the group task.
8.5.2 Managerial Roles: Bases of Group Structure
In addition to the above interaction roles, individuals adopted
Managerial Roles which are defined as roles adopted by
participants to help the group succeed in accomplishing the group
task. These roles have been discussed at the global level in 8.2 and

are now considered in relation to individuals.
Through their volume of contributions and, at times, controlling the
group interaction both Nola and Kay displayed leadership
characteristics (discussed in 8.2.1). Within their volume of
interactions they contributed to the flow of the interaction by
continually initiating ideas/information for participants to consider.
As leaders, they also displayed willingness to respond to
ideas/information by interacting with all participants which reflects
their interest in contributions made by other participants and their
commitment to completing the group task. Through their continual
contributions, they displayed concern for relevant interaction and a
desire to keep the ideas/information flowing towards achievement
of the group task.
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Through his extensive use of directives, Rod displayed more
characteristics of an Overseeing Role than other participants by his
directing participants to follow the guidelines of the group task.
This role was demonstrated by his showing a keenness to get on
with the task in hand by directing participants' actions towards that
end. His Overseeing Role was also characterised by his showing a
willingness to focus participants' attention on the task at hand and
bring the discussion on a theme/topic to a conclusion e.g.,
60 Rod Something they hadn't done before.
61 Kay They had experienced it now or something.
62 Cbn It was good that they experienced it.
63 Rod That's about it. Any others?
64 Nola Okay. (TABLE 7.3, Language Arts)
During this segment of interaction, participants are discussing what
to record about the helicopter ride in the story. When Con makes a
suggestion and seeks its approval, Rod accepts it by indicating that
it concludes the discussion on that topic and quickly moves on by

seeking clarification re anything else to record on the story plot
thus adding some urgency to the context.
The teacher shared an Overseeing Role with Rod by encouraging
participants' to focus on the task in hand. He also displayed
characteristics of a Quality Controller Role by praising the
contributions of participants and directing their efforts for quality
responses. Additionally, he fulfilled the Resource Person Role for
participants' who asked him questions re content of the interactions
and the task strategy e.g.,
(a) 319 Teacher So what are you going to do now, classify them?
320 Nola Yeh, but you need a margin to do that.
3 21 Teacher Maybe you should work out how you are going to
classify them.
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322 Nola Okay, how are we going to classify them? (TABLE 7.2
Social Studies)
In the above, the Teacher focuses the participants' attention on the
group strategy by suggesting they classify the items they have
included in the record thus encouraging them to enhance the
quality of their responses by processing the listed information.
(b) 6 Kay Can you like do you have to write it down or can you get
up and act it out or something or do you have to write it down?
7 Teacher Read it through first and see what you come up with
and we'll come back to that question. (TABLE 7.1, Science)
In this interaction, Kay seeks clarification from the Teacher on the
required mode of responding to the group task. The Teacher replies
by encouraging Kay to read the Task Guide for the answer to her
question. (Later, he draws her attention to the response mode
explained in the Guide thus fulfilling his Resource Person Role.)
Con and joe fulfilled both Initiator and Responder Roles by
contributing least to the interaction. They fulfilled these roles by (a)
listening to other participants and following the interaction and (b)
initiating, and responding to ideas when they wished.
In addition to the above roles, participants shared the group
strategy task of Recorder who recorded the group's ideas. During
the three group tasks, participants decided who was to record and
all members had some input into the recording process.
The following segment of interaction illustrates the adoption of a
range of roles by participants to initiate, and respond to, ideas and
information during ongoing, group interaction as well as
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opportunities for them to adopt a range of roles to complete the
group tasks.
215 Kay Learn how to send messages. (Initiating Information Role) You've
got to be able to send messages back to keep in touch if you don't have special
TV. (Responding/Critical Reactor Role)

216]oe We Know. (Responding/Passive Reactor Role)
217 Kay Are you just going to shout out and say "Hi"? (Responding Role)
218 Con Yeh. (Responding/Passive Reactor Role) Correct language on the
radio. (Initiating information Role)
219 Kay Yeh. (Responding/Passive Reactor Role)
220 Teacher Do you think they've got special language for Moon travel?
You're going well there. (Managerial I Quality Controller Role) Have you got
anything else to do in your task? (Managerial/Overseeing Role).
221 Rod Draw a program. We've got to draw what they did first and then.
(Managerial !Overseeing Role)

222 Kay Yes in order. (Responding/Passive Reactor Role)
223 Rod What they do first try and sign on. They check first. They have a
test to know what their- (Managerial /Oierseeing Role)
224 Con Yeh. (Responding Role/Passive Reactor Role)
225 Rod Who's drawing up the table? (Managerial I Overseeing Role)
226 Nola I am. ( Allocated Role/Recorder)
227 Kay Nola is. (Responding/Passive Reactor Role) (TABLE 7.1, Science)

In the three knowledge domains examined, participants were not
allocated particular roles. Therefore, the adoption of the above roles
by participants demonstrate how they were able to adopt
spontaneously a series of roles during the group interaction. The
above segment of interaction also demonstrates that participants
were able to switch from initiating roles to responding roles as the
context demanded. These perspectives helped to create a
collaborative learning context by ensuring that the group task was
in constant focus and allowing each participant to contribute to the
interaction in the role he/she adopted at a particular time.
The roles adopted by the participants during the three group tasks
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are summarised in FIGURE 8.2 which exemplifies relationships
amongst the roles.
DETERMINANTS OF INTERACTION

Initiator Role

Follower Role

Maintaining Role

I

Responding Roles

~~-

Passive

Reactor
(Acculturating
Processes)

Critical

Extrapolator

Reactor
(Intellectual
Processes)

MANAGERIAL ROLES

(Inferencing)

ALLOCATED ROLE

l

l
Leadership Role

Recorder Role

Overseeing Role

I
Quality Controller Role

I

Resource Person Role

FIGURE 8.2 Group Interaction Roles: Bases of Learning
With reference to Research Questions 4(a) and 4(b), the research
data indicate that, in collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts,
individuals adopted a range of roles during the interaction. In the
group contexts examined, the roles adopted by participants were (a)
INTERACTING ROLES, which incorporate Initiating, Responding and
Maintaining roles; (b) MANAGERIAL ROLES, which incorporate
Leadership, Overseeing, Quality Controller and Resource Person
Roles; and (c) ALLOCATED ROLES determined by the group context
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all of which provided participants opportunities to contribute to the
group interaction.
It is concluded from the above findings that group contexts have

potential for providing opportunities (a) for participants to fulfil
initiating and responding roles, (b) for fulfilling roles which may be
allocated or spontaneously adopted, and (c) for participants with
particular role qualities to fulfil those roles e.g., a Leadership Role.
The next layer of interaction analysed was the nonverbal and
extraverbal dimensions of communication.
8.6 EXTRA/NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION PROCESSES
Question 5
(a) What is the evidence for the participants' use of extraverbal
and nonverbal strategies in the communication process in
collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts?

(b) What body language do participants use in the communication
process in collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts?

The "Extra/Nonverbal Input" dimension of the group interaction,
(described in TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) refers to the extraverbal aspects
of communication e.g., laughing, whispering and the nonverbal
aspects of communication e.g., body language. The descriptions in
TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 focus on the extraverbal aspect of eye contact
established amongst participants to indicate face-to-face
communication as it occurred. The Tables include descriptions of
body language defined as positions and movements of the body to
communicate messages.

In order to analyse the research questions on the extraverbal
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dimension of group interaction, the following proposition was
advanced on the basis of the description of the extra/nonverbal
dimension of TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.

In collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts, participants
engage in body movements to communicate messages and
achieve the group task.
8.6.1 Body Movement as Participation in Group Learning
Following are examples of body movements, associated with the
group task, in which the participants engaged during the group
interaction.
(i) Prepares the sheet for writing. (15 Rod, Science);
(ii) Begins to rule columns on her sheet. ( 44 Nola, Science);
(iii) Hands Rod a second sheet. (392 Nola, Language Arts);
(iv) Shows the Teacher the sheet. (303 Nola, Social Studies)
Examines the sheet and hands it back to Nola. (304 Teacher, Social
Studies).
In (i) and (ii) above, Rod and Nola are preparing sheets and getting
ready to record for the group. In (iii), Nola offers Rod a sheet she
has ruled up for the group task. In (iv), Nola hands a sheet to the
Teacher who evaluates its content then hands it back to Nola. These
examples may be viewed as actions engaged in by participants at a
particular point in time and perceived by them as necessary to
complete the group task.
Participants also engaged in actions associated with what they were
doing at a particular time. These actions, with interpretations from
observation of them in context, included the following.
(i) Spells as he writes. (319 Rod, Language Arts)
Rod is writing and has been told how to spell "Jodie" by Nola and
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checks the spelling of the word as he writes it down.
(ii) Reads as he writes. (344 Rod, Language Arts)
Rod is writing as Nola dictates and he reads aloud as he writes so
Nola can check what he is writing and knows when he is finished.
(iii) Shuffles papers in front of her as she speaks. (310 Nola, Social
Studies)
Nola shuffles the paper in front of her to get them in order while
she engages in conversation with joe.
The actions by Rod in the above are qualitatively similar to each
other because they are related to acceptable recording practices
whereas Nola's actions appear to be related to her organisational
strategy. The three examples demonstrate idiosyncratic actions
engaged in by participants and appear to be for a particular
purpose at a particular point in time.
With reference to Question (Sa) the above task-related and
idiosyncratic actions appear to be determined by context e.g., Nola's
ruling columns is related to task achievement while her shuffling
papers appears to be related to her individual organisation.
8.6.2 Body Language as Group Communication Process
The description of Extra/Nonverbal Input (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3)
includes the following movements and positions effected by
participants in the communication process.
(1) Space. during the three group tasks the participants sat around
the table (shown in FIGURE 6.1) which provided the setting for eye
contact amongst all participants. They were invited to be seated
around the table by the Teacher and were not allocated particular
positions. During the three group tasks, the participants chose to sit
in the same positions. In this configuration, Nola occupied the
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"head-of-the-table" position which reinforced her leadership
characteristics by allowing her to attract the attention of all
participants through her position and actions e.g.,
Looks straight ahead and holds sheet up. (556 Nola, Social Studies)
The position occupied by Nola within the communicative space thus
made her the centre of attention and allowed her to see all
participants easily. Positions occupied by the other participants
allowed them either to look across the table to establish eye contact
with some participants or to establish eye contact with the person
beside them which was more difficult.
(2) Eye Contact. Eye contact established during the interaction is
recorded in detail in TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3. This description of eye
contact indicates how participants effected face-to-face
communication with individuals. It appears that eye contact was
deliberately established because, in most cases, the messages,
particularly responses, were directed towards individuals by the
speaker establishing eye contact with that individual. The
description of eye contact thus indicates the face-to-face
interactions that occurred in the group contexts across the three
knowledge domains.
In some specific contexts, face-to-face communication included
accompanying facial expressions e.g.,
(a) Smiles at Con as he speaks. (579 Rod, Social Studies)
Rod has asked Con a question by quoting it from a television
advertisement hence his smile to encourage Con to join a nonserious interlude, maybe as an interlude from the task.
(b) Laughs then Kay laughs. (263 Nola, Language Arts)
Nola and Kay have interacted by creating a make-believe,
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exaggerated scenario to reinforce
characterisation of the story. In this
reinforces meaning expressed through
utterers' feelings and indicating the

their evaluation of the
case, the facial expression
language by expressing the
non-serious nature of the

interaction.
(c) Yawns as she waits for Rod to record. (357 Nola, Language Arts)
Nola, who is dictating to Rod, appears to display her boredom from
waiting.
At times, statements by participants were directed to the group
rather than to an individual e.g.,
Looks around the group. ( 13 Kay, Social Studies)
In this interaction, Kay has made a general statement and looks
around the group in order to gauge their response before Nola
responds by agreeing and adding information.
In some cases, the interaction became more focused by
participants using eye contact to gain the attention of the individual
to whom the message was directed so that he/ she would listen and,
if inclined, respond e.g.,
279 Nola How many are there? (Eye contact with Con)
280 Con Thirteen. (Eye contact with Nola) (Science)
At times, a question was directed to a particular individual and eye
contact established but another participant replied e.g.,
289 Kay What if bait and tackle are a long way away? (Eye contact
with Nola)
290 Rod They'll have it. They'll have it. (Eye contact with Kay)
(Social Studies)
(3) Gesture. In the context of ongoing interaction, participants used
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a range of gestures to express meaning. The following are examples
of these gestures.
(a) Head movement e.g., Nods her head in agreement. (148 Kay,
Social Studies)
Nola has made a statement re car transport and Kay reinforces her
verbal agreement with a nod of agreement.
(b) Assuming a position e.g., Leans forward on the table with her
head on her hands. (154 Nola, Language Arts)
Nola is describing characters in the story and leans forward. It
appears, from the context, that she is getting closer to the other
participants to capture their attention.
(c) Arm/Hand movements e.g., (i) Moves his arms backwards and
forwards. (164 joe, Science).
joe is informing the group that astronauts use strap bikes to
exercise and explains how they work which includes his
demonstrating the arm movements of the user thus illustrating his
explanation.
(ii) Looks at Rod's writing and points to a word. (146 Con, Science)

Rod has omitted an "r" in the word "learn" and Con is pointing this
out to him and focusing on the word by pointing to it.
(iii) Waves her right hand in front of her. (318 Nola, Social Studies)
Nola is searching for a word from the group, rejects a word
proffered by Con and continues to probe for the right word which
includes her moving her arm which appears to indicate a feeling of
pleading.
(iv) Waves both hands in the air. (202 Nola, Language Arts)
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Nola is acknowledging Kay's listing of the characters in the story
verbally and, from the context, appears to express enthusiasm by
waving both her hands in the air.
(v) Moves her pencil around in front of her. ( 128 Kay, Science)
Kay is talking about procedures for testing food and, from the
context, appears to move her pencil around to help her find the
right words to express her ideas.
(d) Touch. e.g., Lifts Kay's arm from the sheet. (36 Nola, Social
Studies)
During this interaction, Kay starts to write down ideas expressed by
participants but Nola informs Kay that she is going to do the writing
and lifts up Kay's arm to see exactly what she is writing. This is the
only time touch is used during the interaction and reinforces Nola's
interest in Kay's actions while asserting her authority as recorder.
In answer to Research Question S(a), the data indicate that, in
collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts, the verbal interaction
is accompanied by a range of task-related and idiosyncratic
movements which include (a) actions related to completing the
group tasks and (b) actions related to achievement of particular
tasks by individuals within the context of the group task.
In answer to Question S(b) the data indicate how participants: (a)
used space deliberately to position themselves to interact with
other participants; (b) engaged in actions which they perceived as
necessary for achieving the group task; (c) engaged in idiosyncratic
movements which accompanied their interaction; (d) established
eye contact with participants they were addressing thus
establishing face-to face interaction; (e) engaged in gestures that
accompanied verbal interaction and communicated messages. Thus
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the group interaction consisted of verbal interaction accompanied
by body language and, at times, idiosyncratic and task-related
actions by participants.
Question 6 was related to the student questionnaire and is
discussed in the next section of this chapter.
8. 7 TEACHING/LEARNING IN THE KNOWLEDGE DOMAINS:
STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS
Question 6
(a) What kinds of responses characterise students' utilisation
of instruction while learning the disciplines in collaborative,
heterogeneous group con texts?
(b) In collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts, to what
extent and in what ways do participants display evidence of
the use of instructional guides in the group interaction?

The sources, nature and focus of analysis of the data are presented
in TABLE 6.4 and data relevant to Question 6 are presented in
TABLE 6.5. The transcribed responses to the audiotaped interviews
of the questionnaire are recorded in APPENDIX I and student
responses to the written questionnaire are recorded in APPENDIX].
The following propositions, based on students' preferences for
learning strategies in the three knowledge domains and perceptions
of the group learning process, were formulated for analysis of this
data.
(a)Students have (a) preferred strategies for learning the
disciplines of the curriculum, (b) perceptions of the group
process for learning the disciplines of the curriculum and (c)
perceptions of the purposes for learning the disciplines of the
curriculum.
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(b) In collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts, interaction
is influenced by the participants' use of instructional guides.

8. 7.1 Students' Strategy Preferences for Teaching/Learning in the
Knowledge Domains
The following findings are derived from analysis of students'
responses to parts A, Band C of the student questionnaire. In this
analysis, ratings 1-5 were considered highly preferred strategies.
( 1) With reference to strategy preference across the three
knowledge domains, all students consistently ranked "class
discussion," "group discussion," "reading," "writing," and
"researching in the library" as highly preferred strategies (TABLE
6.5 ). Within these ratings, reading was rated higher than writing
across the three knowledge domains. "Doing projects" was rated
highly by three students in science and two students in social
studies. These findings indicate that (a) although the above
strategies are highly preferred by students, there is no clear
preference across the three knowledge domains and (b) reading is
preferred to writing in the three knowledge domains examined.
(2) "Watching television" was rated as a highly preferred strategy
by all students in social studies, by three students in science and by
two students in language arts. Although this strategy was not rated
as consistently highly as the above strategies, it appears to have
support across the three disciplines.
(3) The subject specific strategies, i.e., strategies included in only
one knowledge domain, of "doing experiments" in science and "going
on excursions" in social studies were rated as number one
preferences by all students and were the only ratings on which all
students agreed. These findings indicate a high level of preference
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for these strategies by students in the respective knowledge
domains.
(4) With reference to subject specific strategies, the sample was too
small to yield definitive findings although some observations were
made from the data (TABLE 6.5).
(i) In science the subject-specific "drawing diagrams" was rated
highly by all students and the subject-specific "observing a life
cycle" was rated highly by three students. These strategies may be
preferred because of their potential for involvement by students
respectively for their observation and psychomotor processes.
(ii) In social studies, the subject-specific "listening to a guest
speaker" and "drawing maps" were rated highly by three students.
The former could be preferred because of the potential interest
level and the latter because of the psychomotor processes.
(iii) In language arts, "doing drama" was rated highly by four
students and no student included "using the computer" and
"delivering lecturettes" in his/her rating. "Doing drama" may be
preferred because of its potential for creative expression and
movement. As "using the computer" was not included in strategy
preferences in the questionnaire for science and social studies, the
preference for this strategy is not clear. However, this strategy was
not added to the list by the students which appears to indicate a
low preference for this strategy.
(5) The three strategies added to the list of strategies by students
("debate", "using tapes" and "writing and listening to tapes") were
all in language arts. These additions were highly rated by the
students who added them.
With reference to Question 6 (a), the above findings from Parts A, B
and C of the questionnaire indicate: (a) there is not one highly
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preferred strategy by these students across the three knowledge
domains but there are highly preferred knowledge-domain-specific
strategies; (b) "watching television" is highly preferred by all
students in science and social studies and by two students in
language arts; (c) "doing experiments" is highly preferred by all
students for learning science; (d) "going on excursions" is highly
preferred by all students for learning social studies.
A conclusion drawn from the above findings is that highly
preferred strategies may be incorporated within the instructional
program by teachers to motivate learning by students in the
knowledge domains. It is inferred that strategy preference is based
on individual learning experiences, therefore, teachers need to get
clear feedback from students in respect to strategy preference in
the con text of their instructional programs. They may also
determine why some strategies are preferred strategies in
particular contexts in order to take them into account in planning
instruction/learning in the classroom.
8. 7.2 Student Perceptions of Group Learning
The following findings are derived from analysis of both pregroup
and postgroup student responses (APPENDIX J) to Part E of the
questionnaire to determine the students' perceptions of group
learning. This was achieved by comparing students' responses to
both the pregroup learning questionnaire and the postgroup
learning questionnaire at the global level to determine their
perceptions of the group learning process. Next, each student's
responses to the pregroup learning questionnaire were compared
with his/her responses (recorded as he/she wrote them) to the
postgroup learning questionnaire to determine any change of
perceptions of group learning by individuals.
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Question 1 In what ways is learning in a small group different from
learning in a whole class?

Students indicated awareness of differences in interaction in group
learning compared with whole class learning e.g.,
Cbn You can get other peoples ideas to help you along. You can just
talk softly to talk to the other people. (Pregroup learning response)
joe The teacher spends more time with you. (Postgroup learning
response)
Con's response consists of two sentences with two ideas which focus
on the form of the interaction and the sharing of ideas. joe's
response is one sentence which focuses on a group context with
access to the teacher.
Question 2 To what extent does asking questions of other students
help you to learn in small groups?

Students indicated awareness of potential for asking questions to
enhance their own learning in small group contexts e.g.,
Con It helps me by getting other peoples ideas and extend it onto
my ideas. They could give you examples and you can write on them.
(Pregroup learning response)
Rod You get some idears of other people then get idears your self.

(Postgroup learning response)
Con's response consists of two statements. In one he focuses on how
responses help him to learn and in the other he explains how the
responses help him to write. Rod's response also focus on getting
ideas from from other students and how they stimulate ideas from
him.
Question 3

To what extent does answering other students"

questions help you to learn in small groups?

Students indicated their perceptions of the potential of answering
questions for learning in small group contexts e.g.,
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If children answer other children's questions you are just
answering a question you know but the other person doesn't
(pregroup learning response)
Kay

Con It makes you think harder and it jogs your memory and it

makes you learn. (postgroup learning response)
Kay sets up a condition in her statement but does not clearly state
a benefit from it. Con's statement consists of three ideas each of
which expresses a benefit from answering other students'
questions.
Question 4 To what extent does discussion help you to learn in
small groups?

Students indicate awareness of potential of group discussion for
sharing ideas e.g.,
Nola Everyone get a say so everyone learns what different peoples
opinions are. (Pregroup learning response)
Rod It helps you because you get ideas and you cooperate more

and get stuff done. (Postgroup learning response)
Nola's response consists of a statement and consequence which
focus on the potential of group discussion for sharing ideas. Rod's
reponse consists of a positive statement followed by three reasons
why discussion helps him in small group contexts. Included in ways
it helps him is the opportunity to cooperate with other group
members.
Next, each student's pregroup responses were compared with
his/her postgroup responses to track changes in perceptions of
group learning as shown in TABLE 8.4. In this table, an asterisk
indicates the student responded to the question, whereas a dash
indicates the student did not respond to the question and an
asterisk followed by a plus sign indicate that information was
added to the postgroup response.
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Although TABLE 8.4 indicates that all students, except Kay, added
information re group learning to their post group learning
responses, there is no clear evidence to indicate that their
participation in the three group learning sessions significantly
changed their perceptions of the group learning process with
respect to the questions.
With reference to the research question (6a), the data indicate that:
(a) students are aware of some differences of potential for learning
between group contexts and whole class contexts; (b) students have
some perceptions of the potential of asking and answering
questions in small group contexts; and (c) students have perceptions
of potential of discussion for learning in group contexts.
The findings from the students' responses do not show that they
relate potential differences between group learning and whole class
learning to specific knowledge domains or particular aspects of it.
That is, they did not indicate that whole class learning may be
better for learning some aspects of the knowledge domain while
group learning may be better for learning other aspects of it.
It is inferred from the above data that, if student awareness of (a)
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differences between whole class learning and small group learning
and (b) the potential of small group learning are to be developed,
then opportunities for students to discuss these questions are
needed to get students to think about the learning experiences in
which they participate in both whole class and group contexts.
8. 7.3 Students' Perceptions of the Relevance of Knowledge Domain
Teaching/Learning
Analysis of the three Researcher-Student audio interviews
involved examination of the student's responses to the question on
each knowledge domain to determine the main reasons for learning
the three knowledge domains. A transcription of the interviews
with all students is presented in APPENDIX I. Following is an
example of the interview questions asked in each knowledge
domain.
Question 1 Why do you think it is important for you to learn
science?

Science
All students related the importance of learning science to future
job prospects. Nola made two statements related to the need for
science as students get older and its relevance for getting a job. Kay
believed it gave her an opportunity to get a highly paid job. joe
thought some students might want to do science for a living. Con
considered it a prerequisite for becoming an electrician. Rod's
response was not clearly articulated although he included reference
to understanding science for doing jobs around the house.
Social Studies
Students related the importance of learning social studies to future
job prospects, and learning about events that have occurred. Nola
compared it with science as a means of getting a job. Kay related
her response to getting a job in a museum. joe believed it was
related to future travel prospects. Con made two statements,
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related to knowing what is happening and to getting a job with
reference to history. Rod thought it was important for learning
history.
Language Arts
Students related the importance of learning language arts to its
need in everyday life, future job prospects and writing letters. Nola
made three statements- related to everyday use, learning to write
and learning to read. Kay explained that language arts, particularly
writing, were needed for getting a job as a secretary. joe's response
reflected some confusion on his part as he related it to drawing. Con
related it to future work as signwriter. Rod made two statements
and emphasised the importance of learning language arts for
writing and spelling.
Although all students articulated a range of specific reasons for
learning each of the knowledge domains, they related all learning to
future needs and job prospects.
Question 2 What do you think is the best way to learn science?
(Follow up question: Why do you think X is the best way to learn

Y?)
Science
Nola's response compared learning from experience with learning
from the blackboard. She articulated preference for experiential
learning, including excursions and experiments, because she could
see things happening and they provided sound understanding.
Kay's response included excursions, experiments, research and
projects mainly because she could learn better by being at a place
than by listening to the teacher.
joe thought experiments because he understood and could see it
happen.
Con's response focused on learning by doing and experiments
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because he could see what was happening.
Rod's response included watching TV, experiments and research
because they were more exciting than writing.
All students articulated strategy preferences that focused on
involvement by them, particularly doing experiments, rather than
direct instruction from the teacher. In this context, these students
appear to have captured the spirit of learning science.
Social Studies
Nola's response included experiments and experiences because
they made her feel good. Her focus on experiential learning in both
science and social studies appeared to indicate similar strategy
preferences for both of these disciplines.
Kay thought going to the place to learn was best but did not give a
clear explanation of why this was the best way to learn. She
appeared to have a preference for excursions as she had included
this strategy preference for science.
joe thought a guest speaker because he could hear from a person
rather than copy from the chalkboard.
Con thought watching TV and follow-up activities because he could
learn more that way.
Rod thought watching TV because he could see how people lived.
There was a range of preferences articulated by the students even
though both Rod and Con had a preference for watching TV. All
students appeared to prefer strategies other than direct instruction
by the teacher.
Language Arts
Nola thought writing from the chalkboard because she could learn
how to do it. Strategy preference for Nola in this instance was
different from her stategy preference for science and social studies.
Kay thought copying from the chalkboard because she could see
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how it was done. Kay had a similar strategy preference to Nola
which was different from her strategy preference in science and
social studies.
joe appeared to confuse the question because he thought the best
way to learn language arts was by drawing maps.
Con thought the best way to learn language arts was by practising
because he could then memorise them. It is difficult to know how
Con interpreted language arts in this instance.
Rod's response included working in groups, talking about things
and doing activities because it saved paper and provided
opportunities to get other people's ideas. Rod's preferences, which
were different from the other students, appeared to be well thought
out and to the point.
Similar to social studies, a range of preferences was articulated by
the students even though Nola and Kay had similar preferences.
Except for Rod, students appeared to have strategy preferences for
language arts which related more to direct instruction than
experimentation and involvement articulated for science and social
studies.
With reference to the research Question (6a), the above findings
from the interview responses from this sample indicate that
students mainly related the importance of learning science, social
studies and language arts to future needs, everyday needs and job
prospects.
At the global level, students had some clear ideas about what they
thought were the best ways for them to learn in the knowledge
domains examined and why they were the best ways which
included how they felt about the learning process. In both science
and social studies, students focused on strategies that involved
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experimentation and active involvement by them which appeared
to capture the spirit of science rather than direct instruction by the
teacher. However, there appeared to be preferences for some direct
instruction for language arts. It is also noted that only one student
(Rod) included working in groups as a preferred strategy.
Examination of these findings in conjunction with findings from
student responses to Parts A, Band C of the questionnaire indicate
that (a) "going on excursions," "doing experiments" and "watching
TV" are highly preferred strategies for learning in the three
knowledge domains examined. It is concluded that these students
prefer strategies that entail active participation and challenges
rather than direct instruction.
It is inferred from findings from this sample that these students

have developed strategy preferences for learning and appear to
gauge their individual learning outcomes by associating strategy
and learning e.g., learning science for them is doing experiments. It
is concluded from this that effective learning in the knowledge
domains of the curriculum is related to strategies in which the
students are actively engaged hence the need for teachers to
incorporate strategies that ensure the development of appropriate
knowledge, discourse and skills in each knowledge domain.
In order to examine the group process further, the interaction
generated during the three group learning segments was analysed.
8. 7.4 The Role of Instructional Guides to Enhance Quality Group
Learning
The guided group learning segments were implemented at the
beginning of each group learning session to introduce the students
to a checklist (presented in APPENDIX E) as a guide for the group
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learning process. All segments were videotaped (described in 5.4.8)
and the transcribed data (described in 5.4.9) are presented in
TABLE 6.6.
Following are observations derived from analysis of the interaction
that occurred during the three group learning segments (TABLE
6.6).
During the group learning segments, the teacher acted as the group
leader across the three group learning segments. This was achieved
mainly by the Teacher reading the items on the checklist and the
students following them on their checklists. However, some
interaction was generated by the teacher by asking "check
questions" to ensure the participants were following and
understanding e.g.,
Teacher Why do we look at the person speaking?
Kay Because it's good manners. (TABLE 6.6, Science)

During this interaction, the Teacher has just read the guideline
"Look at the person speaking." and follows it up with the question
to elicit ideas from participants and to ensure they understand the
guideline.
During the interaction the Teacher also praised the efforts of
participants e.g.,
Teacher And number three, "Try to answer the questions raised by

other members during the discussion." If somebody asks you a
question?
Kay Answer it.
Teacher Mm try to answer it. And some of you did that well

yesterday, didn't you? (TABLE 6.6, Social Studies)
During this interaction the teacher refers back to the group
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learning session of the day before.
During the pre-language arts session, most of the time was spent
by the teacher reading the new guides for the day and a summary
of all them although the Teacher did elicit some interaction which
included his confirming and elaborating on participants' responses
e.g.,
"Think about what you have already learned about the
topic or task and discuss this with the group. Your knowledge of the
topic or task may help to complete the task." What do you think
that means?
Teacher

Con You've like what you read might help you with your problem.

Teacher Good. What you've read before, you mean, will help you

with the present topic. Good. (TABLE 6.6, Language Arts)
Although the group learning segments were implemented via
Teacher-led, group discussion and focused on a written checklist,
participants contributed ideas re the group process by responding
to questions raised by the Teacher. These interactions provided an
opportunity for participants to think about the group process and
receive feedback on their ideas.
Each group learning segment provided an opportunity for
participants to focus on aspects of the group learning process and
adjust to that particular learning context. That is, each group
learning segment provided a readiness stage for the group task that
followed. Interaction during the three group learning sessions was
examined (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) to determine the effectiveness of
implementation of the checklist guidelines by participants during
these sessions.
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8.7.5. Articulation of Instructional Guides in the Group Process
In order to answer Question (6b), the interactions presented in
TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 were examined for evidence of articulation of
the guides by participants. This was achieved by making evaluative
statements on the evidence of their use by participants. Following
are the checklist guides and evaluative statements.
Guide 1 Examine the topic carefully. Ensure your discussion is

related to the group task and do not be distracted by other issues.
This requires keeping the task in mind as you discuss what is
required for its completion.
Throughout the interaction across the three knowledge domains, all
participants were on task and initiated, and responded to,
topics/themes relevant to the group task.
Guide 2 Listen to what other members of the group have to say
about the topic/task. Look at the person speaking, listen carefully

and think about what he/she is saying.
In almost all cases, participants made eye contact with the person
to whom he/she was speaking. Participants did not engage in
activities other than the group task and demonstrated a willingness
to respond to ideas/information via a range of cognitive processes
which indicated that they were listening and thinking during the
interaction.
Guide 3 Form an opinion and express your ideas but take your
turn in the discussion. Become involved in the discussion by

expressing your ideas and opinions but ensure you take your turn
in the discussion.
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All participants became involved in the interaction via a range of
contributions which provided a diversity of ideas/information.
Although some individuals were interrupted during the interaction,
in most cases, participants were allowed to present
ideas/information without interruption.
Guide 4 Make sure your discussion is related to the topic/task.

When you take your turn in the discussion, make sure what you
say helps in achieving the group task.
Participants remained focused on the task during the interaction
and included directions to individuals to facilitate achievement of
the group task.
Guide 5 Ask other members questions if you are not sure about
something. If there is something you don't understand, ask one of

the group members to explain it to you.
Questions formed an extensive part of the interaction, were raised
by all participants across the three knowledge domains and
included "Seeking clarification", "Seeking confirmation", and
"Seeking information" processes. Thus participants generated
interaction through their asking questions.
Guide 6 Try to answer the questions raised by other members
during the discussion. Listen to questions raised by group members

and try to answer them. These questions may be directed to you or
to the group.
This was in evidence by the extensive number of questions raised
across the three knowledge domains which were invariably
answered by participants.
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Guide 7 Think about what you have already learnt about the
topic/task and discuss this with the group. Your knowledge of the

topic/task may help complete the task.
The participants did not have particular source material to read for
the group tasks except the story for language arts. Therefore, they
had to use their individual knowledge structures from which to
articulate ideas/information which demonstrated their using what
they had already learned about the task as a basis for the content
of their interactions. Their use of individual knowledge structures
was further exemplified, at times, by their formulating inferences
based on past knowledge of the topic/theme being considered.
Guide 8 See if you can add something new to the topic. If you have

a new idea for completing the task, present this idea for the group
to consider.
This was in evidence across the three knowledge domains by the
participants initiating new ideas/information which included the
cognitive processes of "Informing" and "Suggesting".
Guide 9 See if you can add information to what other members say.

Listen to what other group members say about the topic/task and
see if you can add information that they have not included.
This was in evidence across the three knowledge domains by the
participants, at times, "elaborating" on and "explaining"
ideas/information during the interaction.
Guide 1 0 Express your ideas clearly.

When you are speaking

during the discussion, try to express your ideas so that other
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members of the group understand you. Speak clearly, explain things
clearly and do not speak too quickly.
During the interaction all the participants spoke clearly and did not
speak too quickly. Although there was evidence of participants
explaining things, there was also evidence of participants seeking
clarification of ideas/information, at times, which indicated that the
meaning of some statements were not clear in some contexts.
Guide 11 Choose your words carefully when explaining something
or writing about something during the group task. When you are

discussing a topic/task, there will be words and ideas that are
important for completing the task. Think about the best words to
use in your discussion and take note of new words and ideas that
are presented during the discussion.
Generally, participants used appropriate words in their descriptions
but, occasionally, an "unexpected word" was used like Kay's use of
"desperate" in "You need desperate things like shelter, water and
food and something." (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies, 404). During the
interaction, participants used vocabulary related to topics being
discussed and concepts being raised e.g., they included the words
"food", "M and M's", "solid food", "packaged" and "cans" when they
were discussing the preparation of food for astronauts (TABLE 7.1,
Science 129-134). An example of choosing words is Nola's
interaction with the group to find the word "hygiene" and, when she
gets the word, her wanting to be able to spell it so that she could
write it down (TABLE 7.2, Social Studies, 435-454).
With reference to Question (6b), there was evidence that
participants had incorporated those aspects of the group process
presented in the instructional guides which they had discussed.
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Although the research was not structured with a control group and
did not measure the effects of the guides through before and after
responses, the introduction of the checklist with the instructional
guides achieved the following purposes: (a) it provided an advanced
organiser for each group learning session; and (b) it provided an
opportunity for participants to focus on important aspects of the
group process.
As the instructional guides incorporated aspects of the group
process it is concluded that they have potential as elements of an
instrument for evaluating aspects of the group process in the
classroom.
With reference to quality of group interaction, the guides provided
a focus for important aspects of the group process. The quality of
these aspects of group interaction at this level of analysis could be
measured by examination of each participant's implementation of
the guides during the group interaction via an instrument that
incorporated observation of, and evaluative comments on, each of
the aspects included in the guidelines. This raises the question of
expectations of group interaction at the various levels of the school
system and implications for implementing collaborative,
heterogeneous learning in the Primary School.
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CHAPTER 9
RESEARCH AND TEACHING/LEARNING: TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS
9.1 SURFING THE GROUP PROCESS: CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS
9.1.1 A Collaborative, Heterogeneous Group Learning Model
The first chapter of the current study ( 1.4) argued that a useful
model for classroom teaching/learning revolves around a
communicative equation in which discipline-specific knowledge is
mediated through communicative situations that are at once open
and focused.
The fundamental basis for this argument was that, whereas the
macro level environment is inherently competitive, the micro level
offers greater cooperative potential for interaction and enhanced
learning outcomes. Hence the essential challenge of the present
study was to move from the macro level of the classroom with its
limited potential for individuals to engage in sustained exploratory
monologue or dialogue to the micro level of the small group as a
"fish bowl" in which to test the proposition that communicative
contexts actively develop linguistic and cognitive processes and
content for learning.
Hence the subsequent path of researched discovery examined
collaborative, heterogeneous group learning as a form of
teaching/learning in a sample of knowledge domains of the Primary
School curriculum. Perceptions of the major dimensions of group
learning and their relationships emerged as each layer of the group
process (presented in FIGURE 8.1) was analysed and data developed
at both global and individual levels.
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The research trialled a model for implementing collaborative,
heterogeneous group learning in the classroom which, in this
instance, occurred in a withdrawal room as part of ongoing
classroom teaching/learning to provide conditions familiar to all
participants. This model included pregroup learning segments
during which key dimensions of group learning were discussed with
participants to focus the potential of these dimensions to enhance
the quality of the learning process.
This model was developed to provide an alternative to
homogeneous grouping with the inherent weaknesses (discussed in
4.2.1). In the context of social interaction, participants explored the
learning task by sharing ideas derived from their diverse skill levels
and backgrounds. Consequently, this model provided opportunities
for all to contribute to the group learning dialoguing cognitive
processes to solve the group task.
Teachers may include group learning as part of the students'
learning experiences in the instructional program. However,
implementation of this model provides a realistic teaching/learning
environment in the classroom by allowing a number of groups to
operate simultaneously as well as access to all groups by the
teacher. During its implementation in the classroom, the teacher
needs to take account of curriculum and group emphases (see
TABLE 5.2) to ensure the group learning matches the experiential
level of the participants. As the research on the teacher's role in
group learning is limited (4.3) the inclusion of the Teacher as a
participant provided a rare opportunity to examine the nature of
the Teacher's contributions to the global interaction and analysis of
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the Teacher's individual contributions.
At the global level, the data (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) indicate that,
when present, the Teacher became immersed in the ongoing group
learning, made contributions associated with the contexts
established during those times and adopted a range of roles
(discussed in 8.5.1, 8.5.2). Within his adoption of Initiating and
Responding Roles, the function was mainly to reinforce what the
students were doing through praising and probing, and through
respecting student learning control and direction.
It is concluded that the Teacher adopted mainly Managerial Roles

{including Leadership Role and Resource Person Role (see FIGURE
8.2) }. Hence the data indicate that the Teacher neither sought to
interfere with the social and role structures established by the
students to complete the group task nor to influence unduly their
learning strategies. This supports the proposition (presented in
8.5.1) that the Teacher adopted roles appropriate to the interaction.
At the individual level, although the Teacher's contributions
exceeded Con's and joe's in volume, twenty-nine per cent (TABLES
7.1, 7.2, 7.3) of these were made as introductions to the group
learning sessions. These data demonstrate the Teacher as a
participant able to evaluate the state of the interaction at a
particular time and contribute at that point in time thus
demonstrating that, in these contexts, he was able to moderate the
teacher's traditional, dominant communicative role. In the
moderated role, he reinforced symmetry in learning by resisting the
tendency to control the group learning via his knowledge structures
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thus allowing the group task to be completed via a range of
contributions from all participants. Implications for Teacher
Education include examination of the teacher's role in group
contexts.
Implementation of the model provides a supplement to whole class
teaching/learning by creating social contexts similar to real life
situations across three knowledge domains of the Primary School
curriculum (science, social studies and language arts) and
opportunity for cooperative interaction in the learning process. The
model creates contexts characterised by (a) collaborative learning
via student-student interaction with opportunities for all
participants to contribute to the interaction and receive
acknowledgement of, and respect for, their contributions, (b)
potential for catering for cultural differences by allowing for
multiple points of view and creative ideas, (c) opportunity for
participants of differing abilities to work together thus breaking
down social and cultural barriers through cooperative learning
during which participants learn from each other, (d) a high level of
control of the learning by the participants which generates creative
encounters and processes which shape the pattern of the group
learning and (e) a moderated teacher role that creates symmetry in
learning.
9.1.2 A Focus on Group Interaction
During the derivation and testing of the data analysis system, micro
analysis of the group interaction was achieved by segmentation of

conversation units into contextually embedded components of
meaning defined as message elements (see 5.4.10). Enhanced
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sensitivity to the language and cognitive processes generated during
the interaction was achieved by redefining linguistic form and
linguistic function in context (6.9). The source, nature and analytic
focus of data (presented in TABLE 6.4) was the basis of analysis of
derived data from the interaction generated by the selected
collaborative, heterogenous group. Analysis of this data provided a
focused examination of the redefined concepts of linguistic form
and linguistic function as key dimensions of the learning process to
be made.
Observations and conclusions derived from the research data
provided pathways for effective teaching/learning in collaborative,
heterogeneous group contexts. It was hypothesised (8.1) that
linguistic, cognitive, content and extra/nonverbal layers of
interaction were major dimensions of messages that shaped the
communication system and the learning in these contexts.
9.2 RESEARCH PATHWAYS: THE NATURE OF COLLABORATIVE,
HETEROGENEOUS GROUP LEARNING
9.2.1 Linguistic and Cognitive Dimensions of Group Learning
The main aim of the study focused on the linguistic and cognitive
processes involved in the acquisition and development of
knowledge-domain-related concepts in collaborative, heterogeneous
group contexts (1.8).
The following pathways derived from examination of the research
questions on the group communication with a focus on the linguistic
dimension of the interaction are drawn from analysis of the data
(8.2, 8.6) at the global level.
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( 1) Participants used a consistent range of linguistic forms across
the three knowledge domains. Statements and Questions were the
dominant linguistic forms used by participants to generate group
interaction {85.84 per cent of the total linguistic contributions by
participants (8.2)}. Participants use Statements to express a range of
linguistic functions and exercise a position of control of the
interaction. Participants use Questions for a range of interactional
functions including entering and changing the direction of the
interaction and seeking clarification of ideas/information.
Consequently, these two linguistic forms are perceived as powerful
components of the participants' developmental language during
group interaction.
(2) Imperatives and Incomplete Utterances were respectively the
next most extensively used linguistic forms. The use of Imperatives
impacts on the group interaction by allowing the utterer to assume
a position of control over other participants by controlling their
actions and directing them in achieving group tasks. From a
linguistic point of view Incomplete Utterances may be evidence of
linguistic ineptitude but, in context, impact on the interaction by
reflecting interruptions that occur and providing opportunities for
participants to monitor ideas.
(3) Statements, Questions and Imperatives, respectively in order of
volume, together constituted 90.4 per cent of the total linguistic
contributions by participants (TABLE 7.6). These are perceived as
core linguistic forms as evidenced by the volume of interaction and
the wide range of linguistic functions generated via these forms.
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Hence it is argued that communication within the group contexts is
dependent, to some extent, on participants' ability to generate
language, which incorporates a range of linguistic forms, to interact
in group contexts. Through their linguistic control, including control
of core linguistic forms, participants have the potential to engage in
dialogue and contribute to group learning via cognitive processes
and ideas/information embedded in the language.
As the present study could be viewed, at one level, as a case study
that probes the outcomes of collaborative, heterogeneous group
learning via contributions by individuals, the following pathways
associated with the linguistic dimension of the interaction are drawn
from analysis of the data (8.2.1) at the individual level of analysis.
( 1) There is a pattern of interaction of variable input demonstrated
by the volume of interaction (Nola, Kay, Rod, Teacher, Con, Joe)
across the three knowledge domains. During the interaction, Nola
and Kay used all the linguistic forms recorded in the study and
together contributed 51.7 3 per cent of the linguistic interaction. It is
inferred from this that their control of the language provided the
impetus for them to occupy positions of control within the group
interaction.
(2) During the interaction, Rod used more Imperatives than any
other participant to control the actions of participants. Through this
use of language he was able to influence the events that occurred
and the direction the interaction took. This may mean that Rod was
using a different strategy from other participants to complete the
group task. On the basis of this observation, it is inferred that, in
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group contexts, individuals adopt strategies which they perceive
appropriate for completing the group task.
(3) Comparatively long segments of interaction occurred without
contributions from joe (the below-average student) although the
fact that, at times, he corrected ideas/information suggests that he
was actively listening to the interaction and able to make his
contribution in this way.
Examination of the proposition on extra/nonverbal strategies
adopted by participants in the communication system (8.6) provided
evidence that the verbal and nonverbal dimensions of interaction
operated in task-related contexts demonstrated by the following
examples.
( 1) The group interaction incorporates participants' engagement in
task related and idiosyncratic activities determined by context
(8.6.1) e.g., "spells as he writes", "shuffles papers in front of her as
she speaks".
(2) At times, participants engage in gestures e.g., "head movements",
"arm/hand movements" to express and reinforce meaning while
communicating verbally in group contexts. The intermitten nature of
these actions indicates that they are personality based forms of
communication used by participants in context to emphasise his/her
message intent.
(3) Face-to-face interaction is established through eye contact
particularly by individuals directing responses to a particular
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individual. From this it might be hypothesised that group learning
creates a more intimate interaction between student and student
than whole class interaction which is predominately teacher-student
interaction. Often, whole class teaching occurs with students in rows
facing the teacher.
The participants' use of body language to reinforce verbal
interaction and express meaning provides the basis for the
hypothesis that collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts have
potential for participants (a) creating a dynamic communication
system through which to learn and develop group communication
skills and (b) learning about cultural differences in the use of body
language by observing it in use by other participants.
Although some participants contributed more extensively than
others, the group contexts created a learning paradigm with
potential for contributions to the learning by all participants.
Consequently, the group learning paradigm establishes contexts
which have potential for participants to learn through language and
learn the language of the discourse of the knowledge domain in
which they are working. In this study, the learning paradigm
incorporated knowledge-domain-specific group tasks to create texts
perceived as dimensions of literacy in the knowledge domains (2.2).
The following pathways associated with the cognitive dimension of
the interaction are drawn from analysis of the data at the global
level (8.3.1, 8.3.2, 8.3.3).
( 1) The research model adopted a group structure (described in
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5.4.6) that focused on students' spontaneous generation of cognitive
processes to structure their own learning rather than selected
processes from TABLE 8.1. Strategies, generated from the interaction
(TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) included: (a) focusing strategies typically
including describing, informing and focusing; (b) elaborating
strategies typically including elaborating, explaining, hypothesising
and synthesising; (c) evaluating strategies typically including
agreeing, evaluating seeking confirmation and qualifying; (d)
maintaining interaction strategies typically including praising,
repeating and thanking and (e) guiding strategies typically including
correcting and directing. At the global level, the interaction is
characterised by the participants' adoption of Cognitive Strategies
through which Conversation Units and Interaction Segments are
generated.
(2) Data from analysis of the interaction for communication of
messages ( 8.3.3) indicate that there were both variation and
commonality of usage of Linguistic Functions across knowledge
domains. The five most frequently used Linguistic Functions
(respectively Informing, Agreeing, Explaining, Confirming, Seeking
clarification) constituted 45.6 7 per cent of cognitive contributions.
Participants contributed to the interaction via these functions by (a)
initiating, (b) expressing support for, (c) interpreting, (d) verifying
and reinforcing and (e) seeking explanations re ideas/information.
( 3) Overall, the group structure yielded forty-eight spontaneously
generated Linguistic Functions (TABLE 7.5) which indicates that the
group model has potential for spontaneously generating a range of
cognitive processes by participants to introduce and develop
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concepts to achieve the group task. In the overall context, the data
also indicate variation of cognitive processes across knowledge
domains as some knowledge domains generated more particular
cognitive processes than other knowledge domains (8.3.3). From this
analysis, it is hypothesised that the nature of the group task impacts
on the kinds of cognitive processes generated in the group context.
( 4) Analysis of the data revealed that there were twelve
predominant functions (8.3.3) which constituted 67.32 per cent of
the group interaction and represented core functions based on the
volume of interaction and the range of cognitive processes. The
suggested core processes in order of frequency are: Informing,
Agreeing, Explaining, Confirming, Seeking clarification, Directing,
Hypothesising, Evaluating, Seeking information, Describing, Focusing
and Seeking confirmation. The "core function" concept suggests that
group learning contexts generate core functions used extensively
across knowledge domains by participants to analyse group tasks
and exemplfies the power of group contexts in generating
appropriate learning processes to achieve the group task.
(5) The total frequencies and percentages of initiating, responding
and maintaining strategies by knowledge domain are presented in
TABLE 7.6. At the global level, the data indicate that participants
initiate and respond, including responding critically, to
ideas/information thus establishing an interactive pattern of
learning which provides opportunities for them to reflect on their
own learning via feed back they receive during ongoing group
interaction. It is hypothesised that this pattern of interaction, which
includes feedback via critical reponses, allows participants to reflect
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on ideas/information presented and partly accounts for the
generation of knowledge-domain-specific processes as demonstrated
in8.3.3.
The following pathways associated with the cognitive dimension of
the interaction are drawn from analysis of the data at the individual
level (8.3.4).
( 1) In order of frequency, the most frequent linguistic functions
generated by Nola were Agreeing, Confirming, Informing, Explaining
and Dictating and the most frequent linguistic functions generated
by Kay (in order of frequency) were Informing, Explaining,
Confirming, Agreeing and Seeking clarification. Initiations via these
processes by these two participants provided a source of
ideas/information to which other participants could respond.
However, their responses to other participants often focused
attention on relevant ideas/information through their seeking
clarification and confirmation of ideas/information.
In their interactions they demonstrated willingness to formulate
hypotheses and evaluate ideas presented by other participants. The
sustained interaction by these two participants indicate that group
contexts have potential for extensive contributions by some
participants and the use of a range of cognitive processes by these
participants indicate their potential control of the content of the
interaction. These findings have implications for the nature of the
group interaction as some participants may dominate the interaction
without due regard for the contributions by other participants hence
the need for teachers to monitor the group learning process to
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ensure collaboration is achieved by the group learning providing
opportunities for all participants to contribute to the interaction.
This may mean teachers providing opportunities for participants to
examine guidelines for quality group interaction, which contain
attention to collaboration, including pregroup learning segments
incorporated in the research model (9 .1.1).
On the credit size some participants may exercise leadership roles
through participation that takes account of ideas/information
contributed by all paricipants. In the contexts examined, the data
indicate that Nola and Kay were leaders who wanted to ensure
discussion occurred but listened to the contributions by others.
However, the dominant nature of Nola and Kay impacted on the
pattern of the group interaction, at times, by their challenging each
other's ideas and other participants challenging their ideas.
(2) All participants contributed to the interaction via a range of
cognitive processes (see TABLE 8.2). In the contexts examined, no
participant used all the cognitive processes examined in the study
from which it is hypothesised that individual interpretations in
context influence the generation of particular cognitive processes.
(3) Profiling participants by analysing the data on frequencies of
contributions and ability levels of participants (TABLE 8.2) indicates
that gender may be a critical variable with respect to volume of
interaction as demonstrated by Kay (an average student) who made
the second highest volume of contributions and Con (an aboveaverage student) who made the second lowest volume of
contributions. It is concluded that ability may not be the sole
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determiner of volume of contributions by individuals and that
other variables e.g., gender warrant closer consideration in the
selection of collaborative, heterogeneous groups (considered in
4.2.1).
From examination of the data on each individual for each knowledge
domain (TABLE 8.2), it is hypothesised that participants' interest in
the group task and content knowledge of the group task are also
variables that impact on the composition of the group interaction.
One implication from this hypothesis is that teachers need to have
knowledge of students' interests and background knowledge when
forming groups to ensure effective learning occurs by participants
sharing ideas/information. Groups that include students with
knowledge of the task and interest in it have potential for
establishing active, relevant interaction. In some cases,
collaborative, heterogeneous group learning could follow prior
learning experiences that form a basis for participants' sharing and
developing ideas/information to achieve the group task.
9.2.2 The Content Dimension
The formulation of a proposition (8.4) to explore the levels of
content at the macro and micro levels respectively via Interaction
Segments and Contextual Frames (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) provided a
basis for analysing the content dimension of the group interaction.
The following pathways associated with the content dimension of
the group interaction are drawn from this analysis (8.4.).
( 1) Through their interactions, participants created themes/topics
they perceived as relevant to the group to generate macro
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knowledge structures (5.4.10) and introduce and develop concepts
related to the task. The focused and con textualised
ideas/information or concepts incorporated within the interaction
segments (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) created a semantic field (see 5.4.10)
of related concepts.
The major role of interaction segments and contextual frames is to
structure themes/topics and related concepts derived from the
participants' individual knowledge structure. This articulation of
content reflected participants' individual interpretations and
provided potential for vocabulary and concept development within
the framework of relevance for the group task. It is concluded from
this analysis that the content of the group interaction is shaped
extensively by the learning contexts and participants'
interpretations in context.
(2) During the articulation of content via interaction segments and
contextual frames, participants drew from the text of the interaction
(Literal), the written texts associated with the group task (Textual)
and individual knowledge structures derived from past learning
experiences (Inferential). The group tasks thus provide potential for
participants to recall relevant content and synthesise
ideas/information relevant to the group task.
(3) In the establishment of interaction segments and contextual
frames, participants also demonstrate sensitivity to the various
knowledge domains in which they are working by including
terminology associated with individual learning tasks (see 8.4.3).
The established learning contexts thus provide potential for
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participants to initiate and develop knowledge-domain-specific
concepts to explore the structure of the relevant knowledge domain.
(4) The data on (a) initiating ideas e.g., Eliciting, Suggesting, (b)
initiating information e.g., Informing, Listing, (c) initiating strategies
e.g., Directing, Focusing, (d) intellectual responses e.g., Comparing,
Evaluating, (e) acculturating responses e.g., Amending, Confirming,
(f) response strategies e.g., Qualifying, Seeking clarification and (g)
maintaining communication e.g., Apologising, Thanking are detailed
in TABLE 8.3. These data indicate that 39.13 per cent were
initiations, 57.69 per cent were responses and 3.18 per cent were
maintaining interaction functions. It is argued that the initiations
became the basis for analysis by participants who responded to
them in context. This sequence suggests an Initiate-Respond
interspersed with Maintain Communication (I-R-MC) pattern of
interaction. However, the interaction does generate other patterns
e.g., I-R, I-MC, I-MC-R. The strength of the patterns in this context is
that the interaction is predominantly student-student rather the
teacher-student interaction that occurs in whole class contexts (see
patterns of interaction in 1.5).
(5) The data indicate that participants' intellectual responses elicited
higher order processes, e.g., Classifying, Evaluating,
Generalising/Synthesising, which demonstrate their willingness to
form general notions, make judgments and combine and group
ideas. It is hypothesised that collaborative, heterogeneous group
contexts allow (a) spontaneously generated learning processes
including higher order processes and (b) idiosyncratic structuring of
content.
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9.2.3 The Group Dynamic: Group Learning Roles
The second aim of the study focused on the roles adopted by
participants in the group contexts. The following pathways of
teaching/learning were derived from analysis of the data on the
research question and proposition formulated in 8.5. These data
include a segment of interaction that illustrates how participants
adopt a range of roles to initiate and respond to ideas/information
as well as roles to complete the group task. TABLE 8.3 presents the
percentages of interacting roles by individuals. The predominant
roles (the Initiator Role, the Follower Role, the Critical Reactor Role,
the Passive Reactor Role and the Extrapolator Role) were examined
in 7.6.
( 1) During the interaction, participants adopted more Responding
Roles than Initiating Roles (discussed in 9.2.2). As responders, they
engaged in more acculturating processing than intellectual
processing (TABLE 8.3) from which it is inferred that participants
respond positively to ideas/information to confirm them or react
critically to them.
As responders engaging in intellectual processing, participants
demonstrated willingness to examine ideas/information critically to
test their validity and draw inferences by respectively adopting
Critical Reactor and Extrapolator Roles. Consequently, these
interactions provide a context with potential for participants to
examine and develop their individual learning.
(2) As initiators, all participants, except the teacher, engaged in
more initiating information processes than initiating ideas processes
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and initiating strategies (see 8.5.1). It is inferred from this
phenomenon that the nature of the group task, which was
information oriented, impacted on the processing that occurred. An
implication for further research is an examination of the
relationship between task orientation and spontaneously generated
cognitive processes.
In contrast to other participants, the Teacher adopted an Initiator
Role rather than an Informant. In group contexts, the Teacher's
focus should be to facilitate the learning by eliciting
ideas/information rather than transmitting them. Adoption of this
role allows the Teacher to contribute to the interaction without
controlling the flow of information. The Teacher's role in the
research group model is discussed above (9.1.1).
(3) During the group interaction, participants adopted a range of
Managerial Roles (defined .in 8.5.2) which are summarised in FIGURE
8.2. The spontaneous adoption of roles (exemplified in the segment
of interaction in 8.5) demonstrates the potential of group interaction
to generate roles for participants through which they contribute to
the group interaction. Consequently, the group interaction is partly
determined by the roles adopted by participants and the ways they
fulfil those roles.
(4) Following are examples of adoption of major roles (described in
8.5.2) by individuals during the group interaction.
(a) Both Nola and Kay displayed Leadership Roles through which
they displayed a commitment to keeping the ideas/information
flowing towards achievement of the group task.
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(b) Rod displayed characteristics of an Overseeing Role through
which he focused participants' attention on fulfilment of the group
task.
(c) The Teacher shared an Overseeing Role with Rod and displayed
the characteristics of a Quality Controller Role and Resource Person
Role.
(d) Con and joe adopted mainly Follower Roles by following the
interaction and contributing to it via initiations and responses when
they wished.
The segment of interaction in 8.5.2 demonstrates the spontaneous
adoption of a range of roles by participants and their ability to
switch from Initiating Roles to Responding Roles, as the context
demands, to contribute to the group interaction.
To examine Nola's and Kay's Leadership Roles further, the
interaction data (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) were analysed for patterns of
interaction via their initiations and responses across the three
knowledge domains. Conversation units often contained a number of
messages and did not always evoke directly relevant responses
hence it was important to examine them in context to explore the
extent to which particular initiations evoked consistent responses as
well as the extent to which Nola and Kay responded consistently to
particular types of initiations.
This exploration took the form of (a) recording message initiations
by Nola and Kay and responses evoked by them in each knowledge
domain and (b) their responses to messages in each knowledge
domain. The linked initiations and responses were then examined to
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determine whether there was a pattern of recurring initiations and
responses.
It soon became evident that the interaction of individual knowledge

domains had not generated sufficient data for comparison at this
level as there were not enough linked-functions in individual
knowledge domains to make a comparison between Nola and Kay.
However, it was possible across the three knowledge domains to
consider the interaction of these two participants.
Samples consisting of the highest volume of linked-functions across
the three knowledge domains are presented in TABLES 9.1 and 9.2.
TABLE 9.1 focuses on samples of initiating functions by Nola and
Kay and the responses they evoked across the three knowledge
domains. TABLE 9.2 focuses on samples of responding functions by
Nola and Kay to initiations across the three knowledge domains.
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TABLE 9.1
Samples of Initiating and Responding Functions Across Knowledge
Domains: A Focus on Initiating Functions

~=~~ ·;nitiating Functions

Generated Response Functions

NOLA

Agreeing, Checking, Correcting
Elaborating, Explaining,

EXPLAINING

f Hypothesising, Informing,
Specifying

..

> [ Confirming, Directing, Explaining,

INFORMING

Informing, Solving

--+> (

REFOCUSING
SEEKING

Describing, Explaining

__ r

CLARIFICATION

Clarifying, Directing, Explaining

,..~

'

Informing, Negating

EXPLAINING -~? ( Agreeing, Directing, Generalising
HYPOTHESISING --~> [Agreeing, Completing, Disagreeing,
Elaborating, Hypothesising
INFORMING

Agreeing, Completing, Disagreeing,
[ Elaborating, Hypothesising

SUGGESTING--...,.)~[. Agreeing, Confirming, Informing,
_,

~

0

'-

'T'TWTC

'

. Listing, Seeking information
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TABLE 9.2
Samples of Initiating and Responding Functions Across Knowledge
Domains: A Focus on Responding Functions

Initiating Functions

Generated Response Responder
Functions

AMENDING, HYPOTHESISING,]

---~.>:~J>Explaining

DISAGREEING

AGREEING, ARGUING,

COMPLETING)-~~ Hypothesising
,,

COMPARING, CONFIRMING, ELABORATING,
--7 Informing

EXPLAINING, EVALUATING, NEGATING,
SEEKIN CLARIFICATION

AGREEING, SYNTHESISING

DESCRIBING, ELABORATING

--~-~--~'1110, Suggesting

'~---..:l}.~

Explaining

AMENDING, EVALUATING, SPECIFYING

AGREEING, AMENDING, CLASSIFYING,

Describing

l

CONFIRMING, ELABORATING, REFOCUSING_frinforming
AGREEING, CONFIRMING, EXPLAINING,
SEEKING CLARIFICATION, SOLVING
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J-,~ Specifying

NOLA

TABLES 9.1 and 9.2 yielded the following pathways of
teaching/learning regarding predictable response functions in
interactions involving Nola and Kay.
( 1) At the global level, the data indicate that both Nola and Kay
initiated learning processes that evoked a range of responses from
participants and responded to participants' initiations via a range of
responses. During their interactions, both Nola and Kay used higher
order functions in their initiations and responses including
Comparing, Evaluating, Hypothesising and Synthesising (TABLE 7.5).
( 2) Nola and Kay evoked different response functions from their
"Informing" initiations and Kay evoked the same responses from
"Hypothesising" and "Informing" functions (TABLE 9.1). It is also
noted from the data (TABLE 9.1) that Nola evoked a wide range of
responses from her "Explaining" function and Kay evoked a narrow
range of functions from this initiation. This data reinforces the
notion of unpredictable linked-functions generated by these
participants.
( 3) Both Nola and Kay responded to a range of initiations by
"Explaining" (TABLE 9.2) which illustrates their willingness to
develop ideas/information presented by participants. The data also
indicate that Nola's and Kay's "Informing" responses were generated
from a wide range of, but different initiations (excluding Confirming
and Elaborating) which reinforces the notion of "Informing", in these
contexts, as a core function of the interaction.
It is concluded that both Nola and Kay, as leaders, did not evoke
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predictable responses from their initiations and did not respond to
initiations in a predictable way but did stimulate dialogue through
their contributions via a range of functions which assisted the group
to analyse the task collaboratively through the learning processes
that were evoked by them.
9.2.4 Who Might Assume the Pedagogical Role?
The role of the teacher in the research model was considered in
9.1.1 and the teacher's role in the interaction was considered in
9.2.3. The data (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) were examined further to
determine how the group compensated for the teacher's absence.
Incorporation of collaborative group learning in the classroom
provides a learning paradigm in which students work for periods of
time without the teacher. During the teacher's absence, it appears
that a social structure, influenced by each individual, is established
within the group context and students may compensate for the
teacher's absence by adopting a surrogate teacher role. Therefore,
students may adopt teacher behaviours during the group learning
process.
If these teacher behaviours contribute to task achievement and
elicit relevant, collaborative group interaction, then classroom
teachers may perceive them as desirable. However, if they prevent
participants from contributing to the group learning, they may be
perceived by them as undesirable.
In this study Nola was a controlling participant demonstrated by (a)
her tendency to try to get her ideas accepted by the group and (b)
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her extensive volume of responding contributions. Although the
other participants showed a willingness to challenge her ideas at
times, especially Kay with whom she had extended interactions, the
group generally accepted her contributions and, at times,
acknowledged her as surrogate teacher.
Although Kay and Rod, at times, influenced the direction of the
interaction via their contributions, they did not do this to the same
degree as Nola. Con and joe demonstrated willingness to contribute
to the interaction but did not try to control it to the same extent as
the other three participants. Consequently, although Nola was a
dominant contributor and, at times, adopted teacher roles, the
composition and direction of the learning were influenced by all
participants.
It is concluded that, at times, Nola and, to a lesser extent, Kay

adopted teacher roles in the group learning by their efforts to
control it. At times, Rod also adopted a teacher role by focusing on
the task and drawing conclusions re completion of aspects of it. It
appears that the students' concept of group structure includes a
teacher figure to ensure that the group task is achieved. This may
well be the result of students' learning experiences occurring
predominantly in whole class contexts where interaction is mainly
teacher initiated.
In the contexts examined, no roles were allocated however,
participants did adopt a range of roles including a Surrogate Teacher
Role. This conclusion raises questions related to surrogate teacher
roles during his/her absence e.g., Should all group learning
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incorporate allocated roles that include surrogate teacher/leadership
roles? Who should allocate these roles? Are all participants in group
learning contexts able to fulfil surrogate teacher/leadership roles?
The present study has shown that participants spontaneously adopt
a range of roles but leadership roles, determined partly by volume
of interaction, appear to be adopted only by participants with
leadership qualities (discussed in 8.2.2). It is suggested that
collaborative, heterogeneous group learning in the classroom, at
times, incorporate allocated roles, including surrogate
teacher/leadership roles, to provide opportunities for participants to
express particular role qualities and learn and develop new roles.
9.2.5 Some Fundamental Principles of Quality Group Learning
In past research (4.3), the quality of group learning has been
examined mainly in terms of the learning outcomes achieved by
individual participants. As the focus of this study is the nature of
the group learning process, quality of group learning included
examination of each participant's contributions in context.
The concept of quality group learning has been considered via the
group learning segments which were incorporated within the
research model and examined in (8.7.4). It is hypothesised from
analysis of the group learning segments (8.7.4) that (a) their
implementation provides potential for participants to think about
the group process and receive feedback re their ideas thus focusing
on good group interaction practices and (b) each group learning
segment provides a readiness stage for the group task that follows
thus acting as an advance organiser for the group learning.
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The articulation of each of the instructional guides used in the group
learning segments was examined in 8.7.5. Examination of the data
(TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3), at an observational level indicates that group
practices included in the guides were incorporated within the group
interaction by participants.
From examination of the group learning segment data (TABLE 6.6)
and the group interaction data (TABLES 7.1, 7.2, 7.3) it is concluded
that there are key requirements for effective group interaction by
participants from which it is hypothesised that these requirements
may yield measures of quality group interaction.
In order to provide teachers with a guide to quality learning in
collaborative, heterogeneous contexts, the following suggested
indices with bases for evaluation (presented in TABLE 9.3) are
advanced (a) as measures of quality group learning and (b) a basis
for anecdotal records on each participant's contributions in
collaborative, heterogeneous group learning in the classroom.
TABLE 9.3
Fundamentals of Quality Group Learning: A Guide for Evaluation
Focus 1 Language Facility

Basis of Evaluation Acquiring and developing the linguistic genre of
group interaction by (a) using a range of linguistic forms to interact
with group participants including Statements, Questions and
Imperatives (core linguistic forms) which are clearly articulated and
well structured, (b) using appropriate vocabulary, including
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vocabulary of concepts relevant to the group task, in initiating and
responding to ideas/information, (c) using body language to
communicate clearly with other participants and (d) active listening
to other participants' contributions.
Focus 2 Application of Thinking Processes

Basis of Evaluation Embedding a range of linguistic functions in the
language created and including appropriate higher order thinking
processes, comprising Analysing, Classifying, Comparing, Evaluating,
Hypothesising and Synthesising, to initiate and respond to
ideas/information while engaging in the discourse of the knowledge

i domain in which he/she is working.
I

II Focus 3 Sharing Ideas/Information
1

Basis of Evaluation Fitting into, and contributing to, the social
structure of the group including being sensitive to contributions by
other participants and being willing to share ideas/information.

l Sharing includes (a) using language and cognitive processes to help
create a broad base of ideas/information, (b) critically examining
ideas/information in terms of relevance to the group task and (c)
providing feedback to participants.
Focus 4

Contributing to the Development of a Relevant Semantic

Field of Ideas/Information

Basis of Evaluation Communicating content via cognitive processes,
contextual frames and interaction segments. When appropriate, (a)
introducing relevant textual material into the discussion, (b)
engaging in inferential thinking and (c) introducing and developing
concepts (which may be knowledge-domain-specific) related to the
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group learning.
Focus (5) Adopting Appropriate Roles

Basis of Evaluation Adopting Initiating Roles, Responding Roles and
Managerial Roles to contribute to the group interaction and
accepting Allocated Roles to facilitate achievement of the group task.
Focus ( 6) Process-Product Learning

Basis of Evaluation Applying strategies that facilitate achievement
of the group task and engaging in learning processes appropriate for
the knowledge domain in which he/ she is working.

A suggested sample evaluation profile for the Language Facility
focus is presented in TABLE 9.4. It is also suggested that teachers
compile a checklist to record information that will assit them to
complete a profile for each group learning focus.
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TABLE 9.4
Sample Evaluation Profile: A Language Focus
Language Focus
Focus

Student.....................................................
Evaluative Bases

Observations of Effectiveness in

Area
( 1) Linguistic
Forms

Context
(a) Statements
(b) Questions
(c) Imperatives
(d) Incomplete
Utterances
(e) Exclamations
(f) Other

(2) Vocabulary
(3) Body
Language

(a) Face-to-Face
Interaction
(b) Gestures
(c) Idiosyncratic
Activities
~~~"

(4) Active
Listening
(5) General
Comments
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9.3 STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF PURPOSES AND STRATEGIES FOR
LEARNING THE KNOWLEDGE DOMAINS
The third aim of the study focused on students' perceptions of
purposes and strategies for learning the knowledge domains. The
analysis of group learning provided a context for sampling student
perceptions of, and stimulating student thinking about, learning
strategies and the learning process (5.4.3) via a questionnaire
administered in conjunction with analysis of the group interaction
and incorporating oral and written responses.
Analysis of responses to the written questions (APPENDIX I),
teacher-student interviews (APPENDIX J) and student ratings of
learning strategies (TABLE 6.5) generated propositions ( 8. 7) for
examining students' perceptions of learning in the knowledge
domains of the curriculum.
The data from the small sample (TABLE 6.5) indicate that "class
discussion", "group discussion", "reading", "writing" and "researching
in the library" were rated highly preferred strategies by students.
However, there is not one highly preferred strategy by all students
across the sample knowledge domains.
The data on subject-specific strategies (8.7.1) indicate (a) in science,
"doing experiments" is highly preferred by all students and
"drawing diagrams" and "observing a life cycle" were highly rated,
(b) in social studies, "going on excursions" is highly preferred by all
students" and "listening to a guest speaker" and "drawing maps
were highly rated, and (c) in language arts "doing drama" is a highly
preferred strategy.
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The data on preferred strategies, including preferred subjectspecific strategies, based on their learning experiences, indicate that,
within the framework of relevance, students' learning styles
incorporate strategies that entail active involvement by them in the
learning process e.g., "doing experiments" and "drawing diagrams"
(science), "going on excursions" and "watching television" (social
studies), and "doing drama" (language arts). An implication for
instruction derived from these preferences is the need for teachers
to include these forms of strategies, which entail active involvement
by students, in the instructional program.
"Doing experiments" include opportunities for students to engage in
inductive/deductive learning, "drawing diagrams" include
opportunities for students to interpret and articulate relationships
among concepts, "going on excursions" locates students in the real
world of experiences and "watching television" includes
opportunities for them to engage in critical thinking. Consequently,
these strategies have potential for providing a wide range of
learning experiences. Therefore, it is hypothesised that teachers
may motivate student learning and provide a range of relevant
learning experiences by incorporating the students' preferred
strategies in learning the knowledge domains of the curriculum. An
implication for instruction is the need for teachers to be aware of
students' strategy preferences and include them in the instructional
program to motivate learning.
The following pathways of teaching/learning are derived from
analysis of the Researcher-Student interviews, which linked
purposes and strategies (APPENDIX I), on the importance of learning
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in the knowledge domains of the curriculum.
( 1) All students related the importance of learning science, social
studies and language arts to everyday needs and future job
prospects. From the sample examined, everyday needs included
doing jobs around the house (science) and writing letters (language
arts), and future job prospects included becoming an electrician
(science) working in a museum (social studies) and becoming a
secretary (language arts).These data suggest that these students
partly evaluate the relevance of their learning via long-term goals
hence the importance for teachers to relate the students' learning to
real world situations.
(2) Data from the student interviews that related learning purposes
and strategies (8.7.3) linked with data from students' ratings of
strategies (TABLE 6.5) indicate that students have a range of
preferences across the knowledge domains and prefer strategies
that challenge them and entail active involvement by them rather
than direct instruction by the teacher.
It is noted that the data do not highlight "using the computer" as a
highly preferred strategy. It is concluded that access to computers
and utilisation of them in learning in the knowledge domains of the
curriculum are challenges for the classroom teacher. These
challenges may be partly met by teachers allowing students to work
in pairs at the computer to help each other master the required
computer skills including accessing the internet, to achieve
appropriate learning outcomes.
It is inferred from the data that there is an element of specificity
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here as these students associate strategy and learning e.g., learning
science for them is "doing experiments". An implication for the
teacher, arising from this, is to ensure students engage actively in
strategies which develop the appropriate knowledge discourse and
skills in the knowledge domains in which they work.
The data comparing students' responses to the pre and post group
learning questions (see TABLE 8.4) indicate that students (a) are
aware of some differences of potential for learning between group
contexts and whole class contexts and (b) have limited perceptions
of the potential of asking and answering questions in group contexts.
If the effectiveness of group learning is to be developed by
students' becoming more aware of its learning potential, it is
suggested that opportunities need to to be structured by teachers
(e.g., pregroup learning segments in the research model) to
stimulate students to consider differences between group learning
and whole class learning and the fundamentals of quality group
learning (9.2.5).
Students' lack of awareness of the potential for asking questions
may result from whole class experiences during which they are
accustomed to answering questions. Consequently, it is suggested
that students need learning experiences, including group learning, to
stimulate the art of asking clear, relevant questions as part of the
learning process. As demonstrated in the group interaction in this
study, collaborative, heterogeneous group learning provides contexts
in which they have enhanced opportunities to develop the art of
asking appropriate questions.
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A summary of key research findings and research implications are presented TABLE 9.5
TABLE 9.5
uujJH\.c::tuvu;).

Research Questions
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A Summary
Implications for Research

1 . What linguistic forms do
participants use in the group
learning process in collaborative,
heterogeneous group contexts?

Statements, Questions and Imperatives
were used consistently by participants
across the three knowledge domains
examined.

Investigation of the consistency of use
of these linguistic forms in
collaborative, heterogeneous group
contexts across other knowledge
domains of the curriculum and levels
of school learning.

2. What evidence does
participants' use of language
provide of the use of cognitive
processes in the group learning
process in collaborative,
heterogeneous group contexts?

The language used by participants during
the group process provided evidence of a
range of task-oriented, cognitive
processes including higher order
processes of analysing, hypothesising and
synthesising.

Examination of cognitive processes
generated in other forms of discussion
and other contexts e.g., other
knowledge domains of the curriculum
and social contexts within the school
and other life contexts.

Individuals structured themes/topics
from their individual knowledge
structures to form a semantic field of
contextual frames relevant to the group
task.

Determination of the extent to which
this characterises group interaction
by examining other contexts across
primary, secondary and tertiary
levels.

Major roles adopted by participants were
(a) initiating ideas/information,
responding to ideas/information, (c)
maintaining communication and (d) a
range of task-oriented managerial roles.

Examination of (a) the roles adopted
by participants in other discussion
contexts e.g., as team members to
achieve a particular project and (b)
the impact of gender on role adoption
across contexts?

interaction segments and
contextual frames in the
articulation of content in
collaborative, heterogeneous
group contexts?
4. (a) What roles do participants
adopt in learning the disciplines
in collaborative, heterogeneous
group contexts?
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(b) What are the functions of
roles adopted by participants in
collaborative, heterogeneous
group contexts?

Adoption of these roles provided
Examination of the function of roles
opportunities for participants to initiate adopted by participants in other
and examine ideas/information critically. contexts e.g., What are the functions of
roles adopted by participants in a
group writing task?

5. (a) What is the evidence for
the participants' use of
extraverbal and nonverbal
strategies in the communication
process in collaborative,
.h~t~roqe!neou!:)qr()up contexts?
(b) What body language do
participants use in the
communication process in
collaborative, heterogeneous
group contexts?

During the group process participants
accompanied the language interaction with
task related and idiosyncratic actions e.g.,
a participant shuffling paper in front of
her as she speaks.

6.(a) What kinds of responses
characterise students' utilisation
of instruction while learning the
disciplines in collaborative,
heterogeneous group contexts?

Students expressed a dominant preference Examination of this phenomenon to
determine whether it occurs at other
for strategies that entailed personal
challenge and active involvement.
levels of the primary school and at
secondary and tertiary levels of
teaching/learning.

During the group process, participants
supported the language interaction by
using gestures including facial
expressions and hand movements.

Students observed the norms of group
(b) In collaborative,
heterogeneous group contexts, to interaction recommended in the students'
what extent and in which ways do instructional guides.
participants display evidence of
the use of instructional guides in
the group interaction?

in other contexts e.g., an activity
engaged in by participants to solve a
construction problem with structured
material.
Comparisons of gestures used by
participants to support verbal
interaction in other group contexts
e.g., homogenous group contexts at
various levels of the school and
friendship groups outside the school.

Pre and post testing of the
effectiveness of students' use of
instructional guides to enhance the
quality of the group learning process.

CHAPTER 10
RESEARCH HviPUCATIONS

1 0.1.1 From Teaching to Learning: The Paradigm

for the

Twentv-First Centurv.:
As we approach 2001 in multicultural Australia, an important
challenge for the classroom teacher must be an interrogation of the
relationship between teaching and learning and the teacher's role in
ensuring that students acquire foundations for lifelong learning in a
world of rapid technological change and diverse social issues.
Students have virtually unlimited access to infonnation via
television and the internet. It is critical that students acquire higher
order thinking processes to enable them to access, interpret and
evaluate inforn1ation. Lifelong learning also involves individuals'
capacity to (a) interpret the contexts in which they operate and (b)
adjust to changes that occur around them.
In a world of cultural change and n1ulticultural contexts, the
Prilnary School has not only the n1ission to provide learning
experiences relevant to real life but also opportunities for the
achievement of excellence by each individual. If these experiences
and opportunities involve the sharing of ideas/infonnation, they
enhance potential for collaborative learning, the paradign1 shifts the
role of the teacher frorn one who imparts knowledge to one who
facilitates the students' learning.
The current study exarnined collaborative, heterogeneous group
learning as one form of teaching/learning to supplen1ent whole class
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teaching/learning. At one level the study is a case study of group
work probing outcomes of group process across a range of
curriculum areas. At a more extrapolative level, however, the data
also generate the formulation of hypotheses relating to language
group behaviour modalities, and discipline-specific pedagogic
strategies. Consequently, principles of teaching/learning derived
from this research suggest implications for further research in the
implementation of group learning.
10.1.2 Imnlications for Further Research
In establishing collaborative, heterogeneous group learning as an
effective adjunct to whole class teaching/learning for enhancing
students' social development and learning outcomes, this study
extended previous research bases by focusing on the learner and
the learning process in a selected group at a particular year level of
the Primary School. Examination of group learning in differently
structured groups and other knowledge domains of the curriculum
should be implemented to test the findings and applicability of the
model and data analysis strategy and consistency of findings.
The generation of linguistic and cognitive processes could be
investigated further at both group and individual levels by
examination of other contexts in the Primary School e.g., friendship
groups. For example, "How do the linguistic and cognitive processes
generated in friendship groups differ from linguistic and cognitive
processes generated in collaborative, heterogeneous groups?"
Studies of collaborative, heterogeneous group learning could also be
undertaken in other knowledge domains of the curriculum e.g.,
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mathematics, which incorporate the use of structured material to
gain insights into the ways students generate linguistic and
cognitive dimensions of learning.
Further studies of collaborative, heterogeneous group learning could
also be undertaken in Secondary School contexts in which
participants are normally older with more extensive repertoires of
knowledge structures from which to draw. Replication in a specific,
cultural context, e.g., Aboriginal students in an island school could
yield insights into the ways these students generate culturallydetermined communication processes.
It would be useful for additional research to examine other potential
dimensions of group communication, for example, the prosodic
features of the language used by participants.
The role dimension of group interaction could be examined further
by examining a range of allocated roles to determine specifically
how participants accomplish allocated roles in the group process.
Given the dominance of the girls in the interaction in this study the
role of gender on the communication system in group contexts
merits further analysis. For example,
( 1) Do females/males interact predominately with males or females?
(2) Do females contribute more statements, questions and
imperatives than males in collaborative, heterogeneous group
contexts?
(3) Do females engage in more higher order learning processes
(Analysing, Comparing, Evaluating, Hypothesising, Synthesising)
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than do males in collaborative, heterogeneous group contexts?
10.1.3 Implications for Teaching/Learning: A Primary School Focus
The following principles, derived from this study, are presented for
teachers to consider in the implementation of collaborative,
heterogeneous group learning as effective teaching/learning as an
adjunct to whole class teaching/learning in the classroom.
The model of collaborative, heterogeneous group learning (9.1.1)
articulates (a) the school level, (b) differentiation re gender and
ability of participants, (c) the teacher~s role, (d) the curriculum
emphases, (e) focused group learning and (f) role of support systems
for group learning. Issues to be considered in the establishment of a
school policy for implementing collaborative, heterogeneous group
learning in the Primary School are as follows.
( 1) Participants in the present study had previously engaged in a
range of group learning experiences and thus experienced little
difficulty in consequently adjusting to the group activities of the
research. It is possible, however, that participants with little group
experience may not adjust so readily to group contexts. Hence
teachers should take into account students~ background of group
learning experiences in facilitating the transition from whole class
learning to group learning. This includes providing opportunities for
students to adjust to a focus on the resources in the group for
guidance and feedback rather than teacher feedback.
Following are suggestions for teachers to assist students make this
transition.
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(a) In the Lower Primary School, structure group experiences that
focus on the development of social skills which underpin group
learning.
(b) If students have adjusted to group practices by the time they
reach the Middle and Upper Primary School, more emphasis could
be placed on specific areas demands including planning strategies,
articulating group aims, and initiating learning to achieve the group
task.
(2) Data from the present study point to a number of variables,
including ability, gender and background experiences, which
influence the individual's contributions to the group learning
process. These variables should be considered in the selection of
group members and group goal setting.
( 3) Careful selection of appropriate and clear group tasks by the
teacher will help students to focus. During pregroup learning
sessions it is suggested that, as an advanced organiser for group
learning, participants consider the content of group learning by
analysing the group task and associated cultural interpretations
associated with it thus laying foundations for a semantic field of
relevant ideas and contributions from all participants.
( 4) Monitoring of each student's adaptation to group learning
through careful observation and application of appropriate support
systems is necessary to ensure that students develop the ability to
contribute to group learning. It is important for the teacher to
examine the nature of group roles and effecttve ways of helping
participants to adjust to the role structure and learn new roles in
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group contexts.
( 5) As part of fostering sensitivity to the group process it is
suggested that teachers provide regular opportunities for students
to discuss the nature of group learning. A checklist sirnilar to the
one used in this study (see 6.8) provides a framework for
articulating important aspects of the group process to be discussed
by students. In the upper grades, these opportunities could include
the students viewing and critically examining videotapes of extracts
of their group learning in relation to: (a) other participants' desire to
contribute to the interaction; (b) gender, ability and cultural
differences in the group; and (c) culturally specific content. There
are thus implications for both process and learning outcome levels
of group learning. It is important that neither teacher nor students
lose sight of both the group and individual learning outcomes.
(6) Enhancement of literacy across ail knowledge domains may be
facilitated by teachers providing collaborative, heterogeneous group
learning with potential for students to develop language and
learning processes and task specific frameworks associated with
each of the knowledge domains.
(7) Evaluation should include (a) student evaluation of the group
learning process and its outcomes, (b) student self-evaluation of
his/her learning outcomes, (c) teacher evaluation of the group
learning process and its outcomes and (d) teacher evaluation of
individuals' learning outcomes. Indices of quality group learning
(e.g., 9.2.5) should also be incorporated in the evaluation program.
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( 8) Challenges for the teacher associated with implementing
effective collaborative, heterogeneous group learning include
making adjustments for the resultant classroorr1 organisation and
determining his/her role in the teaching/learning (discussed in the
research model, 9.1.1) to ensure participants have opportunities to
develop a structure in which they may contribute to the group
learning.
10.1.4 Implications for Teaching/Learning: Focus on inservice

The following are suggested topics to be considered in the
formulation and implementation of a school-based Inservice
Program to provide opportunities for teachers to re-examine the
collaborative, heterogeneous group process and its implementation
in the school.
( 1)

Examination of research findings

( 2) The aims of collaborative, heterogeneous group learning
with reference to social, linguistic, intellectual, role and
collaborative learning development
(3) Classroom management with reference to adjustments by
teachers and students including adjustment to noise levels and
classroom management
(4) Procedures for forming groups and selecting group
participants including reference to ability, gender, and culture
( 5) Catering for learning in all knowledge domains including
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planning for (a) knowledge-domain-specific activities, (b)
utilisation of media and structured material, (c) role
development and (d) individual differences and learning
outcomes
(6) Assessment procedures and feedback mechanisms
including assessment of the group learning process and
individual learning outcomes
10.1.5 Preparing for the Future: preseryice Teacher Education
If teachers in the twenty-first century are to operate in classrooms
shaped by social and technological change, preservice teacher
education must prepare teachers who are sensitive to these changes
and able to make meaningful links between classroom
teaching/learning and to the real world. This requires preservice
teacher education institutions developing preservice teachers'
sensitivity to changing curricula and pedagogy to lay foundations for
lifelong learning. Consequently, preservice teacher education policy
of training institutions should include:
(i) Opportunities for preservice teachers to acquire competency in
the use of technology and an understanding of its role in effective
teaching/learning;
(ii) Inclusion of learning experiences that sensitise preservice
teachers to their role in effective teaching/learning towards lifelong
learning;
(iii) Establishment of meaningful partnerships between training
institutions and schools to help preservice teachers establish links
between current theories and classroom practice.
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Effective teaching/learning must ensure that students form
opinions based on knowledge and sound judgement. Students should
thus participate in communicative contexts in which they develop
language and cognitive processes to formulate views of, and bases
for, contributions to society.
The current study created a real world context in which participants
of different abilities and gender came together to share
ideas/information towards a common goal; this context was shaped
extensively by the group task, the teacher's role, and the ability and
gender of the participants. In this context, each participant adapted
to this interaction environment in order to make his/her
contribution to the group learning. Collaborative, heterogeneous
learning is thus arguably a pathway of learning with potential for
preparing students to manage and structure their own learning via
group interaction. Consequently, preservice education needs to
include opportunities for preservice teachers to acquire and develop
knowledge of the research and pedagogy of group learning as
effective teaching/learning practice.
If collaborative, heterogeneous group learning as effective
teaching/learning practice is to be integral to the preservice
program, the following areas provide a useful foundation:
(i) Introduction to Collaborative Heterogeneous Group
Learning - current state of research and its implications for
teaching/learning and curriculum;
(ii) Collaborative, Heterogeneous Group Learning- the
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interactive processes of group learning- social, cultural,
linguistic, intellectual and role development;
(iii) Group learning as an adjunct to whole class

teaching/learning;
(iv) Developmental Foci of Collaborative, Heterogeneous Group
Learning (TABLE 5.2)- guidelines for planning collaborative,
heterogeneous group learning at various levels of the Primary
School- selecting participants (4.2.1);
(v) Implications for curriculum and teaching/learning;
(vi) Evaluating the Group Learning Process and Learning
Outcomes - teacher self- evaluation, student self-evaluation,
teacher-student evaluation;
(vii) Guidelines for evaluation and feedback (see 9.2.5).
10.2 REFLECTIONS ON AN EFFECTIVE TEACHING/LEARNING
PARADIGM
This research was motivated by the researcher's desire to examine
the potential of group learning as an effective teaching/learning
paradigm for students' lifelong learning. In thus analysing the
group learning process, its potential for generating linguistic and
cognitive processes by male and female participants of different
ability was highlighted.
Analyses of the relationships between language and cognitive
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processes in learning in the knowledge domains of the curriculum
suggest that these are dual processes for communicating and
articulating content and strengthens perceptions of these processes
as fundamental in the development of literacy in the knowledge
domains of the curriculum.
The recent UNESCO report on Education for the Twenty-first Century
(Delors, 1998) proposes that the four pillars of education in a world
context are: learning to know, learning to do, learning to live
together and learning to be (p. 97). The current study indicates that

collaborative, heterogeneous group learning pathways provide a
learning context with potential for developing the following
competencies which are included as recommendations for
strengthening these pillars of education (Delors, 1998): (i) learning
to learn; (ii) competence to work in teams; (iii) developing an
appreciation of interdependence; (iv) learning to manage conflicts;
and (v) being able to act with autonomy, judgement and
responsibility.
Data from this case study have served to strengthen the researcher's
commitment to the desirability of creating learning experiences
which focus on the learning process during which students take a
proactive leadership role in the sharing of ideas/information
towards common goals.
In the context of a world that is increasingly dominated by
technology (Delors, 1998) it is important for students not only to
master this technology as a source of learning but to interact with
peers and teachers to share ideas/information in order to receive
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feedback to help them structure their learning. Therefore, it is
imperative that teachers conceptualise their roles as creators of
pathways of teaching/learning for students.
As we approach 2001 within a global context, a challenge for
teachers is to examine their role as teachers in effecting a paradigm
shift which is sensitive to the world's expanding knowledge sources
and impacts on the teaching/learning process in times of change and
diverse challenges. A focus for the Primary School teacher is
examination and rexamination of his/her role in laying foundations
for lifelong literacy relevant for technological change and social
development in a world of economic unrest. This challenges the
education professions to create permeable boundaries between real
world and classroom experiences and thus facilitate the processes of
a seamless series of ducts to lifelong learning.
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APPENDIX A

Student Questionnaire
In column 1, please put a tick in the box beside each of the ways you
have used to learn science, social studies and language arts.
Write in besides the numerals 11 and 12 other ways you have used to
learn science, social studies and language arts.
In column 2, please write in the numerals 1-10 or 1-11 or 1-12 by
putting 1 in the box beside the way you like best, 2 beside the next
best and so on up to 10,.11, or 12.
Part A Science
1 doing experiments
2 class discussion
3 group discussion
4 observing a life cycle
5 doing projects
6 reading about science
7 writing about science
8 drawing diagrams
9 researching in the library
10 watching television
11--------------------------------

1

2

1 2--------------------------------

Part B Social Studies
1 going on excursions
2 watching television
3 class discussion
4 group discussion
5 listening to guest speakers
6 reading about social studies
7 writing about social studies
8 drawing maps
9 researching in the library
10 doing projects
11-------------------------------12--------------------------------

I
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I

Part C Language Arts
1 class discussion
2 group discussion
3 watching television
4 reading
5 writing
6 using the computer
7 researching in the library
8 doing drama
9 de!ivering lecturettes
10 doing projects
11-------------------------------

(

2
--

-

12-------------------------------

Part D Interview Questions
Why do you think it is important for you to learn science?
What do you think is the best way to learn science?
Why do you think it is the best way.
Why do you think it is important to learn social studies?
What do you think is the best way to learn social studies?
Why do you think it is the best way?
Why do you think it is important to learn language arts?
What do you think is the best way to learn language arts?
Why do you think it is the best way?
Part E Written Questions
1 In what ways is learning in a small group different from learning in
the whole class?
2 To what extent does asking questions of other students help you to
learn in small groups?
3 To what extent does answering other students' questions help you to
learn in small groups?
4 To what extent does discussion help you to learn in small groups?
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APPENDIX B
Students' Responses to Written Questions
Question 1 In what ways is learning in a small group different from
learning in the whole class?
Tariah Discussion is quicker and you dont have to speak twice and

you can learn faster. and noise level doesn't get so high that you cant
concentrate!
Ben In a whole class discussion you get more questions and answers
and ideas than in a small group, so you learn a bit more.
Anthony Because there is a lot of people in a class and a small amount
of people in a group. So only a few people are speaking in a class and
thereis lots of people in a class.
Rebecca When you learn in a small group it is easier to get a message
across. When you are learning in the whole class there is more
listening involved.
Kylie You are learning more and I don't take as longer.
Question 2 To what extent does asking questions of other students help
you to learn in small groups?
Tariah To see if you know what there asking you or to find out

something, and for your own knowledge to see if you know it yourself.
Ben It helps me more in small groups because I know the people that
I'm asking.
Anthony -Rebecca I think it is good to ask questions to find out information,
because it helps people to understand.
Kylie -Question 3 To what extent does answering other studentsr questions
help you to learn in sman groups?
·1 ariah To help them learn about what they1 re asking you and to see if

you know it as well, so then it helps both of you.
Ben You get to think about there question and see it in a different
way.
Anthony I think answering questions helps me better in groups
because there is a few people giving you different answers.
Rebecca Because when you have small group discussions, it revolves
around asking and answering other peoples questions, it helps other
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people and myself to co-operate.
Kylie Everyone gets longer turns and they get more time.
Question 4 To what extent does discussion help you to learn in small
groups?
Tariah To help solve the problem or situation that the discussion that

is was about. and things dont have to be taken as fair with smaller
groups around 5 people!
Ben You get to talk and ask questions, and it helps me to learn.
Anthony I like to learn in small groups because things get done
quicker because it is not as loud as when you are in a whole class.
Rebecca Discussing different subjects in small groups helps other
people and myself to get their messages across and to share ideas.
Kylie You get to tell every-one how you feel and discuss it with your
group.
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APPENDIX C
Sample Researcher-Student Interviews
Tariah
R. Why do you think it is important to learn social studies?
Tariah So you can learn about countries and different types of people
and what they eat.
R. Good. What do you think is the best way to learn social studies?
Tariah By projects and discussion and having discussion with your
partner.
R. That's good. Why do you think doing projects and discussion are the
best ways to learn social studies?
Tariah So it gives you a chance to read books and write down what
you know about countries and people.
Anthony
R. Why do you think it is important to learn language arts?
Anthony So when you get older you know how to read and write for
your job.
R. And what do you think is the best way to learn language arts?
Anthony Getting in a group and reading it to the parent or teacher
who's taking you and writing a book report about it.
R. And why do you think that is the best way? Why is that the best
way to learn it?
Anthony Urn because if you're in groups, urn there'd be lots of people
answering the questions and they wouldn't give anyone else a go.
R. So you would like to do it as an individual?
Anthony Yes.
Ben
R. Why do you think it is important for you to learn science?
Ben Well, it could help you in your jobs and help you in the future.
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R Good. And what do you think is the best way to learn science?
Ben Urn through experiments.
R. Why do you think experiments are the best way?

Ben Because you can see exactly what you're doing and you can learn a
bit more.
R. That's good.

Rebecca
R. Science. Why do you think it is important for you to learn science?
Rebecca I think science is a very interesting subject and I like doing
research on it. I think in whatever career you have you've got to know
a little bit of science anyway.
R. That's a good answer. What do you think is the best way to learn
science?
Rebecca I think the best way to do science is by doing experiments
and projects to find out research on them.
R. And why do you think experiments and projects are the best ways?
Rebecca Well, I think they are the most interesting ones and the most
fun to learn about anyway.
R.Good.

Kylie
R. The next one is social studies. Why do you think it is important to
learn social studies?
Kylie So when you go to different countries you know how they work.
R. And what's the best way to learn social studies?
Kylie Urn projects.
R. And why are projects the best way to learn social studies?
Kylie So you know how they work what they eat and stuff.
R. You learn more through projects you think?
Kylie Yes.
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APPENDIX D

Group Learning Segments
Objectives
1. To introduce students to a checklist of aspects of group learning as a

guide for enhancing group discussion through teacher-student
discussion.
Planned Outcomes
1. Ask the students:

(a) why it is important to discuss some things,
(b) with whom they could discuss problems when they are learning
something,
(c) what are some important things they need to keep in mind when
they are discussing something as a group (elicit student ideas on good
group discussion).
2. Introduce the checklist with guidelines for enhancing group
discussion.
3. Through discussion, consider what each guideline means and why it
is important for good group discussion (elicit student ideas).
4. Conclusion
Inform the students that they may refer to the checklist during their
group learning to improve the discussion and help them accomplish
the group task.
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APPENDIX E
Guidelines for Enhancing Quality Group Learning
Session 1
Examine the topic/task carefully. Ensure your discussion is related to

the group task and do not be distracted by other issues. This requires
keeping the task in mind as you discuss what is required for its
completion.
Listen to what other members of the group have to say about the
topic/task. Look at the person speaking, listen carefully and think

about what he/ she is saying.
Form an opinion and express your ideas but take your turn in the
discussion. Become involved in the discussion by expressing your

ideas and opinions but ensure you take your turn in the discussion.
Session 2
Make sure your discussion is related to the topic/task. When you take

your turn in the discussion, make sure what you say helps in achieving
the group task.
Ask other members questions if you are not sure about something. If
there is something you do not understand, ask one of the group
members to explain it to you.
Try to answer the questions raised by other members during the
discussion. Listen to questions raised by group members and try to

answer them. These questions may be directed to you or to the group.
Session 3
Think about what you have already learnt about the topic/task and
discuss this with the group. Your knowledge of the topic/task may

help complete the task.
See if you can add something new to the topic. If you have a new idea

for completing the task, present this idea for the group to consider.
See if you can add information to what other members say. Listen to
what other group members say about the topic/task and see if you can
add information that they have not included.
Express your ideas clearly. When you are speaking during the
discussion, try to express your ideas so that other members of the
group understand you. Speak clearly, explain things clearly, and do not
speak too quickly.
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Choose your words carefully when explaining something or writing
about something during the group task. When you are discussing a

topic/task, there will be words and ideas that are important for
completing the task. Think about the best words to use in your
discussion and take note of new words and ideas that are presented
during the discussion

APPENDIX F
Group Learning Sessions
Year6

Diamond Discovery

Social Studies

Objectives
1. To use collaborative group discussion to solve a social studies

problem related to planning a mining village.
2. To discuss and classify important considerations in planning a
mining village in the north of Canada.
Planned Outcomes
Using information to solve a social studies problem:
. discuss and critically examine the problem
. use backgound knowledge to suggest important factors related to
planning a mining village in the north of Canada
Making decisions:
. evaluate and choose ways to complete the learning task
.list and classify important considerations for planning a mining
village
. select then record the classification
Learning collaboratively:
. discuss planning a mining village with other members of the group
. ask questions about the topic to improve understanding
. answer questions and explain issues raised by group members
when appropriate
contribute to writing a classification of considerations in planning
a mining village in the north of Australia
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Year 6 Group Assignment

Diamond Discovery

Social Studies

Group Members,
Your social studies assignment is to help a mtntng company to
establish a mining village in the north of Australia. The company will
be employing 15 mining engineers and their families, approximately
40 mine workers who have families, and approximately 50 mine
workers without families. You are requested to assist the company to
plan the village for the people. As a group, you are asked to list and
organise into appropriate groups the important things the company
needs to consider in planning the village.
The company expects to work the mine for approximately 15 years
before the diamonds run out. The nearest town to the mine site (Silver
Lakes) is 140 kilometres away and has an airstrip. The nearest seaport
(Helens Town) is 180 kilometres from the village site.

* Helens Town

14

;

1

180ks

I

~

Silver Lakes *< 140ks * Site for the village

Group Task
As a group, discuss then list and classify the important things the
mining company needs to consider to plan the village successfully for
the mine workers to live in. Write your classification on the paper
supplied. Write only one draft of the classification based on your
discussion.
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Year 6

Space Station

Science

Objectives
1. To use collaborative group discussion to solve a science problem

related to training astronauts.
2. To discuss and collaboratively draw up a training program for
astronauts.
Planned Outcomes
Using information to solve a science problem:
. discuss and critically examine the problem
. use background knowledge to suggest activities for a training
program for astronauts
Making decisions:
. evaluate and choose activities for an astronaut training program
. select and write up a training program for astronauts
Learning collaboratively:
. discuss an astronaut training program with other members of the
group
. ask questions about the topic to improve understanding
. answer questions and explain issues raised by group members
when appropriate
contribute to writing a training program for astronauts
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Year 6 Group Assignment

Space Station

Science

Group Members,
Your science assignment is to assist a group of people engaged in
training astronauts. This group is not responsible for the scientific
training of the astronauts but is responsible for training them to adjust
to living in a space station for three weeks.
Some of the adjusments they have to make are: isolation from the
world and their families; weightlessness; surviving on a special diet;
engaging in forms of relaxation; and the need to exercise.

Group Task
Your group task is to draw up a training program to assist the people
engaged in training the astronauts. This means, you are to draw up a
program, which includes each of the foregoing adjustments, for the
people training the astronauts so that they can use the program to
help the astronauts prepare for space travel to ensure a successful
space station mission.

Discuss the training procedures you recommend for each of the
adjustments and then draw up the overall training program as a group
to help the people in the training of the astronauts.
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Year 6

The Quick Descent

Language Arts

Objectives
To use collaborative group discussion to solve a language arts problem
related to choosing a short story.
To discuss and write a brief report on the short story The Quick
Descent.
Planned Outcomes
Using information to solve a language arts problem:
. discuss and critically examine the problem
. use background knowledge to examine plot, setting,
characterisation and language of The Quick Descent
Making decisions
. evaluate plot, setting characterisation and language of The
Quick Descent
. write a clear, brief group report on the story
Learning collaboratively
. discuss the short story The Quick Descent with other members of
the group
. ask questions about plot, setting, characterisation and language
of the short story to improve understanding
. answer questions on plot, setting, characterisation and language
on the short story when appropriate
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Year 6 Group Assignment

Story Report

Language Arts

Group Members,
Your language arts assignment is to write a group report on the
attached short story. Your information will be used by a committee to
help them select a number of stories for inclusion in a book of short
stories for year six students.
You are requested to discuss each of the following aspects of the story
to include in the report and then write a brief, clear, group report on
the story. That is, your report will include (a) what you think of each
of the following aspects of the story, (b) what you think of the story as
a whole. and (c) any other comments you wish to make. In your
conclusion of the report, clearly indicate whether the story should or
should not be included and why you came to your conclusion.

Setting_ where the events took place
Plot _ the events that occurred in the story
Characterisation _ characters in the story
Language _ descriptions and words used in the story

Group Task
Write the report as a group on the paper supplied and write only one
draft of the report based on your discussion.
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APPENDIX G

ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTATION HAS BEEN REMOVED

ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTATION HAS BEEN REMOVED
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APPENDIX H
Parental Consent
H (1)

Dear Parent/Guardian
..................................... has been selected to participate in a research project
initiated within the School of Education, james Cook University of
North Queensland.
The participants will be requested to:
(a) respond to a questionnaire on learning in Year Six (four written
questions and nine interview questions to be answered on audiotape);
(b) participate in three group discussion, learning sessions (social
studies, science, language arts).
The group discussions will be videotaped and all videotapes will be
confidential and used only for research purposes. All sessions will take
place during normal school time.
Advantages of students' participation in the research include:
(a) opportunity for them to think about ways they learn social studies,
science and language arts;
(b) opportunity for them to improve group discussion skills;
(c) opportunity for them to cooperate with other students for learning
within the knowledge domains of the curriculum.
A consent form is attached and its completion is requested if you
approve ................................ participation in the research. Enquiries may
be directed to the classroom teacher or
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H (11)

james Cook University of North Queensland
Permission to Participate in Research

ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTATION HAS BEEN REMOVED
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APPENDIX I
Researcher-Participant Interviews
NOLA

Science
R Why do you think it is important for you to learn science?
N People when they get older they need science ah they need to know
science to get a good job.
R What do you think is the best way to learn science, Nola?
N Urn I think the best way is experiencing it because if you just sit
there and write it all off the blackboard then you're not really learning
anything you're just writing things down you're not exactly
memorising it or anything. When you experience it like if you go on an
excursion and do experiments you can see it happening.
R I think that is a good answer. Ah, could you say anymore about why
it is the best way? I think you have really answered it. Can you say
anymore- why you think it is the best way?
N It gives you a good understanding of things.
R Thankyou.
Social Studies
R Why do you think it is important to learn social studies?
N Urn like science you just might need it for a job or education if you
want to become urn like if you want to become something that
involves social studies and you don't know much about it then you
wouldn't get that job that you wanted.
R Good. What do you think is the best way to learn social studies?
N Urn just doing experiments-and experiments and experiences and
things because they make you feel good and that.
R You think that is the best way. That's why it is the best way is it
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because it gives you a good understanding?
N I think so.
R Right.
Language Arts
R Why do you think it is important to learn language arts?
N Urn well you use language arts like every day urn in like language
arts teaches you writing and things like that and you just do reading
and you just use it every day so it's a good way.
R Good. What do you think is the best way to learn language arts?
N Urn writing it off the blackboard because you learn how to do it you
see it done.
R Right, and that's why you think it is the best way because you see it
done? Right, thanks Nola.
KAY

Science
R Why do you think it is important for you to learn science?
K ' Cause when you're older and want to get a job science is a good
thing to look for because it is a good high paid job and you get a lot of
money for it.
R What do you think is the best way to learn science?
K The best way to science I think is to go on excursions and do
experiments research and do projects.
R Thank you. And why do you think it is the best way?
K Because if you sit down and listen to your teacher you don't really
learn it but if you go to a certain place you can learn a lot more if
you're actually there.
R Good answer. Thank you.
Social Studies
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R Why do you think it is important to learn social studies?
K 'Cause if you learn social studies and you want to go like get a job in
a museum and you realise what social studies is it's quite easy to get
there if you know all your social studies.
R What do you think is the best way to learn social studies?
K Ah the best way to learn social studies is going to the place where
social studies is.
R Good. And why do you think it is the best way? Why do you think
going to a place is the best way to learn it?
K I think going I think going to the place you're actually planning on
going like like somewhere with social studies in it like the old days
and that urn is the best way.
R Right.
Language Arts
R Why do you think it is important to learn language arts?
K It is important to learn language arts because if you are going to get
a writing job and a secretary job or something it is very important that
you know that because if you don't know that you won't be able to get
one.
R What do you think is the best way to learn language arts?
K Copying off the blackboard.
R And why do you think copying off the blackboard is the best way to
learn language arts?
K Because urn there is really one place to go to learn language arts and
if you see someone doing it you'll really know what how it's done.
R Thank you, Kay.
JOE

Science
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R Why do you think it is important for you to learn science?

J Because when you grow up you might want to be do science for a
job.
R And what do you think is the best way to learn science?

J Doing experiments.
R Why do you think doing experiments is the best way?

J Because you understand and see it happen.
R Good.
Social Studies
R Why do you think it is important to learn social studies?

J Because-R Social studies-about countries and people.

J Because you might want to be like travel and find out all that.
R Right. And what do you think is the best way to learn social studies?

J Um a person talking.
R Talking to you explaining? Right. And why do you think that is the
best way someone talking to you explaining things?

J Because instead of copying it down off the blackboard you're hearing
it from a person.
R Right. Good.
Language Arts
R Why do you think it is important to learn language arts things like
reading, writing, spelling?

J You might want to be a drawer or something.
R And what do you think is the best way to learn language arts?

J Drawing maps a map of the world.
R Do you think it is the best way drawing maps and things for
language arts?

J If you want to be an artist when you grow up.
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R Right. Thanks joe.

mN
Science
R Why do you think it is important for you to learn science?
C If you're going to if you want to be an electrician you've got to know
what wires go with other wires what insulation to use for different
appliances so they don't blow out.
R Yes that's good. And what do you think is the best way to learn
science?
C By doing the actual things by doing the actual experiments to learn
how they actually work.
R Right. And why do you think doing them helps you to learn them
better?
C So you can see the actual thing and what is actually happening and
see where it actually is.
R Right. Thanks Con.
Social Studies
R Why do you think it is important to learn social studies?
C So you know what happens so you don't like missing out on
anything and if you might get a job that you might need some social
studies you know the history or something.
R Good. What do you think is the best way to learn social studies?
C Urn by seeing watching T.V. and learning about how history and urn
doing activities on it you learn what actually happens.
R Good. And why do you think that is the best way? Could you add
anything to that- why it is the best way?
C So you can learn more and by doing by being asked questions and
doing activities, you're learning it so you're jogging your memory to
think back.
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R That's a good answer.
Language Arts
R Why do you think it is important to learn language arts?
C So you can do designs and if you're going to be a signmaker or urn
be things that need language arts.
R Right. What is the best way to learn language arts things like
reading writing and so on?
C Practise a lot and write. You get other ideas from other things and
make up you're own and then think of other things and you can keep
practising it.
R And why do you think that is the best way practising and doing
language arts?
C So you do them over and over and you memorise them and you
know what to do the next time you know things.
R Good.
ROD

Science
R Rod, why do you think it is important for you to learn science?
Rod Well urn if you want urn get a job, you could have be a scientist
and get paid a lot of money but if you don't get urn that job, you could
get it like helps you around the house fixing up stuff urn that's gone
wrong in your house and that.
R That's good, yes. What do you think is the best way to learn science?
Rod Urn looking watching TV and you looking at experiments urn
doing research and that.
R And why do you think it is the best way?
Rod Because it's more exciting and not as boring as just writing
writing in your pad and that.
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R That's a good answer.
Social Studies
R Why do you think it is important to learn social studies?
Rod Because you need to know a bit of history about where you live
and everything.
R What do you think is the best way to learn social studies?
Rod Urn watch it on television urn about how the people live and those
old days and stuff.
R Why do you think that's the best way, Rod?
Rod Because you can see how they lived and how different it is to how
we live.
R They're good answers.
Language Arts
R Why do you think it is important to learn language arts?
Rod Because urn if you need to write a letter or something to your
friend you need to know how to write good and have good spelling and
stuff.
R Good. What do you think is the best way to learn language arts?
Rod Urn being in groups like in pairs and just talking about urn like
reading books and stuff to each other and doing activities.
R Good. Why do you think they are the best ways? Why do you think
you learn best that way?
Rod Because it saves urn paper and writing in your pad and urn you
like you learn other people's ideas and then you might get some better
ideas from them.
R Very good answers, Rod. Thank you.
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APPENDIX J
Participants' Responses to Written Questions
Pregroup Learning
Question 1 In what ways is learning in a small group different from
learning in a whole class?

Nola Learning in small group is easier because your opinion is heard
more.
Con You can get other peoples ideas to help you along. You can just
talk softly to talk to the other people.
Rod The differents between learning in small group than the whole
class is when your in small groups you get more work doin and its
easyer because when your in big groups everone is shouting out and
no one can hear what you are saying.
Kay You can hear a lot more and learn more.
joe There are not many people so not many people are not talking.
Question 2 To what extent does asking questions of other students help
you to learn in small groups?

Nola I think that is helps because ever person get a turn at speaking
and it's much easier to listen.
Con It helps me by getting other peoples ideas and extend it onto my
ideas. They could give you examples and you can write on them.
Rod If you do not know what they are talking about you can ak
another person and then you might start to understand.
Kay I think it helps increase your knologe.
Joe Next time you will no.
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Question 3 To what extent does answering other students help you to
learn in small groups?

Nola If children can ask questions and other children answer them it
should help both children so both of them can understand.
Con It makes you think harder and it jogs your memory and it makes
you learn.
Rod Well if you answer it you will not forget it because you listen to
it, but when someone else answers it you might hear it.
Kay

If children answer other children's questions you are just

answering a question you know but the other person dosent.
joe They will know it next time.
Question 4 To what extent does discussion help you to learn in small
groups?

Nola Everyone get a say so everyone learns what different peoples
opinions are.
Con You can get others ideas and you can help each other learn.
Rod Because you might hear someones ideas and you might just think
of a good idea.
Kay (no response)
joe You gets ever bodys ides.
Postgroup Learning
Question 1 In what ways is learning in a small group different from
learning in the whole class?

Nola Learning in a small group is easier than learning in a large group
because everyone is not speaking at the same time.
Con It is easier to work because you don't have to speak so loud.
Kay Learning in a smal group helps you get more ideas and you get
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more involved.
Rod Learning in a class is better because you get ideas of other people
but it is bad when kids are bad and you get nothing done that is why
small groups are better.
joe The teacher spends more time with you.

Question 2 To what extent does asking questions of other students help
you to learn in small groups?
Nola If asking questions to another child helps then it will help you
and them.
Con You can ask one person without lots of people talking above your
voice.
Kay You understand more about your desscison and can help you in
the long run.
Rod You get some idears of other people, then you get idears your self.
joe you get ever body's ideaer's
Question 3 To what extent does answering other students' questions
help you to learn in small groups?
Nola Answering others questions helps the other person only.
Con It makes you think back and jog your memory. This way it makes
you think and makes you learn.
Kay It dosent help you because the other people need to answer there
own questions
Rod If you answer there questions it is better than other people
answer it because you don't lisen as much.
joe The other poeple no it next time

Question 4 To what extent does discussion help you to learn in small
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groups?

Nola Discusion helps learning in small groups because everyone has an
opinion.
Con You can get other peoples ideas to help you writing. You can then
write more and get better marks.
Kay dessicusion helps you by getting every ones points and ideas into
one answer.
Rod It helps you because you get idears and you cooperate more and
get stuff done
joe you get ever body's ideaer's
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APPENDIX K
THE QUICK DESCENT
Ron Brimble
John's uncle (Fred Sawyer) had promised to take him and his three
friends hiking to the top of Mt. Simon during the May vacation. john
and his friends, Robert, Melissa, and jodie, lived in north Queensland,
attended the same school and were all in year seven. They had made
all the preliminary arrangements and were ready for the trip when
Fred arrived.
Fred checked the friends' walking gear and made sure the walkers had
food and water for the day's expedition. He also made sure they had a
first aid kit in case of emergencies. When he was satisfied with the
equipment, they all decided to meet at John's place the next day at
6:30 am. They had arranged to drive to the foot of the mountain, park
the car then climb to the summit and return to the car by 6 pm. They
estimated the walk to the top would take them four hours and the
walk back to the car would take them three-and-a-half hours.
The next day, the group set out from John's place by car at 7 am. The
sun was just beginning to light the eastern sky and the birds were
beginning to stir in the trees as the walking party left the main road
and headed for the mountain. As Fred stopped the car, a wallaby
bounded across the clearing into the scrub then all was quiet. They
were about to enter a different world.
In a short time, the five walkers had applied sun screen, put on their
hats, shouldered their rucksacks and were walking in single file along
the track towards the mountain. It was the party's aim to reach the
summit by midday, rest there, then begin the ascent to the foot of the
mountain and reach the parked car before dark.
Fred led the way. He was a school teacher and was an experienced
walker. He had done a great deal of bush walking and enjoyed walking
amongst the trees and watching the birds most of which he could
name in this area. He had keen eyesight and saw the lizards as they
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darted along the rocks and noticed the spider webs as he led the
walkers towards the distant summit.
Melissa was behind Fred and Jodie was close behind her. These two
girls had been friends since they met in year one. Both girls played in
the school netball team and the school vigoro team. They helped each
other with their homework and sometimes exchanged tapes to listen to
the music. They had not been on a walk as long as this one before but
they had been looking forward to it and were keen to go. They were
both keen photographers and had brought their cameras with them in
the hope of getting some good shots of the trip.
John and Robert lived near one another and had been friends for
years. Both boys played in the school soccer team and john was the
school's fastest swimmer. The boys often visited each other and played
video games together. They sometimes met at the weekend and
organised short bike riding expeditions to places of interest near their
homes. During the wet season, they sometimes rode to the nearby dam
to watch the water rushing over the dam wall. John was a good
organiser and had been mainly responsible for organising the present
expedition.
As the party made its way up the slope, the sun became warmer and
several stops were made to allow the walkers to rest and to have a
drink of water. These stops also provided opportunities for the hikers
to discuss the birds and insects they had seen on the way. Fred
encouraged the children to observe the countryside and examine the
beauty of the trees as they walked.
Eventually, the track led them out of the trees into a clearing which
was the summit of Mt. Simon. They felt as though they had landed on
a different planet. In the distance they looked down on the cane farms
with their patchwork of sugar cane and the river winding its way
towards the sea.. An eagle could be seen hovering in the distance
waiting for its prey. The walkers felt as though they had walked into a
world in the heavens as they gazed at the valley below.
Fred broke the silence. "We have made good time", he said. "Now to
boil the billy and enjoy a cup of tea and beef sandwiches". This was
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the signal to get a small fire going in the clearing and to enjoy lunch in
the beautiful surroundings. During lunch, many topics were discussed
as the fire died down and the walkers became a little drowsy.
"We shall leave at lp.m.," said Fred as he sat under a nearby tree,
leaned against its trunk and closed his eyes. The two boys continued to
talk quietly and the girls wandered towards an outcrop of rock on the
slope to take a photograph.
When the girls reached the outcrop of rock, Jodie saw a yellow bird
sitting on the branch of a tree and moved quietly forward to take a
photograph of it. As she moved forward, she slipped on the rocks and,
while trying to save herself, twisted her ankle and fell onto the rocks.
Melissa called out and, in no time, Fred and the boys were at her side.
jodie had a cut forehead, a grazed leg and an injured ankle and was
suffering from shock. As she fell forward and saw the camera rolling
down the slope, she had visions of following it down the side of the
mountain and landing against a tree. The members of the party
comforted her as Fred laid her gently on a ground sheet and asked
John to get the first aid kit. Fred dressed her cuts and grazes but
seemed troubled by her ankle injury. "Could it be broken?" he thought.
It was very painful and Jodie was unable to put any weight on it.
After Jodie had been made comfortable and given a cup of tea, the
group had a short discussion. It was agreed that Fred would return to
the car as quickly as he could to fetch help and the rest of the party
would stay with Jodie.
Fred left his gear behind except for his water bottle so that he could
travel quickly, put his jacket over Jodie to keep her warm and set off
for the car.
The group on the summit tried to comfort Jodie by trying to take her
mind off her injuries. They had some guessing games and talked about
some recent films they had seen on T.V. They boiled the billy again
and shared their food to make the eating more interesting. However,
they all were a little concerned and kept looking at the shadows as
they lengthened as the sun moved towards the west.
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What if something happened to Fred?
Would they have to spend the night on the mountain?
What would their parents be thinking?
Should they ration the food and water?
Would there be wild cats on the mountain?
Suddenly, their thoughts and the silence were broken by the sound of
a helicopter as it moved quickly towards them up the mountain side.
The noise became louder as the helicopter got closer and the pilot
landed it in the clearing. Two rescue workers jumped from the craft
and moved towards Jodie with a stretcher. Fred followed. Everything
had changed. All would be fine now.
The rescue workers carefully bandaged jodie's ankle and lifted her
gently onto the stretcher which they slid into the helicopter. They then
signalled the rest of the party to climb aboard. The waiting hikers
needed no second bidding as they quickly gathered their belongings
and scrambled aboard. This was better than hiking!
Fred checked the remains of the fire, made sure it was completely
extinguished and followed them into the noisy craft. The pilot looked
over the side then guided the machine down the side of the mountain.
In a short time the helicopter landed in a clearing near a waiting
ambulance-it had been a quick descent.
The parents of the hikers were standing anxiously at the side of the
ambulance and showed clear expressions of relief on their faces as the
children jumped from the helicopter. Jodie was put into the ambulance
and taken to hospital with her parents by her side.
Jodie's ankle was badly sprained but not broken and she was allowed
to go home from hospital the next day. She was wheeled out to the car
in wheelchair and she had to take two crutches with her to ensure she
did not put any weight on her injured ankle.
Her three friends visited her the next day when she returned home
and relived the previous day's events as they sipped coke and had
lunch around the patient with the propped-up leg. A description of the
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rescue had appeared in the local newspaper and they all agreed that it
had been an adventure. They talked about the ride in the helicopter
and agreed that it was something to remember but also agreed that
they were lucky people to have been rescued through the efforts of
Fred and the rescue workers. Furthermore, they decided to try do
something in the future to show their appreciation towards the rescue
squad that carried out their rescue.
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APPENDIX L

Learning Processes
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Unit objectives

SOCIAL STUDIES

Knowledge and understanding
Forming the following generalisations:
• Change is panofourway oflife.
• Ideas and knowledge change as people's
awareness and understanding change.
• Technological development changes the world
and the lives of its people.
• Changing methods of communication and
transportation influence people's knowledge
and understanding of the world.
• Some countries have experienced social or
political change.

Academic skills
Communicating:
• selecting relevant information from fiction and
non-fiction literature;
• acquiring information bylisteningand
observing, and using the information to
identify the main ideas, make comparisons,
identify points of view, independently extract
main ideas from class discussion, and
distinguish between fuctand opinion;
o panicipating in and contributing to whole-class
or small-group discussion;
• asking effective questions to find information;
• gathering and interpreting data from simple
interviews that have been constructed with
teacher direction;
• presenting material by role-playing or drama,
by making plans, models, murals, drawings
and paintings, and bycomposingstories,
compiling simple projects and brief reports,
preparing summaries, giving lecturenes,
panicipating in simple debates, and selecting
and organising newspaper cuttings.
Gathering data:
• using pans of a resource as a guide to contents;
• using audio-visual equipment to obtain
information:
• using knowledge of special reference books to
obtain information;
• undertaking guided research for details;
• reading newspapers and pamphlets
discerningly to select material that is peninent
to ciass activities:
• extracting information from newspapers,
venical files and magazines.

Using graphs and tables:
• constructing bar graphs using a scale, a title and
labels·
• interPreting graphs by reading the values from
scale, com paring the values, and using the
results to answer questions;
• recording and constructing a table from raw
data;
• extracting relevant data from a variety of
tables;
• interpreting data presented in tables by making
comparisons.
Mapping:
lOc:ating places on a wall map

Social skills
Learning how to relate to and communicate with
others
Learning how to work with others

Thlnking processes
Comparing:
• identifying the anributes,_qualities or
properties of two or more different entities;
• considering the same entity at different points
in time.
Oassifying:
• grouping, labelling, regrouping and relabelling;
• arranging items along a continuum according
to some criterion.
Imagining:
proposing alternative possibilities for existing
realities
Inferring:
• identifying facts and inferences;
• generating logical inferences and identifying
the evidence on which the inferences are based.
Hypothesising:
• formulating suppositions on the basis of
evidence;
• modifying an hypothesis when collected data
does not suppon an initial hypothesis.

Interpreting pictures:
• using pictorial information to make
compansons:
• identifying characteristics and discussing
features of pictures:
• sequencing events ponrayed in pictures in
orderto gain information:
• collecting and arranging a series of pictures to
illustrate aspects of the past. present and future.

Generalising:
• determining causal links that explain or
suppon inferences;
• using evidence and logical argument to make
generalisations.

Attitudes. feelings and sensitivities
Deveioping a positive self-concept
Showing sensnivity to other people
Developing and exploring attitudes
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-L Strategic planning
2

3

10

11

12

Students generate original courses of action that take account of personal and contextual factors .
They build on experiences in decision-making, probiem-solving and c:iticai appreciation to plan
activities that v.rill further develop their language use.. All children engage in strategic planning
v.rith support from the reacher or peers.. Some do so independently. Strategic planning is used
particularly in non-narrative literary genres and persuasive genres .

What is the related knowledge?
Students v.rill develop concepts related to decision-making, problem solving, ::itica.l appreciation and
strategic planning .

I

Processes

I

Years 1-3

I

Years 3-7

question
knowledge
procedure
choice
expectation

prioriry
effect
purpose
cause
logic
comparisons

election
prediction
determination
relevance
consequence
system

problem solving

trial
imagination
pattern

understanding
analysis
simplification
hypothesis
success
test
contrast
comparison

description
brainstorm
generation
controversy
divergence
analogy
synthesis
conclusion
solution
evaluation

q~ery

idea
invention

critical appreciation

use
pattern
preference
comparison

difference
identification
consultation
argument
judgment
quality
bias

viewpoint
review
contrast
tentativeness
refinement
implication
belief
balance
values
ideology
validation

strategic planning

plan

recollection
prediction
imagination

speculation
perspective
Jl ternati ve
design
divergence
convergence
anticipation
monitoring

I
I

I
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I

Years 7-10

decision-making

goal

~

I

I

I
I;

il
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